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Abstract
The concurrent approach to engineering design, concurrent design, implies that expert 
knowledge regarding a number of different downstream life-cycle perspectives (such as 
assembly, manufacture, maintainability etc) should all be considered at the design stage of 
a product’s life-cycle.
Extensive and valuable work has been done in developing computer aids to both the design 
and concurrent design processes. However, a criticism of such tools is that their 
development has been driven by computational considerations and that the tools are not 
based on a generally accepted model of the design process. Different models of design 
have been developed that fall into a number of paradigms, including cognitive and 
knowledge-level models. However, while there is no generally accepted cognitive model 
describing the way designers and design teams think, the concept of the knowledge-level 
has enabled a more pragmatic approach to be taken to the development of models of 
problem-solving activity.
Different researchers have developed knowledge-level models for the design process, 
particularly as part of the CommonKADS methodology (one of the principal knowledge- 
based system development methodologies currently in use). These design models have 
significantly extended design thinking in this area. However, the models do not explicitly 
support the concurrent design process.
I have developed top-down knowledge-level models of the concurrent design process by 
analysis of published research and discussions with academics. However some researchers 
have criticised models for design that are not based on analysis of ‘real-life’ design. Hence 
I wished to validate my top-down models by analysing how concurrent design actually 
occurs in a real-life industrial setting.
Analysing concurrent design activity is a complex process and there are no definitive 
methodological guidelines as to the ‘right way’ to do it. Therefore I have developed and 
utilised a novel method of knowledge elicitation and analysis to develop ‘bottom-up’ 
models for concurrent design. This is based on a number of different approaches and was 
done in collaboration with a number of different design teams and organisations who are 
engaged in the concurrent design of mechanically based products.
My resulting knowledge-level models are an original contribution to knowledge. They 
suggest that the concurrent design process consists of a number of discrete sub-tasks of 
propose, critique and negotiate. These models have been instantiated as generic model 
templates, using the modelling formalisms specified by CommonKADS. These models 
have been implemented on a software tool, the CommonKADS workbench, in order to 
provide support for developers of computer-based systems for concurrent design.
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1 Introduction to the research
1.1 Introduction
Design is a multi-faceted activity spanning many domains, including the different 
engineering disciplines, software and architectural design. Computer-based tools have been 
used successfully to support the design process for a number of years. In some cases, tools 
such as CAD systems have become indispensable aids to the designer.
The ambitious aim of many in the artificial intelligence and design communities is to 
develop computer-based support for designers that either supplants the designer in some 
way or aids the designer in the process of design itself. Given the expertise and design 
knowledge currently utilised by human designers, this is clearly a very ambitious and 
potentially difficult undertaking.
Concurrent engineering is an approach that is widely used in industry to reduce product 
lead times, improve product quality and reduce costs. The design process associated with a 
concurrent engineering approach is often termed ‘concurrent design’ (Finger et al [1992], 
Hernandez et al [1991]). A key aspect of concurrent design is that knowledge of 
downstream life-cycle perspectives is brought to bear on the design process.
This thesis is concerned with developing our understanding of the concurrent design 
process based upon an analysis of concurrent design behaviour. In the remainder of this 
introductory chapter I outline the background to the research and identify the objectives in 
the work undertaken and highlight the original contributions that I have made.
I start by giving a general background to the research, my interest in computer support for 
concurrent design and the modelling of the concurrent design process.
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1.2 Research programme origins
The background to this research stems from work done on a separate project to develop a 
computer aided learning (CAL) tool to familiarise engineering students with the concepts 
of concurrent engineering and in particular, the design process implied by a concurrent 
engineering approach, that is, concurrent design. The CAL tool, "Design Builder, features a 
prescribed, staged model for the design process. This is outlined in Figure 1.1.
Requirements Concept Detail
definition w development W design
Figure 1.1: The design process inherent in the ‘Design builder’ computer aided 
learning tool.
This utilises a three-stage design process of requirements definition, followed by the 
development of concepts and the subsequent detail design of a selected concept.
* Details of the CAL tool, named ‘Design Builder’, and it’s development are outlined in more detail in 
Parkinson and Short [1994], Barker et al [1995], Barker et al [1996a] and Barker et al [1996b], The 
development of the tool was funded as part of the UK governments’ TLTP (Teaching and Learning 
Technology Programme) initiative. The rationale behind this project was to encourage the development and 
take up by UK Universities of CAL technologies in order to improve the student learning experience and 
reduce the reliance on traditional lecture and tutorial based teaching. The TLTP project has been partially 
successful in this aim.
The ‘Design Builder’ software places the student or group of students in the role of a designer working for a 
company producing mechanically based products, which must be manufactured and assembled in some way. 
The software leads the student through a structured design process, from the development of a suitable 
specification through to the detailed design of the product. The design process incorporated in the software 
was influenced by established engineering design texts such as those by Pugh [1991], Pahl and Beitz [1984] 
and Hubka [1982]. These texts advocate an essentially prescriptive approach to the design process whereby a 
designer or design team produce a design, via a number of prescribed steps or tasks. ‘Design Builder’ is now 
being used extensively in UK higher education establishments.
However during the development of the software and the resulting discussions with design 
teachers and designers working in industry, it became clear that there is no consensus 
about a widely established, prescriptive model of design that designers use. This 
realisation, coupled with an interest in general knowledge-based computer support for the 
design process (and in particular the concurrent design process implied by a concurrent 
engineering approach) led me to an exploration as to how concurrent design occurs and the 
methods and techniques used by designers and design teams operating in a concurrent 
manner.
The aim of the exploration was to analyse and model the process of concurrent design, 
both when practiced by single designers and by design teams. The research is situated 
within the context of engineering design. As I have already noted, design as a process 
spans a wider range of domains. As a result, while I focus on the domain of engineering 
when discussing and analysing existing literature, I also reference existing literature from a 
wider selection of domains where relevant.
1.3 Modelling design
Before considering models for design, it is interesting to document some perceptions about 
what design is and outline some of the definitions that currently exist to describe the design 
process.
1.3.1 Some definitions for design
• Chem [1991] suggests "Design is a process in which the designer builds artefacts to 
satisfy given specifications".
• Ertas and Jones [1993] state "Engineering design is the process o f devising a system, 
component or process to meet desired needs".
• Chandrasekaran [1990] suggests "the solution to the design problem consists o f a 
complete specification o f a set o f components and their relations that together describe 
an artefact that delivers the functions and satisfies the constraints".
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• Brown and Birmingham [1997] "we loosely interpret design to be an information 
processing activity that creates a description o f an engineered artefact (for example a 
building or a software module) ".
• ‘The most essential design activity, therefore, is the production o f the final description 
o f the artefact ‘ - Cross (1989).
• Top and Akkermans [1994] suggest "Design means conceiving a set o f structural 
properties such that the required behavioural properties are realised".
• Kruger and Wielinga [1993] suggest a design problem is specified in terms of 
functional requirements, non-functional requirements and constraints. "A solution is a 
description o f a set o f components and their interrelations that satisfy the requirements 
and constraints".
It must be noted that these definitions are drawn mainly from the fields of engineering and 
artificial intelligence (Al.). As Lawson [1990] states “In different contexts the word design 
can represent such varied situations ...an engineer may be said to design a new gearbox 
for a car while a fashion designer may be said to design a new dress”. However, as my 
research is based in the fields of engineering and Al, these definitions have acted to form 
my views and the research is based on design in this context
It must also be noted that the output from the design process is not the finished artefact. It 
is a description in some terms of the final artefact or component. For example in the 
engineering field this could consist of a set of engineering drawings with additional 
material, such as a specification of a set of components and their assembly plan. Different 
domains will have their own terminologies or ontologies to describe a design.
Design can also be seen as an iterative two-stage process of requirements definition 
followed by solution generation. Bemaras and van de Welde [1994] characterise these two 
stages as analysis and synthesis. The synthesis stage, where design solutions are generated, 
forms the basis of this research.
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1.3.2 Concurrent design
The given definitions of design focus on the generation of a description of an artefact (or a 
sub-component comprising a complete artefact) as being at the core of the design process. 
As we will see in the next chapter, concurrent design can be seen as a particular 
specialisation or form of the design process and a number of different definitions for the 
process of concurrent design are evident in the literature. The term concurrent engineering 
or concurrent design started to come to prominence in the available literature from the 
early 1990’s onwards. However, it can be convincingly argued that pracrtitioners of design 
have been utilising this form of design prior to this time, see Jo et al [1991].
My views as to what constitutes concurrent design (and what differentiate it from more 
‘conventional’ design) were greatly influenced by a number of texts, including Pugh 
[1984], Desa and Schmitz [1991], Evans [1991]. In addition, discussions with academics 
and engineers working in industry helped to crystallise these views. Essentially, I take 
concurrent design to be a form of design where the consideration of downstream 
perspectives (such as manufacture, assembly, maintenance and reliability) are considered, 
and thus have a considerable influence, at the design stage of a products’ life-cycle. Where 
I feel concurrent design differs from more traditional design is in the process model that is 
utilised to reach the description of some artefact.
In order to help form my views on how the process of concurrent design can occur, it was 
necessary to consider a number of different models for the design process and attempt to 
reconcile these with my views on how concurrent design might occur.
1.3.3 Paradigms to describe design
Cognitive models for design attempt to model the actual cognitive processes utilised by 
human designers when they work. However a number of researchers have outlined some of 
the fundamental difficulties in trying to analyse cognitive processes in humans. While 
extensive research is underway (see Lloyd and Scott [1994], Kolodner [1996] and Visser 
[1996]), Smithers [1996] believes there is currently no generally accepted cognitive model 
for the design process.
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A number of procedural models for the engineering design process have been advocated by 
different researchers. These include models from Hubka [1982], Pahl and Beitz [1984] and 
Pugh[1991] and are expanded on in the next chapter. Typically, these models prescribe a 
series of stages via which the design process proceeds, from the specification of design 
requirements through to the detail design of the finished artefact. As such, they present a 
high-level, prescriptive model for the design process. Such prescriptive models, while 
being generally accepted methods in the wider engineering community, have their critics in 
the more general field of design. Cross [1989] outlines why these models can be too 
problem oriented, in that they focus on the requirements of the given problem definition at 
the expense of the solution.
A paradigmatic difference observed in the researched models for design is that between 
these so-called prescriptive models and those based on a ‘reflection-in-action’ model, 
usually attributed to Schon [1991]. Schon argues that at a lower level of detail, the design 
process (that is, the actions of personnel involved in the design process) proceed via a 
process of reflection-in-action. Joseph [1996] presents a comprehensive critique of the 
contrasting ‘prescriptive’ and reflection-in-action’ views of the design process.
The field of artificial intelligence also presents a number of models for how both the 
design and concurrent design process can be modelled. In particular, the work of 
Chandrasekaran [1990] has been very influential in this area. Chandrasekaran argues that 
the design process proceeds via a number of lower level processes, or tasks, of propose, 
critique and modify. Hence, while previously we have considered design as being the 
process whereby design solutions are proposed or generated, Chandrasekaran makes 
explicit two further processes or tasks, critique and modify, which are of importance. From 
a concurrent design perspective, the process of critiquing was seen as being where the 
views of different downstream life-cycle perspectives could be brought to bear on the 
overall design process.
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1.3.4 Formal process models for design
A number of the prescriptive models for design have been semi-formalised using different 
modelling methodologies. In Europe, the development of knowledge-level models of 
expertise has been formalised in a knowledge-based system development methodology 
called CommonKADS (Breuker and Van de Welde [1994], Schreiber et al [1994a]).
Modelling at the knowledge-level can be seen as a more pragmatic approach to modelling 
expertise for subsequent implementation in a computer-based system. The idea of a 
‘knowledge-level’ is believed to have first been put forward by Newell [1982]. Smithers 
[1996] contrasts Newell’s view of the knowledge-level with that subsequently used in 
knowledge engineering methods, such as CommonKADS. Smithers goes on to state that 
knowledge-level models ‘make no cognitive claims, that is, they do not attempt to say what 
the human problem-solving behaviour must be’. I will discuss the concept of the 
knowledge-level in more detail in Chapter 3. See also Newell [1982], Steels [1990]). The 
way in which modelling at the knowledge-level is incorporated in the CommonKADS 
methodology is described by Van de Welde [1993]. I was greatly influenced by work that 
has been done as part of the CommonKADS methodology.
CommonKADS is designed to assist developers of knowledge-based systems in the 
specification of knowledge-based systems. In order to achieve this aim, CommonKADS 
incorporates a library of different problem-solving methods, which can be applied to 
different tasks. The intention is that these models act as templates in a support-library for 
developers of knowledge-based systems in a variety of different domains and for a number 
of different problem types. Design is one of the problem types which is documented and 
supported in the library. These models have been derived from work by earlier researchers, 
including Chandrasekaran [1990], and have been clearly influenced by the prescriptive 
design methods I have discussed.
However, analysis of the existing models in the CommonKADS library suggest that while 
they provide a considerable level of support for what I term ‘traditional’ design, they do 
not specifically provide support for the process of concurrent design. Smithers [1990]
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argues, convincingly in my view, that knowledge-based systems to support processes (such 
as concurrent design) should be based on accepted, knowledge-level models of the process.
It also became apparent that a considerable number of computer-based tools, in the form of 
research-based systems and more commercially driven products have been developed to 
support the concurrent design processes. However few, if any, are explicitly based on a 
commonly accepted model for the concurrent design process. In fact, as will be shown in 
Chapter 3, the development of such tools can be seen as being driven more by 
technological issues than more fundamental methodological considerations.
Hence I began to see that a formally described, knowledge-level model for the process of 
concurrent design would be a major asset to developers of computer (particularly 
knowledge-based) systems to support the process of concurrent design. However, a 
criticism of existing models developed to support the design (and other processes) is that 
they have resulted from researchers thinking and reading about the processes, as indeed my 
colleagues and I had been, rather than experimentally observing and analysing 
pracrtitioners in the given domain.
1.3.5 Experimentally recording and analysing expert behaviour
One of the traditional bottlenecks in the development of knowledge-based systems has 
been how to actually elicit and acquire knowledge from human expert sources. The field of 
knowledge elicitation is concerned with the analysis and acquisition of knowledge for 
subsequent incorporation in computer-based systems and is a huge field in its own right. 
Wielinga et al [1990] discuss some important issues in this field. Because of it’s mutli- 
disciplined nature, concurrent design presents a number of challenging issues to the 
knowledge engineer wishing to analyse expertise in this area.
An analysis of the literature revealed a large number of different techniques and methods 
that are available to the knowledge engineer to attempt to model this behaviour. However, 
there are, as yet, no definitively agreed guidelines as to how this is best done and what 
techniques are most suited to different tasks (CommonKADS also expands on the methods
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available in the literature and prescribes a number of different methods for deriving models 
of human expertise).
Two distinct approaches to knowledge-level model development are top-down and bottom- 
up modelling. Via top-down modelling, a model of expertise is first hypothesised and then 
compared with gathered data to refine and verify the hypothesised model. Bottom-up 
modelling involves deriving models from the gathered data without any preconceived ideas 
of the form of the eventual model. As will be shown, both approaches have their own 
strengths and weaknesses.
Based on this introductory discussion, the overall aims and objectives of the research can 
now be outlined.
1.4 Aims and objectives of the research programme
The overall aim of this research is:
‘The development of a knowledge-level model for concurrent design’
This model will aid developers of knowledge-based systems intended to support the 
concurrent design process. In order to achieve this overall objective, a series of 
intermediate objectives is implied:
• To develop a top-down, theoretical model for concurrent design based on the available 
literature.
• Develop a bottom-up model for concurrent design based on an evaluation of a number 
of different case studies, involving organisations and individuals involved in the 
concurrent design process.
• Relate and validate the two models.
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This series of objectives implied other objectives that must also be fulfilled:
• Determine the formalisms to be used for the modelling.
• Determine the method by which the bottom-up model is to be constructed.
• Identify case studies and contexts.
1.5 Achievement of the objectives
The attainment of the aims and series of objectives outlined in the previous section is now 
discussed.
1.5.1 The modelling formalisms used
In this chapter I have discussed a number of different paradigms for modelling processes or 
tasks, in particular the design process. In order to model an process in some way implies 
that some formalism is available or must be developed to actually structure the form of 
developed models. CommonKADS provides a number of modelling formalisms for this 
purpose. Essentially these comprise graphical structures which are used to model 
knowledge and knowledge processes. Because CommonKADS is the principal knowledge- 
based system development methodology currently in use, it was a logical choice to make 
use of the formalisms provided by the methodology. Chapter 3 discusses the existing 
CommonKADS models for design and also outlines the modelling formalisms used by the 
methodology.
1.5.2 Determine the methodology for model construction
As I have discussed, a number of techniques and approaches have been used to analyse and 
model the design process. However, there is no concensus as to the ‘correct’ approach to 
use. The conclusion I came to, having researched and analysed these different techniques 
and methods, was that a novel method for observing and analysing expert behaviour in the
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context of concurrent design was required. Chapter 5 outlines the thinking behind the 
development of this novel method, which is partly based on a number of the techniques 
prescribed by CommonKADS.
1.5.3 A top-down, knowledge-level model for the concurrent design process
I have already outlined how research in a number of different areas had acted to form and 
refine my views on how the process of concurrent design occurs. Based on the outlined 
methodology, the next step was to use these findings and the results of my informal 
discussions with academics and practicing engineers as input to the development of a top- 
down model of how concurrent design occurs. The term top-down is used to describe 
model development as it happens from deriving a general overview of the problem area. A 
more bottom-up form of model development would proceed by using empirical, 
experimentally derived data to drive model development. These issues are expanded on in 
more detail in Chapters 5 to 7.
This initial knowledge-level model for concurrent design uses the graphical notation 
advocated by the CommonKADS methodology. The work of Chandrasekaran and his view 
of design as a process of propose-critique-modify was particularly influential in the 
development of this initial model. The process of propose-critique tallied with my view of 
how concurrent design could occur. However, I did not believe the modify process frilly 
captured the essence of how contrasting critiques of a design would influence the process.
When different downstream perspectives critique a given design solution, these critiques 
will often conflict. Hence there is clearly some intermediate process where these possibly 
different critiques are reconciled. I began to see how important this process, which I term 
negotiation, could be to the overall concurrent design process. Hence my initial model for 
concurrent design consisted of a series of sub-tasks of propose-critique-negotiate. Based on 
the available literature, various plausible models for how the propose and critique tasks 
could be modelled were considered. However, no detailed model for the negotiation 
process was available.
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Hence by this stage, after extensive research of the literature and discussions with 
academics and practicing engineers, a knowledge-level model for the concurrent design 
process had been developed in a top-down manner. This was extensively modified and 
refined before arriving at the final model. The details of this exploratory process are 
outlined in Chapter 7. Having developed this model in relative isolation, I decided to 
publish the findings of the research to a wider audience. This resulted in a number of 
papers describing this initial model, see Barker et al [1996a] and Barker et al [1996b]. This 
culminated in a more comprehensive paper describing the model development, Barker and 
Meehan [1999].
1.5.4 Case studies
A bottom-up modelling approach depends on analysing experts ‘in the field’. I began to 
look for a number of case studies which could be used to derive experimental data based 
on the methodology I had developed. Using contacts in the field of engineering, a number 
of different designers and companies agreed to me analysing their design methods in a 
work place setting. Details of the case studies are outlined in Chapter 6.
1.5.5 Bottom-up modelling with the different case studies
Having developed a top-down model for concurrent design, I then used the developed 
model as a basis for discussing and experimentally observing designers and personnel 
involved in the concurrent design task in an industrial setting. The resulting transcripts 
from interviewing and observing these personnel were then used to drive the development 
of more bottom-up models of the tasks associated with concurrent design. These bottom-up 
models expanded on the original top-down model as well as giving more detail as to how 
certain tasks were undertaken.
The results from this lengthy period of analysis and bottom-up modelling were a series of 
task models, based on CommonKJiDS formalisms, showing how the process of concurrent 
design occurred in the different case studies. Chapters 8 and 9 outline this process in more 
detail and also outline some of the problems inherent in attempting to analyse expert 
behaviour in an industrial setting.
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1.5.6 Generality of the models
The expertise task models that resulted from the case studies exhibited a large number of 
features in common. However, certain characteristics were specific to a particular case 
study. What I wished to do was to derive more general, or generic models from the bottom- 
up models of the case studies and also account for the differences between models. Chapter 
10 outlines how generic models of expert problem-solving behaviour (and also the 
organisational context in which the problem-solving behaviour took place) were derived.
1.5.7 Instantiating my generic models on the CommonKADS workbench
The CommonKADS workbench is a software tool, which supports the development of the 
different models comprising the CommonKADS model set (see Kingston et al [1995]). To 
this end, the workbench provides considerable support for the development of the different 
models comprising the full CommonKADS model set. Up to this point, the main focus of 
the research had been on the expertise modelling elements of the CommonKADS model 
set. This chapter goes on to investigate issues such as modelling the organisational context 
in which the models could be implemented.
This tool was used to instantiate the model templates supplied as part of CommonKADS 
with details of the generic models derived from the case studies. Using the workbench in 
this way ensured the models comply with the formalisms of the methodology and also 
provide a series of templates, in a useable format. The intention is that these are available 
to inform developers of systems to support concurrent design.
The instantiation of the generic models using the CommonKADS templates is described in 
Chapter 11.
1.5.8 Validating the model
In order to validate and refine these generic model templates and also to illustrate how the
models could be used, I have instantiated the generic models with details of two
contrasting scenarios. The first of these scenarios relates to a situation encountered in one
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of my case studies while the other scenario involved re-engineering an existing expert 
system that has been extensively described in the literature. The findings from these 
instantiations helped to refine and extend the model templates. This is described further in 
Chapter 12.
1.6 Chapter Summaiy
In this chapter, I have outlined both the background to the research and the context in 
which the research is set and introduced a discussion of models of design. The concepts of 
cognitive and knowledge-level modelling are outlined as possible means of modelling 
concurrent design activity. CommonKADS, which uses a knowledge-level modelling 
approach, has been introduced as providing suitable modelling formalisms for the 
development of models of human problem-solving expertise.
The following chapters will now give a detailed account of the development of a 
knowledge-level model for the concurrent design process and how a novel knowledge 
elicitation method has been used to elicit the knowledge, which has driven the model 
development.
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2 Models for design
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I begin by discussing the main characteristics of concurrent design and in 
particular, what differentiates this type of design from what can be seen as more 
‘traditional’ design. I also discuss how concurrent design has been implemented in 
different organisations.
Design is a wide ranging activity applied in many different domains, both in engineering 
(mechanical, electrical, civil etc.) and other areas including software, architectural and 
product design. However at an abstract level, design in these different domains can be seen 
as having many characteristics in common. Hence design can be seen as being generic in 
nature and largely independent of the domain in which it is practiced.
The process of design can be broken down into a number of more discrete processes or 
sub-tasks. In particular, design can be seen as two distinct process of requirements 
formulation and solution generation. These are sometimes termed the analysis and 
synthesis stages of design. In this research I focus mainly on the synthesis stage of the 
design process.
A number of paradigms exist for describing the design process. These include the so-called 
prescriptive models and the rational pracrtitioner approach. In addition, cognitive-level and 
knowledge-level modelling are presented as two approaches to modelling design 
processes. This chapter goes on to present existing models for design (focussing on the 
design synthesis task) and the various sub-tasks associated with this process. These have 
been derived from research in a number of diverse domains although the main focus is on 
those models developed within the engineering fields.
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2.2 The importance of the design process
The importance of design to the overall life-cycle of a product can sometimes be 
underestimated. Victor et al [1993] state that in general, 70 - 85 % of product cost is 
determined at the earliest stages of product design. Cha and Guo [1993] look at the effect 
of design decisions on the overall life-cycle cost of a product and suggest that 70% of the 
total life-cycle cost of a product will be determined at the design stage, a view previously 
voiced by Andreasan et al [1983] ‘upwards o f 70% o f a product’s manufacturing cost is 
dictated by design decisions’. Hence any approach which can pinpoint problems at this 
stage will result in products being brought to market "at lower price and in significantly 
less time" - Jo et al [1991].
In addition, the degree of commonality shown by the process of design across a wide 
variety of domains has been commented on by a number of researchers including Lloyd 
and Scott [1994] who state "...research suggests that we can identify common behaviour in 
designers regardless o f discipline". Brown and Birmingham [1997] indirectly assume this 
when they see design as a process that "creates a description o f an engineered artefact, for 
example a building or a software module". Candy and Edmonds [1997] also support this 
view when they state: “In both product design and software design, characteristics in 
common have been identified’’.
2.3 The product life-cycle
The life-cycle of a product can be defined as the complete life span of a product from its’ 
initial inception through design, manufacture, assembly, use and ultimately the disposal of 
the product.
In the craft type industries that abounded during the era before the industrial revolution, a
single person would typically be responsible for the complete life-cycle of a product. A
craftsman would liase with the customer or analyse the market place in order to determine
the requirements of the product. The same craftsman would then be responsible for the
design, manufacture, assembly and packaging of the product before delivery to the
customer. Even after delivery, the craftsman could be responsible for the maintenance,
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repair and disposal of the product. Hence the craftsman would be responsible for a 
considerable part of the life-cycle of the product and through this involvement would have 
considerable knowledge of these different life-cycle aspects.
However, with the advent of mass production, this approach to manufacturing became 
untenable. Mass production meant that individuals would only be responsible for a very 
small part of the life-cycle of a product. As a result, the person or personnel responsible for 
the design of a product would not have in depth knowledge or responsibility for other life­
cycle aspects of the product. This approach has been termed the ‘serial’ or ‘over the wall’ 
approach to product design. Via this approach, a product could be designed, then 
manufactured and then assembled with relatively little interaction between the different 
disciplines. The literature abounds with cases whereby products have been designed which 
are impossible or at the least very difficult to manufacture, assemble, service and maintain. 
For example, Bull [1993] describes how the Ministry of Defence estimated that 
unscheduled maintenance costs of defence equipment exceeded 1 billion pounds in 1990.
Because of the inherent problems associated with the serial approach to product design, 
products could have long lead times, be of indifferent quality and expensive. In the earlier 
part of this century, when consumer products were in relatively short supply, a seller’s 
market dictated that such problems did not seriously harm a product’s marketability. The 
preoccupation was in using mass production techniques to satisfy an expanding market. 
However increasingly sophisticated mass production techniques meant that the shortage of 
consumer goods did not last. As the marketplace became saturated, a buyer’s market began 
to dictate that products should be of high quality, low cost and modem in design.
The limitations of this serial approach led to the development of the philosophy of 
simultaneous engineering. Simultaneous engineering grew out of a recognition that the 
traditional serial (or sequential) approach to the design and manufacturing process has 
serious drawbacks when applied to the modem day product market place. To quote 
Hedberg [1994] "The days are past when design engineers brewed up a design entirely on 
their own and then ‘threw it over the wall * to manufacturing."
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Initial definitions of simultaneous engineering concentrated on the simultaneous design of 
the product and it's associated manufacturing processes. Sohlenius [1992] characterises it 
as "a way o f work where the various engineering activities in the product and production 
development process are integrated and performed as much as possible in parallel rather 
than in sequence". However, Bayliss et al [1994] state that "the philosophy is the 
simultaneous involvement o f suppliers and customers at an early stage in the design 
process".
As Pugh [1991], Finger at al [1992], Young and O'Grady [1994] and Evans [1991] point 
out, there are other considerations, apart from manufacturing and the customers’ and 
suppliers’ views, which it is important to consider at the design stage. These include 
assembly, maintenance, cost, marketing and safety issues, indeed any issue that affects the 
complete product life-cycle. While simultaneous engineering implies developing a number 
of processes, particularly manufacturing processes, in parallel with design, concurrent 
engineering can be seen as a more all-encompassing philosophy which allows the 
consideration of a number of downstream life-cycle aspects at the product design stage.
2.4 Concurrent engineering (CE)
Concurrent engineering (collaborative and parallel engineering are analogous approaches) 
is a philosophy that is being used increasingly in industry to reduce costs and improve the 
quality of manufactured products. ‘Only by becoming more flexible and thereby more 
responsive to market demand, while at the same time maintaining product quality, will 
companies be able to remain competitive. Concurrent engineering is a major step towards 
achieving this goal ’ -  Stevenson [1994]. This chapter gives a concise review of the main 
principles and issues involved in the concurrent engineering approach. Jo et al [1991] and 
Prasad [1996] give a comprehensive review on the principles of CE while Ranky [1994] 
outlines which organisations are adopting this approach.
No single definition for concurrent engineering has been found, rather there are a number 
of alternative definitions and resulting implementation issues to consider. I will now 
outline some of these definitions in order to determine the key characteristics of the 
approach.
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‘Concurrent engineering is the philosophy which realises the importance o f quality, 
communication and the parallel design o f the product and the processes that affect it 
throughout it’s life-cycle’-  Bayliss et al [1994].
‘Concurrent engineering has recently been recognised as a more integrated approach to 
developing high-quality products and bringing them to a highly competitive global market 
at lower price and in significantly less time ’. Jo et al [1991].
'... a number o f different aspects o f a product are engineered simultaneously or 
concurrently’. Kott et al [1990]. Carter [1994] also characterises this approach and states 
that "downstream manufacturing and support processes are identified early in the product 
development cycle and addressed, along with product design".
The concurrent engineering approach has evolved from the recognition that design 
decisions made early in the product development life-cycle have significant impacts on 
manufacturability, quality, cost, time-to-market and thus ultimate market-place success o f 
the product’. Jo et al [1992].
‘Concurrent engineering calls for site-specific, simultaneous evaluation o f manufacturing, 
cost and other performance measures early in the design process’. -Thurston [1993].
From these definitions it is clear that the design process and different product life-cycle 
perspectives are key factors within concurrent engineering. Concurrent design can be 
defined as the design process practiced in a concurrent engineering context. In order to 
define what concurrent design is, it is necessary to consider how different life-cycle 
perspectives affect the design process within a concurrent approach.
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2.5 Concurrent design and life-cycle aspects
Pugh [1991] promotes the Quality Function Deployment method, which emphasises the 
importance of'the voice of the customer' in the design process. Sonnenwald [1996] states 
that concurrent design includes "participants from different domains who must explore and 
integrate their specialised knowledge". Shiva Kumar et al [1994] suggest "in the field o f 
collaborative engineering ... several life-cycle issues o f the product have to be 
incorporated at the time o f design". Darr and Birmingham [1994] state that "such 
parallelism helps to identify design conflicts early, avoiding iterations that could arise in 
the serial approach". Rajeev et al [1993] echo similar findings from the civil engineering 
industry - "the repercussions o f not communicating information between agents often takes 
the form o f escalated costs and costly rework". It is important to note that the relative 
importance of different life-cycle perspectives will differ from product to product.
The concurrent design approach can be compared to other types of design such as 
collaborative and co-operative design found in the literature, for example Sonnenwald
[1996]. However while co-operative and collaborative design (by their very definitions!) 
assume some form of co-operation and common goals amongst the different participants, 
this is not necessarily the case with concurrent design. In an idealised concurrent design 
environment, the overall goal of the different participants would be the development of the 
overall design. However, this is not always the case as will be later illustrated. It is this 
defining factor that I believe distinguishes concurrent design from what will be termed 
these more co-operative modes of design.
2.6 Concurrent design and the use of ‘multi-disciplinary’ knowledge sources
Desa and Schmitz [1991] outline a concurrent engineering method and suggest "concurrent 
design implies the use o f multi disciplinary design teams who interact during early 
design". They advocate a method which they term ‘Virtual Concurrent Engineering’. Via 
this approach, a designers decisions are subject to evaluation by different downstream life­
cycle perspectives (they concentrate on the manufacture and assembly aspects). They go 
on to describe a software tool, the ‘Producibility Evaluation Package’ (for analysing
designs from a manufacture viewpoint) which has been used to evaluate the Virtual
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Concurrent Engineering’ approach. They conclude that the design resulting from such an 
approach will be globally optimal when performance, producibility, assembleability, 
reliability, serviceability etc are considered. However, they do not discuss how conflicts 
between different life-cycle aspects may be handled. The designer has control over the 
process and decides which evaluative advice to heed.
Schmidt and Schmidt [1995] support this emphasis on teamwork by stating "Concurrent 
engineering is the engineering process which results from solving an engineering problem 
with the help o f a team". Wheeler [1991] also looks at the use of'multi disciplinary teams' 
in concurrent engineering while Klein and Lu [1989] investigate problems of conflict and 
conflict resolution strategies that can arise from the use of such teams.
However whilst concurrent design is frequently implemented in practice through the use of 
teams, the process of concurrent design does not necessarily imply that more than one 
person be involved in the design process. It is possible, in principle, for a single designer to 
be able to bring knowledge of a number of different life-cycle perspectives to bear on a 
given design problem.
Hence a suitable definition would define concurrent design as 'the consideration of all 
downstream activities which are likely to affect the product's life-cycle at the product 
design stage*. In a typical engineering based context, these would include issues such as 
manufacture, assembly, costs, materials and marketing as well as considerations such as 
links with suppliers. This definition allows for other perspectives, which will affect the 
product life-cycle and assumes multi-disciplinary teamwork will usually (but not always!) 
play an important part in the process.
In an idealised concurrent design scenario, a designer or design team (i.e. personnel whose 
main expertise is in the area of design) will work on the day to day design of a product and 
will specify most of the design. They are able to bring in ‘experts’ in different areas when 
required, who are able to give their own perspective on an evolving design. These ‘experts’ 
bring in ‘design for X’ (or DFX - see Dewhurst and Abbatiello [1996]) expertise in a 
number of different areas such as design for manufacture, design for assembly etc.
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The differences between the serial and concurrent approaches to design and the associated 
input of knowledge are summarised in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.
Manufacturing
knowledge Assemblyknowledge
Maintenance
knowledge
^ (^ assem b le^  ^  (^ jria  i ntain^)
rework rework rework
Figure 2.1: The serial approach to design and knowledge input.
This shows how potentially costly and time-consuming rework can result when life-cycle knowledge is 
brought to bear downstream from the design process.
Manufacturing Maintenance Assembly
knowledge knowledge knowledge
(^man uf a c tu re ^ ) (^ n ^ in ta in ^ )assemble
rework minimal rework
Figure 2.2: The concurrent approach to design and knowledge input.
This shows how rework can be restricted to the design process, with the input of knowledge about 
downstream life-cycle perspectives at this stage. This results in these downstream processes then proceeding 
with minimal rework.
The reliance on the use of teams to support concurrent design has resulted in major 
strategic changes in organisational structures. The business process re-engineering
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philosophy is increasingly being used to implement such changes in organisations. This 
approach involves identifying key processes that are vital to an organisations’ success and 
then reorganising the company structure to group the necessary resources (especially 
personnel) around these key processes. This typically involves changing the traditional 
hierarchical, functionally-oriented organisation structure to a much ‘flatter’ process- 
oriented structure. See Spurr et al [1994], Hammer and Champy [1993] for further details. 
The goal of the ‘Enterprise project’ (Fraser [1995]) is to develop computer-based tools to 
support enterprise modelling and the improvement of an enterprise model.
Having analysed and discussed some of the essential characteristics of the concurrent 
approach, I will now outline some existing models for design and discuss the extent to 
which these models are relevant and applicable to the process of concurrent design.
2.7 Models of design
A number of models of design exist, generally falling into one of two paradigms. These are 
the rational design approach (Pahl and Beitz [1984], Simon [1969]) or the reflective 
practitioner approach (Schon [1991]). Joseph [1996] compares and contrasts these two 
views of design. It is possible to formulate models for concurrent design within either of 
the paradigms above. However, as far as I have been able to establish, the formalised 
models that have currently been implemented for design are firmly situated within the 
former paradigm, as will be discussed later in this chapter.
2.7.1 Rational prescriptive models for design
These rational models can be seen as models of design which prescribe a series of steps or 
tasks that a designer should perform during the design process, hence the term prescriptive. 
A number of prescriptive models of the design process are presented in the literature. 
Acknowledged models in the engineering field include those by Pahl and Beitz [1984], 
Hubka [1982] and Pugh [1984] (Cross [1989] outlines additional prescriptive models for 
design).
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Pahl and Beitz [1984] suggest that design is either variant, adaptive or original in nature 
depending on how new or original the design problem is perceived to be. The actual design 
process is seen as progressing through requirements definition, concept generation, 
embodiment design (where layout and form are determined) and detail design. They 
suggest functional decomposition as a suitable method to use to help solve design 
problems.
Hubka [1982] also advocates a procedural model for design based on going from a 
problem assignment to a design specification from which a function structure is generated. 
Concepts are then generated followed by preliminary layouts, dimensional layouts and 
finally detail and assembly drawings. This rational or prescriptive approach has been 
formalised by the VDI [1987] (The German processional engineers association) into a 
design methodology. The VDI propose that designing should proceed in a sequence of 
stages. The overall problem should be decomposed into sub-problems and then solutions 
found and then combined into the overall solution.
Pugh’s ‘Total design’ process (Pugh [1991]) is more analogous to the concurrent approach 
in that the development of the design is analysed from a number of different perspectives. 
However, Pugh still advocates an essentially prescriptive model for the design process in 
that design proceeds via the development of a design specification through conceptual and 
detail design.
Cross [1989] also presents some commonly used design models and argues that such 
systematic or prescriptive models are needed to cope with the increasing complexity of 
modem design problems. However, Cross also suggests such prescriptive models for 
design can be too problem oriented and encourages the designer to apply strategic thinking 
to the design process.
March’s view of design (see March [1984]) is seen as being more solution oriented. March 
suggests that designers must generate some form of solution in order to help them think 
about the overall design problem. Cross [1989] extends this view by suggesting that 
"exploration and identification o f the complex network o f sub-problems is often pursued in
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practice by considering possible sub solutions". However, Purcell and Gero [1996] outline 
how a fixation on a particular solution can hinder the evaluation of alternative solutions.
Lawson [1990] also criticises some of the more prescriptive ‘maps’ of design as being 
"derived more by thinking about design than by experimentally observing it". Lawson 
suggests that designers in different domains adopt different approaches to the design 
process. Scientists and engineers typically problem solve by analysis in that they try to 
understand the problem as clearly as possible before formulating a solution. This is seen as 
a problem-focused approach to design.
However, Lawson believes designers’ solve by synthesis. The formulation of possible 
solutions is used to improve understanding of the problem so this is a more solution- 
focused approach. Cross [1989] also suggests that the problem and solution development 
proceed in parallel - "exploration and identification o f the complex network o f sub­
problems is often pursued by considering possible sub solutions ...creative designing seems 
to proceed by oscillating between sub-solution and sub-problem areas".
2.7.2 The ‘reflective’ practitioner
Joseph [1997] and Dorst and Dijkhuis [1995] assess the limitations of the prescriptive 
approaches and contrast these with the approach of Schon [1991]. In particular, Joseph
[1997] emphasises the lack of any real strategic planning inherent in the prescriptive 
approaches. The reflective practitioner approach, outlined by Schon suggests that designers 
(and other professional practitioners) work through a process of reflection-in-action. 
Design as a process is characterised as "a reflective conversation with a unique and 
uncertain situation" and occurs by a series of actions and then reflection on the 
consequences of these actions. Via this exploration process the designer becomes more 
committed to the design solution being developed. Schon characterises the designer as 
being "in graphical conversation with the design".
Suchman [1987] suggests that when performing some task, experts do not necessarily
follow an explicit, pre-defined plan. What they do is to respond to the changing
environment based on tacit skills. This view is supported by Oxman [1995] who sees
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conceptual design as a series of transitions between states, the actual transitions or moves 
being governed by rules.
However, while a great deal of work has been done to formalise prescriptive models of 
design as design methodologies or tasks, as far as can be ascertained, no implemented 
model currently exists for the reflective practitioner approach to design.
Research which seeks to achieve this is ongoing and is acknowledged to be at an early 
stage, both in terms of determining appropriate methodologies (Davies [1995], Dorst 
[1995], Lloyd et al [1995]) and developing models which span design (Lloyd and Scott
[1994], Oxman [1996], Kolodner [1996], Visser [1996], Sonnenwald [1996]).
2.8 Cognitive and Knowledge-level models of design
In the previous section, we have seen how the prescriptive models for design give a 
general, prescribed overview of how the design process should proceed. The reflection-in- 
action hypothesis outlines at a more detailed level the processes designers are believed to 
actually use. Models of how experts in a domain carry out some complex task (such as 
design) can be broadly split between models at the cognitive-level and models at the 
knowledge-level.
Cognitive models attempt to model the thought processes designers actually use when 
designing which can encompass the broad spectrum of cognitive activity including 
emotions and personal goals. Lloyd and Scott [1994] review a number of different 
cognitive models presented for the design process and suggest that designers utilise three 
main modes of thought. These are generative (where a proposal is made), deductive (where 
the proposal is clarified) and evaluative (where the proposal is assessed) in nature.
Condoor et al [1992] argue the case for design models based on cognitive issues. However, 
a number of researchers have argued that cognitive-level models for complex cognitive 
processes such as design currently do not exist. Smithers [1996] states '...without a much 
more complete theory o f human cognition, any attempt at developing and testing a theory
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o f design as cognition is going to have a very difficult time ... ’. Churchland [1989] gives 
further arguments as to why general theories of human cognition may never be realised.
Knowledge-level models do not specifically attempt to replicate the thought processes of 
human designers. The idea of the ‘knowledge-level hypothesis' was advocated by Newell
[1982] and the importance of modelling at the knowledge level has been shown by Clancey
[1983].
The concept of the ‘knowledge-level’ was influenced by early work on the development of 
expert systems and other knowledge-based computer systems. A common approach to the 
implementation of such systems was to encode human problem-solving expertise in the 
form o f ‘rules’. However, rules are effectively a computational structure. It became evident 
during the development of such systems that rules do not necessarily reflect the way in 
which a human expert structures their problem-solving knowledge. This drawback became 
particularly apparent during the knowledge acquisition phase when experts would be asked 
to describe their expertise, which would not necessarily be structured in a procedural-type 
format, in terms of rules.
In addition, re-use and maintenance of such systems often proved to be virtually 
impossible because of the way in which the flow of control inherent in such systems was 
embodied in the different rules. '... the hope that an intelligent system could be achieved by 
lumping representations o f knowledge fragments together in a knowledge-base and then 
letting a general inference mechanism (e.g. a forward chaining rule interpreter) sort out 
when to use those elements has fa iled ... programming tricks corrupt the interpretation o f 
rules or frames as pieces o f knowledge ... second generation expert systems explicitly 
reflect in their implementation aspects o f the knowledge and their control structure.' - Van 
de Welde [1994].
The knowledge-level is seen as an intermediate, implementation-independent means of
modelling an expert's problem-solving knowledge. Subsequent researchers including
Bylander and Chandrasekaran [1987] and Steels [1990] have expanded and refined these
original ideas. The term ‘knowledge-level’ is used to describe some entity as if it possesses
knowledge without making commitments about how such knowledge be represented or
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implemented in a computer system. The symbol level is taken as being the level of 
abstraction where representations of objects at the knowledge-level are defined in terms of 
symbols that can be manipulated by computer programmes.
Typically, knowledge-level models have been developed using task analysis and the 
resulting models are task-oriented as a result. Bakyan [1996] suggests "task analysis 
produces a description o f the constraints on behaviour that must be satisfied to solve the 
problem at a given level o f intelligence where intelligence is defined as the ability to use 
knowledge to solve problems".
However, not all models or views of design are task-oriented in nature. Candy and 
Edmonds [1997] outline a criteria-based model for design. They also suggest that "... we 
cannot assume that the user performs tasks in closely ordered, sequential and predictable 
ways”. The implications of this are that any task-oriented view of design should be flexible 
enough to accommodate this flexibility in design behaviour.
Work on the knowledge-level extends to the field of artificial intelligence (Al). This field 
has also resulted in the development of a number of different models for the design 
process. Before discussing these models, I present a brief introduction to work in this area.
2.9 Artificial intelligence
In order for a computer-based system to simulate knowledge of processes and expertise, 
specialist advice must be captured and represented in some way in the system. The field of 
artificial intelligence (Al) is concerned with the modelling of human expertise and 
problem-solving and using computers as 'intelligent' problem solvers. The field of Al grew 
from attempts to develop autonomous 'thinking machines' capable of independent thought 
and problem-solving. Winston [1984] and Chamiak and McDermott [1985] give a further 
introduction to Al and work in the field.
Newell [1990]) suggest that different tasks (such as design, planning, diagnosing etc.) are
examples of a more general form of human problem-solving. A common assumption is that
at a usable level of abstraction, different tasks exhibit similar characteristics when
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performed in different areas of applications (or domains). Hence, for example, the process 
whereby a piece of software is designed is believed to have many characteristics in 
common with engineering design.
Artificial intelligence models objects and activities in the 'real world' and when 
implemented in some form of computer-based system, they are typically termed 
knowledge-based systems.
2.10 Artificial intelligence and models for design
Two broad issues that emerge in the use of Al in design are the use of Al techniques to 
model artefacts and spatial relationships between the objects encountered in design and the 
use of Al to model the processes within design. This is articulated by Takeda et al [1990] 
who suggest that the representation of design knowledge is a two-part process - "the 
representation o f design objects and the representation o f design processes".
2.10.1 Product models for design
There are a number of issues related to the computational representation of objects 
associated with the design process. Balachandran and Gero [1988] look at a frame based 
architecture for representing knowledge relating to engineering components. Gero [1990] 
suggests ‘design prototypes’ as a suitable representation format for a design object. Taleb- 
Bendiab et al [1992] and Sanderson et al [1990] look at Al techniques to model the 
assembly of such components. Xue and Dong [1993] look at object oriented techniques to 
represent the product in a concurrent design environment while Ball et al [1996] describe a 
novel adaptation of the object-oriented approach to product modelling. However, it is the 
processes within design that this research is primarily concerned with.
2.10.2 Process models for design
A number of researchers within the field of Al have attempted to model design processes 
using techniques from artificial intelligence. As noted earlier in this chapter, I focus on the 
methods and techniques used for design synthesis as opposed to design analysis.
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Chandrasekaran [1990] states that the design problem is "formally a search problem in a 
large space for objects that satisfy multiple constraints". However since the problem space 
of design for most non-trivial problems is vast, clearly designers employ methods and 
heuristics to limit search in this space.
Chandrasekaran [1990] goes on to describe the design process as a series of sub-tasks of 
propose-critique-modify and outlines a number of different computational methods utilised 
for the ‘propose’ task of design. These include case-based reasoning, decomposition- 
solution-recomposition and constraint satisfaction. This view is endorsed and expanded on 
by Maher [1990] who outlines additional methods that designers are believed to use for the 
design ‘propose’ task including the use of grammars. However, Maher [1990] goes on to 
outline how “the major barrier to the application o f grammars to engineering design is the 
lack o f a formal basis for representingfunction”. Chandrasekaran and Maher also criticise 
some of the earlier prescriptive methods because of the constraints these place on designers 
and stress that the use of the methods they outline is done in a flexible way -  “a useful 
architecture is one that can invoke different methods for different sub-tasks in a flexible 
way” (Chandrasekaran [1990]).
A number of the models for design analysed do consider the evaluation of a design. 
However this is typically after a complete design has been proposed or generated and 
consists of ensuring that the design meets the functional requirements of the specification. 
For example, Maher [1990] considers design evaluation, but this is concerned with 
checking how a partial or fully specified design complies with the expected performance 
(i.e. the function) of the design.
Chandrasekaran sees the critiquing task as being the stage where a design is evaluated. 
'Critiquing’ is defined as the "subtask in which the causes o f a design’s failure are 
analysed". I.e. it is implied that this approach is taken in order to highlight functional 
drawbacks in a completed design or partial design. Goel [1989] also takes a functional 
analysis approach to critiquing. Therefore these forms of critiquing are involved with 
ensuring that the completed design complies with the functional specifications required,
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rather than that the evolving design complies with different life-cycle constraints, which is 
one of the main issues considered in my research.
Chandrasekaran goes on to suggest that this approach can be used at any level of 
abstraction for the design process. I believe that for a true concurrent design process, this 
approach would be used at a very low level. For instance if a designer was to propose a 
complete design and then present it for critiquing, this essentially represents an iterative, 
serial type approach. However if this approach is adopted at a much lower level of 
granularity, this can represent a more concurrent approach to design.
The work of Takeda et al [1990] is also important, as they illustrate how a cognitive model 
of the design process can be mapped to a computational implementation, The Design 
Simulator’. Their general design theory, GDT, suggests the designer proceeds via a process 
of abduction, deduction and circumscription. However, this model does not give much 
insight into how concurrent life-cycle perspectives impinge on the design process.
Lloyd and Scott [1994] analyse the cognitive processes they believe designers use. 
Interestingly, they conclude that designers’ cognitive processes are generative, deductive 
or evaluative in nature. The generative and evaluative processes can be seen as analogous 
to the propose and critique tasks respectively that more task-oriented research has outlined.
What is interesting to note from this analysis of influential research in the area of design is 
the way in which the overall design synthesis process is generally broken down into sub­
processes or sub-tasks. I will now discuss the form these sub-tasks may take.
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2.11 Models of the design proposal task
Chandrasekaran looks at the propose stage of the design cycle in more detail and suggests 
three methods by which designers propose a solution or partial solution to a problem. 
These are decomposition-solution-recomposition, case retrieval (a form of case-based 
reasoning) and constraint satisfaction. A designer will choose the most suitable method 
based on the design problem being considered.
Decomposition-solution-recomposition involves breaking down the design problem into a 
series of smaller sub-problems. This may be done at the function or component level. 
Solutions to the sub-problems are then generated and combined to form a solution to the 
original design problem. Kruger and Wielinga [1993] suggest that this is the way in which 
solutions to most industrial design tasks are generated. However, this method is not 
specifically a design proposal method. Application of the method effectively sets up a 
number of sub-problems (in design).
Maher [1990] adds 'transformation' to the 'propose' methods outlined in Chandrasekaran. 
This transformation method implies that transformational rules (similar to a grammar) 
operate to transform the formal specification into a detailed design. However this form of 
design assumes that accepted transformational grammars actually exist in the given 
domain. Maher points out that "currently the models are ill defined and many issues need 
to be resolved before they can become domain independent formalisms". Gagdas [1996] 
also outlines a design approach based on shape grammars.
Chem [1991] defines parametric design as "the process o f assigning values to attributes 
which are called the parametric design variables. It should be noted that the values to be 
assigned are not always numeric, but could also be a type or class designation (e.g. a 
material type)". Motta and Zdrahal [1996] also present a generic model of parametric 
design and conclude that what is needed are flexible models of problem-solving in order to 
support the design process.
Hence we can see that a number of different methods may be used to generate design
solutions. However, in order for different life-cycle perspectives to be able to influence the
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evolving design solution, these solutions must be open to some means of criticism, where 
potential problems are outlined. Research from the field of critiquing can give an insight 
into how this criticism may occur.
2.12 Models of critiquing
A number of computer-based critiquing tools, some of them from the field of engineering 
design, are discussed in Appendix B. Typically such systems involve a computer-based 
critic analysing a human user's actions. As a result, there is considerable discussion in the 
analysed research regarding computational aspects that must be considered when 
implementing such tools and also the way in which critiqung models are represented 
computationally. What is more of interest in this research are the underlying models of 
critiquing employed by such systems.
2.12.1 Definitions of critiquing
It is useful to consider exactly what a critique implies and what the essential features of 
critiquing are.
• 'critic' (n) one who passes judgment.
• 'critique' (n) carefully judged criticism - Concise English Dictionary.
Fischer and a number of colleagues at the University of Colorado have done extensive 
work on critiquing and computer-based critics in cooperative problem-solving 
environments and learning environments. "Critics analyse a product and provide 
suggestions as to how the user can improve that product” - Fischer and Mastaglio [1991]. 
Fischer et al [1993b] suggest "critiquing is a dialogue in which the interjection o f a 
reasoned opinion about a product or action triggers further reflection on or changes to the 
artefact being designed".
"Critiquing is the process o f evaluating a solution to a task and providing an appraisal o f
it to contribute to possible improvements" - Rankin [1993]. Rajeev et al [1993] "Criticism
involves evaluating a design in terms o f it’s effectiveness in satisfying design objectives
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and constraints”... "Criticism is performed by subjecting the design solution to a number o f 
tests that determine it's degree o f acceptance".
The critiquing approaches described by Chandrasekaran [1990] and Goel [1989], which 
have been discussed in a previous section, are subtly different from critiquing to pinpoint 
additional life-cycle constraints, which I believe characterises the concurrent approach.
2.12.2 Different types of critic
Silverman [1992] outlines different types of critic that have been implemented in 
computer-based tools. Tnfluencers’ work before a specific subtask to influence the user 
and give positive feedback. ‘Debiasers’ work after a subtask and give negative feedback. 
‘Directors’ assist users with application of a cue.
Fischer et al [1993b] outline how critics can be either passive or active in nature, 
depending on whether advice from a critic is requested by a user or whether a critic is free 
to intervene whenever the critic feels a need. This is supported by Silverman and Mezher
[1992] who also suggest that critiquing may be done in batch mode (after an entire solution 
has been generated) or incremental mode (where a user is interrupted during his or her 
task).
Silverman [1992] suggests that "experiments on during versus after task critiquing have so 
far proved inconclusive". However Silverman and Mezher [1992] go on to suggest that the 
batch mode of critiquing (utilised in ‘classic’ critiquing systems such as those described in 
Miller [1984] and Langlotz and Shortliffe [1983]) can allow a solution developer to 
embark on an erroneous design without critic intervention where an incremental critic 
would be more beneficial.
Fischer et al [1993b] characterise critics as being ‘generic’, ‘specific’ and ‘interpretive’. 
Interpretive critics are used to view a design from different viewpoints.
However, while these different modes and type of critic give a valuable insight into the
field of critiquing, they are more to do with when a critic should intervene rather than how
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the critic actually performs the critiquing task. They do not explicitly state or suggest how 
the critiquing process might occur in a task (or any other) type of manner.
2.12.3 Critiquing models and strategies
Langlotz and Shortliffe [1983] describe a critique as "an explanation o f the significant 
differences between the plan that would have been proposed by expert system and the plan 
proposed by the user". This implies that their model of critiquing has some proposal stage 
followed by a compare and contrast stage.
Miller [1984] considers critiquing by local or global criteria in the analysis of a medical 
treatment plan based on patient symptoms. Critiquing by local criteria implies only a small 
sub-set of locally related parameters need to be considered. However, global plan 
critiquing implies that a much more comprehensive overview of the plan needs to be 
considered.
Fruchter et al [1993] "Critiquing entails analysis and evaluation o f the design. In the 
analysis stage, the performance o f the design is predicted. In the evaluation step, the 
derived performance is compared against the requirements".
Fischer et al [1991b] describe the possible sub-processes of critiquing as goal acquisition, 
product analysis, critiquing strategies, adaptation capability, explanation and 
argumentation and advisory capability. They outline two possible models for critiquing, 
the differential and the analytical approach. In the differential approach, the critic generates 
it’s own solution and then compares it with the given solution, pointing out differences. 
This technique works best where there is a single optimum solution. However where a 
number of radically different but equally valid solutions can exist, this technique has 
limitations.
Analytical critiquing involves finding sub-optimal features in a given solution. In this 
critiquing mode, a critic does not need a complete understanding of all aspects of the given 
solution in order to critique from a particular perspective.
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Rajeev et al [1993] view the design process as a series of synthesis-critique-modify steps 
(analogous to the propose-critique-modify approach of Chandrasekaran). They suggest 
criticism is performed by subjecting the design solution to a series of tests that determine 
its degree of acceptance. This issue of a quantitative or qualitative assessment as to the 
degree of acceptance of a solution to a critic has also been noted by other researchers. 
Rajeev et al [1993] "From the computational point o f view it is desirable that a rating be 
generated for each critiqued aspect. This rating represents a qualitative estimate o f the 
quality o f the solution". However, I believe that care must be taken when using 
computational considerations as the basis for developing models of problem-solving 
processes.
Research has also indicated that some record of the design process is necessary to facilitate 
the process of critiquing. Banares-Alcantara [1995] suggests "It soon became apparent that 
expecting a computer program to criticise and propose improvements for a given chemical 
plant would be tantamount to asking a person to explain the plot o f a film by analysing a 
single frame from it. For such a knowledge-based system to operate in a directed and 
useful way, it would be necessary to give access to the history o f the design process". This 
suggests that the overall context of a design is important when considering a critique to 
make.
Hence, there are clearly a number of different ways in which the critiquing process might 
be decomposed in a task-oriented manner. In a concurrent design environment, I believe 
that critics may behave in an incremental or passive mode, depending on the organisational 
structure within which the design process occurs, although in a purely concurrent 
environment, critics would be able to intervene whenever they perceive sub-optimal design 
decisions from their own perspective.
2.12.4 Other issues in modelling and implementing critiquing
Clearly different personnel involved in the concurrent design process have different 
vocabularies to describe a product and also have different ways of visualising the product. 
This can be expressed as different ‘views’ of a product.
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Mastaglio [1989] "they must be able to explain recommendations in terms the user can 
understand". In addition, the justification for a critique is also very important (in that the 
critic must explain to the user why a critique has been generated). The importance of the 
explanation or rationale behind a critique is also outlined in Fischer and Mastaglio [1991]. 
A critic should also be able to match its critique to different users. Silverman [1992] 
"critics with no user adaptivity run significant risk o f saying the wrong thing to their 
users".
In describing their ICM (Interdisciplinary Communication Medium) system, Fruchter et al
[1993] suggest that "The architect and structural engineer have different views o f the 
model o f the design". In the 'Design Fusion' system Finger et al [1992] also allow local 
representations of the shared representation to be created for reasoning and analysis. 
Ramscar et al [1996] look at the problems of dialogue limitations when moving from a 
closed domain to a more general design domain. Oxman [1995] suggests that “each 
knowledge structure may also be associated with it’s own representational medium”. This 
requirement for different views of a design has influenced the development of systems that 
can interpret different views of a design -  see Balachandran and Gero [1988], Dwivedi et 
al [1993].
2.12.5 Some conclusions regarding critiquing
According to Krishnamoorthy et al [1991 ]  "a study o f the nature o f the critiquing process 
shows that the knowledge representation formalism and the methodology o f evaluation are 
independent o f the domain that a critic addresses..." Shiva Kumar et al [1994] go on state 
"it is worthwhile to capture the generic aspects o f a critic into a generic tool and then 
reuse it...". This implies that lessons learned from critiquing in other fields will have direct 
relevance to a model of critiquing in the field of concurrent design.
A number of critiquing systems in the field of design have been analysed and discussed.
One important issue that is interesting to is the degree to which the referenced literature
focuses on the computational implementation of such systems. The systems outlined
typically imply a model of how critiquing occurs but do not discuss how or where the
underlying model of critiquing is derived. Hence while the researched literature is a useful
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starting point as to how critiquing occurs, it does not offer a fundamental, experimentally- 
derived model of critiquing in a concurrent design context.
A number of the critiquing systems and their underlying model of critiquing imply that a 
propose-critique type approach is applied to the process. Where only one critic is 
evaluating a plan or design, I believe this task model is valid. However, because of the 
inherently multi disciplined nature of concurrent design, conflict will inevitably arise 
between different ‘agents’ involved in the concurrent design process. Harrington et al
[1995] - "conflict between agents is therefore inherent and the resolution o f this conflict is 
a major problem in distributed environments".
Because of this, there must be some means of resolving conflict between the different 
participants in the concurrent design process. This process whereby these differences are 
reconciled in some manner I will term negotiation. However, references in the literature to 
‘argumentation’ (see Clark [1990]), and ‘contested collaboration’ (see Sonnenwald [1996]) 
appear to be processes with similar attributes.
2.13 Models for negotiation
Negotiation has been analysed as a key process in a wide-ranging field of disciplines or 
domains from social psychology (for example Druckman [1973]) through distributed Al 
(Bond and Gasser [1988]). Because of the large amount of diverse work that has been done 
in this field, I will focus the discussion of negotiation on work that has been done in the 
design-related engineering fields.
When different ‘experts’ cooperate during the concurrent design of a product, there will 
inevitably be some ‘discussion’ where differences in viewpoint between the experts are 
outlined and reconciled. Lander [1997] sees one of the key issues as conflict resolution 
between different agents engaged in concurrent design and sees negotiating strategies as 
vital in resolving such conflict.
Negotiation provides a means by which conflicts, derived from multi-perspective
critiquing of an evolving design, can be resolved. Bucciarelli [1988] summarises this as
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‘decisions made across disciplines are best seen as negotiations amongst parties who, 
whilst sharing a common goal at some level, hold different interests
Klein and Lu [1989] look at negotiation strategies suitable for computational 
implementation and suggest that conflict resolution knowledge can be viewed as a form of 
problem-solving expertise. This implies (as has been suggested for critiquing) that 
negotiation strategies may be generic in nature. This work is expanded on by Klein [1991] 
and Klein [1992].
Klein and Lu [1989] go on to look at deadlocks that can occur when different experts 
involved in the concurrent process offer conflicting critiques of a design. They suggest 
negotiation can be either competitive or co-operative. The conflicting form is likely to be 
dictated by personality and issues relating to personal, not overall goals. Hence they ignore 
these ‘psychological’ human factors and concentrate solely on more cooperative modes of 
negotiation. Protocol analysis of designers involved in architectural design is used to 
outline different methods of co-operative conflict resolution strategies relevant to machine 
based agents.
The work of Klein and Lu [1989] outlines a number of different strategies utilised in 
architectural design to resolve conflict in a co-operative mode of design. They consider a 
rationale for a design decision as being a crucial element in any resulting negotiation 
process. However, while concurrent design can be co-operative in nature, this is not 
necessarily the case. The views and goals of different perspectives involved in the 
concurrent design process can be very polarised in nature resulting in a more conflicting 
mode of negotiation.
Werkman [1991] sees negotiation as an aid to resolving conflicts in a distributed agent-
based system called the ‘Designer fabricator interpreter’. The model of negotiation
employed allows for both cooperative and conflicting negotiating stances to be taken by
the computational agents comprising the system. Negotiation is managed within the system
using a novel representation formalism termed ‘shareable perspectives’. When deadlock
situations occur, a central arbitrator software agent makes a decision on the solution to take
based on how important each agent flags it’s view of the particular issue to be. In the field
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of human conflict resolution in a conflicting negotiating scenario, this is believed to be a 
possible way in which conflicts are settled. However, whether it is the relative importance 
that each agent attaches to the issue that is the defining factor is open to debate.
Because of the inherently conflicting nature of concurrent design as opposed to more co­
operative or collaborative modes of design, conflict resolution is a very complex area. It 
may be that for a particular area of conflict, there will be no means of satisfying all parties 
and some more arbitrary means of conflict resolution may be employed to counter 
deadlock situations. Hence while some researchers (E.g. Baker [1993]) see negotiation as a 
means of achieving some accord, in a conflicting concurrent design scenario this may not 
necessarily be the case.
Baker [1993] defines specific styles of negotiation based on the goals and attitudes of 
agents before, during and after the negotiation, the types of thing that are negotiated and 
strategies and communicative acts for achieving goals. In common with other research on 
negotiation, Baker makes a distinction between conflicting and more cooperative modes of 
interaction and goes on to conclude that "more detailed modelling o f the (negotiation) 
process is required".
Harrington and Soltain [1995] suggest concession making as an effective negotiating 
strategy where differences between conflicting parties are small but not so effective where 
the different parties are inflexible over the issues. They also suggest that this implies a co­
operative model of conflict, not a conflicting one.
When implemented computationally, conflict can generally be classified as design time
(i.e. case-specific techniques can be unearthed at development time through knowledge
acquisition techniques with ‘experts’) or run time (i.e. more generic resolution strategies
are used as the teamwork process progresses). Development time conflict resolution is seen
as being a computational means of implementing conflict resolution but I believe that it is
unlikely that human experts have pre-determined conflict resolution strategies for use in
every possible different conflict scenario. Harrington et al [1995] point out how the
possibly thousands of interdependencies between design decisions mitigate against
development time strategies. Lander [1997] also outlines the advantages of dynamic
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conflict resolution strategies "... we cannot engineer an agent at design or implementation 
time to be in agreement with all other potential future agents (which may not even be 
imagined yet). Therefore dynamic conflict management is an inherent requirement o f  
MADS (Multi Agent Design Systems) ". Hence, the conclusion is that the more flexible and 
generic run time strategies are more indicative of models of how human negotiation 
processes occur.
Bahler et al [1994] recognise that in the concurrent design process, conflicts among sharply 
diverging viewpoints may occur. They describe a negotiation protocol, based on economic 
utility. They look at the application of this protocol in using constraints to detect conflict 
and support negotiation in a design advice system.
Clark [1990] outlines argumentation as a process whereby experts can outline 
inconsistencies in a cooperative problem-solving task. They go on to argue that in such 
situations "it is not easy or even possible to identify the ‘right’ answer ...".
The TEAM system (see Lander and Lesser [1993]) is a framework for integrating agents 
into a multi-agent system. In particular, Lander and Lesser focus on conflict that can occur 
between the agents and negotiating strategies for resolving this conflict. They suggest that 
techniques used in this area include bargaining, restructuring, constraint relaxation, 
mediation and arbitration. Interestingly, Lander and Lesser argue that sharing information 
about constraints and priorities at an early stage in the design process is a powerful conflict 
management technique.
Wong [1994] describes a qualitative problem-solving system based upon a formal model of 
social choice theory and computational methods to manage the expression of preferences 
by different agents and to support negotiation between them. This system provides more 
than support for communication between users but nonetheless negotiation is driven by 
humans and is not automatic. Sycara’s PERSUADER (Sycara [1989]) provides a 
sophisticated approach to support for negotiation. It uses a mediated negotiation model and 
multi-attribute utility theory.
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Zlotkin and Rosenschein [1996] have also described different negotiation domains. In 
order of increasing complexity and subtlety these are task-oriented, state-oriented and 
worth oriented domains. Analysis of the nature of the domain within which negotiating 
agents are to be implemented informs the choice of computational negotiation mechanism. 
In the field of distributed Al, negotiation is also a rich topic of research, see Bond and 
Gasser [1988].
Hence, negotiation can be seen as a widely used process in fields other than concurrent 
design. It is interesting to note that while computational considerations are a focus of a 
number of the systems and research discussed, the analysed literature does make reference 
to underlying models of negotiation and the experimental basis for these models. In 
addition, critical factors that need to be considered during the negotiation process are how 
cooperative the process is and what the goals of the different agents involved in the process 
are.
A study by Olson et al [1992] analyses a number of participants in software design 
meetings at an early stage of the software life-cycle (from an initial incomplete 
specification to the development of a conceptual design). This study of the early software 
design process shows some similarities with the mechanically-oriented concurrent design 
process. However, an interesting aspect was the relative lack of conflict and negotiation 
evident in the Olsen study. A particularly telling point was that the team of software 
engineers are developing ‘designs to be built by others’. This suggests that the participants 
in the design meetings had less of a personal stake on the potential downstream effect of 
the different constraints resulting in a more co-operative mode of designing.
2.14 Chapter Summary
There are many different and sometimes conflicting definitions for concurrent engineering 
and the associated design process, which I term concurrent design. Concurrent engineering 
techniques are currently being used in a number of diverse industries. The techniques and 
methods associated with the complete concurrent engineering process have been 
extensively researched and a huge body of literature exists on the subject. I have not
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attempted to comprehensively reference this body but have outlined the main issues and 
characteristics of concurrent engineering.
Design can be characterised as consisting of an analysis phase, where a design’s 
requirements are defined and a design synthesis stage, where design solutions are 
generated. This research focuses on the design synthesis stage.
I define the main features and characteristics of the concurrent design approach as 
involving the use of multi-functional expertise or knowledge to pinpoint possible 
downstream life-cycle constraints on the design of a product. This can involve the use of 
teamwork, although concurrent design does not implicitly assume a team-based approach 
to the design process. However there are a number of practical considerations that limit the 
successful use of such teams. These include communication, availability and the 
geographical distribution of team members. I believe concurrent design is subtly different 
from other, more co-operative, modes of group design. What is surprising is the relative 
absence of literature regarding the concurrent design task implied by a concurrent 
engineering approach and the development of models to represent this task.
Models for design can be broadly classified as based on either the rational or the reflective 
pracrtitioner approach. A number of the rational methods have been formalised as 
prescriptive guidelines for the design process. These so-called prescriptive methods outline 
a prescribed process which a designer should use to tackle a given design problem. 
However, the models do not explicitly support the process of concurrent design as I have 
defined it, in that knowledge appertaining to different life-cycle perspectives can act as a 
very important informing constraint on the design process
The work of Chandrasekaran [1990] and others suggests design proceeds via a series of 
steps or sub-tasks of propose-critique-modify. I present a number of models which attempt 
to describe these propose and critique tasks. However, I believe that the process whereby 
differing critiques of a design are accommodated in the concurrent design process is more 
complicated than merely modifying the original design solution. The concept of 
negotiation is introduced as a means whereby conflict resolution between different 
participants in the concurrent design process is achieved.
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Smithers [1996] argues that what is required are knowledge-level theories of the design 
process. These should be developed with reference to lessons learned in the field of 
knowledge engineering. As will be shown in the next chapter, models of the design process 
have been formalised as expertise task structures and problem-solving methods, 
specifically in the KADS and latterly the CommonKJiDS methodologies. These are 
effectively structures showing the stages of design and types of knowledge that designers 
use during the design task.
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3 Formalised models for design
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has outlined and discussed a number of different models for both the 
complete design process and also models for sub-processes (or tasks) comprising design. 
These models were generally presented in a descriptive, natural language format.
A number of researchers and methodologists have attempted to formalise these and other 
models for the design process using appropriate methodologies. In particular, the 
CommonKADS methodology contains a number of formalised models for both the overall 
design process and some of the sub-tasks comprising the design process.
I begin by outlining the fundamental points of different software development 
methodologies, with an emphasis on CommonKADS. This chapter then gives a critical 
review of the CommonKADS models for design with an emphasis on the degree of support 
they provide for concurrent design. The analysis of both the CommonKADS and other 
models discussed in this chapter is discussed in an implementation-independent manner. 
However, an implicit assumption of a number of the models I discuss is that they will 
ultimately form the basis of some computer system. Where relevant, any derived 
computational models and implementations are also discussed.
3.2 Design model representation in formal and semi-formal systems
In order to analyse the contribution made to the development of knowledge-level models 
for design as a result of the CommonKADS methodology, it is necessary to outline the 
fundamentals of both CommonKADS and also other knowledge-based systems’ 
development methodologies.
A number of different methodologies exist for the development of software systems. These 
include SSADM and Yourdon (see Sommerville [1992]). Because of their requirements, 
the development of knowledge-based software systems places particularly stringent
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demands on the requirements of a development methodology. Most importantly, these 
include issues such as how to elicit and model knowledge for use in such systems.
Early work by Newell and Simon [1982], which developed ideas around the ‘knowledge- 
level’ have acted as the driving force for different knowledge-based system development 
methodologies and the way knowledge is acquired and modelled in such systems. Van de 
Welde [1994] outlines how research since the early knowledge-based systems has changed 
the way in which such systems are now viewed:
“the idea that knowledge is there to he extracted from the human expert and translated 
into usable knowledge elements is misleading. Instead knowledge is now viewed as one 
way o f modelling rational (or rationalisable) behaviour as it is being seen by a particular 
observer, for a particular expert, on a particular problem in a particular situation ” -
A number of structured methodologies for developing KBS have been developed, or are 
under development and different tools and research projects attempt to support the various 
stages of the development of KBS. This can include any of the stages from the initial 
knowledge acquisition phase with experts through to computational implementation of 
actual systems. A number of the different tools show a number of similarities although 
clearly some projects are aimed at different stages of KBS development.
VITAL (see Dominique et al [1993]) is both a methodology and a set of software tools, 
which support the structured development of knowledge-based systems. This methodology 
supports the top-down refinement of models of expertise at various levels o f abstraction.
The ACACIA project (see Dieng et al [1994]) aims to help knowledge engineers and 
experts during the knowledge acquisition phase by developing a knowledge acquisition 
tool and a methodology. In particular, the project emphasises the need to allow for 
knowledge acquisition from multiple experts.
However, in Europe at least, and increasingly in the USA, the CommonKADS
methodology has come to be regarded as the principal methodology for developing
knowledge-based systems. The methodology has evolved from extensive work done by a
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number of researchers, led by the University of Amsterdam, on the original development 
of the earlier KADS methodology (see Tansley and Hayball [1993]). It has been greatly 
influenced by work done on knowledge modelling such as Steel’s ‘Components of 
Expertise’ (see Steels [1990]). For a more detailed description of the methodology and its 
evolution, see Breuker and Wielinga [1985], Schreiber et al [1993] and Breuker and Van 
de Welde [1994]. The key features of the methodology are now described.
3.3 KADS and CommonKADS
The main focus of the original KADS methodology was as a means of knowledge 
acquisition for subsequent incorporation in a KBS and the modelling techniques advocated 
by the methodology were geared towards this goal. However CommonKADS is intended to 
be a more encompassing methodology to support the entire KBS development life-cycle 
from inception to implementation in an enterprise or organisation. KADS (and latterly 
CommonKADS) take a very task-oriented view of human problem-solving behaviour.
Knowledge-level modelling in CommonKADS is driven by a ‘competence’ based 
approach. A knowledge-level model for some task requiring human expertise is assumed to 
be sufficient if the model can be used for problem-solving in the domain. Hence this 
approach does not require a complete cognitive understanding of human problem-solving 
expertise in order to implement computational support for some task. As a result, the 
knowledge-level modelling incorporated in CommonKADS does not attempt to accurately 
reflect or predict the cognitive processes utilised by humans. Rather, it is intended to allow 
the development of implementation-independent models of problem-solving for 
subsequent incorporation into computer systems.
Originally, KADS suggested that many tasks, at a certain level of abstraction from any one
domain, such as classification, diagnosis and indeed design are generic in nature (i.e. they
follow the same pattern irrespective of the area under consideration). As discussed in the
previous chapter, this is supported by the fact that many types of design, such as
mechanical, software and architectural design show a number of similarities. In order to
fully model both the knowledge required by a knowledge-based system and also the
organisation within which such a system would be implemented, CommonKADS
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advocates the building of a number of different models which together comprise the 
CommonKADS model set.
3.4 The CommonKADS model set
CommonKADS assumes a number of different models are combined when developing a 
complete knowledge-based system. These are the:
• Expertise model
• Task model
• Organisation model
• Communication model
• Agent model
• Design model
These different models and the dependencies between the models comprising the 
CommonKADS model set are expanded on in Chapter 11 and discussed in more detail in 
de Hoog et al [1993(a)]. The models give different and complementary views on how 
processes occur within the context of a particular organisation. CommonKADS provides 
templates for each of these models. It is assumed that during a CommonKADS project, 
these templates are instantiated to the required degree. The models relating to an expert’s 
problem-solving expertise are contained in the expertise model. The expertise model is 
where human problem-solving expertise and knowledge are modelled in CommonKADS.
3.5 The CommonKADS expertise model
The top-level components in a CommonKADS expertise model are application and 
strategic knowledge. The application knowledge consists of three distinct epistemological 
categories or layers. These categories are summarised as follows:
• Task knowledge consists of a task definition defining what the goals of the task are 
and the task body, where the activities comprising the task are described. This is
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modelled as a task structure. Task decompositions show the different sub-tasks that are 
used to accomplish the given task. Where sub-tasks cannot be further decomposed, 
they are assumed to be basic inferences.
• Inference knowledge specifies basic inferences that can be made in the domain 
knowledge and can be linked in inference structures. "An inference specified at the 
inference level is assumed to be primitive in the sense that it is defined through it’s 
name, an input /  output specification and a reference to the domain knowledge that it 
uses" - Aben [1994]. In this sense, inferences can be seen as a 'black-box' in that inputs 
and outputs are defined but the way a human expert derives outputs from the inputs is 
not modelled. Complex computational techniques may be required to produce the 
required output.
• Domain knowledge summaries the way in which an application ‘sees the world’ in 
terms of a domain ontology and a domain model which uses the domain ontology to 
capture groups of statements about the domain. This can be seen as a more ‘static’ 
structure than the task and inference layers.
Knowledge roles control the links between the different categories and allow general 
concepts defined in the different layers to be specified for a particular application.
It should be noted that the task models discussed, which represent problem-solving 
strategies within the expertise model, are distinct from the CommonKADS task model 
itself, which is a higher level description of the tasks a knowledge-based system is to 
support. To prevent any misunderstanding, the task models within the expertise model will 
hereinafter be referred to as expertise task models.
At a certain level of abstraction, an expertise task model can be seen as analogous to a 
cognitive model of an expert’s problem-solving behaviour. However, an expertise task 
model is ultimately decomposed to inferences and the computational means to achieve the 
inferencial capability will not necessarily model any cognitive behaviour. As a result -  "a 
task model is an engineering artefact, designed by the knowledge engineer which does not
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necessarily correspond to a cognitive model o f the domain expert's problem-solving 
behaviour” -  Rademakers [1991]. However, an expertise task model does show the task 
decomposition that a domain expert could use to solve a particular task.
The original KADS projects identified a hierarchy of expertise task models, see Tansley 
and Hayball [1993] and Appendix A. This classification of tasks was influenced by a 
number of earlier works including that by Clancey [1985] on heuristic classification. Tasks 
are split up into three broad areas: analysis, modification and synthetic type tasks. Design 
is considered to be a synthetic task. The original KADS hierarchy also gives an indication 
of the amount of work done in different areas to analyse problem-solving behaviour. More 
work has been done in the analysis area than in the synthesis and modification areas. The 
expertise task models presented for design are not definitive and Tansley and Hayball
[1992] suggest that more work needs to be done to verify and extend these models.
Different researchers have developed expertise task models for a number of different tasks. 
The task models developed for design are discussed later in this chapter. It must be 
stressed that these expertise task models are not merely abstract academic ideas. They have 
been developed from detailed study of how people accomplish certain expert tasks. As a 
result they act as a very important foundation stone for developing any knowledge-based 
system. The link between task definitions in the task layer of application knowledge and 
problem-solving methods are now discussed.
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3.6 Tasks and Problems solving methods in CommonKADS
The terms ‘method’ and task' in the literature are not always consistent (especially with 
respect to the ‘granularity’ at which the method is applied) and the problem-solving 
methods and tasks outlined above do not necessarily correspond with problem-solving 
methods in the CommonKADS sense. This is echoed by Chandrasekaran et al [1992] - "the 
word task has been used in somewhat differing senses in the field, contributing to much 
confusion".
CommonKADS explicitly makes a distinction between problem-solving methods and tasks. 
A task definition is effectively a statement, defining what inputs are required and what
outputs are generated from application of the task. However, the task definition is
implementation-independent in that the task does not dictate how the task might be 
achieved. It is the problem-solving method that is applied to the task that effectively 
dictates ‘how’ the specified task is decomposed into more discrete steps or subtasks. 
Duursma et al [1994] - "a set o f coherent activities that are performed to achieve a goal in 
a given domain". When referencing tasks and problem-solving methods hereinafter, these 
definitions are assumed.
Valente et al [1994] characterise problem-solving methods in CommonKADS as 
specifying:
• How a certain task can be decomposed into sub-tasks at a lower level of detail
• How the execution of these sub-tasks is controlled
• Which requirements are imposed on the representation of the domain knowledge in 
order for the method to work
This is summarised by Wielinga et al [1994a] as "A problem-solving method is applied to a 
task definition and after a mapping o f (generic) terms used in the method description onto
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the task specific terms, the body o f the task can be instantiated from the method 
description".
At this point it is also necessary to note that the CommonKADS library includes a number 
of different PSM’s (problem solving methods) which can be applied to different tasks. As 
outlined in Breuker and Boer [1998], it is a current issue of debate as to whether a 
problem-solving method can be considered independent of the task to which it is applied -  
i.e. are problem-solving methods generic?
The CommonKADS library of problem types and problem-solving methods is not intended 
to be a static library. It is intended as a dynamic library with models continually being 
updated and refined. For example, in the field of planning, Benjamins et al [1996] are 
working to expand and refine the problem-solving methods applicable to the planning task. 
The intention of the developers of the CommonKADS suite of problem types and expertise 
task models is that they act as suitable templates that can then be refined by knowledge 
engineers when implementing KBS.
In an earlier section I outlined how the KADS methodology outlined a hierarchy of 
different tasks, which had particular characteristics in common. However, as we can now 
see, the application of a particular problem-solving method can also be used to characterise 
problem-solving expertise. Hence current CommonKADS thinking suggests that it is not 
the task that is generic but that there are in fact a number of different problem types with 
their own distinctive and generic nature. In addition, any given task may require the 
solution of a number of different problem types.
3.7 The CommonKADS suite of problem types
In their groundbreaking work in Al, Newell and Simon [1972] characterise problems as 
"some conflict between a current state and a goal state". This ‘goal state’ was assumed to 
exist in the problem space of possible solutions. Breuker [1994] goes on to suggest that a 
given problem type (e.g. design, assessment etc) is defined by the type of solution implied 
by the problem type — "problem types are defined by their generic solution or 
conclusions".
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Breuker suggests the design problem type is characterised by a "structure o f elements". 
This corresponds with Chandrasekaran [1990]’s view of the design solution as an assembly 
of sub-components and some of the other definitions for design discussed in Chapter 1. 
Breuker goes on to outline how this emphasis on different problem types has allowed the 
suite of problem types to be classified -  "by distinguishing the problem types from the 
tasks, common and rational dependencies between problem types become visible".
I will now outline the important points that CommonKADS assume differentiate problem 
types from tasks, this is expanded on in greater detail in Breuker [1994].
Breuker suggests that there are three steps involved in going from a given problem type to 
a task. These are identifying the problem where a discrepancy between a current state and a 
norm state are identified. This is followed by defining the problem, whereby potential 
solutions aim at a goal. The third step is to turn the well-defined problem definition into a 
task by constructing a problem-solving method.
Different problem types do not exist in isolation, rather there are important dependencies 
between the different problem types. As an example (Breuker [1994]), I will use the design 
problem type to illustrate these dependencies.
On first inspection, the design problem can imply the generation of a solution in the form a 
structure of elements. However, the driving force for this design problem is in the form of 
a set of requirements. These design requirements are not simply given, they are taken to be 
the result of a modelling process (where modelling is another problem type). Therefore the 
design task contains both modelling and design problem types. This dependency is 
illustrated in figure 3.1
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m odelling  --------- >  design
Figure 3.1: Dependencies between modelling and design (adapted from Breuker 
[1994]).
Current CommonKADS  thinking suggests that different problem types are dependent on one another. The 
generic solutions from one problem type act as input roles to another. For example, the design problem type 
is dependent on a prior modelling task being performed to determine the requirements o f a design, typically 
in the form o f a design specification.
However, Breuker goes on to argue that the assignment of the structure of elements 
generated as part of the design problem to a physical implementation is a further necessary 
step. If this assignment problem results in any unforeseen problems, this may result in a 
drastic reconfiguration of a system and the possibility of redesign. Hence this further 
dependency between problem types is now shown in figure 3.2.
m odelling  -----> design ------>  assignment — >  prediction — >  m onitor
------>  diagnosis -----> design
Figure 3.2: Dependencies for the complete design cycle, (adapted from Breuker 
[1994]).
As well as the design problem type being dependent on a prior modelling task, there are dependencies 
exhibited between problem types that occur after the design task. For instance, the generic output o f  the 
design problem type is a structure o f components. The assignment problem types takes this structure as input 
and distributes additional elements over the structure, typically in a configurational manner.
The dependencies shown on Figure 3.2 also imply some iteration may be necessary 
between the different problem types during accomplishment of the design task. Detailed 
analysis of other problem-types show similar dependencies. Hence CommonKADS 
suggests that the suite of different problem types and their dependencies is now as given in 
figure 3.3
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synthesis modification analysis
behavioural view (system environment)
modelling
planning
design
assignment — ► prediction
assessment
monitoring ----► diagnosis
structural view (system)
Figure 3.3: The CommonKADS suite of problem types (adapted from Breuker 
[1994]).
The complete CommonKADS suite o f  problem types exhibits the dependencies between the main 
CommonKADS problem types. These types are characterised as being either synthetic, modificational or 
analytical in nature. In addition, Breuker differentiates between problem types concerned with structure 
(design, assignment etc) and those concerned with behaviour (planning, assessment).
The steps involved in going from a problem type to a task involve the construction of a 
task decomposition. The task decomposition for a task, in the form of an expertise task 
model, is dependent on the problem-solving method(s) that are applied to the task in order 
to solve it. Work on both KADS and CommonKADS has resulted in the development of a 
number of different expertise task models for the design process.
3.8 The KADS expertise task models for design
The original KADS methodology resulted in the development of a number of models for 
the design task. The complete set of expertise task models for design, developed as part of 
KADS and CommonKADS, are detailed in Appendix A.
In order to help illustrate the work done and what the structure of the different models 
imply, some of the models relating to design will be discussed and analysed. Figure 3.4 
shows the KADS generic task structure for the design task. This model shows how 
knowledge roles (in the rectangular boxes) act as input to tasks or inferences (shown in
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ellipses). The output from each sub-task are further knowledge roles, which can then act as 
inputs to further sub-tasks.
Each sub-task may be expanded in a similar manner to give a task decomposition diagram. 
Different problem-solving methods may be used to accomplish the different sub-tasks, 
each giving it’s own task decomposition. Where it is assumed a task or sub-task cannot be 
expanded any further, the sub-task is assumed to be a primitive inference.
The concept of a ‘knowledge role’ is used so that any knowledge an expert may use in 
problem-solving may be structured in different ways depending on the task or sub-task it is 
applied to. For instance, a sub-assembly of components may be linked to the knowledge 
role ‘Solution’ output from some design task or it may appear as the role ‘Specification’ 
input to some assignment task. For further details as to the structure of KADS and 
CommonKADS expertise task models and the concepts of sub-task, inference and roles, 
see Breuker and Van de Welde [1994].
At the top level of abstraction, the original KADS model for design represents a serial 
approach to the design process. This task structure for design is broadly in agreement with 
the prescriptive models for the design process presented earlier in Pugh [1990] and Pahl 
and Beitz [1984]. However Pahl and Beitz suggest that an embodied design would be an 
intermediate stage between a conceptual design and a fully detailed design.
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transform
select/
aggregate
transform/
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Conceptual
model
Informal 
problem statement
Formal
specification
Detailed
design
Figure 3.4: The original KADS task structure for the generic design task (adapted 
from Tansley and Hayball [1993]).
This expertise task model shows how the design task was originally modelled by KADS as being composed 
o f three separate sub-tasks: expand/transform, select/aggregate and transform/expand. Via these sub-tasks, a 
detailed design is derived from an informal problem statement.
KADS also included two refinements of the design task, hierarchical and incremental 
design. Incremental design implies that the developed conceptual model is decomposed 
into a number of functions that the model must accomplish. Each function is then matched 
to a suitable component, which will fulfill the stated function, and the components are then 
combined to arrive at a detailed design, using an existing model as the basis for combining 
the different components. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the method of functional 
decomposition is extensively used in the design process (see Pahl and Beitz [1984], 
Schmidt and Schmidt [1996] etc.). Chandraserkaran [1994] gives a historical review of the
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field of functional representation and it’s use in fields such as design. However, while the 
KADS model uses this method to generate a detailed design, other texts analysed use this 
‘method’ to derive conceptual designs from a specification, not for this latter part of the 
design process. For an example see Sharpe and Bracewell [1993].
Hierarchical design involves deriving a skeletal model from a formal specification and a 
set of models. This model is then decomposed to component level. Each component is then 
‘designed’ in the same way in a recursive manner until the component is specified at a 
sufficient level of detail. The components are aggregated to form the detailed design and 
there is a ‘compare’ inference to ensure the detailed design complies with the original 
formal specification from a functional perspective.
Both these lower level models of design imply that the product being designed is somehow 
decomposed into it’s constituent functions / components. This is analogous to the 
‘chunking’ approach discussed by Ulrich and Eppinger [1995]. They show how individual 
functions can be combined into one component or ‘chunked’ across different components 
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two different approaches.
I would consider the overall KADS model for design model to be very coarse-grained in 
that it gives a high-level overview of how the design process occurs. However, it does not 
give much indication, at a more fine-grained level, of how the design process occurs. The 
models for hierarchical and incremental design give more information about how the 
design process may be further decomposed into subtasks. However, neither of these 
approaches makes any reference to concurrent consideration of life-cycle perspectives.
3.9 The CommonKADS expertise task models for design
The Common¥LADS models for design (see Bemaras and Van de Welde [1994]) expand on 
the models developed as part of KADS and attempt to synthesise the work of different 
researchers, including Steels [1990] and Kruger and Wielinga [1993].
Kruger and Wielinga used protocol analysis to analyse a number of single designers
working on the same given design task. Based on their study, they suggest that designers
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use the decomposition-solution-recomposition method for the design problem. They 
suggest that no evidence can be found for designers working in the propose-critique- 
modify mode. However, they do suggest that during the identification of requirements or 
constraints, the problem is approached from different viewpoints including ergonomics and 
construction.
Because of the nature of the study (a single designer developing a design) it is perhaps not 
surprising that there is a lack of evidence of concurrency. I believe that the case studies 
analysed by Kruger and Wielinga do not adequately reflect the reality of how concurrent 
design occurs in an industrial setting.
The CommonYADS models for design presented by Bernaras and van de Welde [1994] 
view design as two distinct phases of analysis and synthesis, representing the requirements 
definition and solution generation stages. These two phases are examples of the 
CommonKADS problem types modelling and design respectively. In terms of the different 
problem types discussed in an earlier section, the analysis stage is effectively the 
modelling problem type while the synthesis stage is the problem type I would generally 
perceive as a design problem type.
Analysis is seen as translating the ‘needs and desires’ of a customer into a requirements 
description. These requirements are then further formalised, in the form of constraints, as 
problem statements. Hence Bernaras and Van de Welde propose a generic task structure 
for design as shown in Figure 3.5.
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desires
Initial
requirements
Initial 
problem statement
Design
solution
Figure 3.5: The CommoriKADS task model for the analysis and synthesis stages of the 
overall design process.
Analysis and synthesis are examples o f the CommoriKADS problem types modelling and design respectively. 
Hence, it the synthesis task which would generally be considered as ’design' although the analysis task is 
clearly an essential precursor to the synthesis task. Requirements are the criteria for evaluating a design 
solution while problem statements (constraints) are these requirements expressed in a formal and concise 
manner.
Effectively the analysis process is one of interpreting abstract customer ‘needs and desires’ 
into a more concrete, formally expressed representation. The analysis models presented by 
Bernaras and van de Welde depend on how abstract the initial customer request is. This 
could be anything from a very naive customer request expressed in vague and abstract 
terms to a fully specified requirements document. They view the analysis phase as 
understanding the knowledge a customer has, hence analysis can effectively be seen as 
performing a knowledge elicitation exercise with the customer. This analysis phase 
extends into the area of requirements engineering, a rapidly expanding field. Hoffman
[1993] gives a general review of work in this area while Siddiqi and Shekaran [1996] 
outline some trends in this field.
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Bameras and Van de Welde [1994] view design synthesis as a more complex task and 
develop design models viewed from three different viewpoints. These are the construction 
dimension (relating to the object or artefact), the requirements dimension (relating to the 
intended user) and viewed from the type of static design knowledge available. From the 
requirements dimension, they present models for routine, innovative and original design, 
based on how well defined the given specification for the design is. These correspond to 
the types of design outlined earlier by Pahl and Beitz [1984] and others. From the types of 
static design knowledge available they outline models for case-based design, 
transformational design, decomposition based design and generic model design.
The construction dimension is concerned with the elements and their attributes involved in 
the design problem. They view allocation, configuration design and parametric design as 
being types of design in this class and present several models for parametric design. These 
models outline in more detail the task structure that results from a designer producing a 
detailed design from a formal specification.
From the requirements dimension, original design has the task structure shown in Figure 
3.6. This task model clearly involves the exploration of a product's requirements. However, 
the sub-task 'construct design' does not give any detail as to how this task might be 
accomplished.
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Figure 3.6: The CommoriKADS model for original design.
In this type o f  design the requirements evolve in parallel with the design process. However, the model does 
not give any indication as to how the sub-tasks o f ‘discover conflicts’ and ‘negotiate’ occur.
Kingston [1994] suggests that a further specialisation of the generic design task is 
exploratory design (see Appendix A). This is essentially a rapid prototyping form of design 
whereby a design is generated and presented to the user. The user then identifies further 
constraints, which were not specified, or immediately apparent in the original problem 
definition and this modified problem definition then acts as the driving force for a new 
round of design proposal. This is analogous to the CommoriKADS model for original 
design (i.e. the requirements for the design evolve in parallel with the design synthesis 
process).
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The model for exploratory design proposed by Kingston [1994] does address the issue of 
design constraints being evaluated. However the implications of Kingston’s research are 
that this is again done after a complete design has been generated. Kingston also considers 
constraints as being the major components of what is effectively a design specification and 
does not fully expand on what I believe is an important distinction between constraints and 
functions in a design specification.
From the construction dimension, Bernaras and Van de Welde [1994] present a 
CommoriKADS model for case-based reasoning having the expertise task structure 
outlined in Figure 3.7.
Set o f  
episodes
Problem
statement
select
Design
episode
^transform
Design
solution
Figure 3.7: The design task being solved by application of a case-based problem­
solving method.
Case-based reasoning (see Kolodner [1993]) involves adapting a past case to fit a new set o f requirements. 
Aamodt and Plaza [1994] give an introduction to work in this field. One o f the critical issues is in how to 
select a suitable case to match the requirements o f a given scenario.
Via this method, a suitable episode is selected from a library of previous cases. This is then 
modified or transformed to meet the requirements of the problem statement.
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3.10 A critical analysis of CommoriKADS design models and concurrency
As a general model for the design process, the splitting up of the design process into 
analysis and synthesis reflects the attitudes of other design researchers and also the actual 
practice of design.
From the requirements dimension, Bernaras and Van de Welde suggest that the analysis 
and synthesis stages may proceed in parallel to a degree in that the design specification 
evolves in parallel with the design solution. Some form of design specification must be in 
place before any synthetic task can begin, however the extent to which the design is 
specified before the synthesis task first begins dictates how ‘original’ the design process is. 
I believes this reflects actual design practice in that it is very unusual for a specification for 
a design to be folly developed before any work is done on the synthesis stage. This is a 
theme explored in more detail by Kingston [1994]. Kingston’s model for ‘exploratory’ 
design implies that the design specification gradually evolves with each iteration of the 
design synthesis process. Additional constraints pertinent to the design are unearthed with 
each cycle of design synthesis and these effectively reformulate the design specification.
However, within the design synthesis stage I believe that the approach of Bernaras and 
Van de Welde does not adequately support the consideration of multiple, downstream life­
cycle perspectives. As a result, I believe there is a potential for further work to expand and 
refine the CommoriKADS suite of problem types, previously discussed in Chapter 2. In 
particular, I believe that there are further steps between the design and assignment 
processes described in Breuker [1994] (where the design is assigned to actual physical 
elements). I believe that this is where the implications of downstream constraints will 
impinge on the design process, see Figure 3.8.
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Scope for
modelling — >  design -— > further ------>  assignment
work
Figure 3.8: Dependencies between CommoriKADS problem types and the scope for 
further work (adapted from Breuker [1994]).
This shows the area where I believe my work can complement and expand on the existing design problem 
types.
As discussed in the previous section, Bernaras and Van de Welde present different models 
for design synthesis along both the construction dimension and from the types of design 
knowledge available, e.g. case-based reasoning. These models for design proposal 
effectively mirror the findings of other researchers previously described (Chandrasekaran 
[1990], Maher [1990] etc.).
I would tend to view the design synthesis process in a slightly different way and believe 
that the models for the different types of design are most effectively viewed as being 
different problem-solving methods which may be applied to the design synthesis (or 
proposal) task.
I also believe that the models presented by Bernaras and Van de Welde do not adequately 
reflect the way in which the use of different methods may be utilised within the concurrent 
design process. They do not explicitly make clear the way in which a number of different 
proposal methods may be used within a particular design episode. For instance, the way in 
which a large number of design problems are solved is via the decomposition- 
recomposition method. This implies that different methods may then be used for the design 
sub-problems generated, which imposes a dynamic, and complex control structure on the 
application of different sub-tasks.
Critically, in terms of the concurrent design process, they do not consider the way in which 
different life-cycle perspectives can impinge on the design process. I believe that the 
knowledge relevant to these life-cycle constraints should act as an important knowledge
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role input to the concurrent design process. It has previously been outlined how this 
consideration of downstream life-cycle perspectives is key to the concurrent approach to 
design.
The CommonKADS library also includes a number of models for the modelling task (Top 
and Akkermans [1994]). They see modelling as being a form of design and their comments 
are very pertinent to the development of models for design. They believe the specify- 
construct-assess PSM is used for the modelling task. The specify sub-task is where the 
requirements for the model are outlined (similar to the analysis stage of design). The 
construct and assess sub-tasks can be seen as analogous to the propose -  critique tasks 
outlined in Chandrasekaran [1990]. Top and Akkermans go on to describe the construct 
task as being where design alternatives are generated and also where additional constraints 
are identified.
Top and Akkermans also make some relevant points regarding the control structure 
governing the task. Ideally, they suggest the overall modelling task consists of a single 
specification step followed by an iterative process of construct-specify (or generate and 
test). In practice, they suggest that the specification step will be repeated a number of times 
to make implicit assumptions explicit. However, they also consider the case where 
multiple viewpoints must be considered during the process. They suggest that the construct 
-  assess process must be repeated for each viewpoint. This corresponds to the situation I 
have outlined for concurrent design where knowledge from a number of different 
viewpoints must be considered during the design process. However, Top and Akkermans 
suggest that ideally this process considers a single viewpoint at a time and do not consider 
the case where multiple viewpoints have input to the process at the same time.
3.11 Constraints within models for design
Bernaras and Van de Welde characterise a problem statement as abstract customer ‘wants’
(needs and desires) which are refined to criteria (requirements descriptions) and then
further refined to constraints (problem statements). These problem statements then act as
constraints in the search for design solutions. However, in the engineering field, constraints
are not merely formally expressed criteria, they are believed to be subtly different entities.
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Hence I would view a problem statement as a design specification which contains 
functions (criteria which dictate what the design solution must comply with) and 
constraints (which dictate to an extent how the design solution is achieved). A simple 
example would be a design specification for a car where a function might be expressed as 
‘the car’s maximum speed must exceed 150 KPH’ while a constraint might be ‘the design 
solution will be presented within six months’. As Chandrasekaran [1990] states "The 
distinction between functions and constraints is hard to formally pin down, however a 
distinction is believed to exist". Chandrasekaran [1994] gives a review of work on 
functional representation. Wielinga and Schreiber [1997] state "constraints differ from 
requirements in that requirements must be satisfied while constraints must not be 
violated". Brown and Birmingham [1997] succinctly capture the way in which I would 
view constraints as “They describe what must not be violated”.
Constraints may also be of two kinds. The example given above would be specified by a 
customer or market needs and will be termed an external constraint. However there will 
also be constraints on the design that will be dictated by perspectives downstream from the 
design process. A typical example might be that only a limited number of manufacturing 
processes are available to produce the resulting design. This type of constraint is unlikely 
to be of interest to the customer, hence it can be termed an internal constraint. These 
‘internal constraints’ are key to the concurrent approach in that they represent how 
downstream perspectives can affect the design. Internal and external constraints in this 
context are to my own definition and are taken as being different from those outlined by 
Lawson [1990], where internal constraints are defined as being under the designer’s 
control whereas external constraints are fixed externally (e.g. standards, customer dictated 
constraints etc.). Constraints are also sometimes viewed as being ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ depending 
on the degree to which they may be relaxed or ignored (see Rajeev et al [1993]).
3.12 Knowledge roles input to the design process
Another criticism of the models for design is that they are deficient in the knowledge roles 
that play a part in the design process. These are in addition to the roles representing life­
cycle constraint knowledge, which have already been outlined. Clearly during the
‘construct design’ stage (and other stages), a complete design is not instantaneously
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generated. A design will evolve in stages. Hence clearly an important role is played by the 
current state of the design. This could possibly be a conceptual model or a fully detailed 
design, as the models analysed imply. However it could also be at some intermediate stage 
where some parts comprising a concept are detailed etc. This model could be physically 
manifested as sketches, CAD drawings etc. or some combination of these. Hence, this 
knowledge role, which will be termed the ‘current design model’, must play a continual 
role in the design process.
It may also be necessary to provide a number of different ‘views’ on this model so that 
personnel with differing expertise are able to analyse this model from their own 
perspective. E.g. a designer might be interested in the form of the product, hence a 3-D 
model would be required, while an assembly engineer would be interested in interactions 
between different components comprising the evolving design model.
The potential importance of the critiquing and negotiation tasks within concurrent design 
has already been noted. A number of different researchers have outlined models of how 
critiquing and negotiation may occur. It is now necessary to analyse where these models 
have been formalised as knowledge-level models and if not, the form such models may 
take.
3.13 Formalised models for critiquing
CommoriKADS does not contain a generic model for the critiquing process, however a 
number of researchers have suggested that critiquing as a task may have a number of 
generic features (Krishnamoorthy et al [1991]). CommoriKADS does include a number of 
models for the assessment task, see Valente and Locknehof [1994]. However critiquing is 
believed to be more encompassing than assessment as a task. The result of an assessment is 
basically an allocation to a decision class or some other factor chosen from a predefined set 
of results, such as a statement of difference. While a critique may include such an 
assessment, it is also likely to include a rationale for the critique and even some counter­
proposal to the artefact (in this case a design) being critiqued.
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The models for critiquing presented in the previous chapter have mainly been derived from 
work to develop computationally based critiquing agents and a number of different 
possible forms for the critiquing task were presented. However, a number of issues are 
pertinent to how human ‘agents’ involved in the concurrent design process may critique a 
design from different perspectives and it is informative to discuss at this stage how such 
issues could be represented in a task type structure.
Based on the task-type representation formalism of CommoriKADS, it is possible to outline 
some issues relevant to a model for critiquing based on the analysed literature. For 
instance, a critic may generate their own proposal for the portion of the design of interest 
before comparing with the originally proposed design. However, another approach is to 
outline sub-optimal aspects of the given design without necessarily generating a complete 
alternative solution.
A number of different inputs and outputs to the critiquing process were also evident. 
Clearly, the most important inputs are the evolving design that the critic is to critique and 
the specific domain knowledge of the life-cycle aspect that the critic represents. However, 
some knowledge of the capabilities of the original proposer of a design are also seen as 
being important. One possible motivation behind a critique might be to educate the original 
proposer of a design.
There can also be a number of different outputs from a critique. These include some 
assessment (either quantitative or qualitative) of the proposed design, an alternative 
proposal, an indication of areas where the original design is sub-optimal, some form of 
explanation or rationale for the critique and where different constraints have either been 
violated or even constraints the original design has failed to address
3.14 Formalised models for negotiation
In the context of design and engineering, there appears to be little in the way of formalised,
knowledge-level models of the negotiation process. Klein and Lu [1989] outline five
different computational models, as distinct from knowledge-level models, of conflict
resolution. These are development-time conflict resolution, backtracking based failure
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handling, numerically weighted constraint relaxation, specific conflict resolution advice 
and general conflict resolution expertise. However, they acknowledge that compiling 
development-time conflict-resolution strategies for all eventualities may be prohibitively 
time consuming. Shaw and Gaines [1989] present a formal approach to resolving conflict 
at development time.
As for critiquing, a number of issues relating to a possible knowledge-level model for 
negotiation can be discussed. These include the nature of the negotiation. Conflicting 
forms of negotiation will likely result in different models for the negotiation task when 
compared to more cooperative forms of negotiation. Strategies such as concession making 
are also important while knowledge of constraints and other forms of knowledge are 
critical.
3.15 Chapter Summary
Techniques from artificial intelligence have been used to model the design process. These 
have resulted in both cognitive models and knowledge-level models. Models at the 
knowledge-level have been formalised as CommonKADS models for design. 
CommoriKADS is seen, in Europe at least, as being the standard methodology for 
developing knowledge-based systems. This chapter gives a concise summary of the 
relevant aspects of this methodology.
CommonKADS suggests that there are a number of different problem-solving types, design 
being one of these types. There are a number of dependencies between these types and the 
solution of a given problem, such as design, may involve a number of these different 
problem types. CommonKADS also outlines a number of possible expertise task models, 
which describe how the design task may be accomplished by application of a suitable 
problem-solving method. These different models are discussed.
However, the existing KADS and CommonKADS models for design do not implicitly 
support the process of concurrent design, where I have defined the principal distinguishing 
characteristic of concurrent design as allowing the input of knowledge from different life­
cycle perspectives at the design stage. Critiquing and negotiation represent possible ways
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in which such life-cycle issues may be incorporated in the concurrent design process, 
however, no formalised, knowledge-level models for theses tasks are believed to exist.
In the next chapter, I go on to look at existing tools to support both the design and 
concurrent design processes. In particular, I analyse the underlying design models that 
these systems are based on.
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4 Computer support for design
4.1 Introduction
In the two previous chapters I have described different models for design and how these 
have been formalised as expertise task models as part of the CommonKADS methodology. 
A fundamental implication of CommonKADS thinking is that such models will ultimately 
be used as the theoretical underpinnings of some computer-based tool, which either 
performs or supports the task in question.
In this chapter, I begin by discussing two fundamental ways in which computers can be 
used within the context of the concurrent design process. I then go on to look at how 
computers have generally been used within the context of both design and more 
specifically, concurrent design. In particular, I focus on the theoretical models, if any, 
underpinning such systems.
I conclude this chapter by summarising the issues that have been discussed so far in the 
areas of models for design and how they can support the concurrent design process. I then 
go on to look at how these models can be refined and expanded on in order to provide 
more comprehensive support for the concurrent design process.
4.2 Systems to do or support design?
An implicit assumption of some of the early work on AI in design (and also on other 
problem-solving tasks) has been that the complex cognitive activities associated with 
performing the task could ultimately be encapsulated within self-contained computer 
programs.
This essentially forms the basis of the research. That knowledge-level models for a 
particular process or task, in this case concurrent design, can ultimately be used as the 
basis for some computer-based tool to support the process or task. Liddament [1999]
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outlines the general assumption encountered in the literature that computers may be used to 
support the design process (and indeed should be used for such a purpose!):
"there is implicit in much o f the writing about computationalism an a priori belief that 
human cognitive activity must be encodable in some specifiable set o f explicit, 
unambiguous instructions o f the type that could be produced in the form o f a program to 
be run on a serial computer".
Liddament then goes on to question the entire philosophical basis upon which existing (and 
possible future) computer support for design is based. Liddament suggests that the 
computational paradigm is deficient (and possibly inappropriate) for supporting the design 
process. Liddament suggests that encapsulating the cognitive activities encompassing 
design is currently untenable. To a certain extent I believe this stance to be valid and this is 
why the goal of this research is the development of knowledge-level models for concurrent 
design as opposed to cognitive-level models.
However, I believe it would be inappropriate to conclude that computers cannot be used at 
all to support the design process in some way. Computers are clearly useful tools and are 
currently successfully used by designers to support them in different aspects of their work. 
I believe it would be counter-productive to ignore their possible use in supporting the 
design process. I believe that concurrent design, because of it’s inherently multi­
disciplined nature, requiring knowledge input from a wide and diverse range of sources, 
can greatly benefit from computer-based support.
The reflective practitioner approach to design also questions whether knowledge that is 
applicable to a particular design situation can be generalised to suit other design situations. 
Hence, based on the presented evidence, I believe that the idea of a generic ‘design 
machine’, whereby a computer programme automatically generates designs across a wise 
range of domains, from an input set of specifications, using the same cognitive 
mechanisms utilised by human designers, is an unrealistic goal at this time.
A number of tools, such as the ACDS system outlined in appendix B (see Darr and
Birmingham [1994]) have had considerable success in generating designs, in a particular
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domain, using a fully automated system. The ACDS system exhaustively generates the 
space of all possible designs. However, I believe this is not a method commonly employed 
by human designers and scaling or extending such a method would be difficult.
An alternative is to support the design process with systems that act in a subordinate, 
supporting manner to designers and design teams rather than attempting to supplant human 
designers. Smithers et al [1990]:
which are simply able to create designs by some means or other. The other approach 
is to try to build systems, again usually computer programmes, which provide intelligent 
support to people doing design".
Lander [1997] also asks where strategic control for an application will lie. I.e. is it 
distributed in the different software agents or does it rest with the human users? My 
conclusions are distinctly biased towards the latter given my current understanding of 
strategic control of the design process. This is supported by Chandrasekaran [1990] who 
suggests that computer support for the design process is best supported:
"not by architectures that impose a monolithic task structure on the designer but rather 
more flexible architectures that allow designers to pick and choose different problem­
solving methods for different parts (or sub-tasks) associated with the design process".
4.3 Computer support for concurrent engineering, design and concurrent design
Because of the uptake of concurrent design principles and techniques by industry, it is 
perhaps inevitable that a large number of research tools have been developed or are being 
developed to support the concurrent design process. Molina et al [1995] present a review 
of work to develop computer aids to the simultaneous engineering process. Culley et al 
[1996] indicate how computer-based tools and multi-disciplinary teams are currently being 
employed in UK industry.
Appendix B describes a number of additional computer-based tools that have been
developed to support design and concurrent design. It must be emphasised that this is not
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meant to be a definitive survey of all such tools. Rather, I have presented a representative 
sample of such tools in order to outline typical characteristics shared by the tools.
Support for concurrent design can be classified as either enabling communication between 
personnel involved in product design or simulating the expertise necessary to support 
concurrent design using knowledge-based systems. However the two approaches are not 
mutually exclusive and systems and research described may contain elements of both 
approaches.
Much research has been done in the area of facilitating communication between team 
members at the level of systems, human factor aspects and computer-mediated co­
operation. Many organisations that have implemented a concurrent design philosophy 
support distributed teams with computer networks etc. Fischer [1990] looks at some of the 
requirements of such problem-solving systems. The SHARE project (see Toye et al
[1994]) consists of a number of sub-projects, the main aims of which are to support design 
teams by enabling shared understandings of designs through the use of information 
technology. Next Link (see Petrie et al [1994], Petrie et al [1995]) is one such sub-project. 
Next Link is a framework, allowing existing software tools (which support design) to 
communicate over the Internet. Such research extends to the emerging area of computer 
supported co-operative work (CSCW). McCarthy [1994] presents a review of work in this 
area. Stevenson and Chappell [1994] review CSCW and PIM (Product information 
management) tools to support concurrent engineering.
However, while facilitating communication is clearly of vital importance in supporting the 
design process, this is not the main focus of this research. Rather, it is in the use of 
computational techniques to model the expertise of participants in the concurrent design 
process.
4.4 A discussion of some existing tools to support design
A number of the systems outlined in Appendix B and also other computer-based support
for concurrent design have achieved success in supporting designers and design teams in
the design process. However a common criticism aimed at some of these tools is that that
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they are not based on an underlying model of design which reflects what happens when 
real-life designers actually design (Landauer [1995]). They suggest that system 
development has been driven more by technical considerations regarding what computers 
can be made to do rather than in analysing how designers and design teams can best be 
supported.
Smithers [1996] argues that, in general, knowledge-based support for design has been 
implemented in a fairly ad hoc manner without the assistance of lessons from the field of 
knowledge engineering: "so far all this engineering activity has been carried out in the 
absence o f any useable theory or theories o f design process" ... "designing gets 
characterised by what we can get computer programs to do, rather than what really goes 
on when professional designers design".
To a certain extent, this is a valid criticism, especially in respect of explaining why there 
are many more failed systems than successful ones. A large amount of work I have 
analysed and reviewed concentrates on the computational aspects of the systems. This can 
include considerations such as whether an object-oriented approach should be used and 
which programming language a possible tool should be implemented in. One possible 
reason for this preoccupation with computational aspects is that a number of the tools 
outlined have been developed by technologists whose main areas of expertise lie in the 
computing arena and not design methodology and theory.
Generally the systems reviewed incorporate a fixed and prescriptive model for the design 
process. For example, the CACID system (Schmidt and Schmidt [1996]) assumes a 
functional decomposition and recomposition type model for the design process. This is a 
commonly encountered model prescribed by other systems. Ligman [1990] also advocates 
the use of functional attributes as a means of generating novel designs. By contrast, the 
SPARK system (Young et al [1994) uses a constraint satisfaction approach. However, as 
the preceding chapters have show, there are many other plausible models for the design 
process and a single design problem may incorporate the use of a number of different 
process models in its solution.
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Smithers et al [1990] suggest that in artificial intelligence there are two distinct ways of 
studying design. One approach is to build systems, which attempt to replicate human 
design behaviour, the other is build systems which provide intelligent support to people 
doing design. I believe that the critiquing paradigm offers a more suitable method of 
supporting designers and design teams as opposed to a more traditional ‘expert system’ 
based approach (where the computer-based system effectively supplants an expert in some 
problem-solving task, such as design, rather than supporting them). Fischer et al [1993b] 
see an effective design support environment as a "co-operativeproblem-solving system".
I would subscribe towards this view of computer-based systems to support design, which is 
summarised by Finger et al [1992] when they state "an intelligent design system should aid 
the designer in understanding the interactions and trade-offs among different, even 
conflicting, requirements ".
An increasing number of researchers are calling for more basic research into how 
designers actually work and think and the development of more complete models of the 
design process. Smithers [1996] in particular, has called for the development of 
knowledge-level models of the design process in order to facilitate the development of 
more effective computer support for design. Computer-based systems to support the design 
process should mesh smoothly with the social and organisational settings in which the 
system will be used. Landauer [1995] suggests that many existing IT systems have not 
been successful because these factors have been ignored. However these issues should not 
be taken as a blanket criticism of existing work that has been done. Clearly, a large number 
of very valuable and credible systems have been developed which go a long way to 
improving computer-based support for design.
4.5 A recap on design models, methodologies and tools
In this and the previous three chapters, I have outlined a number of different models, which 
model the process of design and discussed to what extent these support the concurrent 
design process, which has it’s own distinctive characteristics.
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Two distinct paradigms which describe design, the prescriptive and the rational 
pracrtitioner approach have been described and discussed. The prescriptive models for 
design give general, high-level guidelines as to how the design process should proceed but 
give little indication at a finer level of detail as to what actually happens when designers 
and design teams work. The rational pracrtitioner approach attempts to describe at a lower 
level of detail how elements of strategy are incorporated in the design process.
In addition, I have outlined how these models can be considered as cognitive or 
knowledge-level models. Research from the field of artificial intelligence indicates that the 
design process may be considered as a series of sub-tasks of propose-critique-modify. 
While I believe that the sub-tasks of propose-critique reflect how concurrent design can 
occur, the modify task is not felt to adequately reflect the sometimes complex process 
whereby conflicting critiques of a design are incorporated into a revised design solution or 
proposal. The concept of negotiation has been introduced as the process whereby such 
conflict resolution can occur.
A number of the prescriptive models for design have been formalised as knowledge-level 
models as part of the CommonKADS methodology. However, none of the models 
developed as part of CommonKADS explicitly supports the process of concurrent design. I 
have discussed where these models fall short in their potential support for the concurrent 
design process. Hence, I believe I have outlined where useful research can be done to 
develop knowledge-level models for the process of concurrent design. This would act to 
improve support for developers of knowledge-based systems in the field of concurrent 
design.
4.6 The experimental basis for existing knowledge-level models for design
In the previous chapter I have described a number of existing knowledge-level models for 
design developed as part of the KADS and CommonKADS methodologies (attributed to 
Bernaras and Van de Welde [1994], Kruger and Wielinga [1993] and described in Tansley 
and Hayball [1993]). I have also briefly discussed the experimental methodology used by 
Kruger and Wielinga [1993] and noted how the study they used to inform their model for 
design was based on a protocol analysis study of a single designer.
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However, perhaps surprisingly, Tansley and Hayball [1993] and Bernaras and Van de 
Welde [1994] make no reference to any case studies from which the presented models for 
design have been derived. In fact, Breuker and Boer [1998] suggest that a large number of 
the expertise task models (which are effectively based on different problem-solving 
methods as discussed in Chapter 2) in the CommonKADS library have been derived from 
studying the available literature - "most PSM’s were collected from descriptions in the 
literature".
It is a central tenet of this research that if knowledge-level models are to adequately reflect 
the working practices of actual designers, the models must necessarily be informed by the 
problem-solving expertise these designers utilise in their work. This implies that, ideally, 
the models should be developed from observation and analysis of expert designers and 
concurrent design teams engaged in real-life design scenarios. This necessarily raises 
issues of how practicing designers and design teams can be observed and how knowledge 
elicitation can most effectively be performed in such situations.
4.7 Chapter Summary
A number of different computer-based tools to support the concurrent design process have 
been outlined. These systems either act in a communication-enabling role or play a more 
active part in the design process. The knowledge-based systems described range in scope 
from simple expert systems to multi-discipline design support systems. The researched 
literature suggests that knowledge-based systems should be used to support the designer or 
design team during the design process rather than attempt to replace them.
In addition, it has been discussed how most concurrent design support tools have not been 
developed based on an underlying theory or model for concurrent design. Tools to support 
the design process have been influenced more by computational considerations than by any 
model of how designers work (or indeed would like to work). I believe that a knowledge- 
level model for the concurrent design process would usefully inform the development of 
such systems. In order to do this, it is necessary to consider how best to experimentally 
develop such models.
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The experimental basis on which existing CommonKADS models have been developed has 
also been questioned. As far as can be determined from the available literature, the models 
have been developed more by thinking about the processes or tasks in question, rather than 
by experimentally observing and analysing personnel involved in the activities.
In order to evaluate possible ways in which concurrent design may be experimentally 
analysed, in the next chapter I will go on to discuss different ways of experimentally 
analysing expert behaviour and in particular, methods that have been used to analyse the 
design and concurrent design process.
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5 Methodology
5.1 Introduction
Techniques and approaches to the analysis of human problem-solving continue to develop 
and is an ongoing field of enquiry. As a result, there is no absolute, guiding methodology 
for the analysis and modelling of human problem-solving behaviour.
A number of different techniques have been used to analyse human activity while 
performing some complex task (this has often been done with a view to implementing this 
behaviour in a knowledge-based system). This coaxing of knowledge out of an expert or 
experts is usually termed elicitation. I begin by analysing how different researchers have 
attempted to analyse design activity. An important aspect involved in analysing design (or 
any other problem-solving activity) is the way in which the observer affects the outcome of 
the expert's problem-solving. A key summary of this evaluation of techniques that have 
been used to analyse design is that while extensive research has been performed and indeed 
is still ongoing as to how best to analyse design behaviour, there are no definitive or 
concrete guidelines for this process.
As a result, this chapter then goes on to present a brief but focussed review, which 
discusses the most widely used elicitation techniques in domains other than design and 
outlines their strengths and weaknesses. Firlej and Hellens [1991], Wielinga et al [1990] 
and Jackson [1990] act as a good starting point for further work in this area.
Broadly speaking, methods for developing knowledge-level models can be split up into 
top-down and bottom-up methods. This chapter assesses the strengths and weaknesses of 
the two different approaches and their suitability for eliciting and modelling concurrent 
design behaviour. A number of the top-down methods, in particular, are advocated by 
CommonKADS as suitable means of knowledge elicitation and expertise model 
development.
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I finish by describing my own methodology for analysing concurrent design behaviour 
which utilises elements of both the top-down and bottom-up approaches. I discuss the 
thinking behind the evolution of the method and how this was used to drive the 
development of an initial knowledge-level model for concurrent design. Throughout the 
discussion I use the term ‘knowledge engineer’ to describe the role played by myself in the 
knowledge elicitation process.
5.1 Methods that have been used to analyse design behaviour
Knowledge elicitation can be defined as the process whereby a knowledge engineer 
attempts to glean (or coax out) and then verify information and data from an expert, 
regarding their expertise in some specialist task. Knowledge acquisition is a more all 
encompassing term and implies the acquisition of knowledge from all sources including 
books, technical manuals etc. as well as from human subjects and it’s subsequent 
representation in a computable form. Gruber and Russel [1991] use the term ‘design 
knowledge capture’ to describe this eliciting, recording and subsequent modelling of 
design knowledge.
The analysis of a complex problem-solving task, such as design, is potentially a very 
difficult undertaking. I will begin surveying some contemporary studies of the design 
process, which principally make use of the technique of protocol analysis.
Protocol analysis is one of the most widely used techniques for attempting to determine 
cognitive behaviour while performing some complex task. This technique involves the 
subject ‘voice their thoughts’ while performing the task. Clearly, this gives more insight 
into the task than might be gained by merely observing the subject perform the task in 
silence. Typically, the subject will be recorded while the task is being performed (usually 
audio but sometimes video recording). The recordings are then usually transcribed to give 
a transcript.
The technique of protocol analysis emerged from psychological research during the early
part of the century. However it was not until the wide availability of tape recorders that
studies of protocol analysis became a practical possibility. Some of the earliest studies
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include de Groot [1965] on chess playing and Newell and Simon [1972] on logical 
problem-solving.
The main limitation with this approach is the assumption that people can accurately 
articulate their cognitive processes as they perform some task. The actual process of 
talking can also affect the experts’ problem-solving behaviour - Bainbridge [1979] 
"Talking alters the experts thinking process". There can also be practical problems in some 
situations due to factors such as not being able to hear the ‘expert’. Other researchers, 
including Goguen and Linde [1993] have criticised protocol analysis because it fails to 
take account of the social context within which the expert’s ‘voicing of their thoughts’ 
occurs. They term protocol analysis an ‘unnatural discourse form’.
However, despite these drawbacks, protocol analysis has been used in a number of 
different domains, although it is only relatively recently that design activity has been 
studied using this technique. Relevant research will now be discussed.
The complexity of studying real-life design episodes has been noted in a study by 
Valkenberg and Dorst [1998]. In their study, Valkenberg and Dorst analyse the reflective 
design practice of teams of student designers by dividing design protocols into ‘episodes’, 
where each episode is believed to be pertinent to a particular mode of the design process. 
They also give some other useful insights into this process. However, I believe that student 
designers do not necessarily design in the same way as experienced, professional 
designers, a view that is endorsed by Schon [1991]
In the study presented in Kruger and Wielinga [1993], a designer is observed performing a 
given design task. Again, protocol analysis is used to analyse their performance. However, 
Kruger suggests there is little evidence of the type of concurrency I have discussed 
displayed by the designer. A contemporary study by Gero and McNeill [1998] attempts to 
extend the protocol analysis technique through the use of a domain-dependent coding 
scheme to give a richer coding structure.
Protocol analysis has also been extended to analyse teamwork activity, where instead of
having subjects ‘voice their thoughts’ it is the verbal interchanges between team members
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that acts as the basis for analysis. By looking at how different researchers have used this 
technique to analyse design activity, the strengths and weaknesses of the technique for 
divulging design behaviour can be assessed.
Cross et al [1996] give a very interesting account of a study comprising twenty different 
research centres involved in analysing design activity. The different researchers or research 
teams were all given the same tape recorded and videod protocols of both an individual 
designer and different design teams working singly or collaboratively on the design of a 
carrying rack for a bicycle. The resulting analysis of the protocols show a number of 
different views of the design process. This study has generally become known as the Delft 
workshops and its influence on subsequent protocol analysis studies of design activity has 
been extremely significant.
Interestingly, most of the studies neglected to make use of the videod protocols and 
concentrated on the tape-recorded protocols. This could be due to the difficulty of 
analysing video footage of designers working.
The study analysed in the so-called ‘Delft workshops’ has a number of designers working 
on a design simultaneously. I feel that such a scenario, while a realistic reflection of how 
design can occur, diverges from a true concurrent environment as all three designers had 
similar aims and objectives (i.e. the successful completion of a design). Their areas of 
expertise were also similar and this is felt to be unlike a typical concurrent design 
environment where the inputs from different personnel are likely to be conflicting in 
nature. However the experiment resulted in a number of original insights into the design 
process.
Some of the ‘Delft workshop’ studies also use a coding technique, whereby different parts 
of a transcript are ‘labelled’ in accordance with a pre-defined coding scheme, in order to 
analyse transcripts obtained from protocol analysis of design sessions. However, the choice 
of coding initially used will inevitably affect the results. This coding technique has also 
been used to analyse video recordings.
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Lloyd and Scott [1994] analyse five different engineers performing a similar design task. 
They also analyse the protocol results using statistical analysis but then conclude that 
qualitative methods are probably more suitable for analysing the designer’s behaviour.
In addition, there are a number of other drawbacks inherent in the protocol analysis 
techniques. Typically, one hours tape recording can take five hours or longer to transcribe, 
although tools such as data dictionaries can also be used to aid in this analysis of 
transcripts.
The problems in having designers ‘think aloud’ as they accomplish a design task are 
discussed in Galle [1996]. Galle goes on to suggest ‘replication protocol analysis’ as a 
means of attempting to deduce design behaviour. By this technique, a third party is asked 
to comment, in a retrospective manner on what they perceive to be the steps implied by a 
completed design. Again, protocol analysis is used to analyse the results.
Stauffer and Ullman [1988] suggest that "Direct observation is a non intrusive method", 
however Davies [1995] argues that analysing design activity by having designers ‘voice 
their thoughts’ while designing can fundamentally alter the design process and has 
limitations in revealing design cognition. Clearly these observations have implications as 
to a suitable knowledge elicitation technique to use in order to analyse an expert’s steps in 
performing some task.
Gruber and Russell [1991] outline how design rationales can be used to ‘explain’ or 
‘justify’ how a particular design is generated. In particular, they note the problem of 
analysing expert behaviour in a group who can see no obvious benefit to themselves from 
taking part in the analysis. Their method also requires that extensive design histories are 
already available for the given design in order to stimulate discussions regarding design 
rationale.
As a result, it is pertinent to summarise that a variety of methods and techniques, 
particularly protocol analysis, have been used to analyse design activity. However, there is 
no common consensus as to the correct methodology to use, although notable attempts to
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develop such methodologies are ongoing -  see Davies [1995], Dorst [1995] and Lloyd et al
[1995]).
A number of researchers have commented on the lack of basic research in this area. Cross 
et al [1996] suggest that "the industrial design domain has been studied relatively little", 
while Stauffer and Ullman state ‘relatively little research has been based on empirical 
evidence, especially in mechanical design ’. Blessing [1994] gives a comprehensive listing 
of existing studies in engineering design and concludes that ‘the number o f detailed studies 
in industry is low’.
The need for research in this area is further outlined by Gero and McNeill [1998] ‘there 
has been remarkably little research on capturing, presenting and analysing the activity o f 
designing as carried out by human designers as a set o f phenomena to be modelled'. 
Because of its’ inherently multi-disciplinary nature and the resulting ‘conflict’ of 
perspectives that can occur, concurrent design as a domain presents a number of interesting 
and novel problems for the knowledge engineer attempting to elicit and model knowledge. 
Klein and Lu [1989] in their study of co-operative architectural design state that 
"knowledge acquisition in co-operative design presents special challenges and requires 
additional techniques compared to traditional knowledge acquisition".
Clearly, in order to develop knowledge-level models for concurrent design, some means of 
analysing this activity is needed. I will now go on to look at additional techniques that have 
been used to analyse expert behaviour in other domains and what application these may 
have in analysing design behaviour.
5.2 A brief review of knowledge acquisition and elicitation techniques
Musen [1993] presents an overview of knowledge acquisition. In particular, Musen 
outlines a number of perceived pitfalls and difficulties that may befall the knowledge 
engineer when attempting to elicit and model expert problem-solving knowledge:
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• Tacit knowledge. Experts are not always able to introspect accurately and are not 
always able to explain their expertise.
• Communication problems can occur between expert and knowledge engineer, as the 
two do not always share a common ontology or vocabulary. This can be a particular 
problem when the knowledge engineer first encounters the domain of interest.
• Knowledge representation methods used by the knowledge engineer may not be 
applicable or suitable for representing knowledge in the domain.
• Failure to create a ‘deep’ model of the knowledge within a knowledge-based system 
can lead to the system becoming ‘brittle’ when faced with unusual or unexpected 
problems.
Clearly, these issues are of fundamental importance to developers of models of expertise 
and knowledge-based systems.
The elicitation phase of knowledge-based system development has traditionally been the 
bottleneck which has hampered the development of such systems, therefore extensive 
research has been conducted in this area and a number of techniques and tools are available 
to the knowledge engineer to aid in this process. For example, the ACACIA project is an 
attempt to develop tools and a methodology for knowledge acquisition (see Dieng et al 
[1994] for further details) while KADS was originally developed as a knowledge 
acquisition methodology.
The field of ethnography outlines issues that must be considered when studying human 
behaviour (see Bucciarelli [1988]). These more ‘human’ issues expand on the technical 
issues previously discussed from Musen [1995] and include the possibility of ambiguities 
arising between participants in the process in question and the context in which the process 
occurs. Other possibilities to consider include:
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• The expert may be uncooperative and not wish to ‘share’ their problem-solving 
expertise. This may especially be the case if the expert perceives any resulting 
knowledge-based system as a threat.
• The expert may be constrained by time-scales and not see any immediate benefit to 
them from a potentially obtrusive and time-consuming knowledge elicitation exercise.
• The personality of an expert can affect the elicitation process. An introverted expert 
may be reluctant to discuss issues with the knowledge engineer while a more extrovert 
expert may attempt to provide too much information or digress excessively from the 
focus the knowledge engineer wishes to pursue.
• As has been discussed for protocol analysis, analysing an expert performing some task 
may fundamentally affect the way in which they perform the task.
Major and Reichelt [1990] split elicitation techniques up into standard or contrived 
techniques, standard techniques being for general purpose knowledge acquisition and 
contrived techniques being used for more focused and specific knowledge elicitation. In 
addition, elicitation and modelling techniques can be characterised as either bottom-up or 
top-down in nature.
The elicitation and analysis techniques previously presented and discussed have indicated 
how data is collected from observations of expert problem-solving. This data can then used 
to generate models or hypotheses representing this problem-solving behaviour. This 
represents what I shall term a bottom-up approach to the development of models of 
problem-solving behaviour. This is analogous to the grounded theory approach (attributed 
to Glaser and Strauss [1967]) where analysis of data is used to derive hypotheses and 
models of expertise in a ‘bottom-up’ fashion.
However, models can also be developed in a top-down manner. By this approach, models 
are generated or hypothesised and experimental data is then used to refine and validate 
these models. I will begin by analysing methods for knowledge elicitation which are 
essentially bottom-up in nature.
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5.3 Bottom-up techniques for knowledge elicitation
Because of the data-driven nature of the bottom-up methods of knowledge elicitation, the 
gathering and analysis of data is essential to these techniques.
5.3.1 Standard techniques for knowledge elicitation
These include interviews (structured and unstructured), thinking aloud techniques, direct 
questioning and ethnographic studies (usually involving an ‘expert’ or team of ‘experts’ 
being videod performing a task),
5.3.1.1 Direct questioning
Direct questioning techniques can be useful for eliciting specific, concise information from 
an expert. However this technique assumes the knowledge engineer is in the position to ask 
the ‘correct’ questions, Musen [1993] - "the use o f direct questions to elicit knowledge 
however assumes the knowledge engineer asks the right questions and the expert gives the 
answer, not what the expert perceives is a plausible answer". The comments regarding 
direct questioning also apply to a large degree to the use of questionnaires. Goguen and 
Linde [1993] analyse elicitation techniques for use in requirements engineering. However, 
their findings are very pertinent to this research. They discuss the use of questionnaires and 
outline their limitations in that they are effectively a closed form of interaction with a pre­
determined set of possible answers.
5.3.1.2 Interviews
This is probably the most widely used technique for eliciting knowledge from an expert.
Firlej and Hellens [1991] outline the importance of the interview in the elicitation process
"we stress the interview as the central, practical tool for successful elicitation". However
Firlej and Hellens [1991] also suggest "Experts do not always know what they know",
hence they go on to suggest that the interviewing process can become more focused as the
knowledge engineer becomes familiar with the domain being analysed. The knowledge
engineer may start with an overview interview in order to become familiar with the domain
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followed by increasingly more structured interviews. Following each interview, the 
knowledge engineer should analyse the results of the interview (notes, transcripts etc.) and 
review the findings before following up with more interviews.
Goguen and Linde [1993] see open ended interviews as having more potential for being 
successful but stress that problems may occur because of the different category systems 
(I.e. words mean different things to different people in different contexts). They see more 
general discussion as being a technique to elicit knowledge that interviews may fail to 
unearth.
The interview is a tried and trusted technique in the field of knowledge elicitation. 
However in order to elicit information beyond general domain knowledge, interviews must 
become increasingly structured from one interview to the next, as the knowledge engineer 
becomes more familiar with the expert’s domain.
5.3.1.3 Approaches based in ethnomethodology
Goguen and Linde [1993] also discuss techniques from ethnomethodology, which can be 
used to analyse conversations. For example, discourse analysis can be used to analyse 
structures larger than sentences while conversational analysis attempts to describe the 
underlying social context that makes conversation intelligible.
An interesting (and valuable) aspect of conversation analysis is the way in which, unlike 
interviews, conversations are not pre-planned or ordered in any way: ‘the order o f  
interaction is negotiated in real-time as the conversation proceeds’ (Goguen and Linde
[1993]. This means that issues such as differing terminologies can be examined and 
discussed as appropriate as the conversation between the knowledge engineer and expert 
progresses.
To ensure each participant contributes to the conversation, informal techniques such as 
‘turn taking’ can be utilised. Narratives from experts can also be important constructs for 
divulging complex expertise and illustrating how particular problems may have been 
solved historically.
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5.3.1.4 Recording techniques
Clearly, for interviews, thinking aloud analysis, questioning and also the contrived 
techniques for knowledge elicitation, some means of recording an experts utterances (and 
possibly actions) is necessary in order to be able to analyse the expert’s behaviour. Firlej 
and Hellens [1991] suggest that tape recording should be used wherever possible although 
issues regarding security and secrecy on the part of the expert may preclude this.
Ethnographic methods may involve the use of video to analyse personnel operating in a 
real-life work setting. Videoing an expert or experts performing some task clearly gives 
insight into the manual steps such a task involves, however it will not necessarily reveal 
much of the thought processes utilised by a designer.
However, there are also practical constraints implied by videoing practicing designers in 
industry. These include issues such as security of information, regular access to the 
experts, analysis of huge amounts of video data etc. This view is echoed by Musen [1993] 
who states " the considerable inconvenience and expense o f ethnographic field work, 
however, is a major barrier to widespread adoption o f these techniques".
Firlej and Hellens [1991] also suggest that while the knowledge engineer taking notes or 
relying on memory have been used in the past, these techniques are not to be recommended 
as reliable recording processes!
5.3.2 Contrived techniques
The so called ‘contrived’ techniques are usually used to determine more specific 
information once a knowledge engineer has become relatively familiar with the ‘experts’ 
domain. These include sorts, repertory grids and laddering techniques.
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5.3.2.1 Sorts
Concept sorting is based on the theory that people make extensive use of categories 
schemes to order their knowledge and are able to describe their own categorisation 
schemes with reasonable accuracy. Concept sorting involves an expert being given cards 
(or some other object) depicting or representing a number of different concepts (typically 
derived from an interviewing process). The expert will then be asked to sort the cards into 
groups. In this way, relationships between different concepts can be revealed. There are a 
number of variations on this technique. These include ‘Q sorts’, ‘hierarchical sorts’ and ‘all 
in one sorts’. Rugg and McGeorge [1997] outline these sorting techniques in more detail 
and Canter et al [1985] outline a multiple sorting procedure.
However, both sets of researchers also outline a number of disadvantages of these sorting 
techniques. One of these is the way in which the knowledge engineers choice of elements 
for use in a sorting procedure has a decisive effect on the procedure’s success in divulging 
an expert’s categorisation scheme. Rugg and McGeorge [1997] also state that "...sorts only 
address static, flat, explicit knowledge. They cannot conveniently access knowledge about 
sequencing procedures, trade offs. . This places limitations on the use of sorts to elicit the 
process-type knowledge inherent in performing some task such as design.
5.3.2.2 Laddering
This technique is typically used for eliciting hierarchical type structures inherent in 
experts’ thinking. A typical application of this technique would be in determining a 
hierarchy of concepts. By taking one concept the knowledge engineer perceives as 
belonging to a particular group, the expert can then be quizzed as to whether subsequent 
concepts are sub-concepts, super-concepts or unrelated to the initial concept.
5.3.2.3 Repertory grids
This technique involves asking an expert to ‘rank’ particular objects on a scale where the
end points of each scale will be defined. A simple example might feature a concept such as
‘expense’, the scale being defined as running from ‘cheap’ to ‘expensive’. An expert could
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then be asked to place an object (say a manufacturing process) somewhere on this scale. 
This technique is generally believed to derive from ‘personal construct theory’ - Kelly 
[1955]. Statistical analysis is one of the most common methods of analysing data obtained 
from knowledge elicitation sessions using contrived techniques. However a number of 
researchers have suggested that the major attraction of this (and other) contrived 
techniques lies not in their effectiveness in revealing an ‘experts’ domain knowledge but in 
the ease with which results can be mathematically analysed. This is supported by Canter et 
al [1985] who suggest that "the attraction o f repertory grid techniques have been governed 
more by the simplicity by which results from this technique can be analysed more than any 
ability o f the technique to elicit an experts thinking".
5.3.3 Computer aided techniques
Computer aided techniques can be broadly split into two categories. CASE tools can be 
used to support both the standard and contrived elicitation techniques that have been 
outlined, while automated knowledge elicitation systems can be used to effectively take the 
knowledge engineer out of the elicitation loop and allow an expert to directly input 
‘knowledge’ into a system.
A number of tools exist to support existing knowledge elicitation techniques. These range 
from augmented text editors for analysing protocols from interviews etc. to more ambitious 
integrated systems. ALTO is a tool to support laddering (see Major and Reichgelt [1990]), 
Shelley (Anjewierden et al [1990]) supports the analysis and development stages of a 
knowledge-based system and assumes elicitation is performed using protocol analysis. 
Shelley does not actively support other elicitation techniques. Gaines and Linster [1990] 
and Linster [1993] attempt to tie together a number of different tools to aid in the 
elicitation and design phases so that as knowledge changes, so does the design of the 
system. The CommonYLADS workbench (see Kingston et al [1995]) provides CASE tools 
to support the elicitation process and provides direct support for the CommonYADS 
methodology.
However, as well as using CASE tools to aid or support the aforementioned elicitation
techniques, a number of researchers have attempted to automate the elicitation process
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itself. This is clearly a more ambitious step than attempting to support existing manual 
techniques.
Hart [1985] outlines machine-based rule induction as an automated elicitation technique. 
OPAL (Musen et al [1987]) uses a domain model to automate knowledge elicitation from 
an expert. Jackson [1990] outlines programs that work by machine learning. These are 
guided by the learning strategies employed by the systems.
However, a major disadvantage of these tools is that they generally assume some structure 
on knowledge within a domain before an ‘expert’ can interact with the system. This 
generally limits the use of such tools to augmenting the knowledge already contained in a 
fairly complete expertise model. Also, the considerable time and effort involved in 
developing such automated elicitation system precludes their use in anything but very large 
studies or research applications.
A perceived weakness in the bottom-up approach to model development is in the time and 
resources required to derive models from a purely data-driven approach - "It should be 
stressed that data-driven modelling is costly in terms o f resource (knowledge engineers, 
experts etc) and time" - Wells [1994]. In addition, the lack of a common ontology makes 
communication between the knowledge engineer and expert difficult. However, this 
bottom-up type approach is not the only way in which models may be developed.
5.4 Top-down approaches to expertise model development
Wells [1994] suggests that "task modelling is likely to be carried out top-down i.e. by task 
decomposition. However, it may be necessary in a complicated domain, to identify tasks 
being carried out in transcripts"... "data-driven modelling should be used when the 
application is unresearched. I f  the library can provide sufficient support for a select- 
modify approach, for instance a generic task is available as a starting point, this should be 
used in preference to data-driven modelling".
The main advantage of the top-down approach is that an ontology for the domain can be
constructed as the top-down models are being developed. The technique of first defining an
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ontology for a domain before attempting any form of knowledge elicitation has been 
utilised by other researchers, in particular, by Gruber and Russell [1991].
The original KADS methodology advocated that expertise task model development should 
be carried out in a top-down manner (see Tansley and Hayball [1993]). However these 
top-down approaches have been expanded on by CommonKADS and Akkermans et al
[1994] identify three different top-down methods via which CommonKADS expertise 
models may be developed.
5.4.1 Select and modify approach
The task and inference structures are assumed to be predefined as far as possible and are 
selected from a library of existing CommonKADS models. One of the key goals of 
CommonKADS is to provide libraries of different expertise models and problem-solving 
methods to aid knowledge engineers developing systems in different domains. Knowledge 
elicitation with the expert is then mainly concerned with instantiation of the domain layer 
and subtle refinements to the task and inference layers. Musen [1993] suggests that 
choosing the best conceptual model for a task at a suitable level of abstraction can greatly 
simplify the knowledge acquisition task. This is essentially a top-down method of model 
development.
However, Orsvam et al [1994] comment on the select modify approach: "there are hardly 
any examples o f KADS 1 expertise models that have been developed on the basis o f an 
interpretation model without modifying it". An important reason is that there can be a great 
deal of variation between tasks of the same kind.
5.4.2 Compositional modelling from library elements
An expertise model is constructed in an incremental manner from existing generic 
components (typically provided by the CommonKADS library). This is done at a lower 
grain size than the select and modify approach and is more flexible in that a complete task 
and inference layer is not assumed. However this can make the modelling task more
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difficult. This technique combines elements of both the top-down and bottom-up 
approaches.
5.4.3 Refinement approaches
Model construction is driven by the introduction of subsequent refinements. Generally this 
involves starting with a very high level function structure for the expertise model and 
slowly refining various parts to reveal the ‘true’ model (E.g. tasks initially assumed to be 
primitives can be successively decomposed into their constituent subtasks etc.) Library 
components can be used although the resulting expertise model may not be structurally 
similar. This approach is often used for new and novel model development. This technique 
can also be classified as essentially a top-down type approach.
The differences between the refinement approach and the select-modify approach are not 
completely clear cut. However the select and modify approach implies that a model similar 
to the intended model already exists in the CommonKADS library, while the refinement 
approach implies that a general high level functional model is developed by the knowledge 
engineer and then successively refined down to the level of individual inferences.
The scope for combining different approaches can clearly be seen in that using a 
refinement approach, a modelling element from the CommonKADS library could be 
introduced during the refinement process along the lines of the compositional modelling 
approach. This is supported by Wells [1994] who shows how a number of different 
approaches are combined during the development of a particular expertise model.
Further details of the strengths and weaknesses and the stages and activities involved in 
model development using these different approaches can be found in Wells [1994], 
Orstvam et al [1994].
5.5 A summary on techniques and approaches to knowledge modelling
In this chapter I have discussed a number of techniques used to aid the knowledge
elicitation and modelling processes. This analysis has indicated that a number of different
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techniques (including the contrived and standard techniques, protocol analysis etc) and 
approaches (top-down and bottom-up) are available to the knowledge engineer. In 
particular, a number of these techniques and approaches have been used to analyse design 
activity. CommonKADS also provides a number of guidelines as to how the knowledge 
elicitation and modelling process should proceed. I will now go on to analyse the 
implications of these findings and discuss how these influenced my choice of method for 
modelling and analysing concurrent design behaviour.
While a number of different techniques and approaches have been used with varying 
degrees of success in different domains, there seems to be no definitive guidelines as to 
which techniques and approaches would be most effective in analysing the problem­
solving domain of concurrent design. This is summarised very succinctly by Rugg and 
McGeorge [1997]: ‘Although it is clearly essential to choose the correct technique for a 
task, and to use it correctly, there is surprisingly little guidance on this in the literature
The technique of protocol analysis has been used to analyse the design process. However, 
while this technique has been relatively successful in this area, a number of flaws can limit 
its effectiveness. In particular, researchers have questioned whether experts are able to 
verbalise their cognitive abilities and also the effect that attempting to verbalise their 
thoughts actually has on their ability to perform the given task.
A number of techniques for recording experts performing some task, typically involving 
discussions and interviews, have also been outlined. The resulting transcripts can give 
insight into the expert behaviour involved. A number of researchers have used coding 
schemes to attempt to analyse such transcripts. However, the choice of coding chosen by 
the knowledge engineer can have a fundamental affect on this process. A more qualitative 
analysis of transcripts can be seen as an effective means of transcript analysis.
A number of studies discussed have also made use of student ‘experts’ or actual experts in 
an artificial or laboratory setting. Different researchers have outlined how student 
designers do not necessarily solve problems in the same way as experts. In addition, the 
problems inherent in experts performing a task in an unusual setting or context have also 
been discussed.
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Bucciarelli [1988] sees design as a social process and concludes that different participants 
can have quite different internal representations of a design and suggests that knowledge- 
based systems to support design must accommodate these differences in perspective. 
Because of the lack of a common ontology to allow communication between the 
knowledge engineer and design experts and the constraints this imposes on the elicitation 
process, I decided that a purely data-driven or bottom-up approach would not be an 
appropriate course to take. Some general model of problem-solving in the domain of 
concurrent design would be required in order to drive data-driven knowledge elicitation in 
the domain.
However, a criticism that has been levelled at a number of prescriptive models for design 
(see Lawson [1990]) is that they have been developed more by thinking about how design 
occurs rather than observing actual designers in the field. As a result, they do not 
accurately reflect the expertise of practicing designers. The dangers of relying on 
introspection as the sole means of knowledge elicitation are also outlined by Goguen and 
Linde [1993]. The implication is that any models developed using such methods need to be 
extensively validated using empirical data.
These issues helped to form my opinions of how knowledge elicitation in the domain of 
concurrent design would most effectively allow the development of credible models of 
expert problem-solving behaviour. My analysis of the domain suggested that elements 
from each of the different techniques and approaches could be useful for the development 
of knowledge models.
5.6 Characteristics required of an elicitation and modelling technique
At this stage it was necessary to determine what characteristics and features I considered
important when attempting to elicit and model the concurrent design process. This was
based on my previous discussions of techniques that have already been used to analyse the
design process, other available techniques and their relative strengths and weaknesses. A
key intention of the research was to analyse and model design tasks at a more detailed level
than the existing CommonKADS models, with a view to then abstracting developed
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models to be more generic. As a result, desirable features of the elicitation and modelling
method were:
• To study design in a realistic a setting as possible with ‘real-life’ designers working on 
real projects. A considerable amount of published research on analysing design activity 
involves either case studies involving student designers (Valkenberg and Dorst [1998]) 
or laboratory based experiments involving either single designers or teams of designers 
(Cross et al [1996], Kruger and Wielinga [1993]). However, while these studies have 
made significant contributions to my current understanding of design, because of the 
nature of concurrent design I wished to study the process in as realistic a scenario as 
possible. Ideally I wished to analyse designers and teams of designers in their everyday 
work setting on real design problems and solutions.
• Make use of teams or groups of people with sufficiently polarised aims and objectives 
in order to achieve a realistic ‘concurrent’ scenario.
• Achieve a reasonable level of articulacy in the domain of concurrent design before 
coming into contact with concurrent designers and design teams in order to ensure we 
were ‘talking the same language’.
• Use consistent and formalised knowledge representation techniques when deriving 
models of problem-solving behaviour in the domain.
• Make as much use as possible of the more ‘qualitative’ knowledge elicitation methods 
(such as interviews, discussions and narratives) when analysing designers.
Based on these observations, the scope for developing a novel elicitation and modelling
technique began to emerge.
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5.7 A novel method for knowledge elicitation and modelling
Compositional modelling implies that a general model for the domain exists which must be 
instantiated, e.g. from the CommonKADS library of elements. The CommonKADS library 
already contain a number of models for design (Bernaras and Van de Welde [1994]) 
however none of these directly address concurrency in design. Because a key aim of the 
research is to analyse these concurrency issues, I decided that these were not suitable 
starting models to analyse concurrent design behaviour.
Due to this lack of any general models for concurrent design problem-solving, my chosen 
approach was to derive an initial top-down model for concurrent design. This was done 
using the available literature as the driving force for initial model development. In the role 
of knowledge engineer I researched established design texts and current papers on 
concurrent design to generate initial models of problem-solving in the domain. These were 
represented as expertise task models, using the CommonKADS modelling formalisms. As 
a result, the initial model used the abstract terminology of respected design texts to 
represent key tasks and knowledge roles comprising the overall concurrent design process. 
The different models were effectively refinements or formalisms of models already 
existing in the literature, albeit not in the representation formalism specified by 
CommonKADS.
As a result of this approach the initial model development was accomplished more quickly 
than would have been possible through a purely data-driven approach using a technique 
such as protocol analysis. Hence I would consider this an essentially top-down approach to 
initial model development. However, it must be noted that even using this approach, model 
development was an extensive, time consuming process and it took several months of 
research and iteration to develop initial top-down models.
These initial models, developed from analysis of the literature, were then discussed and
analysed with academics (who are experts in the domain of concurrent design). This
refined the developed models and also prompted further research of the literature. This
further iterative process involved considerable effort on the part of the knowledge
engineer, over a period of several months, resulting in the generation of initial models for
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concurrent design. This process is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 and is also 
described in Barker et al [1996a], Barker and Meehan [1999].
However, as I have previously discussed, a number of researchers have criticised model 
development which is driven by ‘thinking about’ problem-solving in a domain. Hence I 
wished to validate and refine these initial models with more empirically based research.
5.8 Validation and verification of my initial models
By developing initial models for concurrent design in a top-down manner, these models 
could then be validated and verified by assessing if they accurately reflect how concurrent 
design really occurs in an industrial setting. "Validation concerns the compliance o f a 
system with the user needs and requirements". In software engineering, verification is 
usually defined as "the demonstration o f consistency, completeness and correctness o f a 
system in each stage o f it’s development" (Wielinga et al [1994b]).
Compared to traditional software implementations, knowledge-based systems (and by 
implication the underlying knowledge-level models) provide special problems during the 
validation and verification stages. Traditional software systems are generally based on 
definite algorithms, which dictate system performance and correctness. However output 
from a KBS is generally governed by heuristic methods which may only be correct under 
certain circumstances and assumptions. This mirrors the human world where two experts 
may give conflicting ‘solutions’ to a problem. This does not imply that one expert is 
‘wrong’, more that in the field of knowledge-based systems, there is usually no definitive 
‘right;’ solution to a problem. This makes formal validation of KBS extremely difficult.
Traditionally, validation of KBS has been performed by comparing a number of test case 
results from the completed KBS, with solutions obtained from ‘experts’. Clearly, this is a 
late stage to be checking the performance, as a number of potentially unchanging 
implementation decisions will have been taken by this stage. I am more concerned with the 
verification of the developing expertise task models at each stage.
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Wielinga et al [1994b] give a number of approaches to validation and verification, however 
these are at a very formal, abstract level. I.e. they do not give any concrete practical, 
guidelines that knowledge engineers should follow during the validation and verification of 
knowledge-based systems.
Clearly, it would be unrealistic to develop design tools based on the developed models to 
test the validity of the models. Rather, what is needed is some means of analysing the 
processes and methods designers working in industry currently use when designing in a 
concurrent manner. By developing initial top-down models for concurrent design, these 
represented a suitable starting point to guide the knowledge engineer in this analysis. In 
particular, they provided the knowledge engineer with a common ontology for discussing 
processes and entities in the domain of concurrent design with design personnel.
CommonKADS suggests that a possible model validation technique to use is to develop 
graphical models for an expert’s expertise and then use these models as a basis for further 
knowledge elicitation with an expert as to the validity of the models -  “the models are 
then a common ground for expert and knowledge engineer to communicate about some 
problem-solving activity” -  Van de Welde [1994]. Rademakers and Vanwelkenhuysen
[1993] suggest that "the expert should play a central and active role in the model 
construction process".
In this way, the developed models can be validated and refined by more focussed 
knowledge elicitation sessions with the expert. However, I have not found any significant 
references to the use of this technique, particularly in relation to analysing design activity.
The use of such graphical languages for knowledge representation has been noted by other 
researchers. For example, Oxman [1995] suggests that the use of such Visual languages 
should be encouraged "... a body o f tools for the observation and recording o f design 
behaviours should be identified and further developed. This work would include, for 
example, the development o f visual languages... ”.
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5.9 Techniques to use in the refinement of the initial models
In general, the contrived techniques discussed earlier are used for focused knowledge 
elicitation when the knowledge engineer already has a fairly clear understanding of the 
domain being analysed and for clarifying certain ambiguous areas of an expert’s problem­
solving processes. Contrived techniques can also be used to instantiate domain models and 
refine task and inference structures. This implies that a knowledge engineer already has a 
fairly complete knowledge model for an expert’s problem-solving before the different 
contrived techniques are used to further refine these models. Hence these techniques would 
be most useful at the later stages of a knowledge elicitation exercise to refine an already 
developed model.
I decided that a number of the different standard techniques, particularly open-ended 
interviews, discussions and conversations would be particularly appropriate techniques to 
use. In addition, tape and video-recording offered a practical way to record such 
interactions. I saw transcript analysis as an effective way to refine the initial top-down 
models and drive more bottom-up models of problem-solving.
The need for more studies of designers actually working in an industrial setting is 
supported by Akin [1995] "It is important that more effort is focused on practice outside o f 
the laboratory context". In fact, Stauuffer and Ullman [1988] outline how “ While there is a 
significant body o f research in the study o f design, relatively little research has been based 
on empirical evidence, especially in mechanical design. Hence I decided to try and study 
designers working in a work-like setting, if possible, rather than having designers’ work on 
set problems in a laboratory type setting.
By attempting to use different knowledge elicitation techniques in this context and my 
initially developed models as a starting point, the effectiveness and applicability of each 
technique could also be assessed.
The CommonKADS workbench (see Toussaint et al [1994], Kingston et al [1995])
provides support for expertise modelling within the CommonKADS methodology and also
provides limited support for a variety of different standard elicitation techniques. Because
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CommonKADS is a widely accepted and respected modelling methodology, I decided that 
this tool would be used to support both the knowledge elicitation and modelling processes 
where possible.
I believe this to be a novel approach to the development of knowledge-level models in the 
domain of design. However I believe the unique characteristics of concurrent design 
necessitate the use of this approach. The approach utilises a number of different standard 
elicitation techniques, which have been used to analyse problem-solving in a variety of 
different domains, including design.
5.10 From dialogue to model
My dialogues with expert in concurrent design used my initial top-down models of 
concurrent design behaviour to stimulate discussions and analysis of experts as to their 
problem-solving behaviour. These discussions and analysis resulted in the generation of 
transcripts from recording concurrent designers and design teams in action. These 
transcripts were then used to develop further graphical models of expertise, which illustrate 
the inferences and knowledge roles (in a CommonKADS sense) utlilised by the design 
personnel. The iterative process implied by my novel approach resulted in the initial 
models more closely resembling the design experts' models with each iterative cycle. This 
transition is graphically illustrated in figure 5.1. This shows the necessary feedback loops 
from the generated graphical models to the experts, which is achieved in practice by the 
design personnel ‘critiquing’ the graphical models developed.
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Figure 5.1: From design teams to formal models.
This illustrates how my knowledge elicitation method utilised an iterative process whereby transcripts of 
expert designers were used to generate CommonKADS expertise task models which were then used as the 
basis for further discussions and knowledge elicitation with the designers.
5.11 Discussion of the methodology
Up to this point in this chapter I have outlined the thinking behind what I believe is a novel 
approach to the modelling and elicitation of the concurrent design process. However, it is 
also necessary to critically evaluate the thinking behind this approach and any steps that 
can be taken to accommodate short-comings in the approach.
A perceived problem with the approach was in the way that the already developed models 
may have affected an experts thinking during knowledge elicitation interviews and 
discussions. This is analogous to the problem found in techniques such as sorts where it is 
the knowledge engineers preconceptions about problem-solving in the domain that drive 
the elicitation and modelling process. This is particularly relevant to a process such as 
concurrent design.
Concurrent design is currently a relatively new and ‘fashionable’ way of approaching the 
design process. It was felt that designers would not wish to appear either ignorant of the 
process or ‘behind the times’ by not agreeing with the initial top-down models for 
concurrent design. Hence, wherever possible, these models were used as an initial means
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of stimulating discussions with design personnel but were not presented in any way as a 
process which the expert should be using.
As will be shown in later chapters, a number of additional practical problems also affected 
the way in which the methodology was used and how this acted to refine the methodology 
itself during the course of the research.
5.12 Chapter Summary
Knowledge elicitation is a crucial process in the development of knowledge-level models. 
This chapter has outlined a number of existing knowledge elicitation and modelling 
techniques, particularly those that have been used within the context of the design process.
Means of data collection for deriving models of expertise can be broadly classified into 
either standard or contrived techniques. The strengths and weaknesses of each technique 
are outlined. The limitations of the so-called contrived techniques in cases where the 
knowledge engineer does not have a deep understanding of the domain have been outlined. 
The automation of the knowledge elicitation process was also felt to be unrealistic for this 
study. A number of researchers have also used protocol analysis to analyse expert problem­
solving behaviour, particularly in design. A number of these studies are described and key 
findings outlined.
Different approaches to expertise model development, including CommonKADS expertise 
model development have been outlined. I have characterised these different approaches as 
being either bottom-up or top-down in nature. Each approach has its’ own strengths and 
weaknesses, although other researchers have suggested that different approaches may be 
successfully combined in the development of particular CommonKADS models.
Because there is no definitive methodology available for the analysis of design behaviour 
and it’s incorporation into models of expertise, my chosen approach has been to develop 
what is essentially a novel methodology for analysing concurrent design. This utilises 
elements of both the top-down and bottom-up approaches.
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My approach involves developing initial top-down models for concurrent design using 
analysis of the literature followed by refinement of the models via discussions with 
academics. These initial models were then used to drive knowledge elicitation sessions 
with design case studies and the developed models were refined and abstracted in a more 
data-driven, bottom-up manner. This approach makes use of some of the standard 
techniques for knowledge elicitation (interviews, thinking aloud, transcript analysis, 
ethnographic study and direct questioning). The effectiveness of each technique is assessed 
as the studies progress.
The next chapter describes the different case studies utilised in the research to analyse 
concurrent design activity and goes on to outline some of the findings resulting from the 
use of my novel approach to knowledge elicitation and modelling and how this has 
allowed me to refine this approach.
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6 Testing and using the novel approach with different case studies
6.1 Introduction
In order to analyse design activity and design teams, I have undertaken a number of 
different case studies. A number of.different companies, (who would consider themselves 
to be engaging in product design along concurrent engineering principles) were 
approached and agreed to cooperate with the research. The companies initially appeared 
happy for their designers to be interviewed and analysed as they worked. The designers in 
the case studies are all developing products which must be manufactured and assembled in 
some way. Certain constraints are common throughout the domain however some 
constraints were very prominent in one case study but are not considered in another.
This chapter then goes on to outline how I tested my approach to knowledge elicitation and 
modelling before using it with the different case studies. This was effectively a pilot study 
to improve and refine the methodology. Based on my experience of using the approach 
with the different case studies, a number of conclusions as to the validity and effectiveness 
of the approach are then discussed.
6.2 Case study 1
Company 1 manufactures components for use in the aerospace industry. Here 
functionality, reliability and safety of the product are key requisites. For each project, 
design teams are formed comprised of a designer (or number of designers for large 
projects). These designers spend most of their time working at CAD stations. Each project 
team also has a number of personnel with different expertise (particularly in materials and 
manufacturing) acting in a support role to the designer(s). This is achieved by having 
design teams situated in close proximity in an open-plan type office.
Specifically, case study 1 looked at the development of a new hydraulic locking 
mechanism for helicopter rotors. The key requirements for the product are reliability and
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function. Cost is also a consideration, but is does not have the same over-riding importance 
that it was seen to have in other case studies.
6.3 Case study 2
Company 2 manufactures bathroom fittings and furnishings. The functionality of products 
in this market is assumed to suffice and key requirements for market success are the 
product aesthetics, cost and time to market.
The specific project analysed involved designer 2 developing detail designs of bathroom 
items (toilets, sinks etc.). In this case, the appearance and form of the product are key. The 
conceptual design of products for this company is done by an outside design agency, while 
the company’s designers concentrate on the later, detailing aspects of the design.
6.4 Case study 3
This involved a freelance designer (3) working on a number of projects. These were 
principally the development of casings for domestic boiler heaters and toilet cubicles. A 
consideration of the manufacturing and assembly methods employed by the companies he 
worked for influenced the designer as did time-scales and cost constraints.
6.5 Case study 4
Involved a team of designers (4 and 5) developing a radically new concept for a battery 
operated vehicle for use by the elderly and disabled. Designer 5 worked for the company 
who would produce the vehicles while designer 4 was independent. In this case, the major 
constraints on the designers were the manufacturing and assembly technologies available, 
the cost and also the time-scales that could be attributed to the design process. One of the 
key points of this case study was the use made of outside contractors to perform some of 
the more important manufacturing functions.
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6.6 Case study 5
This involved a designer working in a company who manufacture plastic bottles for the 
bottled drinks and consumer items market. The designer was working in a consultancy role 
for the company on a short-term contract. The manufacturing techniques used to produce 
the finished designs are relatively static and well understood, so the main constraints on the 
designer are form, cost and time.
6.7 Commonality shown by the different case studies
Despite all the case studies being situated in the manufacturing engineering domain, they 
show an interesting diversity of products and approaches. Generally, these are relatively 
small-scale design studies, with one or two designers and a number of additional personnel 
involved. Because of this, each person involved may not just represent one life-cycle 
perspective. For instance, the designers tended to have a general understanding of a 
number of different life-cycle areas, which they used to mentally weigh up the pros and 
cons of different design decisions. In the case studies, designers either worked individually 
with occasional input from external sources or as part of small design teams with more 
frequent and formal interaction. In all cases, I will refer to them as ‘design teams’. Even 
with only one designer 'designing', the designer may bring several different perspectives to 
bear on a design problem.
I will now discuss the use of my approach to knowledge elicitation and modelling with 
designers from the different case studies.
6.8 Testing my approach to knowledge elicitation and modelling
While I discuss the knowledge elicitation and modelling sessions that I undertook as part 
of this research, the designers and other personnel involved in the design process will be 
referred to as the ‘expert’ with myself in the role o f ‘knowledge engineer’.
Because the experts from the different case studies had limited time to dedicate to my
research, I wished to test my approach before using it with them. I believed this would
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save me wasting the time of the different experts and would also endow the knowledge 
engineer with an element of skill in the use of the techniques, before their use in the field. I 
also believed that this would give the experts some confidence in the competence of the 
knowledge engineer and that this would make the elicitation sessions more productive.
Testing of my elicitation approach was done in two ways. The first was by conducting 
taped interview sessions with academics on some problem-solving task in which they 
possessed some element of expertise. These interviews were then transcribed and the 
resulting transcripts analysed. The other approach was to take existing media which 
described some problem-solving task and take transcriptions from these media (a typical 
example used was of a British Institute of Welding’s’ instruction video for different 
welding techniques and which applications they should be used for).
Initially it was hoped that the CommonKADS workbench (see Toussaint et al [1994]) 
would provide support for the process of analysing expert transcripts. The tool provides a 
rudimentary text editor into which transcripts can be typed. Different elements of the 
transcripts can then be annotated (using highlighting icons) as being an element of a 
different CommonKADS entity. The different entities in the transcripts can then be directly 
linked with entities in expertise task models (and also other models comprising the full 
CommonKADS model set).
For example, the following excerpt from a transcript obtained from Case study 4 illustrates 
how this was done (it also illustrates how tasks tend to be represented by verbs, while 
knowledge roles are typically nouns):
...we made it (task) as a hand made model (role) and we took the tooling straight off the 
model we’d made...
Initially, this seemed an ideal way in which CommonKADS expertise task models could be 
developed from the transcripts. That is, by linking entities from transcripts directly into 
graphical models and making use of the workbench’s graphical editors to develop the 
models. In practice, however, this approach proved impractical, mainly due to two reasons.
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The text editor incorporated in the workbench is very rudimentary and does not provide the 
level of functionality found in a typical word processing package. This made the input of 
the transcripts relatively difficult. A typical tape recording of an elicitation session with an 
expert was about an hour in length. The time taken to transcribe this would be of the order 
of five to ten times as long. Some of the features of modem word processors, such as spell 
checkers and word replace functions would have helped to make this task easier. The 
CommonKADS workbench runs on a SUN Workstation running the UNIX operating 
system and this prevented the use of a PC based word processing package to produce the 
transcripts for later analysis on the workbench. This problem, while time consuming and 
frustrating, would not in itself have prevented me from using the workbench for the 
analysis of transcripts.
The main problem was that annotations made to transcripts could not be saved. Hence 
when a particular transcript had been entered in the workbench and suitable annotating 
icons added to it’s content, these annotations could not be retrieved at a later date. Hence 
the chosen method was to produce the transcripts using a word processor.
The transcripts were then printed out and different colour highlighter pens were used to 
annotate elements of the transcript with the different CommonKADS entities. While time 
consuming and laborious, this low-tech approach proved particularly effective in allowing 
the knowledge engineer to develop initial expertise task models which could then be re­
visited after a suitable period of reflection. In this way, the developed models could be 
refined by subsequent analysis of the same transcript.
Testing of my approach in this way took several weeks of effort but did allow the 
knowledge engineer to refine and develop the approach and also to pinpoint some of the 
limitations outlined.
6.9 Findings from the use of my approach with the case studies
Having tested and refined my approach to knowledge elicitation and modelling with 
different test cases, I then began to use the technique in The field’ with the case studies to
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analyse practicing designers and other personnel involved in the process of concurrent 
design.
The knowledge elicitation sessions were conducted, whenever possible, in the experts’ 
place of work and involved real design scenarios the expert was either currently involved 
with or had previously worked on. This was in accordance with my desire to analyse 
concurrent design in as realistic a setting as possible. In general, my knowledge elicitation 
sessions with the experts proceeded as follows.
On the first knowledge elicitation sessions with the expert, the format of the 
CommonKADS graphical models of expertise were described to the expert. The existing 
KADS and CommonKADS models for design, together with my developed ‘top-down’ 
model (see the next chapter) were used to further illustrate the characteristics of the models 
and also to get the expert thinking and talking about their own design processes.
These meetings with the expert were always tape-recorded and most of the experts were 
quite happy for this to take place. Videotaping of meetings was also utilised in order to try 
and further deduce how design, critiquing and negotiation occur in a group setting. 
However, because of issues regarding confidentiality this technique could not be used as 
often as desired.
After the first elicitation session with each expert, the tape-recorded interviews were 
transcribed. From the transcripts, the initial models of the particular experts’ problem­
solving expertise were developed. This was an exceedingly time consuming process and 
involved a number of analysis sessions of a single transcript to develop and refine the 
models of expertise.
6.10 Using graphical models to communicate with designers.
The developed CommonKADS graphical models represent knowledge roles, inferences 
and tasks, which depict how the expert performs some problem-solving task.
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At follow up interviews, the experts were then asked if the models were an accurate 
representation of their problem-solving behaviour. The designer would then inspect the 
models to see if they concurred with what they believe is their problem-solving behaviour.
The most common misconception on the part of the designers was that the models were in 
the form of flowcharts and that some kind of time-dependency is implied by the models. 
This is not the case. The models actually show what inferences and sub-tasks the expert 
uses for a particular task and which knowledge roles are inputs and outputs to the different 
sub-tasks and inferences. Generally, the experts were quickly able to come to terms with 
the models and evaluate them. During these sessions, the experts would pinpoint where the 
knowledge engineer had misunderstood elements of earlier sessions. Typically, an expert 
would notice a missing knowledge role from an inference or an inference having the wrong 
knowledge role as input or output.
6.11 An example of an expert refining a model
In this section I will look at an excerpt from case study 3 which involved a follow up 
elicitation session with designer 3. Initial models for designer 3’s problem-solving 
behaviour had already been developed at an earlier session with the designer. These 
consisted of a high-level model of the designer’s overall design behaviour and a number of 
different models which were expansions of different sub-tasks comprising the overall 
model. The initial model, shown in Figure 6.1, shows designer 3 altering a design on the 
basis of what are perceived to be problem areas in the original design proposal.
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Proposal Problem
areas
Im portant
areas
Compromise
design
Figure 6.1: Designer 3’s initial model for the ‘alter’ process.
This model shows the designer taking 'Important areas', a 'Proposal' and 'Problem areas' as input knowledge 
roles to the 'alter' task, which results in a 'Compromise design'.
When my initial model for the ‘alter’ sub-task, shown in figure 6.1, was presented to 
designer 3, the following dialogue ensued (knowledge engineer’s comments in italics):
“This model here is supposed to represent that at a greater level o f detail. So they’re 
presented with a proposal which breaks down into a number o f different areas. And so this 
sub-task here for instance would very well break down into something at that level o f detail 
as well”.
Briefpause. “So why does that go round the outside of there?”
“Basically this inference or subtask here is ‘alter ’ which alters that initial proposal with 
input from ‘problem areas ’ and ‘important areas ’ to come up with a compromise design ”.
“Right. Where you use the word compromise , well it depends what you mean by that. 
When I read the word compromise I think of something that is sort of - it’s mediocre in a 
way - now the designer’s trick I think is to arrive at that but that it is not in any way giving 
the appearance of being compromised. Because if it were truly a compromise, it might not 
be worth doing. The result might be so awful that there would be no point proceeding, OK 
it’s been sorted out from all sorts of points of view, timescales, production and what have
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you but the product is so bloody awful that there’s no point in proceeding, so I think I’d 
somehow like to see that word ‘compromise’ in inverted commas or something. It’s a 
modified design, which may or may not be a compromise, but it’s essentially modified. I 
might be able to modify it in such a way - it might even be better - it might not be worse”.
“So modify implies just that it’s different”.
“Yes, whereas compromise somehow suggests that it’s worse. It often is worse, you’re 
right, but I wouldn’t like to think that is the way it has to be”.
Hence, this briefly illustrates how one sub-task was modified by subsequent knowledge 
elicitation sessions with the expert to that shown in figure 6.2.
Proposal Problem
areas
Im portant
areas
a l t e r ^ )
Modified
design
Figure 6.2: A refined model for the ‘alter’ sub-task.
This model was based on a follow up interview with the designer where the role 'Compromise design' (which 
suggested the design was somehow lacking) was replaced by 'Modified design’.
6.12 Problems with language
Initially, models were generated using fairly succinct and brief language to describe 
knowledge roles and inferences, the terminology used being derived from the interview 
transcripts. This approach worked well enough when the time lag between initial and 
follow up interviews was small (i.e. a matter of weeks at the most). The designers were 
able to recognise their own terminology and relate to the models fairly easily.
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However, problems became apparent when a designer had to attempt to relate to another 
designers’ models. In case study 4, two designers had worked on the development of the 
same product. At an interview with the second designer, the designer started to ‘dry up’ in 
conversation. On order to further encourage his thoughts, the models developed for the 
first designer were shown to him as a prompter. While he could generally follow the scope 
of the models, some of the terminology was unfamiliar and meaningless to him. As a result 
he was not able to engage with the models as well as he might have been able to.
While the use of concise and succinct language can be seen as desirable for use in generic 
models, particular models used for discussion with particular experts should not be so 
concise with their use of language. As a result, the models developed for the second 
designer in case study 4 also have an accompanying key to describe in more detail the 
numbered roles and inferences represented by the task models. I believe this to be a good 
compromise. The models are not so cluttered with text that the structure of the models 
becomes lost but the expert can still consult the key if they are unsure about a particular 
part of the model.
6.13 Advantages of my approach
Concurrent design as a process presents a subtly different set of problems for the 
knowledge engineer when attempting to analyse the problem-solving behaviour of human 
experts compared to more co-operative modes of design.
For instance, one designer had realised retrospectively that one of the sub-contractors he 
was working with had misled him about the technical feasibility of an aspect of his design. 
The sub-contractor had attempted to persuade the designer that it would be necessary to 
remove some of the more complicated curves from a moulding. This was not because the 
curves would be impossible to produce (although they would be difficult), the sub­
contractor had realised that to produce the curves would require him to work weekends 
while a simpler design could be more easily produced in a shorter time. Such a realisation 
would not have become evident from a transcription of the discourse that occurred between 
the designer and the sub-contractor at the time of the meeting.
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This also illustrates how concurrent design is different from more co-operative modes of 
design in that the goals and motivations of the different perspectives involved in the 
concurrent design process can be radically different. The ‘optimality’ of the design is key 
to the designer while the different perspectives will work to their own agendas. These 
differences in the goals of the participants were much more marked where outside 
contractors were being used to produce different parts of a design. However, this also 
seemed to occur, although to a lesser extent, with downstream perspectives from within the 
same organisation.
Another major advantage of this approach is believed to be the way in which the expert is 
kept within the model development loop. Because the expert plays a major role in the 
development of the expertise task models, they have a certain ownership and stake in the 
correctness of these models.
A number of examples from the literature have been analysed in earlier chapters which 
show where hypotheses and models of design problem-solving behaviour have been 
developed from transcript analysis of expert designers performing some task. However, no 
reference was found in these studies of these models and hypotheses subsequently being 
presented back to the relevant experts for comment or critiquing. I believe that it is 
important to keep the expert within the knowledge acquisition ‘loop’ as much as possible. I 
believe that by using a coding technique to analyse a transcript and then develop models of 
expertise straight from this coding scheme, the expert is distanced from the modelling 
process and may have difficulty relating to any subsequent tool based on the developed 
model of expertise.
My developed models for concurrent design, in line with CommonYJKDS models 
developed by other researchers, are intended to support knowledge engineers and software 
developers who are implementing computer-based support for a problem-solving process. 
In this case, concurrent design.
Typically such computer-based tools will then be used to support existing experts (or even
the same expert) in their tasks. Where the expert has had a role in the development of the
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models underpinning such computer support, I feel the expert is more likely to accept the 
output from such a computer support system.
6.14 Disadvantages of my approach
A number of disadvantages also became apparent with the methodology used. In the 
retrospective case studies, it was felt that designers would attempt to rationalise their 
activities and the picture being presented was how they felt the design process should have 
progressed, not how it actually happened at the time. However, I believe that this limitation 
will be evident in any study of design (whether retrospective or real-time) in that when a 
person is under scrutiny they will tend to be more conscious of their activities than if they 
were working in a normal, unobserved manner.
Another disadvantage was in the amount of time taken to analyse transcripts from design 
experts. A transcript consisting of approximately an hour's discussion would take up to ten 
hours to transcribe. Because of the domain-specific vocabulary being used, it was 
necessary for the knowledge engineer to transcribe recordings of meetings. Once the 
transcripts had been produced, it was then a time-consuming task to either develop or 
refine models of expertise, based on the transcripts. Typically model development would 
consist of a day spent producing initial models or refinements, followed by a further day or 
two revisiting the transcripts to make any necessary changes. As a result, an hour's 
interview time could take at least a week to produce models of expertise.
6.15 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have presented details of the different ‘real-life’ case studies I have used to 
derive models for concurrent design. These case studies involved a number of designers 
and other personnel involve in the concurrent design process.
I have then outlined how my approach to knowledge elicitation and modelling was tested 
and refined by utilising a number of different test scenarios. The approach was 
subsequently used with personnel from the different case studies to develop and then refine 
models of the different experts’ problem-solving behaviour.
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While using my approach to elicitation and modelling with the different experts, a number 
of refinements were made to the approach itself in order to make it more effective. I have 
also outlined a number of strengths and weaknesses of the approach and why I think this 
approach is particularly suitable for analysing expert problem-solving behaviour in a 
domain such as concurrent design, or indeed any other domain where the developed 
models of expertise are intended to act as the basis for subsequent computer-based support 
for the process.
In the next chapter, I go on to discuss the development of an initial top-down model for 
concurrent design based on existing models for design and the available literature.
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7 The development of my initial ‘top-down’ model for concurrent design
7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the development of a top-down, knowledge-level model for 
concurrent design and some of it’s associated sub-tasks. This was based on analysis of 
theory in the literature of how concurrent design occurs. Development of the model was 
heavily influenced by different texts and published research on concurrent design, artificial 
intelligence and design thinking. In addition, extensive discussions with academics with 
extensive expertise in these disciplines acted to refine the models.
I begin by outlining how I see concurrent design as a series of sub-tasks of propose, 
critique and negotiate. I then go on to discuss the development of top-down models for 
these sub-tasks and their subsequent incorporation into an overall task model for the 
concurrent design process.
7.2 How does the process of concurrent design occur?
My thinking behind the development of a top-down model for concurrent design began by 
analysing respected design texts in the mechanical engineering field and assessing to what 
degree the prescriptive models for design supported concurrent design. The consideration 
of downstream life-cycle constraints is not a central tenet of the models for design 
presented in Pahl and Beitz [1984] or Hubka [1982]. However, Pugh [1984] does imply 
that these constraints should act as an important input to the process of design.
This early research also indicated how the process of critiquing could be used as a 
mechanism whereby these downstream considerations could be used to influence the 
process of design. The work of Fischer and colleagues at the University of Colorado (see 
Fischer [1990], Fischer and Mastaglio [1991], Fischer et al [1991a], Fischer et al [1991b], 
Fischer et al [1993a] and Fischer et al [1993b]) were particularly influential in shaping my 
thinking on how the process of critiquing might occur.
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Important research in the field of Al has also indicated the importance of the critiquing 
process in design. In particular, the work of Chandrasekaran [1990] had a great effect on 
my thinking. Chandrasekaran suggests that designers utilise a task-based process of 
propose-critique-modify in order to ‘solve’ the overall design task. Maher [1990] also 
expounds this view.
Chandrasekaran goes on to suggest that the modify task may, in some situations, be viewed 
as a new design problem to be solved. This is a view which I take as I believe the ‘modify’ 
task does not show significantly different features from the ‘propose’ task in order to 
consider it as a separate task in it’s own right. This is supported by Top and Akkermans
[1994] who state that "we do not consider revision, redesign or reformulation as an 
independent subtask since the actions involved in it are represented by the construction 
task itself.
Hence, I began to see the concurrent design task as a series of sub-tasks of propose (where 
a solution or partial solution to the design problem is generated) followed by a critique 
(where downstream perspectives could criticise the generated solution or partial solution 
from their own perspective).
However, if a number of different perspectives are involved in critiquing a design solution 
or partial solution, the very nature of the perspectives will dictate that differing, sometimes 
conflicting, critiques may be offered. In fact the very nature of the concurrent design 
process I am considering implies that different personnel involved in the process may well 
have differing viewpoints regarding certain aspects of a design. I consider this type of 
design as being similar to the ‘contested collaboration’ process outlined by Sonnenwald 
[1996]. However the types of ‘role’ that I consider the different critics play are based on 
the type of specialist downstream life-cycle knowledge they bring to bear on the design 
problem. This is rather different to the more organisationally-oriented ‘roles’ considered by 
Sonnenwald who considers roles including 'sponsor', 'inter-organisational star' and 'inter­
group star'. Sonnenwald goes on to suggest that this contested type of design can have 
negative consequences on design outcomes. Baker [1993] also tends towards this view of 
negotiation - "negotiations are often initially characterised by conflicting attitudes".
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Hence there needs to be some arbitration or negotiation mechanism whereby the differing 
critiques may be reconciled in some way. I considered the ‘negotiation’ task as being 
where these differing viewpoints are reconciled. Klein and Lu [1989] use the term ‘conflict 
resolution’ to describe this process.
I therefore began to consider the concurrent design process as being composed of three 
crucial sub-tasks of propose, critique and negotiate. Based on these initial observations, an 
initial task decomposition for concurrent design is outlined in figure 7.1.
Concurrent
design
critiquepropose
Figure 7.1: Task decomposition for concurrent design.
This shows the sub-tasks that the concurrent design task was initially believed to be composed of. However, 
the task decomposition does not indicate the possible decompositions o f the sub-tasks themselves or 
important knowledge roles acting as input and output roles to the sub-tasks.
This task decomposition is represented in the graphical format used by CommonKADS for 
expertise task type knowledge as shown in Figure 7.2.
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propose
Critique
Proposal
Revised
solution
Design
specification
Figure 7.2: My initial expertise task model for propose -  critique -  negotiate.
This task model shows the knowledge roles that I initially believed act as important input and output roles to 
the propose, critique and negotiate sub-tasks implied by concurrent design.
The task decomposition outlined in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 outline the critical sub-tasks that I 
assumed played a critical role in the concurrent design process. However, it does not 
consider any additional knowledge roles that may be required as inputs to the different 
sub-tasks and also the possible expansions of the sub-tasks themselves. I therefore began to 
look in more detail at the different knowledge roles and methods that might be applied to 
the sub-tasks for this view of design.
7.3 Concurrent design as ’propose-critique-negotiate’
I began to consider the different knowledge roles acting as inputs to the sub-tasks 
comprising the concurrent design process. I used a number of different design scenarios to 
help develop my ideas and outline how the different tasks and knowledge roles would 
interact. As an example, consider this scenario which has a designer developing a
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mechanical winch for use in an outdoor, marine environment. The designer was assumed 
to have access to expertise from a materials and a cost perspective.
For the propose task, the design specification clearly plays an important input role to the 
generation of a design proposal. A fully developed specification will give the designer a 
key insight into both the required functionality of a design together with the context within 
which is to be developed and used. It is debatable as to what exactly constitutes a complete 
design specification and a number of different definitions and viewpoints exist in the 
literature. My initial view was that a design specification consists of a set of functions 
which the completed design would be required to satisfy, together with a number of 
constraints dictating to an extent how the design could be developed and implemented. For 
my simple example, a typical function would be ‘the winch must be able to lift a load of 
one tonne’. A constraint on the other hand would be that ‘the design must be assembled by 
non-skilled personnel’.
Another important knowledge role that could be input to this stage would be previous 
designs a designer may have been involved or was familiar with. For instance, a designer 
who had previous knowledge of winch designs would very likely make use of this 
knowledge when developing a new design.
It was also assumed that the design proposal task would not be used to generate a complete 
design in one single stage. Rather, the design would evolve through a series of stages of 
propose, critique and negotiate. In this way, a design proposal could generate a solution for 
a small part of the overall winch design problem or possibly make some other decision, 
which advanced the design in some way.
Hence my design scenario begins with the designer proposing the use of a mild steel 
material for the casing of the winch. The critiquing task is then used to outline areas in 
which a design is deficient from a particular perspective and to outline any constraints 
specific to a particular perspective that the given design proposal had neglected to 
accommodate. In the case of my scenario, the two downstream perspectives, materials and 
cost, would offer radically different critiques of this particular design proposal.
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The cost expert’s reaction would be of the form "Yes, that looks Ok. Mild steel is a 
relatively cheap material". However, the material’s experts contribution would more likely 
be of the form "No, that would not be a good material to use, you have neglected to 
consider the effect o f salt water on the component. You should consider using another 
material such as a plastic or aluminium for the casing”.
Hence I began to consider a number of different knowledge roles as being outputs from the 
critiquing task. These some form of assessment, any possible additional constraints the 
designer has neglected to consider together with a possible counter proposal.
Clearly the critiques offered by the different perspectives are conflicting to a degree. The 
materials expert’s advice to use an aluminium material for the component casing will 
conflict with the cost expert’s feeling that the cost of the component should be minimised. 
Hence there would then be a negotiation process to determine whether this alternative 
material proposal would be incorporated within the design together with a decision as to 
whether the constraint of the salt water environment should be allowed to act an important 
constraint on any future design decisions.
This iterative process would then continue, advancing the evolving design at each stage. 
Hence, in order to formalise my view of design as an expertise task model, it was 
hypothesised that a concurrent designer, or design team, work in the following way:
• With input from previous designs and the product design specification, the designer 
proposes a solution (or a partial solution) for some part of the overall design problem 
(This assumes the design process is split up into manageable ‘chunks’ in some way). 
This will modify the current design model in some way to give the ‘advanced’ design 
model.
• The proposal is then critiqued from a number of different perspectives. The output 
from critiquing is assumed to consist of further constraints which were not immediately 
obvious or documented in the design specification, an indication of whether or not the 
proposal is acceptable and the critique itself. Missed functions or previously unrealised
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external constraints will be pinpointed by the customer or market needs. However, 
additional internal constraints, which typify the concurrent approach, will be 
pinpointed by downstream life-cycle perspectives.
• There is then a phase of negotiation to determine which additional constraints can 
reformulate the design specification and a new series of design proposals are then 
made.
The granularity at which this method is used is critical. If the ‘propose’ method is used to 
generate a complete design before critiquing occurs, then the method is not concurrent in 
the generally accepted sense of the term. If the propose method is used to advance the 
design only a small stage forward, then this nears the concurrent ideal. Based on this, the 
knowledge roles acting as input and output to the ‘propose’ task are outlined in my top- 
down model for the design proposal task, shown in Figure 7.3.
Current 
design model
Current design problem Designers’
in terms o f  functions knowledge o f
and constraints previous
(internal and external) designs
Advanced 
design model
propose
Figure 7.3: The knowledge roles acting as input and output to my initial model for the 
‘propose’ sub-task within concurrent design.
Different methods that have been utilised for the propose task (case-based reasoning etc) are discussed in the 
text.
Different task structures and problem-solving methods for the propose sub-task within this 
model have been outlined earlier in this paper (see Chandrasekaran [1990], Maher [1990])
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and it was discussed how some of these methods have been formalised as CommonKADS 
task models by Bernaras and Van de Welde [1994].
A survey of the literature on critiquing revealed a number of possible different ways in 
which the critiquing sub-task may be modelled.
7.4 Models for the critiquing sub-task
Possible models for the critiquing sub-task has been developed in a similar fashion to the 
approach used for the initial model for concurrent design.
A number of researchers have proposed task-like models for the critiquing process. 
Fruchter et al [1993] "Critiquing entails analysis and evaluation o f the design. In the 
analysis stage, the performance o f the design is predicted. In the evaluation step, the 
derived performance is compared against the requirements". Hence an expertise task 
model for this critiquing mode is given in Figure 7.4.
Design
proposal
Requirements
compare
Critique
Figure 7.4: A critiquing model - derived from Fruchter et al [1993].
This model is based on an analysis task, where the anticipated performance o f a design proposal is estimated. 
This is then compared with the performance outlined in the requirements to generate a critique.
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Fischer et al [1991b] compare differential and analytic critiquing. In differential critiquing, 
the critic generates it’s own complete solution, compares it with the user's solution and 
points out the differences. This is modelled in figure 7.5. A problem with this type of 
critiquing is that if the method the critic uses to generate a solution is different to the 
designer’s, there is no common ground for communication as to how the designer’s 
solution can be improved.
Specification
Critic’s
solution
Designer’s
solution
compare
Critique
(differences)
Figure 7.5 A Critiquing model for the differential mode from Fischer et al [1991b].
This critiquing mode assumes a critic generates a solution independently o f a designer. The critic's and the 
designer's solutions are then compared and any differences comprise a critique.
In the analytical case (see figure 7.6) the critic identifies sub optimal features in the users 
design. A number of different ways this has been computationally achieved include pattern 
matching, finite state machines, augmented transition networks and expectation based 
parsers. However, it is felt to be unlikely that these are the methods that designers actually 
use to achieve these tasks.
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Figure 7.6 A critiquing model for the analytical mode from Fischer et al [1991b].
This mode o f critiquing has the critic assess a designer's solution to outline any sub-optimal features. This is 
a fairly high-level model for the critiquing task, in that the 'assess' task does not give any indication o f how 
any sub-optimal feature sin the designer's solution are pinpointed by the critic.
The critiquing mode used by the critic (passive or active etc.) does not affect the expertise 
task structure (i.e. the knowledge roles and inferences implied by the subtask). Rather this 
is a sequencing and control issue.
7.5 My top-down task model for critiquing
This clearly showed there are a number of different ways in which the critiquing task 
might occur. My ‘top-down’ model for critiquing is derived from considering an expert 
critiquing a design from their own perspective. The knowledge roles input to the critiquing 
task are the design model (which will represent the current state of the design), the 
specification (which the design is based on) and the relevant knowledge of the individual 
critics. In terms of the types of critic identified in Fischer et al [1993b], the type of critic 
envisaged is a combination of the three types; generic, specific and interpretative.
As for my previous example, consider a manufacturing expert assessing a design which 
features two components arc welded together. The critique could consist of - "No, this is 
not a suitable process to use" (the assessment). "An alternative might be laser welding 
because there will be less distortion" (proposal), "however the facilities we have for laser 
welding are very limited" (additional constraints).
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Hence a critique, which can be seen as the output from the critiquing task, consists of a 
number of distinct knowledge roles. These are an assessment of whether the design is 
acceptable from this perspective, a more acceptable proposal and an indication of any 
additional constraints that the designer has neglected to consider.
Chandrasekaran [1990] suggests critiquing is a generalisation of the diagnosis problem 
type. Diagnosis implies that there is some fault that needs to be diagnosed. Diagnosis then 
typically proceeds by outlining a hypothesis of what might be responsible for the fault and 
attempting to verily this diagnosis. However, when a downstream ‘expert’ analyses a 
solution (or more usually a partial solution) to a design problem, I believe they do not 
necessarily start off with the assumption that there is some fault that needs remedying.
My initial thoughts on what the sub-tasks used to critique a design might be suggested:
• Analyse the existing proposal and assess its suitability. This is assumed to be of a 
qualitative nature.
• Based on the assessment, generate a more suitable proposal or sub proposal if required 
and outline any additional constraints.
Based on these observations, my top-down model for critiquing within a concurrent design 
context is proposed in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: My initial expertise task model for critiquing.
This model assumes critiquing proceeds by a critic forming their own 'view* o f the designers solution. The 
critics knowledge o f a particular life-cycle perspective and input from the design specification is then used to 
assess the solution. Based on this assessment, a critique, a possible alternative solution and a critique o f the 
designer's solution are generated.
This can be seen as an application of a problem-solving method that I shall term assess and 
revise. This method has a number of features of the critiquing modes discussed from the 
literature. The assess task, where sub-optimal features of a design are pin-pointed, is 
clearly influenced by the analytical mode of critiquing while the generation of a revised 
solution is influenced by the differential mode (both from Fischer et al [1991b]). The 
critiquing mode described in Fruchter et al [1993] is felt to more likely to be used to 
outline any functional deficiencies in a design, rather than to pinpoint life-cycle constraints 
a designer has neglected to consider.
This is clearly an initial model. A downstream expert critiquing an evolving design might 
utilise a markedly different problem-solving method to achieve this. However, the model is 
an adequate starting point for discussion with experts as to how critiquing occurs.
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7.6 Negotiation
My understanding of the negotiation process was less well formed at this stage of the 
research although I had considered a number of different possible models for negotiation, 
based on the available literature.
Baker [1993] considers knowledge roles that are important to the negotiation process as 
being the goals and attitudes of agents before and after the negotiation process.
In the DFI system described in Werkman [1991] different software agents can negotiate in 
a co-operative or conflicting mode via the use of a blackboard system. The main 
negotiation strategy utilised by the agents when some conflict is detected is the generation 
of alternative proposals. A controlling software agent, the arbitrator, has the power to make 
a final decision if this negotiation strategy fails to resolve deadlock. Again, the goals of the 
different agents are taken to be the maximisation of their own objective function at each 
cycle of the negotiation process and this goal clearly acts as an important input knowledge 
role to negotiation. This form of negotiation is illustrated in figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: My initial model for negotiation based on the generation of alternative 
proposals as a negotiating strategy.
An important role input to the process is the differing goals o f the participating ‘agents’.
Klein and Lu [1989] analyse conflict resolution in a more cooperative mode of design than 
I have analysed. However their findings are still very relevant to my research. They outline 
a number of different conflict resolution strategies that were observed in their research. 
These include abandoning goals, alternate plans, adding detailing and partial goal 
fulfillment. They further suggest that the application of these strategies can themselves set 
up further conflicts requiring resolution. They also make the observation that their list is 
not meant to be definitive in any way.
7.7 My developed top-down model for concurrent design
Hence the development of my top-down model for concurrent design has progressed by 
initially analysing the critical sub-tasks implied by concurrent design: propose, critique and 
negotiate. I have then considered important knowledge roles acting as inputs and outputs to 
the different sub-tasks and also possible expansions of the sub-tasks, in particular, the 
critiquing sub-task.
Based on these mainly theoretical considerations, I propose an initial, top-down task 
structure for concurrent design having the form shown in Figure 7.9 This has been derived 
by combining the different models developed for the propose, critique and negotiate tasks 
which were believed to be central to the concurrent design process. I have considered 
negotiation as being where different life-cycle perspectives can attempt to resolve 
differences and reach some agreement as to what constitutes an acceptable design.
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Figure 7.9: An initial ’top-down* model for concurrent design.
This model is based on initial models developed for the propose, critique and negotiation sub-tasks.
I have considered the central tenet of concurrent design as being the role that downstream 
life-cycle perspectives play in the process. However, other perspectives, such as the ‘voice 
of the customer’ or some role representing market needs are also likely to be an important 
input role to a number of the sub-tasks, particularly the negotiation process.
The expertise task models outlined in this chapter have been developed mainly through 
thinking about design and the associated sub-tasks and theoretical considerations about 
how the design process occurs. My methodology now requires that these top-down models 
for design are validated and refined by analysing design behaviour in a more bottom-up 
fashion using the developed top-down models as templates for discussions with designers 
and design teams.
7.8 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a number of ‘top-down’ models for concurrent design and its’ 
associated sub-tasks. These were developed by thinking about how concurrent design 
occurs and were heavily influenced by researchers in a number of different fields. The
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models were refined and further developed by extensive discussions with academics 
involved in the fields of engineering design and Al.
However, while these models gave a general overview of the different tasks that concurrent 
design imply, because their development was influenced more by thinking about how 
concurrent design occurs, I believed the models lacked the detail and subtlety that 
designers actually use when working in a concurrent manner. Hence, in accordance with 
my previously stated methodology, the next stage was to use my different case studies to 
analyse designers and design teams working in an industrial setting. The ‘top-down’ 
models which had been developed were used to stimulate initial discussions with the 
different designers and personnel comprising the case studies.
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8 Design models - the reality.
8.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at the results of attempting to analyse the working methods and design 
processes of designers and design teams involved with two different companies (case 
studies 1 and 2).
These models were developed using my novel approach to elicitation and modelling 
outlined in a previous chapter. The models presented are the final models that resulted 
from a number of different elicitation sessions with the design personnel concerned. The 
models were developed and refined until both the knowledge engineer and the design 
personnel concerned believed them to be at a suitable level of correctness and refinement.
I then go on to analyse the findings from these two case studies and how this influenced 
the way in which I approached the remaining case studies in my research.
The expertise task models presented are task specific in that they use the vocabularies of 
the designers and downstream perspectives analysed. This is in line with current 
CommonKADS thinking (see Wielinga et al 1994a) which advocates the use of 
teleological inference names (i.e. the inference name relates to the purpose it serves). This 
means that inferences are task specific. However this has the advantage of allowing an 
expert to comment on developed inference and task models and thus help in their 
validation and refinement. In addition, it must be emphasised that the initial models 
developed for concurrent design were used to stimulate discussions with designers and 
design teams but were not held to be how the process should occur when they were 
initially presented to designers.
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8.2 Case study 1
The way in which the design teams operate concurrently was explained by the Chief design 
engineer on introduction to the company. The company was reluctant to discuss current 
projects and would not allow video recorders to be used within their premises under any 
circumstances. However, once the Chief designer was assured of the confidentiality of the 
research, the veto on current projects was lifted.
A designer (Designer 1) working at a CAD station was working on a current project. The 
design processes used to generate the model were discussed. Designer 1 was particularly 
informative about how different perspectives affecting the design could be considered. 
Because of the open plan type office, the designer could literally call over an ‘expert’ in 
some life-cycle perspective when he needed clarification of the implications of a particular 
design decision. The interviews were recorded and transcripts from the interviews were 
used to generate CommonKADS graphical task models.
8.2.1 Company 1 design models
Initially, a specification is generated by a customer. This will be fairly specifically defined 
in terms of function, shape, size/weight, performance, materials and processes (this is 
likely to be an exclusion list - i.e. you will not use this material / process) and reliability. 
Multi-functional team then generate concepts to suit this. This overall design model is 
illustrated in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Company 1 overall design model.
8.2.2 Company 1 and the ‘generate’ sub-task
Concepts are focused very quickly. I.e. a concept will naturally evolve, it is unusual for 
two or more different concepts to be simultaneously considered. This concept is initially 
developed according to the three most important areas of design, stress and performance 
parameters. It is also reviewed by development, manufacturing (Planning, NC and jig / tool 
functions), estimating, project management, reliability, customer support and purchasing. 
The company 1 philosophy of minimum cost and robustness also acts as a feedback loop 
throughout this process. After a concept is selected, it is subjected to a preliminary design 
review. This process is shown in figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: The Company 1 ‘generate’ sub-task.
8.2.3 Company 1 and the ‘detail’ design sub-task
The next stage is 'Product data package' - i.e. detail design and drawings. A number of 
operations proceed in parallel - design (detail organisation), manufacture (process 
planning), N.C. and assembly instructions. The final design is then reviewed at the 
complete design review and the design passes on to operations. This is shown in figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: The Company 1 detail design model.
8.2.4 Case study 1 and propose-critique-negotiate
As shown in figure 8.4, the review process would be used to allow multiple life-cycle 
perspectives to analyse the concepts. This process would then outline possible problems in 
the evolving design. In addition, at a lower level of detail, designers have the option of 
consulting life-cycle experts at any time during the design process. As a result, such review 
stages were where propose, critique and negotiate were used.
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Figure 8.4: Propose-critique from case study 1
When different problems inherent in a design have been pinpointed, the design may be 
altered on the basis of the generated critiques of the design. This is illustrated in Figure 
8.5.
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Figure 8.5: A ‘modify’ process from case study 1
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8.3 Case study 2
On first visit, the design department ‘skills coach’ introduced their understanding of 
concurrent engineering and how this has been implemented in the design function of the 
company. The ‘skills coach’ has been widely engaged in the implementation of concurrent 
engineering in the company and the resulting organisational changes along the lines of 
BPR. He gave a slide show of how the company 2 new product development process 
occurs. However the company were reluctant to discuss their latest ongoing projects 
because of the problems of confidentiality. To overcome this hurdle, Designer 2 at the 
company then outlined their typical design process by using an old project as an example.
Designer 2 worked at a CAD station and loaded in an old project. He then ran through the 
design process used to generate the CAD model. This included details of how different 
perspectives were allowed to influence the development of the model (the CAD model 
produced can be considered the ‘design’ as from here the CAD model is passed on to the 
rapid prototyping function). During the course of the interviews, Designer 2 was 
encouraged to discuss how different perspectives were allowed to influence the evolving 
design. The interviews were recorded and transcripts from the interviews were used to 
generate CommonKADS graphical task models of the designers’ actions and interactions 
with other (particularly downstream life-cycle perspective) personnel.
8.3.2 The Company 2 overall design model
Initially, the marketing function analyses the market to determine the requirements of any 
new product. This will either be an innovative new product or a 'me too' type product, 
which basically mimics other products in the marketplace. The requirements for the 
product are then sent to their designers in London (this is an external design consultancy 
who do all their design work). The design will either be heavily specified if it is a 'me too' 
type product, however for more innovative products the designer is given more freedom to 
explore different alternatives. The external design agency then come up with a number of 
alternative concepts.
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Company 2 then has to convert this to a 3-D solid model and do the full embodiment 
(detailing) of the design. At the moment this causes problems because there is a time lag 
while the company 2 designer converts the 2-D CAD drawing to a 3-D solid model. 
However they have just finished training the designers how to use the 3-D modeler and so 
from now on the designers will pass on a 3-D model to company 2 to avoid this step.
Ideas Existing
products
Requirements
Chosen
concept
Downstream
constraints
Detailed
design
Figure 8.6: The Company 2 overall design model.
8.3.3 Company 2 and the ‘develop’ task
The major issue in the design is form, what the product looks like has a decisive effect on 
how it sells. It is assumed that all the products in the marketplace function adequately and 
so form becomes the main design criteria. The designer will typically come up with a 
number of concepts (usually a maximum of about 7) for consideration. These are in the 
forms of sketches and the designer may cut a foam model of the design (this can be done 
fairly quickly). Company 2 then chooses a few of these (two or three) which are looked at 
in more detail and some embodiment may be done on these concepts before one is chosen. 
The designers then give company 1 a 2-D CAD drawing of the chosen design.
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Figure 8.7: Company 2 ‘develop’ sub-task.
8.3.4 Company 2 and the ‘detail’ sub-task
The company 2 designer performs the embodiment sub-task inherent in this process with 
input from the manufacturing function. This is however done on an informal basis and 
usually involves the designer asking the production function to look at something which 
they feel may be contentious. The main problem they have is that when the first moulds are 
made up, the resulting items cast from this are distorted. This is because the casting distorts 
due to it's own weight during the firing process. The level of distortion then has to be 
gauged and new moulds developed to try and alleviate this distortion. It may take up to 
four or five iterations to achieve the final production mould shape. This takes time and
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plays havoc with new product development planning because there is no way of telling 
how many iterations will be necessary to achieve a satisfactory master mould. Company 2 
is currently looking at the use of FEA to analyse how a casting will distort during firing 
and adjust the mould shape accordingly.
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Figure 8.8: Company 2 ‘detail’ sub-task.
8.3.5 Case study 2 and ‘Propose-critique-negotiate’
The ‘skills coach’ was asked if there was much input from downstream perspectives during 
this process. He said there was some input but the feeling was that if the designer is 
constrained too much by manufacturing etc. considerations at the conceptual stage, the 
designs are likely to be compromised. This is one of the reasons why they employ outside 
design consultants as opposed to moving the design process in-house. It is only when 
embodiment design is done that things such as manufacture are considered.
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There are also British standards that Company 2 work to with most of their products. 
These relate to the sizes of holes for taps, plugs etc. However for luxury models where they 
have pinpointed the exact taps which they wish to use, they may ignore the standards in 
order to realise a design. The kite mark stamp is not vital on all their products.
8.4 Discussion
Follow up interviews that were conducted with the companies in case studies 1 and 2 
suggest that the developed models are suitable representations of the way they conduct the 
design process. However, the feeling of the knowledge engineer was that while the models 
give a good general overview of the design process at the two companies, none of the 
nitty-gritty problems of ‘every day’ designing really came out of the interview transcripts. 
The designers’ accounts tended to gloss over any problems they had encountered. In 
retrospect, this reticence on the part of the designers is completely understandable. They 
are highly unlikely to offer a completely critical view of their and the company’s design 
processes as any criticism would likely find it’s way back to their superiors. Hence, while 
the task models are considered to be valid and useful reflections on how design in two 
typical organisations occurs, they are felt to be slightly ‘bland’. I.e. the models tend to 
reflect the companies quality manual accounts of how design should occur and misses out 
on a lot of the interesting (and critical) everyday design processes.
These initial attempts to analyse design behaviour also underlined a number of other 
inherent limitations (not just to this study) of attempting to analyse designers in a real-life 
industrial setting. The ‘ideal’ solution would have been to record designer’s behaviour 
(using both audio and video recording) over a period of time, say the complete 
development of a new product. However unless the interviewer has a very close 
relationship with the organisation concerned, this approach is almost impossible to 
achieve, due to a number of reasons which will now be discussed.
8.4.1 Confidentiality
Because of the competitive nature of new product development, companies are
understandably reluctant to discuss critical ongoing projects. Both companies refused point
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blank to allow any video recording of their design teams and had to be gently persuaded to 
allow tape recorders to be used. In the case of company 1, who sub-contract for other 
companies involved in the aerospace industry, these security issues were of paramount 
importance, not only did they have their confidentiality to consider, but also the 
confidentiality of their client. By contravening this confidentiality, company 1 could well 
compromise fixture work with their contractors.
8.4.2 Time-scales
Both companies were engaged in design projects with tight time-scales and budgets. 
Anything that distracted their design teams from their primary aim of designing was 
detrimental to these constraints. Therefore while both companies very kindly allowed their 
design teams and designers to be interviewed, they were very reluctant to consider studies 
that did not have an immediately obvious short-term benefit to themselves. Hence while 
the analysis of design behaviour is crucial to the development of more effective support for 
the design process, the two companies understandably found it difficult to grasp the 
immediate, tangible benefits of the studies.
8.5 Chapter summaiy
The design processes utilised by two companies have been analysed. This has resulted in 
the development of a number of graphical expertise task models of design at the two 
companies. However there are a number of limitations inherent in attempting to analyse 
design in an industrial setting. The confidentiality issue means companies are very 
reluctant to allow recording equipment onto their premises (especially video recorders) and 
the tight time-scales experienced by designers attempting to bring products to market 
means they have very limited time available to devote to researchers attempting to analyse 
their behaviour. This means that the models outlined in this chapter give a good 
representation of the overall design processes the designers and organisations use. 
However, they do not unearth some of the real-life day to day issues that designers must 
confront and the strategies and methods used to overcome these problems.
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In the next chapter I go on to discuss studies undertaken with more independent designers 
and design teams in an effort to overcome some of the limitations inherent in the case 
studies discussed in this chapter.
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9 Design models: The revised reality
9.1 Introduction
The limitations in attempting to analyse design behaviour in a real-life industrial setting 
have been outlined in the previous chapter. In an effort to further analyse design behaviour, 
I decided to analyse the design activities of more independent industrial designers. I felt 
that because of the independent nature of the designers they would feel freer to discuss 
their design processes and strategies without being restricted by feeling tied to any one 
companies' practices and methodologies. Also, because of the retrospective nature of some 
of the studies, these designers would not be violating client confidentiality. Case studies 3 
and 5 involve one independent designer while case study 4 analyses two designers who 
both worked on the same project.
I begin by introducing the context in which each case study was approached and then go 
on to outline the expertise models developed for the personnel involved. As in the previous 
chapter, the models presented are the final iterations of the developed and refined models. 
These resulted from a number of knowledge elicitation sessions with the relevant experts 
and subsequent knowledge modelling by the knowledge engineer.
9.2 Case study 3
The designer in this case study (Designer 3) has worked with company 2. The designer 
was initially interviewed about a project he had just completed to design a boiler. In this 
case, designer 3 did not use a CAD tool to illustrate the example but used sketches and 
language to discuss the designs. The interviews were recorded and transcripts from the 
recordings used to generate task models of his behaviour.
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9.2.1 Designer 3 overall design model (1)
From interviews with designer 3 it became clear that a number of different overall models 
were utilised for the design process. The first model presented is the design process the 
designer uses with one particular client. This proceeds by using the design brief to come up 
with a number of preliminary proposals for the design. These are then evaluated against a 
number of different criteria to attribute evaluation marks against each proposal. These 
marks are used to reduce the number of possible proposals to a more manageable number. 
This more limited number of proposals is then analysed in more detail in order to select the 
chosen model. A number of different life-cycle perspectives including the tooling function, 
time-scales and costs are important influences on each of these different stages of design. 
The model for this overall design process is illustrated in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: The Designer 3 overall design model.
9.2.2 Designer 3 overall design model (2)
However designer 3 was at pains to point out that this process is not necessarily the way in 
which he would like to design and then went on to use examples of previous design cases 
to illustrate the way in which he would generally design. When working with a company, 
designer 3 would like to start from basic principles and assess the marketing aims and 
objectives of the company together with any constraints the company might have to 
contend with (however he also outlined a case where the driving force behind the 
development of a new product had been the need to fill spare capacity in a client’s 
manufacturing plant). A number of different design proposals would then be presented to 
the company and the thinking behind the designs outlined. The number of proposals would 
then be reduced via a negotiating and discussion process with key personnel at the 
company. These key personnel would typically represent different perspectives associated 
with the product’s life-cycle. This model is illustrated in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Designer 3 design model 2
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9.2.3. Designer 3 and propose-critique-negotiate
Designer 3 appeared to work within the ‘propose-critique-negotiate’ framework that has 
been discussed. The way in which the designer ‘proposed’ designs was not extensively 
discussed although as outlined in previous sections, the market position of the company the 
designer works with together with any limiting constraints they have to work with are 
clearly important input knowledge roles. However designer 3 did offer some interesting 
insights into how the subsequent critiquing and negotiation processes can occur. These are 
discussed in subsequent sections and illustrated by excerpts from transcripts, where 
appropriate.
9.2.4 Critiquing
Figure 9.3 shows a typical scenario where the designer proposes design changes to a client 
who then assesses or critiques the proposal from different perspectives before deciding 
whether to proceed or not.
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Changes 
allowed or not
Figure 9.3: Designer 3 and design assessment
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Designer 3 will use outside help if needed to analyse any concurrent constraints that will 
affect the design.
".. but I  do sometimes ring up the guy and say let me just throw an idea at you - what would 
you say i f  we were to go down the route o f doing it in this way or that way and I  might get 
an initial reaction o f "you can forget that because the cost o f doing that is so enormous" or 
I  might get positive response "yes well sounds interesting, quite a number o f benefits" and 
that might enable me to go then into this stage with a bit more confidence knowing that I'd 
had a word with one or two people in the background and they are not frightened by the 
idea. Having said that, if  I  get a negative response from them in an informal way I  would 
then have a tricky decision about do I  carry on with it because I  think the benefits o f it are 
so strong that I ’m still going to present it even though the people in the background have 
made hesitant noises about it..."
Designer 3 illustrates how different personnel have different views of the design and the 
resulting negotiation that occurs because of this.
"we put forward our proposals, the marketing people say yes absolutely fantastic, we’ve 
got to have that, the production people say there's no way we can make this and we then 
start quite an interesting stage o f discussion and throwing ideas backwards and forwards 
and the production people i f  they're good people, and i f  they've got in their own way a 
creative way o f thinking about the problems, they might then be coming in and saying well 
we can’t actually do what you're saying there but i f  we did this or i f  we altered that we 
could achieve this which has actually got most o f the characteristics which you’re looking 
for there."
Hence, the downstream perspective is effectively offering the ‘new proposal’ with ‘most of 
the characteristics’ of the original proposal as a negotiating strategy. This is illustrated in 
Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.4: Response and modify process from case study 3.
9.2.4.1 Critiquing strategies from case study 3
Designer 3 will himself think through the implications a design implies before unveiling it 
to scrutiny by downstream perspectives, particularly for creative or non-routine designs, as 
illustrated in figure 9.5
Creative design
Implications for 
working
Think
through
Figure 9.5: Designer 3 ‘Thinking through’ a proposal.
Designer 3 felt that outlining the thinking behind a design before unveiling it to scrutiny by 
downstream perspectives is an effective strategy to allow the downstream perspectives to 
understand why various design decisions were taken and why the designer considers the 
results of these decisions as being desirable in the design. In this way, the downstream
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perspectives are introduced to the designers’ way of thinking before they have a chance to 
critique the design, as illustrated in figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6: Designer 3 and the justification for a design.
9.2.4.2 Who makes the critique?
Designer 3 believes that he would rate the importance of a critique by who made it and 
also by the potential advantages the critique implies for the design as a whole.
"this might not he a very democratic comment, but also the importance, how I  rate the 
importance o f that guy in the company. I f  it’s the teaboy, it doesn’t matter how much he 
objects to this, i f  I  think its right for the company, I ’m going to be pushing itforward. I f  it’s 
the technical director, and I  know that what he says is going to have a lot o f weight, then 
clearly I ’d be foolish to ignore it."
9.2.5 Negotiation and negotiating strategies
The following transcript excerpts reveal some of the negotiating strategies utilised by 
Designer 3 and different life-cycle perspectives when the designer discusses the design 
proposals with clients.
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9.2.5.1 Bright ideas as a negotiating strategy
" but obviously one does have to be flexible in some instances because in some instances, 
some times these people do have brilliant ideas about ways o f doing it at a tenth o f the 
price and its nearly as good and you can’t ignore that obviously"
Hence different perspectives may not just critique the design, they may also assess a design 
and then propose different ways in which the functionality of the design can be achieved 
with more desirable results from their own perspective. There then needs to be a process of 
negotiation to decide whether these new ideas can be incorporated into the design. This 
process is illustrated in figure 9.7.
Costing Proposal Manufacture
think
Costing
problems
Manufacture
problems
come up 
with Bright idea
<r assess
Y e s /N o  
- effect on design
Figure 9.7: Alternative ‘bright ideas’ in negotiation.
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9.2.5.2 Important features of a design
He also believes that an appreciation of what are the important features or crucial issues in 
the design and which issues are worth standing firm on are vital when determining how 
downstream constraints should be allowed to affect the design:
"One needs to know, well in my view, one needs to know, perhaps it only comes from 
experience, you need to know where to be flexible and where to be absolutely inflexible. 
You need to decide which really are the crucial issues in this design, does it really matter if  
we substitute this bolt for a standard bolt or not, will that ruin the design..."
Strength 
of feeling
Benefits 
of idea
Negative
response
Importance 
of guy
Crucial
issues
Carry on 
or not
decide
Figure 9.8: Designer 3 and important issues considered when changing a design. 
9.2.5.3 An alternative proposal as a negotiation strategy
Figure 9.9 shows how designer 3 may also offer a new idea if the response to a design 
from other perspectives is negative.
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do something 
differentProblem
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Figure 9.9: Designer 3 proposing new ideas.
9.2.6 Summary for case study 3
Hence this case study has begun to unearth some of the more real-life design issues 
inherent in a typical concurrent design environment which the previous case studies had to 
some extent failed to reveal. In particular, the critiquing and negotiation strategies 
employed by both the designer and the different life-cycle perspectives gives a greater 
insight into the concurrent design process than that evident from case studies 1 and 2.
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9.3 Case study 4
This involved a project where two designers (Designers 4 and 5) developed a novel design 
for an electric powered vehicle. Designer 4 was an independent product designer whose 
main area of expertise was in the generation of form. He worked closely with Designer 5, 
who was head of product design at a company when the design was being developed. 
Designer 5 therefore also had to consider the business context in which the design process 
proceeded. Because both designers were heavily involved in the project from an early 
stage, the development of a brief or specification for the design features more than in the 
other case studies.
9.3.1 Designer 4: Overall design model
Designer 4 utilised a number of different information sources to inform the brief associated 
with the project. This brief was then used to drive the development of a 3-D CAD model of 
the design. This was then used to produce a detailed master-drawing and tool-pattem 
drawings. The overall model is illustrated in figure 9.10.
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Figure 9.10: The Designer 4 overall design model.
This was elicited from observational studies and interviews with an industrial designer, working in a 
concurrent design environment.
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9.3.2 Designer 4: Specification development model
The development of the specification is a complex task in its own right as illustrated in 
figure 9.11.
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experience
Figure 9.11: Designer 4 specification development model.
9.3.3 Designer 4: Concept development model
Once the ‘brief had been sufficiently resolved, this was used to drive the ‘modelling’ 
phase of the project where a 3D CAD model of the vehicle was generated. This is 
illustrated in figure 9.12
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Figure 9.12: The Designer 4 ‘modelling’ sub-task is an expansion of the ‘model’ task.
Evidence o f where critiquing occurs is, for example, provided by the processes called ‘see’, ‘assess’, 
‘manufacture evaluation’.
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9.3.4 Designer 4: Detail design model
The 3-D CAD model was then used to develop paper based master drawings for the 
vehicle and also the tool pattern drawings necessary to produce the moulds for the 
fibreglass body shell. This is illustrated in figure 9.13
3D CAD 
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Changing
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notes and sketchesProblems
mouldTerminology
Draft angle and 
moulding problems
Figure 9.13: Designer 4 detail design model.
9.3.5 Designer 5: Overall design model
The design models presented for designer 5 show a lot of commonality with those 
presented for designer 4. However, differences emerged because of the different emphasis 
and importance the two different designers attached to different aspects of the design.
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Figure 9.14: The Designer 5 overall design model
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9.3.6 Designer 5: Specification development model
Because of the time lags between meetings, designer 5 suggested annotating the different 
knowledge roles and inferences with explanatory text to make understanding the 
CommonXJsDS models' easier. This is illustrated for the specification development model 
for designer 5 in figure 9.15
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Performance 
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Marketing 
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Starting 
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requirement i
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Transportable 
requirement 9
Easy customer 
assembly / disassembly
Figure 9.15: The designer 5 'specification development' model.
1. A cheap product was desired.
2. The product be light enough so that its constituent parts are liftable by a disabled person (Note: 
disabled, not weak).
3. The product be easily assembled by Booster.
4. Dimensions dictated partly by the Dutch market, minimum turning circles etc.
5. The possibility that a common back box with varying motor sizes be used to produce other 
models.
6. A general awareness of constraints such as the limitations of composites, welded steel 
structures etc.
7. The initiate process to generate the starting concept.
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8. The customer should be able to easily assemble and disassemble the constituent parts of the 
product (i.e. the front and back).
9. The product be transportable in the boot of a standard sized car (conceived before the Ford 
Mondeo).
10. The marketing brief, describing in layman’s terms what the product should do.
11. The starting concept based on the outlined requirements.
12. The process of specifying a performance spec from the brief and the starting concept.
13. The performance spec, dictating what the product should achieve in purely functional terms.
14. The process of modifying the performance spec (this was done after the spec had originally 
been drawn up). E.g. the provision of lights.
15. The changes resulting from changing the performance spec.
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9.3.7 Designer 5: Concept development process
The process whereby the concept was generated in illustrated in figure 9.16
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Figure 9.16: The designer 5 'concept development' model.
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9.3.8 Designer 5: Detail design model
Having developed a concept, this was then detailed as illustrated in figure 9.17
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Figure 9.17: The Designer 5 'detail design' model.
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9.3.9 Case study 4 and propose-critique-negotiate
An excerpt from interview transcripts with Designer 4 illustrate where different life-cycle 
constraints may arise.
"We had meetings ... it was just a printout we were looking at and someone said you'd 
have a problem getting in there with a screwdriver..."
Designer 4 utilised a form of self-assessment to evaluate a design, however this is to 
evaluate the functional performance of the design, not possible concurrent constraints, as 
illustrated in figure 9.18.
Problems
The thing
Changed lines
move
coupling
Figure 9.18: Designer 4 looking for functional problems in a design.
Figure 9.19 shows Designer 5 proposing a new design on the basis of perceived cost 
problems and his management team making a decision as to whether to accept the revised 
proposal.
"... there was a point where I  offered to keep the front bit and manufacture the back bit out 
o f steel which would have knocked thirty or fourty quid ... it would have knocked a few  
hundred quid off the cost..."
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Figure 9.19: Designer 5 offering a ‘new’ idea.
9.3.10 Summaiy for case study 4
As for case study 3, this case study has unearthed some of the more realistic issues that 
occur in a concurrent design process. In particular, the issue of different personnel 
involved in the concurrent design process having different goals has been made explicit.
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9.4 Case study 5
This case study features a designer developing plastic bottles for use in the drinks industry. 
As for case study 2, the function of the component being designed is assumed (although 
the designer clearly has to ascertain that this functionality is attained) and form and 
appearance are primary driving forces for the designer.
9.4.1 Designer 6: Overall model
The bottle designer (Designer 6) would start from a solid block of material on the CAD 
workstation and slowly modify this to produce a rough idea of the bottle shape. This would 
then be used to generate the 3-D CAD model and from this the 2-D drawing, as illustrated 
in figure 9.20.
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Figure 9.20: The designer 6 overall design model.
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9.4.2: Designer 6: ‘Cut bits o ff model
The procedure via which the ‘cut bits off process proceeds is illustrated in figure 9.21
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Figure 9.21: The Designer 6 ’cut bits off model.
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9.4.3 Propose -  critique -  negotiate
Designer 6 would involve the customer in the design process as much as possible so that 
the client could appreciate the effect of design decisions. Effectively this is a negotiating 
strategy the designer uses with the client.
"and then he saw the knock on effect o f what his changes were having and then within 
about an hour and a half we ’d got round to virtually what he wanted and he had a good 
idea o f what he could and could not change without changing other things and it’s very 
useful to bring them in so that they can actually understand the design process".
9.4.5 Summary for case study 5
In this case study the ‘voice of the customer’ has been emphasised as being a perspective 
the designer must take account of. In this case the designer was in direct contact with the 
customer. In other case studies, the ‘voice of the customer’ has been indicated to the 
designer via some marketing brief or has been contained in the specification in some way.
9.5 Chapter Summary
Interviews were conducted with designers about previous and current design cases they 
have been involved with or were currently working on. Because the designers were 
independent and not connected with any particular company, they were much freer and less 
guarded with their comments about their design processes than was the case with designers 
interviewed in the previous chapter. From the resulting interview transcripts and follow up 
interviews, task models for their design processes have been generated.
In particular, the case studies indicated the importance of the propose, critique and 
negotiate tasks in the concurrent design process. A number of different strategies (or 
methods) were utilised by the designers in order to both appease and avoid confrontation 
with different life-cycle perspectives. However, where confrontation was inevitable, the 
designers were particularly keen to stand fast on important issues, which they felt were 
critical in maintaining the central characteristics of their designs.
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In the next chapter, I bring together the different models and issues derived from the case 
studies and use these to derive more generic models for the concurrent design process and 
the organisational context in which it is practiced.
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10 Constructing generic models for design and concurrent design
10.1 Introduction
In chapters 8 and 9 I have described the development of bottom-up, expertise task models 
showing the concurrent design processes utilised by different organisations and design 
teams. This chapter analyses the different models and draws out the generic characteristics 
shown by the models. In particular, this chapter focuses on a generic expertise task model 
for the concurrent design process, what part concurrent constraints, critiquing and 
negotiation play in the concurrent design process and what methods designers utilised in 
the case studies. These findings will have important implications for knowledge-based 
support for the concurrent design process.
I begin by illustrating the context in which the design process takes place in the different 
organisations. I then go on to look at the nature of the concurrent design task as practiced 
by these organisations and the then show how this can be represented as a task sequence of 
propose, critique and negotiate. Based on my analysis, I present my generic model for the 
concurrent design process. I also note some additional issues that are pertinent from the 
case studies.
10.2 The organisational context of the concurrent design process
It is important to note the subtle difference between the scenarios encountered in my case 
studies (where a single designer is effectively at the centre of the process and downstream 
perspectives are peripheral entities) with other more co-operative studies of group design 
(e.g. Cross et al [1996], Valkenberg and Dorst [1998]) where a number of different 
designers, with similar expertise, collaborate throughout the design process.
Typically the design process would be initiated with a brief (either a fully defined 
specification or an informal brief) from the customer or some form of market analysis 
(typically performed by the marketing function within the organisation). In case study 3 a 
situation was noted where a design brief was initiated by the realisation that manufacturing
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capacity was being under utilised, however the designer involved would not consider this a 
typical situation.
A designer would then be given responsibility for the design and the designer would 
mainly develop the evolving design. In the case studies, the designer would report either to 
the managing director of the organisation or to a project leader who would in turn report to 
the managing director. A very important point that came out of the analysis was the way in 
which a designer would take ownership of the design and the rationale behind the design. 
To the designer, the key goal was to achieve the functionality required of the design. 
However, this goal was not always shared by the different downstream perspectives 
involved.
However, in case study 3 the designer outlined the problems inherent in allowing the 
design of products to be purely consumer or customer driven. As he pointed out, when 
questioned about new products, consumers are limited by their perceptions of what is 
possible. A designer with knowledge of new manufacturing techniques, materials etc., will 
be able to come up with designs that would never have been derived from a purely market 
driven approach. He cited the Sony Walkman as a good example of a product being 
developed in such a way. Hence the designers ‘original thinking’ can play an important 
role in the design process.
In one case the conceptual stage of the design was performed by outside design consultants 
and in another case an outside consultant was one of the designers in the case study. 
Typically the designer would specify components, materials etc. and only call in outside 
‘experts’ when they felt they have a problem. That is, when the designer, not the 
downstream expert, perceived there was a problem. In this respect, the designer is a ‘jack 
of all trades’ in that he or she needs to have an appreciation of downstream constraints 
(manufacturing, assembly, materials, etc.). After being called on by the designer, the 
‘expert’ would either critique some aspect of the designer’s work or where the designer felt 
unable to proceed, the ‘expert’ would propose some part of the design.
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Companies 1,2 and 3 also claimed to hold multi-functional meetings at specific stages in 
the design of a product where any problems inherent in an evolving design were ironed 
out.
The current state of the design (which will be termed the evolving design) was manifest in 
a number of ways. Conceptual models were generally represented as sketches, CAD 
drawings or models. For the later stages of design (i.e. detail design) a CAD model would 
typically be used to represent the design. However, while CAD tools are very good at 
representing geometrical data, they do not support the design process itself to any great 
extent. Guan and McCallum [1996] outline some additional reasons as to why CAD 
systems are typically used in the later stages of the design process.
In some companies, the designer was situated in close geographical proximity to multi­
functional ‘experts’ allowing easy and rapid communication. For example, case study 1 
featured an open-plan office where the designer sat in close proximity to other members of 
the multi-functional team. However in other cases the designer was ‘remote’ and 
communication with multi-functional experts was more difficult.
10.3 The nature of the concurrent design task
My task-oriented view of the concurrent design process has outlined some of the problem­
solving methods designers and other personnel involved in the concurrent design process 
utilise to solve a number of sub-tasks associated with concurrent design. In addition, the 
important knowledge roles that act as input and output to the tasks have been noted.
The different expertise task models for the complete design process derived from the 
different case study show remarkable similarities. They show that generally, design can be 
very broadly split up into two distinct phases or tasks, namely analysis and synthesis. In 
the analysis phase a comprehensive specification is derived from some brief outline of the 
product’s requirements. During the synthesis stage, a design solution is developed from the 
design specification. In this research, the synthesis stage has been analysed in considerably 
more detail than the analysis stage. However, there was considerable evidence for the two 
tasks proceeding in parallel in my case studies.
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In order to illustrate the main tasks and knowledge roles utilised by the designers in the 
case studies for the analysis and synthesis stages of design, I have summarised these in 
tabular format.
Input Role(s) Task(s) Output Role(s)
Designer 2
Ideas analysis Requirements
Existing products
Designer 4
Background research and 
GRP technology
inform Brief
3D Experience
Clear concept
Existing products
American market
Designer 5
Cheapness requirement initiate Starting concept
Lightness requirement
Easy assembly
Tightly controlled dimensions
Common back box
Starting concept specify Performance specification
Marketing brief
Table 10.1: Tasks and knowledge roles for the analysis stage.
These knowledge roles and tasks have been derived from models of expertise developed for the different case 
studies and utilise the terminologies used by the different design experts. As an example, the ‘analysis’ task 
performed by designer 2 has input roles ‘ideas’ and ‘existing products’ and output role ‘requirements’.
Table 10.1 summarises the major knowledge roles and tasks utilised by designers during 
the analysis stage of design. We can see from Table 1 that existing products, some idea 
about the possible form of the eventual design solution, a marketing brief and constraints, 
both from life-cycle perspectives (easy assembly, cheapness) and functional requirements 
(lightness) are important roles input to the analysis phase. Tasks utilising terms ‘analysis’, 
‘inform’, ‘initiate’ and ‘specify’ result in the generation of output roles including ‘brief, 
‘requirements’, ‘starting concept’ and ‘performance specification’.
1 9 6
Hence I can abstract the roles and tasks from this analysis phase of design into a more 
generic model, illustrated in Figure 10.1.
Commitment to 
a solution
Existing
products
Informal 
problem statement
Life cycle 
constraints
Marketing
knowledge Functionalrequirementsanalysis
Design
specification
Figure 10.1: The analysis stage of design.
This model is based on the knowledge roles derived from the different case studies and uses abstracted 
terminology to derive ‘generic’ knowledge roles and tasks for the stage o f design where a specification is 
generated. This model shows the abstracted roles 'Commitment to a solution', 'Existing products', 'Informal 
problem statement', 'Life-cycle constraints' ‘Marketing knowledge’ and ‘Functinal requirements’ acting as 
inputs to the analysis task. The important output role I have abstracted to a ‘Design specification’. This is 
typically represented as a set o f requirements (or functions) that the product must satisfy. These dictate the 
actual performance o f the finished product. The design specification also contains a number o f constraints 
that limit the way in which the design progresses. Life-cycle constraints are the designer’s knowledge o f  
different life-cycle perspectives. These include issues such as general knowledge o f  a certain manufacturing 
process’ limitations. A  commitment to a solution is a general representation o f the form that the final design 
may take.
Only Company 2 did not follow this analysis phase, as the specifications presented to them 
had already been rigidly defined. For the case study analysed with company 2, they began 
with a completed design specification, which dictated the performance of the product 
together with a variety of constraints. Interestingly these constraints were mainly in the 
form of an exclusion list of the form ‘you will not use this particular manufacturing 
process’ etc. Hence what I have termed ‘internal’ constraints were actually generated by 
the customer in this case although the company who present them with the specification go 
through an analysis phase to actually derive this specification.
While developing the design specification, evidence was found for designers already being
committed to a solution while the specification was being formulated. In case study 4, for
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example, the designers already had a ‘clear concept’ that they intended to use some form of 
composite material for the ‘chassis’ of their electric vehicle before the design specification 
was completed. The other case studies also suggest that the designers at least have some 
pre-conceived ideas about a possible solution before the design process begins and this 
commitment to some form of solution stays with them, even though the form of the 
solution may change during the course of the design process.
It is the synthesis stage of design that this research is predominantly concerned with. 
During the synthesis phase, a suitable concept is derived from the specification and this is 
then detailed to arrive at the final design. A possible intermediate stage between the 
development of a suitable conceptual model and final detail design is embodiment design, 
where the layout and form of a product are defined. During this phase, more concrete 
constraints are input from ‘experts’ in different life-cycle perspectives.
In order to illustrate important knowledge roles and tasks for these two stages, tables 10.2 
and 10.3 summarise findings from the case studies.
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Input Role(s) Task(s) Output Role(s)
Designer 1
Multi-functional constraints generate Concepts
Specification
Old designs
Designer 2
Requirements develop Chosen concept
Designer 3
Constraints Come up with / evaluate / 
reduce / decide
Chosen model
Brief
Manufacturing process 
limitations
Marketing aims and 
objectives
Define / negotiate Reduced number of proposals
Company constraints
Designer 4
Brief model 3D CAD model
Designer 5
Performance spec style CAD model outline
Marketing brief
Starting concept
Designer 6
Different plastics Cut bits off Clearer idea of shape
Other bottles
Cost limitations
Solid block
Rough idea of shape
Rough sketch .
Table 10.2: Tasks and knowledge roles for the conceptual stage.
This illustrates the different roles and tasks, derived from the case studies, used in the synthesis stage of  
design. This shows how different roles including the design specification, a commitment to a solution, 
various constraints (both life-cycle and other) act as important input roles to the development o f concepts.
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The output from the stages outlined in Table 10.2 I have abstracted to the conceptual 
model. However, exactly what constitutes the ‘conceptual model’ for the design is difficult 
to pin down. It would perhaps seem more appropriate to consider that the designers and 
design teams become more committed to a particular conceptual model for the design as 
the design process progresses. Hence a current design model at any particular time may 
contain elements of a conceptual design and a detailed design. This way of working in 
which designers can switch between looking at elements of conceptual and more detailed 
design at will has also been noted by Olson et al [1992] in an analysis of early software 
design meetings.
Table 10.3 illustrates the important roles and tasks for the detail phase of design. The 
output role, usually in the form of a drawing, I shall abstract to the term design solution.
Input Role(s) Task(s) Output Role(s)
Designer!
Concepts detail Completed design
Old design
Designer2
Downstream constraints detail Detailed design
Chosen concept
Designer4
3D CAD model produce Master drawing
Designer 5
CAD Model outline Section / extrapolate / detail Detailed master drawing
Designer 6
Clearer idea of shape model 3D CAD model
Table 10.3: Tasks and knowledge roles for the detail stage.
These knowledge roles and tasks derived from the case studies are used where a conceptual design is detailed 
to give a completed design. This illustrates how the conceptual model, life-cycle constraints and previous 
designs act as input to the detail design phase.
2 0 0
Based on these findings, we can see that my case studies suggest that the synthesis stage of 
design consists of two stages of conceptual design and detail design. The problem-solving 
method, which is used for these two stages, is what I have termed concurrent design. The 
abstracted model for this is illustrated in Figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.2: The synthesis stage of design.
This can be seen as two stages o f concurrent conceptual and concurrent detail design. The problem-solving 
methods o f propose, critique and negotiate are used to achieve both tasks. This model was developed from 
‘generic’ knowledge roles and tasks derived from the different case studies. Published in Barker and Meehan 
[1999].
The models outlined so far are similar to the original KADS model for design presented in 
Tansley and Hayball [1993] (see Appendix A) and also agree with the more abstract model 
of Bemaras and Van de Welde (which sees design as a process of analysis and synthesis). 
However the intermediate steps (or subtasks) exhibited by the case studies together with 
the additional knowledge roles acting as input to the tasks expand on the original KADS 
models and also differ from the models developed by Bernaras and Van de Welde [1994].
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The models presented in Bernaras and Van de Welde are fairly high-level or coarse 
grained. They do not explicitly make clear the way in which a number of different 
problem-solving methods may be combined and applied to the design synthesis task during 
the course of its execution. (I.e. from formal specification to completed detail design). 
Chandrasekaran [1990] and the results of my case studies would tend to indicate that the 
design process (from specification to detailed design) consists of a number of sub-tasks 
with various problem-solving methods being used for each sub-task. Also the types of 
knowledge roles that act as input to the different sub-tasks / inferences noted in my case 
studies expand on the roles noted in the literature. In particular, the influence of multi­
functional internal constraints plays a large part in influencing the design process. 
However, the degree to which multi-perspective constraints impinge on the design process 
also varied considerably between the case studies.
One critical point not always made explicit in the literature is the importance that the 
design specification has in the overall design task. As a knowledge role, the design 
specification acts as an input role to most inferences that take place during design synthesis 
(i.e. a detailed design is not derived just from a conceptual design as the original KADS 
model presented in Chapter 2 suggests, the design specification also acts as an input 
knowledge role). Because analysis and synthesis were also seen to proceed in parallel, the 
design specification acting as an input role was not necessarily the final design 
specification. There is also the possibility of the design specification changing as the 
design progresses, so this knowledge role must act as an input to all stages of the design 
process. If computer support for design is to be derived from these models, the availability 
of the current design specification at all stages to the designer is clearly an important one.
The means by which conceptual and detail designs are developed I have abstracted to the 
tasks 'concept' and 'detail' in figure 10.2. It is here where I believe the tasks propose, 
critique and negotiate are utilised. Hence it would be more appropriate to represent these 
two tasks with the more abstracted 'concurrent design'.
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10.4 Propose-critique-negotiate (from interview transcripts)
My previously presented model for design is a general model. It gives the overall process 
(and implied) subtasks that designers utilise but is at a very coarse level of detail. It is 
necessary to analyse at a finer level of detail the tasks and methods that the designers in the 
case studies used in their work. I.e. an expansion of the conceptual and detail design tasks 
(shown in figure 10.2) and important knowledge roles utilised in this process.
The way in which multi-perspective constraints impinge on the design process seems to 
occur in a two-pronged manner. At an early stage of the design process (specification 
development and early conceptual design) the designers seemed to use their own 
knowledge of these internal constraints to guide them. This implies that a designer utilises 
some internal form of critiquing to reflect on a product from different perspectives (at this 
stage, the designers were also seen to reflect on the functional implications of their design 
decisions). The way in which the different designers consider these constraints is 
illustrated by the quotes from the interview transcripts.
Designer 3 liked to know what these constraints were at an early stage so that any 
conceptual design produced was ‘informed’ by these constraints (i.e. the designer does not 
want to produce ‘ridiculous’ designs which are ‘impossible’ to manufacture and assemble).
"I would like to stress that I  do not come up with barmy solutions that there is no way o f 
making and I  do understand the way that most products are made and I  do understand a 
lot about those different processes having been in the game for twenty five odd years,..."
However, while the designers in the case studies acknowledge the existence of these 
constraints, they try not to let the constraints limit their creativity as designers. Hence 
while they would not attempt to generate designs that are ‘impossible’ to design, they still 
consider their designs as being central and the constraints as something to be worked 
around.
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Case study 1, Skills coach :
"..if the designer is constrained too much by downstream considerations at the conceptual 
stage, the designs are likely to be compromised. "
Case study 4, designer 5 :
"You ’ve got to know generally what you can and can’t do with mouldings but that’s what I  
mean you should only bear in mind physical constraints or else you 11 end up letting that 
guy design the thing for you"
The type of interaction suggested by the case studies between designer and other 
perspectives is not necessarily of a collaborative nature. It would be tempting to think that 
while team members perceive the design differently, all are united in the common aim of 
developing a successful product. Clearly, this is not always the case. As pointed out by the 
designers, other perspectives such as manufacture, assembly etc. are likely to critique 
things so as to make life as easy as possible for themselves or are likely to perceive 
different things as being important. In the case studies where the downstream experts were 
part of the organisation, the design process was generally co-operative in nature although 
there was evidence of these ‘experts’ considering their own particular goals before the 
optimality of the design. However, where a downstream expert belonged to a sub­
contracting organisation, clearly their goals were not the optimality of the design but how 
easy it would be for them to do their job when the time came.
Case study 4, designer 5 :
"At the end o f the day, the pattern maker or toolmaker - what you ’re paying for is time. I f  
he thinks he can do it in half the time by just straightening that curve or taking a joggle 
out, he 11 do it, or rather he 11 try and do it."
Case study 3, designer 3 :
"..but i f  you ask a production engineer to design a product, he will frequently start with the 
ease o f production as being by far the most important consideration and he will not give 
any serious consideration to the user and marketing needs o f the product and I  believe that 
is why I  can do something that they cannot do. "
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Case study 4, designer 5 :
"and almost always what I  find important is not what they think is important because 
we’ve got such different priorities".
Also, by not allowing life-cycle constraints to influence the early stages of the design 
process, this can also act to encourage downstream constraining factors to evaluate the 
degree of their constraints. I.e. this helps to push new manufacturing and assembly 
processes. However, at later stages of the design process (i.e. finishing conceptual design 
and detail design), external constraints are allowed to influence the design process. In 
general, the designers seemed happier to consider these constraints at this later stage, 
possibly because by then the basic character or format of the design is already defined. 
Hence different life-cycle constraints can be seen as having a temporal weighting based on 
the stage of the design process.
Only in case study 1 were downstream constraints allowed to influence the design from an 
early stage. The reason for this is felt to be due to the type of product being designed. In 
the other case studies the products being designed were consumer items where form and 
appearance are of vital importance. Hence this seems to take precedence over other 
considerations early on in the design process before any downstream constraints are 
considered. However in case study 1, issues such as the function, reliability and ‘solidity’ 
of the product are paramount.
Once different constraints have been outlined by different perspectives, different 
negotiating and mediation strategies are used to determine if the problems outlined are 
allowed to influence the design. However, designer 5 outlines the importance of standing 
firm on certain issues and this theme was strongly echoed by the other designers who had a 
‘clear vision’ for the evolving design.
"There’s always a compromise but you don’t want to start from a compromising position, 
you want to start with what you want"
Clearly such ‘human’ conflict resolution and negotiation strategies are an integral part of 
the design process.
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10.4.1 Propose methods
The case studies showed that designers utilise a number of different problem-solving 
methods to accomplish the design ‘proposal’ task.
Case study 4 showed Designer 5 taking a functionally driven approach to the design where 
a functional specification was generated, which did not make reference to the physical 
implementation (although Designer 4 also working on the project already had a ‘clear 
concept’ of the form of the solution!). There was also considerable evidence for past 
design experiences being considered when proposing new designs or partial designs. This 
is effectively a form of case-based reasoning. These tally with typical methods outlined in 
the literature. However, none of the case studies showed evidence of mechanical based 
designers using transformational rules to achieve the propose task.
Key knowledge roles input to the design proposal task can depend on the PSM being 
utilised for the proposal task. For instance, when a form of case-based reasoning is being 
used to propose a design, an important input role is a library of previous designs. Clearly, 
by utilising this approach, a designer will also have made a significant commitment to the 
form of the solution. Where functional decomposition is being used, the designer utilises a 
library of components, which realise the functionality of the different sub-functions. One 
particularly important role outlined by a number of designers was the use of a library of 
generic components which can help to reduce costs across an organisation’s product lines.
Extracts from the transcripts also revealed designers thinking in the ‘reflection-in-action’ 
mode outlined by Schon [1991]. Instead of developing a design, then assessing it, 
designers in the case studies attempted to ‘think ahead’ in order to analyse the implications 
of certain design decisions both from a functional performance and different life-cycle 
perspectives. As this is a complex conceptual process, it is a difficult issue to analyse and 
expand the ‘think through’ process via a task analysis approach.
Hence, a designer would be unlikely to ‘propose’ a complete or partial design and
immediately be happy with this. Designers seemed to need to reflect on their own actions
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and critique them before presenting their work to other perspectives to critique. This could 
be due to designers needing some initial solution to focus on to enable them to progress 
through the design process. An interesting example of this occurred in case study 4. 
Designer 4 was principally concerned with the functionality of the designs he worked on. 
However, he also had an understanding of different life-cycle constraints, one of these 
being cost. In order to ensure that a new design he was working on could be economically 
produced in conjunction with his clients complete range of products, commonality of parts 
was an important design constraint: “..so you basically had commonality o f parts. That 
was one o f the issues that was constantly being assessed - ensure commonality.. ”.
Designers would not only pinpoint downstream constraints the design proposal might 
come into come into conflict with but also the way in which the proposal achieved the 
functionality required during this reflection stage. However, the actual decomposition of 
this ‘reflect’ sub-task is not clearly understood.
Designers would also try and ward off any potentially conflicting critiques by outlining the 
thinking behind a design before presenting the design to downstream perspectives. Hence 
an important role output from the ‘propose’ task is a justification or rationale for the 
design. The importance of the ‘design rationale’ and its relationship to the design process 
is expanded on by Gruber and Russell [1991].
Figure 10.3 outlines the way in which I believe designers propose a design (from the 
findings of my case studies).
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Figure 10.3: Designers and the design proposal task.
This model illustrate how designers will themselves go through a form o f internal critiquing where they will 
first propose a design and then attempt to reflect on any inherent functional problems and life-cycle 
constraints inherent in their design solution. The recognised life-cycle constraints will be based on the 
designer’s (sometimes limited) knowledge o f  particular life-cycle issues.
The decomposition of the ‘generate’ task is dependent on the problem-solving method that 
is used for the task. One of the most commonly used problem-solving methods exhibited 
by the designers in the case study was the use of previous designs as the basis for a new 
design. For example, in case study 1, a new design was very heavily based on a previous 
design the company had done. However, there had been problems with the previous design 
and also the functionality required from the new design was subtly different from the 
previous design.
The designer began by selecting the previous design from an archived database of CAD 
files. He then split up the complete design into individual components and modified each 
separate component. He used his experience to tell him when dependencies between the 
individual components became critical and had to be explored. While modifying each sub­
component, the designer would call on downstream perspectives for advice on the design. 
This process is represented in task form in figure 10.4.
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Figure 10.4: Design proposal based on a previous design case.
From the case studies, a common problem-solving method utilised by designers was the retrieval and 
modification o f a previous design solution or case. Problems with the previous design were used to drive the 
design o f the sub-components comprising the new design.
However, while my design case studies indicated designers use different PSM’s to 
accomplish the propose task, it was not clear why they might use a particular method in 
preference to another. This is represented by CommonKADS as strategic knowledge about 
a particular application and is felt to be an area meriting further research.
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10.4.2 Critiquing
The critiquing model initially postulated in Chapter 5 is felt to be deficient in a number of 
respects in the light of my analysis of the case studies. The initial sub-task of the overall 
critiquing task implied by my initial top-down model is some kind of assessment to 
determine an ‘experts’ perspective of the design. The CommonKADS models for 
assessment assume the output for an assessment task is some decision class or rank. See 
Valente and Lockenhoff [1994] for further details. However, the assessment of an external 
expert assessing a design was not this clear cut. Responses were much more ‘fuzzy’ 
ranging from ‘this won’t do at all’ through ‘this might be OK’ to ‘yes, this seems to be 
OK’. While these responses could be mapped onto some rank or decision class, care would 
have to be taken with the semantics of the experts’ reply to avoid misinterpreting the 
output from the assessment. Figure 10.5 shows the resulting model for critiquing. The 
dotted line is intended to indicate that all three ‘roles’ act as input to the four different sub­
tasks.
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Figure 10.5: Critiquing as a task model.
This expertise task model illustrates the knowledge roles and sub-tasks that were evident in the critiquing 
task from the case studies. The use o f the dotted line departs from the standard CommonKADS format for 
expertise task models and is intended to show how the input knowledge roles ( ‘life-cycle constraints’, ‘view 
o f  proposal’ and ‘design specification’) acted as input roles to all the intermediate sub-tasks (‘gauge’, 
‘outline’, ‘assess’, ‘propose’ and ‘pinpoint’) o f the critiquing task while still maintaining the clarity o f  the 
model.
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10.4.3 Negotiation
Because of the nature of the studies, it has been more difficult to derive a generic task 
model for the negotiation process. The case studies involved either single designers or 
relatively small teams of designers. Hence it would be inappropriate to propose a generic 
model for the task at this stage. However, what became evident from the case studies were 
some of the negotiating strategies and important knowledge roles input to the negotiation 
process.
The simplest form of negotiation encountered in the case studies was where the designer 
was in control of the design process and simply either accepted or rejected any critiques 
from downstream life-cycle perspectives. Hence if the task is negotiation, this is a solution 
of the task using a method I will term ‘consultation’. The form of the task model for this 
form of negotiation is given in Figure 10.6.
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Figure 10.6: Negotiation as a task model (consultation).
This expertise task model illustrates how negotiation can occur when a single ‘agent’ has a controlling 
influence over the design process. A particular role input to this process is the relative importance o f the 
agent making a critique o f a design proposal. The controlling agent will use this scale o f importance to 
determine whether a critique should be allowed to have an effect on the design.
Appeasement was a widely used strategy. This occurred where a designer would propose a 
‘toned down’ version of the design in response to an unfavourable critique from a
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downstream perspective. A similar technique was also employed by the downstream 
perspectives who would themselves offer an alternative proposal to that produced by the 
designer with some of the features they were not happy with altered. This could lead to 
complex series of proposal and counter proposal until some agreement is reached. A key 
aspect of this form of negotiation is the requirement on the part of the agents involved to 
‘relax’ their stance on a particular point in response to a concession from another agent. 
My proposed model for this form of negotiation is outlined in figure 10.7.
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Figure 10.7: Negotiation as a task model (appeasement).
This was one o f the more common methods o f negotiation encountered. Where an unfavourable critique was 
delivered by a critiquing agent, the proposing agent would propose a ‘toned down’ version o f the design 
proposal, which was assumed to be more acceptable to the critiquing agent.
A ‘counting votes’ form of negotiation was encountered in case study 3. This involved all 
the interested participants giving their critique of a design and then a system of vote 
counting was used to determine the most suitable course to take. However, a critical issue 
with this form of negotiation was the way in which the nature of the design team could 
critically affect the results -  ‘...because there's only one marketing person in the team, the 
decisions get very much an engineering and production bias..'
Another important issue that came out of the case studies was the type of negotiation that 
occurred during the concurrent design process. In some cases this would be co-operative in 
nature. However in other cases, negotiation would be conflicting in nature with radically 
polarised views being apparent from the downstream perspectives. In some cases, 
negotiation could not be used to resolve differences between parties. In such cases, the
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unilateral decision method would be taken by whoever had effective control of the design 
process.
10.5 A generic model for concurrent design
Using excerpts from interview transcripts and developed task models, it has been shown 
how different designers and design teams interact during the design process. From the case 
studies, a more generic model for the propose-critique-negotiate process has been 
developed by charting ways designers and design teams operate as follows: -
• The designer proposes a solution or a partial solution (the proposal) to the given design 
problem.
• The designer may then consider the implications of this ‘propose’ step both from a 
functional point of view and from the perspective of different life-cycle constraints 
before presenting the design to different life-cycle perspectives.
• Different downstream aspects can then critique this proposal from their own 
perspective. The proposal may first need to be represented in a format recognisable to 
the critiquing agent. The output from a critique can consist of a decision as to whether 
the design is acceptable or not (this can be seen as a degree of acceptance or distance 
measure of the design proposal), any problems inherent in the design (the reason for 
the critique) and a possible alternative solution or sub solution to the given proposal.
• There is then a complex process whereby the design proposal is altered on the basis of 
these ‘design problems’. The case studies generally use a term such as ‘alter’ or 
‘modify’ to cater for this process. However it is clear that there is some form of 
negotiation to determine which constraints are allowed to influence the ‘alter’ or 
‘modify’ process. It is believed the person with control of the design then considers 
which of these problems can be allowed to affect the design by considering the key 
aspects of the design as an important input role. This results in a re-formulated design 
specification with additional life -  cycle constraints made explicit.
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The design can then be altered on the basis of the outlined problems. This is represented in 
task model form in figure 1 0 .8 .
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Figure 10.8: A generic model for propose-critique-negotiate.
This model is based on earlier models for propose, critique and negotiate presented earlier in this chapter. 
These models were derived from analysis o f  my different case studies. In terms o f knowledge roles, ‘current 
design’ and ‘revised design’ and ‘design specification’ and ‘revised design specification’ are effectively the 
same roles. The differing terminology is used to clarity the models.
The terminology used in figure 10.8 is designed to encompass the terminology derived 
from the different case studies. I.e. ‘propose’ encompasses ‘develop’, ‘generate’ etc., 
‘critique’ encompasses ‘assess’, ‘evaluate’ etc.
It is also important to consider the role that a ‘modify’ task may play in concurrent design. 
I have modelled the ‘propose’ task incorporated in concurrent design as consisting of the 
generation of a ‘design proposal’ which advances the state of the ‘current design’. This
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‘design proposal’ is then presented or made open to criticism by different life-cycle 
perspectives in the context of the ‘current design’. When the additional constraints have 
been derived from the negotiate task, the designer then considers these constraints in the 
next proposal step.
An alternative viewpoint would be to consider only the current design and assume that this 
as a whole is advanced in some way by the ‘propose’ task. The purpose of the critiquing 
task would then be to alter or modify this current design on the basis of the given critiques. 
However, I believe that the difference between these two approaches is essentially a 
sequencing issue and ‘modify’ as a task is essentially the same as ‘propose’.
When a designer presents a proposal to their ‘critics’, the design rationale is used to justify 
the design decisions the designer has made. This may include some history of the design 
process utilised by the designer. The importance of the history of the design process as a 
design rationale has been noted by Banares-Alcantara [1995] in a study of the design of 
chemical plants.
It must also be noted that by looking in more detail at the (sub) tasks of propose, critique 
and negotiate that additional knowledge-roles, that expand on those shown in Figure 10.2, 
play an important role in concurrent design. As I consider the ‘conceptual design’ and 
‘detail design’ tasks outlined in Figure 10.2 as being achieved via the application of a 
problem-solving method comprising the propose, critique and negotiate tasks, these 
knowledge roles effectively act to expand on those roles shown in figure 1 0 .2 .
10.6 Other issues from the case studies
It is also relevant to consider other issues, which became apparent during analysis of the 
case studies.
10.6.1 Component and functional decomposition of the design problem
In general, particularly at later stages of the design process, the overall design task would
be split up into more manageable ‘chunks’. This would typically consist of different sub-
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assemblies or sub-functions comprising the complete solution being developed in relative 
isolation from each other. However the dangers of forgetting the dependencies between 
different components or functions are obvious, as illustrated by an example from case 
study 4.
"The vehicle was designed from the scratch to accommodate two sizes o f wheel so that the 
rear end and possibly the floor pan could be used for - certainly the rear wheel - could be 
used for a larger vehicle - and the information I  had on the tyre sizes was nominal - it 
wasn’t accurate - and so when they came to build the larger vehicle they couldn’t get the 
tyres on."
10.6.2 Generic constraints from the case studies
A number of different life-cycle constraints were evident from the case studies. The 
different concurrent constraints exhibited by the case studies included manufacture, 
assembly, cost, electronics and reliability considerations.
As well as the life-cycle constraints implied by a concurrent approach, another problem 
evident in all the case studies was the fundamentally constraining effect of time-scales on 
designers and design teams. The effect of time constraints has a significant effect on the 
process.
A critical factor in determining whether an idea for a design is feasible could be the time- 
schedules imposed on the product development and manufacture. Figure 10.9 models 
designer 5 presenting an idea to a client. The client then assesses the idea using time-scales 
as a constraining factor to dictate their response and a revised time-schedule for the 
designer to work with.
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Figure 10.9: The constraining effect of time-scale from case study 4.
This task model illustrates how constraining time-schedules, in the form o f a project plan or a particular 
deadline can affect the feasibility o f  a particular proposal. The response output from the task will indicate 
whether the proposal is feasible based on the time-scales while a revised time-schedule may be generated.
The time-scales on product manufacture can also have a decisive effect on which 
downstream processes can be utilised in the design as shown by figure 10.10. In this 
example from case study 4, the limiting time schedule available for design and 
manufacture effectively narrowed down the choice of production processes available to the 
designers.
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Figure 10.10: Time-scales dictating downstream processes from case study 4.
Given an initial set o f possible production processes to utilise for a design, this set o f processes can be 
reduced by the constraining time-scale, which dictates when the implemented design must be delivered.
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However design time-scales, like most constraints, are themselves open to review. In case 
study 4, the time program for the design process was constantly being updated in order to 
allow less constraining time-scales on design time.
10.6.3 Visualisation and terminology
Analysis of transcripts and the resulting task models suggest that an interim interpretation 
process is sometimes necessary in order to allow different perspectives to relate to the 
evolving design.
Designer 4 worked with an outside supplier for the mouldings required. The model he had 
developed as a 3D CAD model had to be interpreted as sections across the model in order 
for the moulder to be able to understand it. The moulder was used to being supplied with 
general assembly (GA) drawings to work with and when asked to comment on the 3D 
CAD model said:
"yes, OK but when will the GA drawings be available for us to comment on ?"
When the GA drawings were produced from the CAD model, the outside supplier 
pinpointed a number of problems which could have been sorted out earlier if they were 
able to relate to the CAD model or if an acceptable ‘view’ was available to them.
Once a downstream perspective can relate to the design, they are then in a position to be 
able to comment on or critique the design. By Designer 4 taking hard copies of the CAD 
model, potential customers were able to relate to the design and give their reaction as 
shown in figure 1 0 .1 1 .
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Figure 10.11: Interpret and critique from case study 4.
This expertise task model illustrates how a critiquing agent must first be able to interpret his or her own 
‘view’ o f a design before being able to generate a critique. The generalised role ‘reaction’ is used here to 
encompass all the roles I have previously defined as being output from the critiquing task.
The most commonly encountered means of enabling different perspectives to form ‘views’ 
of a design were the generation of physical mock-ups. The importance of building such 
prototypes was particularly emphasised in case studies 3 and 4.
Case study 4 also illustrated the problems that can occur when different perspectives use 
conflicting terminology to describe aspects of the design. Outside suppliers that Designer 4 
was working with had an entirely different concept of the term ‘part line’ to the designer 
(and in fact the rest of the world as the designer was using generally accepted 
terminology). The outside supplier continually tried to get the designer to adopt their 
terminology even though it was incorrect as shown in figure 1 0 .1 2 .
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Figure 10.12: Problems with terminology from case study 4.
This task model illustrates how different agents (involved in the design process) use o f  language can cause 
problems. This shows how an outside supplier (the moulder) interprets a design proposal from a designer (in 
the form o f a CAD drawing) incorrectly. The ‘mould’ that is then proposed (or produced) by the moulder is 
incorrect (and causes problems) when re-interpreted by the designer.
This problem of ‘views’ was also evident when dealing with other areas of expertise. 
Designer 4 found that marketing personnel could relate to 3-D models while 
manufacturing experts, while able to relate to such a model, also needed to see details of 
mechanical connections before feeling ‘comfortable’ with the design. This problem with 
different ‘views’ is linked with the semantics and ontology’s that different ‘experts’ utilise. 
The industrial designers talked in terms of ‘form’ and ‘shape’, while manufacturing and 
assembly personnel utilise different means of describing processes and objects.
Because of the inherently multi-disciplined nature of concurrent design, different views of 
the evolving design will be required by the different participants. Various researchers have 
outlined the need for different views of a design. In particular, based on their efforts to 
develop a computer -  based design support system, Finger et al [1992] suggest that from
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an implementational viewpoint "Perspectives may create local representations for 
reasoning and analysis but communication is always through the shared representation".
Continuing interest in this area of different views of ‘the design world’ extend to the field 
of ontological engineering. Ontologies specify a “conceptualisation”: a way to view the 
world. Every ontology thus incorporates a particular viewpoint". (Wielinga and Schreiber 
[1998]). In Figure 10.5,1 have specified a task ‘interpret’ whereby an agent forms his or 
her own view of a design. However, I would not claim to be able to describe the complex 
cognitive processes that must occur for this transformation. I believe this is an area worthy 
of further research.
10.6.4 Modelling
Visual modelling is an important method used by designers to transform their thought into 
more concrete form. Visual modelling methods included computer modelling (both 2-D 
and 3-D) to represent and allow more effective ‘views’ of the evolving design and 
mechanical prototyping was also used to allow a more effective ‘view’ of a design. In fact, 
Designer 4 would now consider mechanical prototyping a crucial part of the design process 
after his experience with the case study.
10.7 Discussion
A number of general findings and conclusions can be drawn from the preceding analysis of 
transcripts and excerpts from developed task models.
Different life-cycle constraints do impinge on the design process. Typically, personnel 
with expertise in different life-cycle perspectives will analyse an evolving design and 
outline any potential problem areas. They may also propose different solutions or sub 
solutions, which make the design more acceptable from their own perspective.
In the case studies analysed, the designer generally had control of the design and dictated
which external constraints were allowed to affect the design. The designers used a number
of different arbitrating strategies to achieve this. An exception to this occurred in case
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study 4 where designer 5 offered a revised design solution to his management team but 
they decided not to implement the new design.
Who has control of the design is a crucial issue when determining which concurrent 
constraints are allowed to influence the evolving design. In some of the case studies, the 
designers themselves would effectively have the final say in this matter, However in other 
studies, it was the management of the organisation who have the decisive influence. The 
crucial effect of whom has control of the design process and the crucial effect of their 
views on the eventual design solution can be illustrated by quotes from some of the 
designers in the case studies:
“you find you ’re compromising and they 7/ walk all over you ” -  Designer 5
“ ...if the reasons for doing it are powerful enough from the users' point o f view, from the 
marketing point o f view ...” -  Designer 3.
My findings from the different case studies would suggest that a design will never be 
optimal from all life-cycle perspectives, some perspective will always take precedence. 
The controlling influence on the design process will typically dictate which perspective 
takes precedence. The implications of this not happening are suggested by a quote from 
Designer 3: “Ok its been sorted out from all sorts ofpoints o f view, timescales, production 
and what have you but the product is so bloody awful that there's no point proceeding”.
The context of the design situation affected the type of collaboration between designers 
and life-cycle perspectives. In case studies 1 and 2, the designer worked for the 
organisation in question. In this case, the designer, manufacturing personnel, assembly 
personnel etc. were more clearly working towards a common goal. However, in case 
studies 3 and 4, the designers were more independent and this affected their interactions 
with these perspectives. Designers 3,4 and 5 were more protective of their designs and 
only allowed life-cycle perspectives to affect the design if they really had to. This was a 
more conflicting model of collaboration between designer and life-cycle perspectives than 
that shown by case studies 1 and 2 .
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Different perspectives involved in the design process need to be able to relate to the design 
before being able to sensibly comment on the implications of the design from that 
perspective. Different terminology’s can be utilised by these perspectives to describe the 
design. Time-scales are also a crucially limiting constraint on designers, limiting both the 
amount of design time they have as well as limiting the actual form of the design.
10.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have outlined some of the key features and characteristics of the 
concurrent design task, as practiced by a number of organisations I have analysed in 
different case studies. These are based on design tasks used by practising designers in a 
number of small to medium sized enterprises engaged in concurrent product design. A 
generic task structure for the overall design process and a task structure for the concurrent 
consideration of multi-functional perspectives during the design process, have been 
presented. The process of concurrent design is believed to differ critically from more co­
operative modes of design because of the conflicting goals of the different perspectives 
involved in the process.
I conclude that during the process of design, designers use a number of different problem­
solving methods to achieve the two distinct sub-tasks within design-synthesis (these are 
concept generation and detail design) and a number of other sub-tasks within the design 
process. Concurrent critiquing of the evolving design plays an important part in 
influencing the evolving design, especially in the later stage of design. Hence, knowledge- 
based support for the concurrent design process could make use of these and other design 
models in order to more frilly support designers and design teams.
In the next chapter, I discuss the instantiation of these generic models using the 
CommonKADS workbench. While it is the expertise model of the CommonKADS model 
set that I have concentrated on up to this point, the next chapter looks at how this model is 
integrated with the other models comprising the model set. In particular, I look at the 
organisational context in which such models may be implemented via the CommonKADS 
organisational model.
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11 Model templates for concurrent design
11.1 Introduction
I have developed a suite of knowledge-level task models for concurrent design and its 
associated sub-tasks using the semi-formalisms of the CommonKADS methodology. These 
have been derived from case studies, which analysed engineering designers. These task 
models have been used to instantiate a ‘generic’ task model template in the CommonKADS 
model set.
One of the main motivations of the CommonKADS methodology is that generic models 
can be included as part of a taxonomic library, where they act as templates for developers 
of knowledge-based systems. CommonKADS advocates the building of a series of 
complementary models during the development of a KBS. The thesis up until this point has 
focussed on the expertise model. The different models comprising the complete 
CommonKADS model set are described in de Hoog et al [1993(a)]. They are:
• Expertise model (Breuker and Van de Welde [1994])
• Agent model (Waem and Gala [1993])
• Organisational model (de Hoog et al [1993(b)])
• Task model (Duursma et al [1994])
• Communication model (Waern et al [1993])
• Design model (Van de Welde et al [1994])
The CommonKADS workbench (Toussaint et al [1994]) is a research and re-use tool, 
which implicitly supports CommonKADS model development and the refinement of 
existing templates for the different CommonKADS models. Depending on the scope of the 
intended application, different CommonKADS model templates can be instantiated to 
different degrees. I have taken the existing CommonKADS model templates and 
instantiated them with what I have identified as generic features, for the purposes of 
supporting concurrent design within a range of different organisations.
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However, while I have developed my generic model templates using a CommonKADS 
workbench and the formalisms of CommonKADS, the intention is that the templates will 
be useful to all developers of KBS to support concurrent design, not just those who are 
using CommonKADS in conjunction with the workbench. To this end, I have designed my 
models to be as transparent as possible while still adhering to the formalisms of 
CommonKADS. In this way, the different model templates can give guidance to developers 
on the types of issues and knowledge that it may be necessary to model in order to develop 
KBS support for concurrent design.
This chapter gives an account of the development of my model templates for concurrent 
design and outlines some of the more pertinent points relevant to the development of 
concurrent design support systems. First I look at the set of models comprising the full 
CommonKADS model set. Then, I analyse in detail the development of my model 
templates for concurrent design for each of the CommonKADS models.
11.2 The CommonKADS model set
The CommonKADS product, which is taken to be the final project deliverable to a client, 
consists of a number of different models at an agreed level of development and refinement. 
These models complement and expand on the models that comprised earlier KADS model 
sets (Tansley and Hayball [1993]). The summary presented in this chapter is based on an 
account in Breuker and Van de Welde [1994] and de Hoog et al [1993(a)].
An implicit assumption within the CommonKADS methodology is that the driving force 
behind the development of a knowledge-based system is the need to implement a KBS in 
some organisation or enterprise. Hence the different models incorporated in 
CommonKADS reflect this. The CommonKADS model set supplies template models 
which need to be instantiated with details of the specific case for which a KBS is being 
developed. My approach has been to take these template models and further refine them to 
support the process of concurrent design system development.
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It is important to note that for different projects, certain models will be more important 
than others. This is supported by de Hoog et al [1993(a)] “For each individual project, 
certain elements o f the CommonKADS model template are more important than others ”. 
Not all models need to be developed to the same level of detail, depending on the 
particular characteristics of the problem being considered, as outlined by Van de Welde 
[1994]. “...for any particular project, the models in the model set may be developed to a 
different extent or even not at all”.
In addition, a CommonKADS project does not necessarily have to result in the 
development of a complete system. De Hoog et al [1993(a)] suggest that “A 
CommonKADS project that does not deliver an implemented KBS can still deliver a 
precise design to the client”. In fact, because of issues regarding feasibility, cost, human 
factors etc, a CommonKADS product may never be completely finished. Al and KBS 
projects have a high risk of non-completion in comparison to more routine information 
systems projects. Interestingly, it is important to ensure that non-completion is not equated 
with failure. There is strong evidence that the intermediate outcomes are at least as 
valuable to the client organisation as the intended project goal (Akkermans et al [1999], 
Speel et al [1999]).
I will now discuss how projects are managed within CommonKADS and the different 
models comprising the full model set.
11.2.1 Project management in CommonKADS
Project management within CommonKADS is based on Boehm’s influential spiral model 
(see Boehm [1988]) and utilises a process of review, assess risk, plan and monitor. This is 
illustrated in Figure 11.1. In the development of a real-life KBS, with large numbers of 
different people working on different aspects of the project at different times, the project 
management issues would be critically important. However, because of the scale of my 
research, in terms of the number of people involved, they were not so important.
In order to facilitate the project management aspects of KBS development, CommonKADS
models evolve through different states with each completed state being a landmark in that
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model’s development. Because of dependencies between the different models, some 
models have to be developed to a certain state before other models are developed. For 
instance, the state 'tasks assigned to agents' in the task model cannot be reached before the 
state 'agents involved identified' has been reached in the agent model. Where this is 
pertinent to my model development, these states will be noted. The development of each 
model is managed separately (uneven and combined development) as needed / justified.
time
Assess Plan
Evaluate
Figure 11.1: Project management and in CommonKADS.
Project management and control of model development is based on a spiral model of plan, 
monitor, evaluate and assess risk.
11.2.2 Links between models in the CommonKADS model set
In order to illustrate the dependencies between different models, Figure 11.2 (adapted from 
de Hoog et al [1993(a)] shows the ‘links’ between the different models.
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Figure 11.2: Links between CommonKADS models.
This diagram, adapted from de Hoog et al [1993(a)], illustrates the links and dependencies between the 
different models comprising the full CommonKADS model set.
A number of different software tools currently support the development of CommonKADS 
models, see Appendix C. I have utilised the CommonKADS workbench to support the 
development of my models for concurrent design.
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11.3 The CommonKADS model set and my generic model templates for concurrent 
design
In order to provide support for potential developers of KBS for the concurrent design 
process, I have instantiated a number of the different template models comprising the 
CommonKADS model set on a CommonKADS workbench. These templates have been 
refined using information derived from my analysis of the different case studies described 
in chapters 8 -1 0  and other referenced research. The templates have been instantiated with 
what I consider to be the generic aspects of the different models. While my research has 
mainly focused on the development of expertise task models utilised during concurrent 
design, I have also instantiated other model templates comprising the full model set with 
what I would consider to be generic aspects of concurrent design. The intention is that my 
developed generic model templates will act as useful support for developers of KBS to 
support concurrent design.
I begin by discussing the existing CommonKADS model templates and how I have 
instantiated these for the concurrent design process. Where appropriate, I have utilised 
screen-shots from the CommonKADS workbench to illustrate my models. However, where 
these do not show sufficient detail, I have outlined the information in tabular format.
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11.4 CommonKADS ORGANISATION MODEL
This models the target organisation within which the developed KBS is to be situated. To 
this end, the organisation model supports three main functions. These are the identification 
of promising areas of KBS application within the organisation; the identification of 
possible impacts of the KBS on the organisation and finally it should also provide 
information for some crucial issues in other models (such as the task distribution between 
agents).
The development of an organisation model clearly implies modelling the processes and 
functions within an organisation. Because of this, a number of examples have come to light 
where the development of an organisation model within the CommonKADS framework 
has given valuable insights into an organisation’s structure (de Hoog et al [1992], de Hoog 
et al [1993(b)].).
In order to fulfil it’s defined role, the organisation model is split into two major 
components. The global constituents are described only once, irrespective of any possible 
solution that may be the immediate focus of attention. The global constituents include the 
problems and opportunities for KBS implementation within an organisation, the 
organisational context within which a solution may be implemented and the list of possible 
solutions that may be considered. The variant constituents characterise different aspects of 
the organisation and are used to address the implementations of different possible 
solutions. These variant constituents are:
• People
• Knowledge,
• Functions (such as logistics and research),
• Structures (in terms of departmental structures),
• Processes (e.g. production processes etc),
• Power relations
• Resources (both computing and other) that exist within the organisation.
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The development of an organisational model (where the goal is to provide KBS support 
for the organisation) involves tailoring the organisation model template provided by 
CommonKADS to the requirements of the given organisation, where the current template 
offers nothing other then the headings. My aim is slightly different in that I wish to model 
generic aspects of a number of different organisations that practice concurrent design and 
would benefit from KBS support for this process. As a result, my organisation model 
template provides a super-set of aspects, typical of organisations that practice concurrent 
design. For the purposes of my generic organisational model, I am only considering one 
possible solution, which is my generic model template.
11.4.1 Global constituents of my generic organisational model
I will begin by outlining the global constituents comprising my generic organisational 
model.
11.4.1.1 Problems and opportunities
From my case studies, I have determined a number of generic opportunities inherent in an 
implementation of KBS support for concurrent design, together with potential problems 
such an implementation may incur. These are outlined in Table 11.11
11 The CommonKADS workbench I have used to develop my generic models is implemented in Prolog. As a 
result, entity names are not allowed to have ’spaces’ in them. The naming convention I have used specifies the 
type o f  entity and then the name o f the entity, connected by an underscore. E.g. the organisation opportunity 
Loss_of_expertise etc.
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name description
Opportunities
Loss_of_expertise In any organisation, there is a possibility of human-based 
expertise being lost to the organisation. A KBS solution can 
alleviate this problem.
Cost_reduction Implementing KBS solutions to concurrent design within an 
organisation can result in long-term cost savings
lmproved_design_quality By bringing life-cycle perspectives to bear on the design 
process, design quality can be improved.
Reduced_design_time By bringing life-cycle perspective knowledge to bear on the 
design process, the overall design time can be reduced.
Red uced j if e_cy cl e_costs By bringing life-cycle perspective knowledge to bear on the 
design process, the overall life-cycle costs of the design can 
be reduced.
Problems
Knowledge_elicitation Eliciting knowledge from experts for use in such KBS based 
systems may pose problems, especially if the expert 
perceives such a system as a threat.
Table 11.1: The generic problems and opportunities inherent in implementing KBS 
support for concurrent design within an organisation
11.4.1.2 Organisational context
The generic organisational context within which KBS support for concurrent design may 
be implemented are outlined in Table 11.2. These contexts refer to factors in the target 
organisation that can either influence the impact of the KBS on the organisation or the 
opportunity for KBS technology.
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name description
Fear of KBS supplanting 
human expertise
Existing personnel are likely to be afraid of computers 
supplanting their roles and expertise within the organisation
Fear of computers 
controlling processes
Personnel will usually be afraid to allow control of key business 
processes to be performed by machines
Risks of changing 
dynamics
Organisations will already have existing design processes in 
place. Altering these processes can have a detrimental effect on 
the successful application of the process
The existence of project 
champions
This will typically be the chief designer or project manager who 
has a clear ‘vision’ of the requirements of the product.
Clear and shared design 
perspectives
The perception, from a design perspective, of a particular project 
within the organisation by different personnel can have a key 
impact on the successful outcome of the project
Clear and shared 
business perspectives
The perception, from a business perspective, of a particular 
project within the organisation by different personnel can have a 
key impact on the successful outcome of the project
Table 11.2: Generic factors within an organisation that can affect the successful
implementation of KBS solutions
11.4.1.3 Solutions
The different ways in which KBS support may be implemented within a target organisation 
are modelled within the Solutions. Each solution is characterised by different variant 
constituents. I have considered the 'present' solution as being the generic solution and the 
variant constituents are modelled for this present solution alone.
11.4.2 Variant constituents
These constituents outline the constituents of an organisational model and are related to a 
particular solution. In my model, I have modelled the different variant constituents for the 
present or generic solution.
11.4.2.1 People
I have outlined a number of different people who generically play a part in the concurrent 
design process. Each 'people' constituent is characterised as a stakeholder and has a
2 3 3
number of different properties. These are a name and a description. In addition, each 
stakeholder is linked to an instance of agent in the agent model.
Each stakeholder may also be linked to either a role or an actual person in an organisation. 
For the generic model, I am not referencing any particular organisational structure, hence 
each stakeholder is linked to different roles. However, in an actual instantiation, each 
stakeholder would represent an actual person or KBS agent and hence could be associated 
with a name.
I have considered four different roles to which stakeholders may be linked. These are the 
control, propose, critique and negotiate roles. These represent the distinct roles I have 
identified in the concurrent design process via my case studies.
The generic stakeholders in my model are:
• Control_agent
• Design_agent
• Assembly_critiquing_agent
• Manufacturecritiquingagent
• Materials_critiquing_agent
• Cost_critiquing_agent
• Environmental_critiquing_agent
• Electronics_critiquing_agent
It must be emphasised that these represent typical agents that may be found in an 
organisation practicing concurrent design. The list is not intended to be exhaustive and is 
intended to be extensible by other researchers. Experiences from my case studies indicate 
that the controlling agent in the design process will typically be either the designer or the 
project manager in charge of the overall design project.. In addition, each stakeholder may 
play a number of different roles. For example in case study 4, designer 5 effectively had 
roles ‘control’ (as project manager) and ‘critique’, as he was also production director, with
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extensive knowledge of the companies manufacturing and assembly capabilities. The 
properties of each agent are outlined in table 11.3.
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name Properties
Control_agent Description: Agent with a controlling 
influence on the design process
links to agent: age_Control
requires_knowledge: Control_knowledge
Role: Control
Assembly_critiquing_agent Description: Agent with the ability to critique 
designs from an assembly perspective
links to agent: age_Critique_Assembly
requires_knowledge:
Assembly_critiquing_knowledge
Role: Critique
Manufacture_critiquing_agent Description: Agent with the ability to critique 
designs from a manufacture perspective
links to agent: age_Critique Manufacture
req u ires_knowledge:
Manufacture_critiquing knowledge
Role: Critique
Materials_critiquing_agent Description: Agent with the ability to critique 
designs from a materials perspective
links to agent: age_Critique_Materials
req u i res_kn owled g e :
Materials_critiquing knowledge
Role: Critique
Electronics_critiquing_agent Description: Agent with the ability to critique 
designs from an electronics perspective
links to agent: age_Critique_Electronics
requiresjknowledge:
Electronics_critiquing_knowledge
Role: Critique
Cost_critiquing_agent Description: Agent with the ability to critique 
designs from a cost perspective
links to agent: age_Critique_Cost
requires_knowledge:
Cost_critiquing_knowledge
Role: Critique
Design_agent Description: Agent with the ability to propose 
designs.
links to agent: age_Design
requires_knowledge: Proposal knowledge
Role: Propose
Table 11.3: The properties of the stakeholders in the generic organisational model
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11.4.2.2 Knowledge items
Based on my case studies, I have outlined a number of knowledge categories that are of 
importance in the organisation and can affect the feasibility of particular solutions. A 
number of different generic knowledge categories are modelled. These are:
• Designknowledge
• Assemblycritiquingknowledge
• Manufacturecritiquingknowledge
• Materialscritiquingknowledge
• Electronicscritiquingknowledge
• Costcritiquingknowledge
• Environmentalcritiquingknowledge
Each knowledge category has a number of characteristics. As an example, the knowledge 
category assembly critiquing knowledge is outlined in Table 11.4.
name Assembly_critiquing_knowledge
description Knowledge about critiquing from an assembly 
perspective
Role description Critique
Real-life task Assembly life-cycle critiquing
Domain Generic
Task type Critiquing
Functions fnc_Assembly_Critique
Table 11.4: The Assemlycritiquingknowledge knowledge item.
This represents the generic characteristics o f the knowledge pertaining to the life-cycle critiquing from an 
assembly perspective that exists in an organisation. Only the characteristics o f this item that are believed to 
be generic have been instantiated.
For a particular instantiation, the Domain of application of the knowledge will be defined. 
The actual knowledge itself is modelled in the domain layer of the expertise model for the 
instantiation. Typical assembly knowledge includes the need to reduce part counts to 
minimise assembly time.
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11.4.2.3 Computing resources
The computing resources available to an organisation describe either the actual computer 
resources (hardware) or logical computing resources. Based on my case studies, I have 
identified a number of logical computing resources that are likely to be encountered within 
organisations practicing concurrent design. These are outlined in Table 11.5.
name description
CAD Systems All of the organisations in the case studies utilise CAD systems to 
facilitate the concurrent design process
Graphics systems Many of the organisations in the case studies utilise graphics 
packages, especially in the early stages of the design process
Server based networks Many organisations will have an existing IT infrastructure based on 
a central server attached to a network
ERP (Enterprise 
Resource Planning)
Many organisations use ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) 
systems to control and manage the organisations resources. Any 
KBS solution may be required to interface with such a system.
Relational database 
management system
Existing organisational data may be contained in a RDBMS 
(Relational database management system).
Table 11.5: Some generic computing resources that may be found in organisations
that practice concurrent design.
11.4.2.4 Other resources
This models any other resources available to the organisation utilised within the concurrent 
design process. From my case studies, a universally encountered resource utilised during 
the design process is a repository (or case library) of previous designs. These were 
physically manifest in different ways, typically as drawings (either paper or CAD based). 
My case study organisations were found to make extensive use of these resources when 
developing new designs.
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11.4.2.5 Functions
The functions present in the organisation define what tasks are carried out in the 
organisation. As a result, there is a direct mapping between tasks in the task model and 
functions in the organisation model. Based on my case studies, I have defined a number of 
generic functions, which I believe are pertinent to concurrent design.
These are:
• fiic_Negotiate
• fiic_Propose
• fiic_Assembly_Critique
• fiic_Manufacture_Critique
• fiicMaterialsCritique
• fiic_Electronics_Critique
• fiic_Cost_Critique
• fhc_Environmental_Critique
The characteristics of fiic_Assembly_Crtitque are outlined in table 11.6.
Functions: Present
Functions fnc Assem bly Critique: tasR~oblems
fnc_Negotiate 
fnc Propose
fnc_Manufacture_Critique
fnc_Malerials_Critique
fnc_Electronics_Critique
fnc_Environmental_critique
tsk_Critique
Description of fnc Assem bly Critique
The function which critiques designs from an assembly life-cycle perspective
Table 11.6: The function fnc_ AssembIy_Critique that critiques designs from an
assembly perspective.
This table describes how the critiquing function performs a critiquing task from an assembly life-cycle 
perspective.
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11.4.2.6 Processes
Any organisation practicing concurrent design will utilise a large number of different 
processes to achieve their goals. As an example, the company in case study 1 has identified 
5 key processes that facilitate their business goals. These are new product development, 
personnel and IT processes, customer support, order acquisition and order satisfaction. 
From the perspective of concurrent design, the important process is new product 
development. Hence I have identified a generic process, which I term the design_process, 
common to all my case studies, which is the process whereby new designs are generated. 
The design processes carried out in the organisation are accomplished by the different 
functions present.
When discussing processes in an engineering context, a number of different 
manufacturing, assembly etc processes were identified as being generic from my case 
studies. Examples include welding, vacuum forming and manual assembly processes. In 
case study 2, these can be seen as sub-processes of the ‘order satisfaction’ process. From 
the perspective of concurrent design within an organisation, I have not documented all the 
different manufacturing etc processes that occur within the organisation. However, what is 
critically important is that knowledge of these downstream processes are available as input, 
in the form of knowledge, to the design process.
It must also be noted that many processes within an organisation may already have been 
formalised in line with different standards, such as ISO 9000. Hence any knowledge 
engineer attempting to model organisational processes can use these as a reference for the 
way processes occur.
11.4.2.7 Structures
The structures editor defines a graphical layout for the organisational structure relating to 
the given solution. However, for my generic model I wish to model a number of different 
possible organisational structures. Each structure model is characterised by this graphical 
structure and possible problems due to implementations of the given structure.
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Aspects of organisational structure that have recently come to prominence are the 
functional and process-oriented views of organisational structure. From a concurrent 
design viewpoint, a number of organisations have found it beneficial to re-model their 
previously fimctionally-oriented organisational structures into a more process-oriented 
structure. This issue was illustrated by my experiences of case study 2. The organisation 
originally grouped personnel in functionally-oriented departments (design, manufacture, 
assembly etc). However, the organisation now sees ‘design’ as being one of the key 
processes undertaken by the organisation and now group multi-functional teams around 
different design projects. Figure 11.3 outlines the fimctionally-oriented structural view 
while figure 11.4 characterises the process-oriented structural view.
Controlling
function
Design 
project 1
Design 
project 3
Design 
project 2
Figure 11.3: Functionally-oriented organisational structures.
These have personnel and resources grouped around different functional centres or departments. These 
resources are then shared out among different design projects. The problems inherent in this type o f  structure 
are that inter-departmental rivalries can inhibit the success o f  design projects.
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Controlling
aspect
Design 
project 2
Design 
project 1 Design project n
Manufacture 
expertise 1
Assembly 
expertise 1
Design 
expertise 1
Figure 11.4: Project-oriented organisational structures.
Organisations who have successfully implemented the principles o f concurrent design typically group 
resources and personnel around different design projects. In this way, multi-functional expertise is under the 
control o f the project manager o f the design project. This represents a move away from more departmental- 
oriented organisational structures where resources are seconded from different departments to design projects
11.4.2.8 Power authority
The power-authority links dictate what power authority issues (both formal and informal) 
exist between different stakeholders defined in the 'peoples' constituent. The findings from 
my case studies indicated that a number of diverse power relationships can exist within a 
concurrent design context. For example in case study 3 the designer had an informal 
controlling influence over the concurrent design process. However in case study 2, 
formalised authority structures dictated that the controlling was exercised by the project 
manager. In other cases, a more democratic power-authority structure was found to exist.
A power-authority relation can be defined for each stakeholder who has been created in the 
'peoples' constituent with any other stakeholder. Each relation is characterised by the area 
in which the relation holds, the power base that maintains it's existence (such as the 
knowledge item owned by a stakeholder), the direction of influence between the 
stakeholders and indicators that provide evidence for such relationships. While some 
relationships may be formally defined, others may be more informal and harder to 
pinpoint. In any KBS it is important to represent the actual power relationships that exist, 
not those that are nominally in place.
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As a result, for my generic model, the only characteristics that can usefully be defined are 
the power bases that define some relationships. As an example, table 11.7 defines the 
power relationship that would typically hold between an assembly critiquing agent and a 
designer. However, while this is what I would consider a generic example, a particular 
instantiation may have the designer with overall control of the process. For different 
instantiations of the organisational model, these power-authority relationships will be 
critically important and need to be defined.
name pwr_Assembly_designer
area Assembly_critiquing_agent informs and constrains Designer_agent in the 
area of assembly life-cycle perspectives
base Assembly_critiquing_knowledge
direction Assembly_critiquing_agent influences Designer_agent
Table 11.7: The power-authority relationships that exist between an assembly 
critiquing agent and a designer agent.
This stems from the assembly critiquing agent having specialised knowledge o f the assembly life-cycle 
perspective.
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11.5 CommonKADS TASK MODEL
This describes the tasks that are performed in the organisational environment where the 
proposed KBS is to be implemented and can thus be seen as the realisation of some 
function within the organisation (Duursma et al [1994]). The task model should be 
independent of the particular agent which will accomplish the task although one of the task 
descriptors may be a reference to an agent that will perform the task.
Duursma et al [1994] suggest that the task model for the proposed solution need not 
necessarily be instantiated. The main reason for the instantiation is as a means of risk 
analysis to ensure that all possible tasks to be fulfilled by the proposed system are 
identified. For machine based agents, the main features of a task are effectively defined by 
the expertise task model linked to the agent(s) performing the task.
Each task is defined by an input, an output, a goal that the task will achieve, the related 
ingredient, it’s control, it’s features, it’s environmental constraints and it’s required 
capabilities. One interesting attribute of the goal of a task is the degree to which the goal is 
usually achieved. Clearly, a goal may not always be completely achieved.
Initially I considered either design or concurrent design to be suitable levels of granularity 
to describe the tasks in the task model. This can be further split into two stages of concept 
development and detail design. These two tasks are both accomplished using the 
concurrent design task. This task in turn can be further decomposed into propose, critique 
and negotiate tasks.
However, after experimenting with different levels of abstraction for task decomposition, 
propose, critique and negotiate were taken to be suitable levels of granularity to describe 
tasks in the task model. This granularity aspect is expanded on by Duursma et al [1994] -  
“i f  activities are too fine grained, the size o f the task model might be too big for practical 
validation...task analysis is performed in order to find out several things about the 
activities o f people in an organisation. ”
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Depending on the way in which different tasks are split between human and machine based 
agents, the overall task structure and hierarchical task decomposition will exhibit many 
generic characteristics. However, depending on the different life-cycle perspectives 
brought to bear on the concurrent design task, the task model will be instantiated 
differently. For instance, if a key aspect of a proposed implementation is to critique designs 
from a manufacture perspective, the task 4critique manufacture’ would be of importance. 
In addition, while the task goals, inputs and outputs I would consider to be generic in 
nature, the control, features, environmental constraints, required capabilities and degree to 
which a task goal is usually accomplished will depend on the particular implementation 
considerations.
11.5.1 Entities defined in my generic task model
Table 11.8 outlines the entities defined in my generic task model.
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name description
task model context The task model has been developed in the context of 
implementing KBS support for concurrent design within an 
organisation
all tasks
tsk_Propose The task whereby a design solution or partial solution is 
generated
tsk_Control The overall task which controls the flow of the concurrent design 
process and has a controlling influence on any decisions
tsk_Critique_Assembly The task whereby a design solution is critiqued from an 
assembly life-cycle perspective
tsk_Critique_Manufacture The task whereby a design solution is critiqued from a 
manufacture life-cycle perspective
tsk_Critique_Cost The task whereby a design solution is critiqued from a cost life­
cycle perspective
tsk_Critique_Environment The task whereby a design solution is critiqued from an 
environmental life-cycle perspective
tsk_Critique_Materials The task whereby a design solution is critiqued from a materials 
life-cycle perspective
tsk_Critique_Electronics The task whereby a design solution is critiqued from an 
electronics life-cycle perspective
all ingredients The ingredients defined in the task model define the different 
ingredients that act as inputs and outputs to the different tasks. 
These ingredients can conceptually be linked to different 
knowledge roles defined in the expertise model for the different 
tasks. Interestingly, the workbench does not provide any facility 
to provide this link.
ing_Design_specification The specification of the design in terms of functions the design 
solution must achieve together with any constraints on the way in 
which the design may be achieved
ing_Design_solution The design solution as a relationship between a set of objects. 
This is the final deliverable from a given design problem.
ing_Life_cycle_constraint
s
Different life-cycle constraints relating to different perspectives.
ing Conceptual model A conceptual model as a high-level commitment to a solution.
ing_Comnmitment_to_a_
solution
An initial commitment to a design solution.
ing Assessment An assessment offered as part of a design critique.
ing_Degree_of_
acceptance
An indication of the degree of acceptance offered as part of a 
design critique.
ing_Current_design The current state of the design -  I.e. the state the design is in 
now.
ing_Design_rationale A design proposers reasoning as to why the design proposal is 
as it is.
ing Alternative proposal An alternative to a given design proposal.
ing_Distance_measure A qualitative assessment of perceived distance from the ideal 
from a certain life-cycle perspective.
ing_FunctionaLproblems Any perceived functional problems inherent in a given design 
proposal.
ing_Additional_constraint
s
Any additional life-cycle constraints the original generator of a 
design proposal has neglected to consider or did not have
2 4 6
knowledge of.
ing Reasons for critique The reason why a design proposal has been critiqued.
ing_Revised_design_spe 
cifi cation
A revised design specification based on any problems pinpointed 
in the original specification.
ing Revised_design A revised design based on a cycle of propose-critique-negotiate.
ing_Design_proposal A design proposal which advances the current state of the 
design.
ing Life cycle problems Perceived problems from a life-cycle perspective.
all features Task features characterise a task in terms of an abstract 
language. It is my belief that the task name and description are 
sufficient for defining what a task is for and hence 1 have not 
instantiated any generic task features which will act as properties 
to help define a particular task
all capabilities These give a high-level view of the competencies needed for 
task performance.
cap_Design Essentially the capability to design. This will require adequate 
design knowledge, knowledge of the domain the design is 
relevant to and a working knowledge of downstream life-cycle 
perspectives
cap_Critique The capability of critiquing. This requires extensive domain 
knowledge of the relevant life-cycle perspective in order to be 
able to critique an evolving design from the perspective
cap Negotiate The capability of participating in negotiation tasks
all environments This represents any environmental constraints that may 
constrain the performance of a particular task.
env_Working_hours Human agents are typically restricted to work a maximum of 8 
hours a day unless other precedents have been established
env_Time Most tasks will be constrained in some way by the maximum 
amount of time that may be taken for task completion.
Table 11.8: The entities comprising my generic task model. 
11.5.2 Characteristics of each task
Different views on each task can then be explored. It is here that links between the 
individual tasks and other models are defined.
11.5.2.1 Major characteristics
The major characteristics of a task are defined by the goal, the control and the 
decomposition type of the task. By way of example, the major characteristics for assembly 
critiquing (tsk_Critique_Assembly) are outlined in Table 11.9.
2 4 7
major characteristics: tsk_Critique_Assembly
Open other view on this ’task’
Task decomposition) Taskio) Task features) Task performance)
Task assignment) Task environment) Expertise modelling) Task design model) 
task name description
itsk_Critique_Assembly T h | task whereby a design solution is critique 
from an assembly life-cycle perspective
goal
The outlining of any inherent drawbacks in a given design proposal from an assembly life-cycle pe 
spective. The goal may be to maximise the critiquers own position or the optimality of the complete ( 
esign. This will depend on the implementation^
control decomposition type
The task involves interpreting the given propo 
sal to generate a suitable ’view’. The task then j 
assesses the proposal, outlines any problems i —  
and pinpoints any aditional constraints the desjj-^-
Composite. The task decomposes to sub-taski [ 
assess, outline, propose, and pinpoint. The su 
per-task is concurrent design
Table 11.9: The major characteristics for the task tsk_Critique_Assembly.
O f particular interest is the goal o f the task as this dictates how ‘concurrent’ a particular implementation o f  
concurrent design is.
11.5.2.2 Task input - outputs
The inputs and outputs for the task ‘tsk_Critique_Assembly’ are presented in Table 11.10.
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SI task io: tsk_Critique_Assembly [ 2
Open other view on this ’task’
Major characteristics) Task decomposition) Task features) Task performance) 
Task assignment) Task environment) Expertise modelling) Task design model) 
task name description
;tsk_Critique_Assembly The task whereby a  design solution is critiq “ J 
tied  from an assembly life-cycle perspectiv j 
e ;—1
....................................................._______ __________ ________ ____________________________j .— i
output ingredientsinput ingredients
ing_Design_specification ~  
ing_Current_design
ing_Design proposal j—i
ing_Life_cycle_constraints
ing_Assessment
ing_Alternative_solution —  
ing_Distance_measure - y  
ing_Functional_problems 1
input info items of: ? output info items of: ?
__i
: A.
1■;__i
_i
|A
i ▼
...................... I
Table 11.10: The task inputs and outputs for the task tsk_Critique_Assembly.
This table shows the input and output ingredients for the given task.
11.5.2.3 Task performance
Table 11.11 defines performance parameters for the task 6tsk_Critique_Assembly\
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HU task performance: tsk_Critique_Assembly [t]
Open other view on this 'task'
Major characteristics) Task decomposition) Taskio) Task features)
Task assignment) Task environment) Expertise modelling ) Task design model) 
task name description
;tsk_Critique_Assembly The task whereby a design solution is critiqued 
from an assembly life-cycle perspective
’ ▼
I■:__i
performancegoal
The outlining of any inherent drawbacks in a gi ~  
ven design proposal from an assembly life-cyc j- 
le perspective. The goal may be to maximise th •— 
e critiquers own position or the optimality of the 
complete design. This will depend on the impl |
pro condition
The task should outline any deficiencies in a p 
roposed design solution^
; ▼ 
1
A design specification for the design exists and a proposal or partial proposal for the design has be 
en generated^ j
s ▼ 
1
performance time frequency pattern
The time taken by the task should be 'reasonab i ~leV | _
i ▼
____________________ ____
This will depend on the requirements of a parti 
cular implementation
v  ?_
I ▼
________ M
Table 11.11: The performance parameters for the task tsk_Critique_Assembly.
This defines performance parameters for the given task in terms o f time, frequency o f use and any pre­
conditions that are necessary for task application.
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11.5.2.4 Task assignment
The task assignment defines which agents will perform the task and the reasoning 
capabilities required for the task. Table 11.12 details the task assignment for the task 
‘tsk_Critique_assembly ’.
E3 task assignment: tsk_Critique_Assembly [t]
Open other view on this 'task'
Major characteristics) Task decomposition) Taskio) Task features)
Task performance) Task environment) Expertise modelling) Task design model) 
task name description
ltsk_Critique_Assembly The task whereby a design solution is critiqued A 
from an assembly life-cycle perspective
▼
performed by agents
age_Critique_Assembly 
performance capabilities
A
▼
performance cap. descr.: cap_Gritique
The capability for critiquing. This requires exte 
Tisive domain knowledge of the relevant life cy 
cle perspective in ordert o be able to critique a —  
n evolving design from this perspective. -j^
. ........................ ......................,. ......... .... .............:—i1
Table 11.12: The task assignment for the task tsk_Critique_Assemb!y.
The ‘performed by agents’ property indicates which agent in the agent model will perform this task.
11.5.2.5 Expertise modelling
The expertise modelling property assigns a link from the task in the task model to an 
expertise task model in the expertise model. For example, the task tsk_Critique_Assembly 
is linked to the expertise task model ‘critique’. Ingredients and tasks defined in the task 
model should map to knowledge roles and tasks or inferences in the expertise model. The 
expertise model is described in detail in section 11.7.
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11.6 CommonKADS AGENT MODEL
This models all the relevant properties of any agent identified in the task model (Waern 
and Gala [1993]). An agent may be a KBS, a human or a non-KBS computer system. 
Where the agent is to be implemented as a machine based agent, the agent will be linked to 
one instance of the expertise model which describes the agent's problem-solving 
knowledge. For example, in my proposed model templates for concurrent design, an 
assembly-critiquing agent would be linked to an expertise model comprising assembly- 
critiquing problem-solving knowledge. An agent need not be a problem-solving agent (and 
hence linked to an expertise model). A common agent in most KBS is the data retrieval 
agent, which reads and writes data to a database system.
‘Human’ characteristics of the agents such as hearing, smelling etc will be entirely 
dependent on the implementation. In addition, there are generic statutory constraints, e.g. 
human agents are likely to be restricted, except in special circumstances, to a constrained 
working day (e.g. under EEC legislation, to a maximum of a 48-hour week). Human 
agents in any system will also be constrained by how much time they can allocate to design 
critiquing and the times they are available, although these have not been modelled as 
generic aspects. Any constraints on machine based agents will be dictated by a particular 
implementation.
Because each agent is implicitly linked to a task it is to perform, the agents involved in the 
system cannot be established until the task decomposition has been completed. From my 
case studies, I have identified a number of generic agents who participate in the concurrent 
design process. These include design proposal and critiquing agents who participate in the 
design proposal, critiquing and negotiation tasks. In addition, other generic agents are a 
management agent who has a controlling influence and a negotiation agent who can act as 
a mediator or controlling influence on the negotiation process. For any particular 
instantiation, a subset of these ’generic' agents may be instantiated.
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11.6.1 Generic agents
Table 11.13 outlines the different agents I have included in the generic agent model 
template and other properties of the agent model.
name description
agent model context This agent model contains generic features for an agent model 
to support the concurrent design process.
all agents
age_Designer The design proposal agent
age_Negotiate A negotiating agent
age_Customer A customer agent with an interest in the functionality of the 
design solution
age_Critique_Assembly The assembly critiquing agent has the task of critiquing design 
proposals from an assembly perspective and also for taking 
part in any negotiation tasks, where necessary.
age_C ri ti q ue_M an ufact u re The manufacture critiquing agent has the task of critiquing 
design proposals from a manufacture perspective and also for 
taking part in any negotiation tasks, where necessary.
age_Critique_Environment The environmental critiquing agent has the task of critiquing 
design proposals from an environmental perspective and also 
for taking part in any negotiation tasks, where necessary.
age_Critique_Materials The materials critiquing agent has the task of critiquing design 
proposals from a materials perspective and also for taking part 
in any negotiation tasks, where necessary.
age_Critique_Electronics The electronics critiquing agent has the task of critiquing 
design proposals from an electronics perspective and also for 
taking part in any negotiation tasks, where necessary.
age_Critique_Cost The cost critiquing agent has the task of critiquing design 
proposals from a cost perspective and also for taking part in 
any negotiation tasks, where necessary.
age_Management The management agent has a controlling influence on the 
concurrent design process
all reasoning capabilities
cap_Negotiate The capability of negotiating when different proposals are 
presented by different knowledge sources
cap_Propose The capability to propose design solutions or partial solutions
cap_Critique_Assembly The capability to critique from an assembly life-cycle 
perspective.
cap_Critique_Manufacture The capability to critique from a manufacture life-cycle 
perspective.
cap_Critique_Environment The capability to critique from an environmental life-cycle 
perspective.
cap_Critique_Materials The capability to critique from a materials life-cycle 
perspective.
cap_Critique_Electronics The capability to critique from an electronics life-cycle 
perspective.
cap_Critique_Cost The capability to critique from a cost life-cycle perspective.
cap_Manage The capability to manage design projects.
all other capabilities Different agents may also have other capabilities
all constraints Different agents may be subject to different generic constraints
2 5 3
con_Max_working_day Human agents are typically restricted to a maximum working 
day of 8 hours, except in special circumstances
con_M ax_working_week Human agents are typically restricted to a maximum working 
week of 48 hours, except in special circumstances
Table 11.13: The generic agents defined in my generic agent model for concurrent
design.
11.6.2 Characteristics of an agent
Different views on each agent are used to show how different agents are linked to other 
models in the set of generic model templates. I will use the assembly critiquing agent and 
the different views to illustrate how this agent is linked to these other models.
11.6.2.1 Major characteristics
The major characteristics for each agent define the role of the agent together with the 
organisational position of the agent. As an example, the major characteristics of the agent 
age_Critique_assembly are detailed in table 11.14.
£3 major characteristics: age_Critique_Assembly 0 ]
Open other view on this ’agent’
Agent task) Agent capabilities) Agent design model) Agent in organisation) 
agent name description
|age_Critique_Assembly | The assembly critiquing agent has the task of crit 
Yquing design proposals from an assembly persp 
ective and also for taking part in any negotiation — 
tasks, where necessary.
.... ...... ...................... ..... .....1__i
organisational positiontype role
<$• A
▼T
^ritiquing ~
▼1........... . . .. ..... . ....  ........... i
Critique, : ~ 1 A : *
I ▼I
Table 11.14: The major characteristics of the agent age_Critique_assembly.
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11.6.2.2 Agent ingredient, task and communication transactions
The different ingredients supplied and received by the agent are linked to ingredients 
already defined in the task model and the tasks the agent performs are linked to tasks 
already defined in the task model. The different capabilities required by the agent are 
linked to the capabilities already defined in the agent model or if required, additional 
capabilities can be defined for the agent. These are illustrated in Table 11.15.
agent name description
age_Critique_Assembly The assembly critiquing agent has the task of critiquing design 
proposals from an assembly perspective and also for taking 
part in any negotiation tasks where necessary.
supplies ingredients 1 ng_Life_Cycle_constrai nts 
lng_Assessment 
1 ng_Alternative_Proposal 
1 ng_Distance_Measure 
lng_Functional_Problems
receives ingredients lng_Design_Specification
lng_Current_Design
lng_Design_Proposal
has initiative in 
transactions
trans_Critique
trans_Negotiate_Unilateral
trans_Negotiate_Appease
participates in 
transactions
trans_Critique
trans_Negotiate_Unilateral
trans_Negotiate_Appease
performs tasks tsk_Negotiate
tsk_Critique_assembly
Table 11.15: The links to the information items links to the communication model 
and links to the task model for the agent age Critique assembly.
11.6.2.3 Agent capabilities
The different capabilities required by the agent are linked to the capabilities already 
defined in the agent model or if required, additional capabilities can be defined for the 
agent. As an example, the assembly-critiquing agent has assembly critiquing capabilities.
2 5 5
11.6.2.4 Agent in organisation
The agent is linked to a stakeholder and / or a computational resource defined in the 
organisational model. As an example, the age_Critique_Assembly agent is linked to the 
assembly_critiquing_agent stakeholder, previously defined in the organisation model.
11.6.2.5 Agent autonomy and importance
I consider the different agents to be working together (though not always cooperatively) to 
complete the overall concurrent design task. In my work I have also focussed on the 
relative autonomy of agents in concurrent design support systems (see Barker et al [1999], 
Barker et al [2000]) and also at how this autonomy may be altered. To an extent, this may 
also be defined in the task definition for the task that the relevant agent performs. I have 
also noted in my case studies how the relative importance of each agent can affect the 
overall design process. Hence I propose additional properties of each agent would be the 
degree of autonomy of the agent and the relative importance of each agent. These 
properties need to be determined at development time.
In addition, another issue that became clear from the case studies was the temporal 
variation in the weighting given to these levels of agent importance in the case studies. 
Issues such as manufacture assumed a greater importance as the design process progressed 
in a number of the case studies. In a system where such issues are important, this dynamic, 
temporal weighting of constraints would need to be incorporated. That is, the ‘importance’ 
of the agents needs to be adjustable on a time-basis.
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11.7 CommonKADS EXPERTISE MODEL
This is the model that has been the main focus of the research up until this point. This 
describes the knowledge of a particular ‘agent’ relative to a particular task and its use 
specific structure see Breuker and Van de Welde [1994]). Hence a particular expertise 
model is associated with an instance of an agent model. Expertise knowledge is split into 
application and strategic knowledge. Both types of knowledge are further split into three 
discrete levels. These are the task, inference and domain layers. My research has 
concentrated on the development of the task models in the application knowledge layer. 
The expertise model has been discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
The elements comprising my expertise model have been described extensively in chapters 
8, 9 and 10. The main expertise task models developed have been for the propose, critique 
and negotiation tasks within concurrent design. The models for design proposal and 
negotiation have been outlined and documented in Chapter 10 hence I do not show the 
workbench instantiations of these models as generic templates again in this chapter. 
However, for the critiquing task, I have now identified an additional knowledge role which 
plays an important part in the critiquing process. This is essentially the ‘goal of the task’. 
Where the optimality of the complete design is the goal of the task, the design specification 
can be assumed to suffice. However, where the agent is effectively ‘self interested’, the 
task goal for the associated agent must be signalled to the expertise modelling process as 
an additional knowledge role, as illustrated in Figure 11.5. This outlines the workbench 
instantiation of the task decomposition for the critiquing task, previously presented in 
figure 10.9.
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TSSKKNOW LEDGE EDITOR : D esign
T o o l / )  Browsers / )  Utilities / )  Guidance / )
critique decomposition
Current_design Design_proposai
interpret Life_cycle_constraints Task_goal
Design_specification□
outlinegauge a s s e s s pinpoint
Functlonal_problemsDistance_measure A ssessm en t Alternative solution Additional_life_cycle_constraints
Figure 11.5: The task decomposition for the generic critiquing task
This shows the sub-tasks and knowledge roles that are utilised to derive a design critique from a given design 
proposal. Similar decompositions exist on the workbench for models previously presented in Figures 10.7 to 
10. 11.
Figure 11.6 outlines the overall task hierarchy I have constructed for concurrent design 
while Figure 11.7 shows the task decompositions for the propose, critique and negotiation 
tasks.
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TASK KNOWLEDGE EDITOR: Design
1 T o o l / )  Browsers / )  Utilities / )  G uidance / )
Task Hierarchy
transfer_proposal
transfer_critique
transfer_negotiate
negotiate_unilateral
negotiate_appease
negotiate_add_detail
negotiate_abandon_goal
critique
ck task
design concurrent_design
propose_case_based
negotiate
propose
Figure 11.6: The task hierarchy for concurrent design and associated tasks.
The negotiate and transfer tasks shown in this figure represent different types o f  negotiation and expertise­
intensive transfer tasks, linked to the CommonKADS communication model respectively. These are 
described more fully in the text.
An assumption of the CommonKADS model set is that an expertise task model will be 
directly linked to one agent. Hence, a critiquing agent would have an expertise task model 
for critiquing and a design agent would have a model for proposing designs. However, for 
the negotiation task, this is less clear cut. It is believed that different agents will be
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involved in the negotiation process. However, the task distribution amongst the agents is 
not clear cut and will not be until the negotiation process in a concurrent design context is 
more clearly understood. Hence, for the purposes of my generic expertise task model, I 
have departed from the CommonKADS norm and incorporated the propose, critique and 
negotiate tasks within the same expertise task model, which I have called concurrent 
design. In any implementation, these expertise task models are likely to be split across 
different expertise models, which reference particular agents.
T ask Hierarchy
interpret
outline
a s s e s s
critique
pinpoint
gauge
design concurrent_design
pruposeZ
negotiate resolve
generate
reflect
ck task
p resent
Figure 11.7: The generic task decompositions for the propose, critique and negotiate 
tasks.
My developed expertise task models have been derived from case studies of designers 
operating concurrently hence I have a reasonable belief that the models are generic for the 
process of concurrent design. As a result, the expertise task models outlined in Chapter 10 
are assumed to be generic for the possible different agents comprising a proposed
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implementation. Based on my case studies, I believe my generic model for critiquing, 
outlined in figure 11.5 is sufficiently generic across a range of different agents and 
domains.
However, the task decompositions, for the propose and negotiate tasks in particular, will be 
dependent on the problem-solving methods applied to the tasks and are therefore 
implementation dependent. This is defined in CommonKADS by the domain specific, 
strategic knowledge of design. I.e. what problem-solving methods should be applied to 
define different task structures. In my generic expertise task models for propose and 
negotiation, I have outlined general, high-level models for both these tasks. Because of the 
way the CommonKADS workbench is currently structured, it is not possible to present 
different task decompositions for the same task within a single project. However, I believe 
it is important to present such possible decompositions as generic models. The possible 
decompositions for the propose task have been well documented by Bemaras and Van de 
Welde [1994], so I have not attempted to duplicate their work in my generic models. 
However, possible task decompositions for the negotiate task have not been documented. 
The distinctive modes of negotiation that I encountered in my case studies I defined as 
'unilateral decision' and 'appeasement'. Task models for the two modes have already been 
presented in figures 10.9 and 10.10. These modes have been modelled as separate tasks 
from the main design task in my generic workbench models. The negotiation mode 
‘majority decision’ I have neglected to model as this essentially involves counting votes.
Other researchers, in particular Klein and Lu [1989], Harrington et al [1995] and Werkman 
[1991] have documented different models for negotiation, albeit not in the syntax of 
CommonKADS. Klein and Lu and Harrington et al distinguish between computational 
methods of negotiation and human methods. Because I have attempted to model 'human' 
problem-solving processes within my models, the computational methods they describe I 
do not consider as being suitable for modelling as generic negotiation models for human 
negotiation. However, such methods may be useful for computational implementations of 
any human-based negotiation strategy.
Two of the high-level 'human' negotiation strategies detailed by Klein and Lu (alternate
and compromise) I would consider to be similar to my model for appeasement. In addition,
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the 'unilateral decision' strategy I have described corresponds closely to the 'arbitrator 
determines the final solution' strategy described by Werkman.
However, the other two negotiation strategies detailed by Klein and Lu, 'abandon goal' (cf. 
Werkman -  ‘concede issue’) and 'add detailing' do not correspond to any of the strategies I 
found in my case studies. Hence, I have included task decompositions for these modes of 
design within my generic models. The form of these is outlined in figures 11.8 and 11.9.
TASK KNOWLEDGE E D IT O R : D e s i g n
' lo o !  / j Browsers / )  Utilities / )  Guidance / )
negotiate_add_detail
Design_specification Goals_of_agentsck task Design_critique
Current_designnegotiate_add_deta!l
Detailed_design
Figure 11.8: Conflict avoidance by adding detail.
By adding detail to a design, the research o f Klein and Lu [1989] suggests that conflicts between agents can 
be resolved.
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TASK KNOWLEDGE E D I T O R : D e s i g n
1 T o o l / )  Browsers / )  Utilities / )  Guidance / )
negotiate_abandon_goal
Goals_of_agentsck task Design_specificationDesign_critique
negotiate_abandon_goal
Revised design specification!
Figure 11.9: Conflict avoidance by abandoning a goal.
By abandoning a particular goal o f a design specification, Klein and Lu [1989] suggest that conflicting 
critiques from agents can be resolved.
It is also worth noting that a particular negotiation session may make use of a number of 
these different strategies in a dynamic way. For example, some form of appeasement may 
be used to bring two conflicting agents closer to agreement before a unilateral decision 
from a controlling influence dictates which path to take. Hence my expertise task models 
for negotiation are best seen as discrete strategies that may be utilised at different times 
within the concurrent design process.
As well as the tasks required for actual problem-solving, there are a number of knowledge-
intensive transfer tasks, which are required where certain items cross agent boundaries (for
example design proposals). The transfer tasks transfer_proposal, transfer critique and
transfer negotiate have been incorporated in my generic expertise model in order to
illustrate how transfer tasks such as presenting proposals to critiquing agents is a
knowledge intensive task in itself. Case study 3 gave a number of examples of how the
designer would attempt to win round different critiquing agents with various strategies.
Clearly, this is a knowledge intensive task in itself, although I have not attempted to model
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in detail the structure of such knowledge in a task type format. It is felt that such 
communication abilities are of more relevance to human based systems. Communications 
between machine based agents will be defined by certain protocols and 'humanesque' 
communication strategies will not be required, although they should clearly inform any 
machine based methods used.
11.7.1 The Conceptual modelling language (CML)
CML is a highly structured, semi-formal notation for representing the contents of a 
CommonKADS expertise model in a pseudo-code format. The CML notation allows the 
complete expertise model, consisting of domain, inference and task knowledge to be 
represented. For more details of CML, see Schreiber et al [1994b].
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11.8 CommonKADS COMMUNICATION MODEL
This describes how different communication tasks occur between the different agents 
comprising the KBS (Waern et al [1993]). Effectively this governs all events where 
communication transactions cross agent boundaries. The communication model specifies 
protocols for how different communication events should occur, in particular where the 
initiative for the communication will come from.
In the Expertise model, each interaction with the environment is represented as a transfer 
task. Every transfer task must be represented as a transaction within the communication 
model. The communication model provides the concepts and mechanisms for a 
communication based on the competence of the communicating agents. The main 
components of the communication model are described in table 11.16.
Transaction A collection of ingredients exchanged between agents.
Information item The specification in an admissible vocabulary and syntax of the 
ingredients
Capabilities The skills and knowledge required for the agent to participate in the 
transaction.
Transaction plan This deals with sequencing issues and is part of a larger plan of how 
to arrange an effective information exchange between two agents.
Initiative Any transaction must be initiated by a particular agent.
Table 11.16: The entities comprising the CommonKADS communication model.
This illustrates the characteristics of the main components comprising the Communication model.
There are clear relationships between other models and the communication model. In 
particular, the expertise and agent models may impose constraints on the communication 
model while the task model defines the ingredients that are exchanged between agents. 
Hence the landmark state 'ingredients described' in the task model must be complete before 
the state 'information items specified' can be reached in the communication model.
The main ingredients exchanged between agents are design proposals and corresponding 
critiques and any communications generated by negotiation tasks. As such, in the generic 
template I have modelled transactions for design proposals and critiquing (in terms of the
ingredients of a proposal and a critiquing communication). In addition, I have outlined a
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skeletal model for negotiation transactions, although the features of this transaction are 
more instantiation dependent than for the communications implied by design proposal and 
critiquing. From my case studies, I have defined two different types of negotiation, 
appeasement and unilateral decision. Hence I define transaction plans for both these 
approaches.
Many of the features of the communication model are felt to be generic, with the exception 
of the nature of discourses and the initiators of transactions. In addition, there is extensive 
knowledge required on the part of the design proposer (the designer) to be able to represent 
the proposal in a form that is meaningful to the critiquing agents. There is also a 
requirement for the critiquing agents to be able to form a meaningful view of the given 
proposal. Whether these represent transfer or problem-solving knowledge is debatable. I 
have effectively included them in the expertise task models for propose and critique 
respectively. However, there is also communication specific knowledge relevant to the 
communication tasks, necessary for the propose, critique and negotiate tasks. These are 
discussed in an earlier section (11.4.4) where I describe the expertise model.
11.8.1 Entities in the generic communication model
The entities comprising my generic communication model are outlined in table 11.17.
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n a m e d e s c r i p t i o n
context Describes the communications implied by design proposal,
critiquing and negotiation.
all transactions
trans_Proposal The transaction whereby design proposals are made available 
to critiquing agents
trans_Critique The transaction whereby critiques are made available to 
designers or other critiquing agents
trans_Negotiate_Unilateral The transaction implied by a unilateral negotiation approach
trans_Negotiate_appease The transaction implied by an appeasement form of negotiation
all discourses
disc_Propose The transaction whereby design proposals are made available 
to critiquing agents
disc_Proposal_rationale The discourse whereby a designer explains the rationale behind 
a design proposal to critiquing agents
d i sc_Di stance_m easu re The discourse whereby a distance measure is explained to a 
design proposer by a design critiquer.
disc_Functional_problems The discourse whereby functional problems in a design from a 
given life-cycle perspective are explained to a design proposer 
by a design critiquer.
disc_Assessment The discourse whereby an assessment from a given life-cycle 
perspective are explained to a design proposer by a design 
critiquer.
disc_Alternative_proposal The discourse whereby an alternative proposal from a given life­
cycle perspective are explained to a design proposer by a 
design critiquer.
disc_Additional_constraint
s
The discourse whereby any additional constraints from a given 
life-cycle perspective are explained to a design proposer by a 
design critiquer.
all info items
i ng_Desi g n_s pecif i cati on The design specification in terms of functions the design must 
achieve together with any constraints on the way in which the 
design may be achieved
ing_Design_proposal A proposal which advances the state of the current design at a 
certain level of granularity
all capabilities
cap_Form_view A communication relevant capability is that the different agents 
must be able to form a meaningful view of design proposals and 
corresponding ingredients
cap_Time_to_present The capability of knowing when to present a design proposal to 
critiquing agents. Too often and the design time will be 
excessive, too late and the design may have advanced too far.
Table 11.17: Entities of my generic communication model for concurrent design.
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11.8.2 Transactions
Each transaction entity is characterised by different properties. The ‘transaction’ entity for 
trans Proposal is outlined in Table 11.18.
name description
trans_Proposal The transaction whereby design proposals are made available to 
critiquing agents.
Major characteristics
Communication_type Sensitive
Extra ingredients None
Transaction structure Undefined
realising discourses disc_Propose, disc_Propose_rationale
part of plans plan_Proposal
has ingredients ing_Design_solution
Transaction agents This outlines the participating agents in the transaction and links 
to the agent model are defined.
initiating_agents participating_agents
age Designer age_Designer
age_Critique_Assembly
age_Critique_Manufacture
age_Critique_Environment
age_Critique_Materials
age_Critique_Electronics
age_Critique_Cost
Expertise and design  
modelling
Undefined
describes transfer 
tasks
transfer_proposal
implemented by 
subsystem s
Undefined
Table 11.18: The transaction 'Trans proposal’.
This is defined by a number of different properties and links to other models.
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11.8.3 Transaction plans
The transaction plan defines the ordering of different transactions. The plan_Proposal, 
detailed in Table 11.19, defines how the trans_Proposal transaction is accomplished.
trans plan name description
ipian_Proposal I The plan whereby the proposal transac 
lion is accomplished
transaction preferencesinitiating requirements
A design solution or partial solutiuon h i~  
^ s  been generated
i ▼
i
controlled transactions
trans_Proposal
Table 11.19: The fpIan_Proposal' transaction plan.
11.8.4 Discourses
The discourse entity disc_Propose outlines in more detail how part of the trans Proposal 
transaction occurs.
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discourse: disc_Propose El
discourse name
idisc_Propose
in transactions
trans_Proposal
description
The discourse whereby a design 
er presents a design proposal to 
critiquing agents
has info items
inf_Design_proposa!
Table 11.20: The ’discJPropose* discourse entity.
11.8.5 Information items
The information item inf_Design_proposal is characterised in Table 11.21.
information item: inf_Design_proposal [ t
info item name description
iinf_Design_proposal A proposal which advances the sta 
Ye of the current design at a certain j 
level of granularity. —1
mediasyntax
A  representation of the given desig s~ 
n proposal. The exact nature of this 
will be dependent on the implemen j— 
tation. —
contained in discourses
The media used to represent the d 
asign proposal will be dependent o 
n the implementation. Possible medi h -  
a could include a CAD file, a detail 
ed drawing or a sketch or even a v |
describes ingredients
disc_Propose ~ j ing_Design_proposal “ j
Table 11.21: The 'inf_Design_proposalf information item.
11.8.6 Capabilities
The capability cap_Time_tojpresent is characterised in Table 11.22.
0  capability: cap_Time_to_present [t]
capability name description
jcap_Time_to_present The capability of knowing when to pr j *  
esent a design proposal to critiquing !_  
agents. Too often and the design tim i j j1
initiator knowledgeinitiator skill
A.
▼I
participant skill
The knowledge of what issues are cr ; *
Ttical in the design from different life
cycle perspectives. [▼]■
rartidpant knowledge
: A
*
. i
is capability of transactions
The knowledge to recognise that the
^design proposal is at a suitable stag i_
e for critiquing. 51
trans_Proposal |A
Table 11.22: The *cap_Time_to_presentf capability.
The initiatives for the different transactions will depend on the agents comprising a 
particular implementation. For example, the trans Proposal transaction could conceivably 
be initiated either by the designer or a critiquing agent who wanted to see what the 
designer is doing. In addition, a number of different agents can participate in a transaction 
based on the implementation. The knowledge required to participate in the transaction is 
defined by the transfer task transfer_proposal in the generic expertise model.
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11.9 CommonKADS DESIGN MODEL
Because the CommonKADS design model is essentially the link between the model 
templates and a potential implementation, this model is dependent on a number of other 
models being developed and is by far the most implementation dependent of the model set. 
Hence the development of the design model will by necessity be done towards the end of 
the complete CommonKADS model set development. The design model operationalises 
the entities of other models developed and is decomposed into the application model, 
architectural and platform design models (Van de Welde et al [1994]).
11.9.1 Architectural and platform design
The architectural model effectively defines the computational architecture of any solution. 
As an example, a possible implementational architecture would be some form of rule- 
based system. The platform design model defines issues such as the programming 
language that will be used to implement the given computational architecture and what 
hardware platform will be used.
As such, these two aspects of the design model are very implementation dependent and I 
have not defined any generic aspects for these models. As with other models, where I have 
defined the generic models in terms of a super-set of components from which possible 
instantiations may be developed, it would be possible to define all possible programming 
languages and hardware platforms. However, I did not think this would help to inform 
potential developers of KBS. For the implementation scenarios (see Chapter 12) I have 
discussed how the architectural and platform models are instantiated for the scenarios.
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11.9.2 Application design
Although I have not attempted to define generic architectural and platform models, I have 
developed application models which operationalise the expertise task models I have 
defined. Table 11.23 summarises aspects of my generic design model
name description
design_model The planned implementational model for the generic 
CommonKADS model set for concurrent design
all applications
app_Task_decomposition The level of application design has each task which is defined 
as an expertise task model as being a distinct sub-system at 
the computational level at which the implementation will be 
operationalised.
all architectures
Undefined
all platforms
Undefined
Table 11.23: The generic high-level design model.
This is decomposed into application, architecture and platform design. As outlined in the text, I have only 
considered those application design aspects which operationalise tasks defined in the expertise task model.
11.9.2.1 Application specification
The application specification for the application 'appTaskdecomposition' defines the 
sub-systems which will operationalise this application aspect. The elements of this 
application are defined in Table 11.24.
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IF application specification: app_Task_decom position E l
application  desig n  d escrip tion : app  T a sk  decom position
This level of application design has each task which is modelled In the expertise model as being a distinct A 
^ub-system  within the design model. The sub-system  effectively defines the implementationof the task at the _  
level at which the computatyional implementation will occur. _▼
I
application  a rc h ite c tu re : app  T a s k  decom position
J h e  application architecture should be such that different sub-system s are independent of each other. If eac  
Ti sub-system  Is implemented as a  KBS, this leaves theexecution of each sub-system  in the control of a hu 
man agent
s id i-  s y s te m s desc rip tio n  o f  s u b - s y s te m :  su b  Critique
s u b _ C rit iq u e
sub_Propose_Case_based
sub_Transfer_Propose
■ "The sub-system  which implements the functionalit 
y  of the expertise task tsk_Critique
Table 11.24: The application architecture of the design model.
This defines the sub-systems that will operationalise aspects o f different models.
The sub system conceptual entity operationalises or implements the expertise task model. 
Each sub-system has a number of properties which are defined in three different views - 
major characteristics, detailed design and decomposition.
11.9.2.2 Properties of sub-system ,sub_Propose_case_based’
The properties of the sub-system 'sub_Propose_case_based' are detailed in Table 11.25.
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name description
Major characteristics
type KBS
functionality The sub-system module uses a case-based reasoning 
mechanism to generate a design solution or partial solution 
from an input design specification and a library of previous 
design cases or solutions.
implements_task tsk_Propose
Decomposition Each entity defined will fulfil the partial functionality of the 
complete sub-system.
has decomposition into 
the following
ent_Select_previous_design This code module will select a suitable case from a library of 
previous design solutions
ent_Split_up_previous_desig
n
This code module will split up the previous case into sub­
components
ent_Generate_new_design_
solution
This code module will generate a design solution for each 
sub-component.
ent_Combine_sub_solutions This code module will combine the solutions for each sub­
component into a complete solution
Detailed design
program description The program will generate design solutions or partial solutions 
based on an input design specification and a library of 
previous design cases
realised within 
architecture design
*none*
instantiates interface 
media
Undefined
calls computational 
methods
Undefined
calls interface activities Undefined
Table 11.25: The major characteristics, decomposition and detailed design of the
’sub Propose case based’ sub-system.
Each entity defined in the sub-system decomposition can be linked to the entity in the 
expertise model, which this sub-system entity operationalises. As an example, the entity 
'ent_Select_previous_design' links to the expertise model sub-task select case. The
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detailed design is where elements of the application design are linked to the architectural 
design ('call computational methods' etc). As I have not defined any generic elements of 
the architectural design, I have not made these links in my generic design model.
11.10 Chapter Summaiy
In this chapter I have described the different model templates comprising the full 
CommonKADS model set. In addition, I have outlined how a number of software tools can 
be used to support the further development and refinement of these model templates. In 
particular, the CommonKADS workbench has been developed in order to aid knowledge 
engineers and teams in the development of knowledge-based systems, using the 
CommonKADS methodology.
This chapter then describes, with examples, how the different model templates comprising 
the CommonKADS model set have been refined and extended as generic model templates 
to aid in the development of computer tools to support the concurrent design process, using 
the CommonKADS workbench. The elements of the different models I have taken to be 
generic are based on my findings from different case studies, outlined in earlier chapters. 
As such, my generic model templates offer a super-set of entities from which different 
possible scenarios may be instantiated. It must also be emphasised that my generic models 
have been developed from my experiences with different case studies of organisations 
practicing concurrent design. As a result, I do not presume that my templates are in any 
way definitive in terms of offering support for the concurrent design process. Rather, I 
present them as generic models to be developed, extended and refined by system 
developers.
The extensive process of developing the models on the workbench ensures the generic
templates I have developed adhere to the formalisms of the CommonKADS methodology
while also showing the interactions and dependencies between different models. Some of
the models comprising the CommonKADS model set have been instantiated more fully
than others. In particular, the expertise task models have been developed in some detail, as
these are the main focus of my research. The design model has been less fully instantiated.
A characteristic of the CommonKADS model set is that different models show significant
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interaction and overlap. In particular, the expertise and task models have many aspects in 
common.
The expertise task models are clearly based on the generic characteristics of the given case 
studies. In practice, expertise models at a greater level of detail (the inference and domain 
layers) in a KBS will be developed in an iterative manner. The initial models will be used 
to compare the output from a KBS with the human expert or experts the system’s expertise 
is based on. See Duursma et al [1994] for how this might occur.
The level of abstraction of my model templates is critical in defining how useful they can 
be to support knowledge-based systems in these ways. If my generic model templates are 
too abstract, they are limited in the real support they can provide. In contrast, if the models 
are too tightly linked with a particular implementation scenario, the level of detail of the 
model templates is too highly specified and their scope of application is limited.
Hence, the next chapter looks at how my developed generic model templates for 
concurrent design have been instantiated using two different implementation scenarios.
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12 Instantiating my generic model templates
12.1 Introduction
The previous chapter described how I have developed a number of generic model 
templates for the different models comprising the complete CommonKADS model set, in 
order to facilitate knowledge-based support for the concurrent design process.
In order to support potential developers of KBS, my model templates must be at a suitable 
level of abstraction. If the models are too abstract, they will be limited in the useful support 
they can provide. However, if they are too detailed, the scope of application of the model 
templates will be limited by the level of detail.
Hence in this chapter, I reflect on the experience of instantiating my model templates with 
different implementation scenarios and the insights this gave me into the level of 
abstraction required for the templates with a view to evaluating the chosen level of 
abstraction. The technique of re-engineering previously documented systems has been used 
consistently throughout the evolution of the KADS and CommonKADS methodologies. 
Essentially the case studies are benchmark systems, which can be used to validate 
refinements in the methodology. A well-documented example where this technique has 
been used is described in Kingston [1993].
I begin by discussing the two different implementation scenarios I used to refine my model 
templates. I then go on to describe how my generic templates were instantiated for the 
scenarios, the particular details of the instantiations and necessary refinements and 
modifications to the generic templates. I finish by discussing the implications of 
instantiating these scenarios and also outline some limitations I believe currently exist in 
the CommonKADS methodology and the level of support it can currently provide for the 
concurrent design process.
The workbench assumes that a particular system’s development is contained in a project. 
As an aid to model development, the workbench allows my generic templates for the task,
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communication, agent and design models to be imported from other projects and then 
adapted to fit the desired scenario. For the two scenarios, this involved importing the 
generic template and deleting any entities that were not required for the particular scenario. 
The remaining entities were then instantiated to suit the particular scenario. This made 
instantiation of the models for the scenarios a much quicker and more efficient process 
than would have been the case if I were developing the different models from nothing.
12.2 Two different implementation scenarios
I wished to instantiate my model templates with what I would consider to be typical, or at 
least representative aspects of applications where the model templates would be of use to a 
knowledge engineer, attempting to implement knowledge-based support for the concurrent 
design process. Hence I have instantiated two contrasting scenarios, with differing 
requirements, in order to evaluate and validate my generic model templates. In my 
descriptions of these scenarios, I have concentrated on areas where my instantiations o f the 
model templates either expand on, or differ from, the generic templates.
12.2.1 Scenario 1
Scenario 1 is based on a situation that was encountered through work done with a company
as part of case study 3. The company currently employs a designer (Peter) who produces
designs, using a 3D CAD system, for electric vehicles. He is assisted in this by two other
people, one a manufacturing and assembly expert (Jeremy) and the other an electrical and
electronics expert. Both these experts assist the designer by critiquing his designs
whenever asked. These three personnel are all under the management of Paul, the
production controller. However, the electronics expert is due to leave the company and so
the company will no longer have access to his expertise. The proposed scenario is to have a
knowledge-based system as an extension of the CAD system, encapsulating his relevant
electronics expertise as it relates to the design of electric vehicles. This would then be used
to critique evolving designs from an electronic engineering perspective at the designer’s
request. I envisage a negotiation strategy of appeasement, in that unfavourable critiques
from the critiquing agents will result in a revised design proposal from the designer
followed by revised critiques and alternative proposals from critiquing agents. However, a
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clear problem with this form of negotiation is that concensus may never be reached or may 
be approached very slowly. Hence, as a pragmatic modification of this approach, I propose 
that the human production director, Paul, can intervene as an arbitrator to unilaterally 
determine any negotiation that may occur. This approach also has implications for the 
agents’ autonomy and the goals for tasks, as outlined when I discuss these models.
12.2.2 Scenario 2
Scenario 2 is based on an existing system called I3D, described in detail by Victor et al 
[1993]. The system uses discrete, intelligent expert systems to aid in the design of powder 
ceramic components. Findings from this research have influenced later work on Single 
Function Agents (Brown et al [1995]). The system interacts with a designer sitting at a 
workstation in a similar way to that envisaged for scenario 1. As the designer makes design 
decisions, the system provides feedback about the system from several different points of 
view. It is interesting to note the ‘roles’ that the different experts systems comprising the 
complete I3D system play. These are:
• Advisor: Suggests a portion of the design.
• Critic: Comments on possible problems with a given design.
• Planner: Can provide information on processing sequences.
• Selector: Picks items from a list such as material or process.
• Estimator: Estimates derived values, such as cost.
As such, these combined roles can be seen as analogous to the more encompassing 
critiquing role I have developed up to now in this thesis. The ‘aspects’ or ‘perspectives’ the 
expert systems can comment on are material, manufacturing process, inspection, cost and 
reliability. These roles complement and expand on the perspectives I have described as 
being generic from my case studies in Chapter 11.
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12.3 Instantiating Scenario 1
I will now describe how the generic model templates have been instantiated for the 
scenario 1. This models critiquing knowledge (as a design critic on Peter the designer’s 
workstation) of the electronics life-cycle perspective.
12.3.1 Organisation model for scenario 1
The problems and opportunities, together with the organisational context of scenario 1 are 
outlined in table 12.1. The principal opportunity that can be instantiated from my generic 
template is the fact that expertise is to be lost to the organisation. The development of a 
computer-based critic is an opportunity to alleviate this problem.
name description
Opportunities
Loss_of_expertise The loss of electronics expertise to the organisation can be 
alleviated by the opportunity of developing a knowledge- 
based system, in the form of a design critic.
Organisational context
Risks of changing dynamics The development of a computer-based design critic will have 
an affect on the existing dynamics of the design process 
within the organisatiion.
Table 12.1: Problems, opportunities and the organisational context of the 
organisation model for scenario 1.
12.3.1.1 Variant constituents for Scenario 1
The different constituents comprising the proposed solution are now discussed.
12.3.1.2 People
I have outlined three distinct human stakeholders who play a part in the proposed scenario. 
The role and links to the agent models for the stakeholders are outlined in Table 12.2. It 
must be noted that each stakeholder may play the part of more than one agent, as illustrated
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by the assembly and manufacture critiquing agent who plays the part of a critiquing agent 
from a number of life-cycle perspectives and also that of a negotiating agent.
name Paul
description Controlling agent -  production director
links to agent age_Control
requires_knowledge Control_knowledge, negotiate_knowledge
role Control
name Peter
description Agent with the ability to propose designs
links to agent age_Propose
requires_knowledge Propose_knowledge, negotiate_knowledge
role Propose, Negotiate
name Jeremy
description Agent with the ability to critique designs from 
an assembly and manufacture perspective
links to agent age_Critique_Assembly,
age_Critique_manufacture
requires_knowledge Assembly_critiquing_knowledge,
Manufacture_critiquing_knowledge,
negotiate_knowledge
role Critique
Table 12.2: The properties of the different stakeholders in the instantiation of
scenario 1.
12.3.1.3 Structures
In terms of structure, organisation 1 attempts to group resources around design projects 
rather than have distinct functionally-oriented departments. As a result, the organisational 
structure is derived from my generic template for a project-oriented organisational 
structure, as illustrated in figure 12.1.
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Paul (production 
director)
Design 
project 2
Design 
project 1 Design  project n
KBS
(electronics
expertise)
Jeremy
(manufacture
expertise)
Jeremy
(assem bly
expertise)
Peter (design 
expertise)
Figure 12.1: The organisational structure of organisation 1.
This shows the proposed KBS solution with personnel and resources grouped around different design 
projects.
12.3.1.4 Additional constituents of the organisation model
The additional constituents of the organisation model for scenario 1 are outlined in table 
12.3.
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Knowledge items
The knowledge item to be computationally modelled is electronics_critiquing_knowledge.
Computing resources
The computing resources on which the system is to be implemented features the server- 
based network currently in place in the organisation and specifically, the CAD workstation on
which the designer generates designs._______________________________________________
Electronics_critiquing_agent. This is the machine-based agent implemented on the 
workstation.
Functions
The functions present in the organisation are fnc_Negotiate, fnc_Propose, 
fnc_Assembly_Critique, fnc_Manufacture_Critique, fnc_Electronics_critique and fnc_Control.
Processes
Although they are considering ISO 9000 accreditation, the organisational procedures and 
methods have not yet been formalised according to this standard.________________________
Power authority
The power authority links are relatively simple. The production director influences both the 
designer and the assembly and manufacture critiquing expert. The designer has effective 
control over the KBS agent, in that the designer can choose to accept or reject the 
recommendations of the agent._____________________________________________________
Table 12.3: Additional constituents of the organisation model for scenario 1.
12.3.2 Task model for scenario 1
The main task to be performed by the integrated design solution is the task of concurrent 
design. The identified sub-tasks implied by this and instantiated from my generic task 
model template are tskjpropose, tskcritiqueassembly, tskcritiquemanufacture, 
tsk critique electronics and tsknegotiate. Most of the attributes for each task have been 
defined in the generic model. The main task during instantiation is task assignment - I.e. 
which agent will perform which tasks.
For this scenario, the ‘propose’, ‘negotiate’ and some ‘critiquing’ tasks are performed by 
human agents, so the reasoning capabilities required for these tasks are defined in the task 
model. However, the electronics critiquing task is performed by a machine based agent and 
so the reasoning capabilities for this agent are defined in the critiquing and negotiation 
expertise models referenced by the electronics-critiquing agent. The major characteristics
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of the task tskcritiqueelectronics are outlined in table 12.4.1 have defined the task goal 
of the tskCritiqueElectronics as being to maximise the optimality of the complete 
product life-cycle. In an implementation, this goal would be variable during a typical 
design process, from the maximisation of the critiquing agents’ own position to the 
maximisation of the optimality of the product life-cycle. The limitations of rigidly defining 
task goals in this way are discussed in a later section.
Open other view on this ’task’
Task decomposition) Taskio) Task features) Task performance)
Task assignment) Task environment) Expertise modelling) Task design model) 
task name description
|tsk_Critique_Electronics The task whereby a design solution is critiqued 
from an electronics perspective.
i ▼ 
i... ... ........................  ....i
goal
Jhe outlining of any inherent derawbacks in a given design proposal from an electronics perspectiv j” 1 
% . The goal is to maximise the optimality of the complete design.
I ▼ 
i.......  :__i
control decomposition type
The task involves interpreting the the given pr ~  
oposal to generate a suiyable view. The task th 
en assessses the proposal, outlining any probl —  
ems and pinpoints any additional constraints th -J-
.... _ ___________ _________ ____ :__i
Composite. The task decomposes to sub-tasks 
assess, outline, propose and pinpoint. The sup i 
er-task is concurrent design. —■
i__i
Table 12.4: The major characteristics for the task tsk_Critique_eIectronics in
scenario 1.
The goal of the task will be defined by how autonomous the critiquing agent is. Because the agent autonomy 
needs to be adjustable, based on the negotiation model employed, this will affect the task goal, which 
therefore also needs to be adjustable based on a particular negotiation stance.
12.3.3 Agent model for scenario 1
For this scenario, the human agents are the production controller, designer and 
manufacture and assembly expert. The only machine based agent is the electronics 
critiquing agent. Hence the agents required from my generic model template (and the 
corresponding agents they relate to) are age_Designer (Peter), age_Critique_assembly 
(Jeremy), age_Critique_manufacture (Jeremy), age_Critique_Electronics (machine based 
agent) and age Control (Paul). These are illustrated in Table 12.5.
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agent model editor: Scenario1/age_M odel
fool / )  Browsers / )  Export / )  Info / )  Model / )  gu idan ce / )
OH index page: age_Model “
Open other view on this 'agent model’ _
Model graph) Z i
agent model context
This agent model contains generic features for an agent model to support the concurrent design pro 
cess
all agents description of agent: age J)esigner
The design proposal agent. This agent is repre 
Rented by the human designer, Peter.
description of reasoning: cap_Negotiate
age_Negotiate
age_Critique_Assembly —  
age_Critique_Manufacture Z
all reasoning capabilities
cap_Propose
capJMegotiate
cap_Critique_Assembly '\—  
cap_Manage Z
all other capabilities
The capability of negotiating when different pro 
posals are presented by different knowledge so 
urces.
description of capability: capjmportance
capjmportance ~
i ▼
all constraints
The relative importance of the agent within the 
overall concurrent design task
description of constraint: con_Max_working_d
c o n_M ax_wo rki n g_d ay ~  
con_Max_working_week
< 1 ►!-................................... ........ - ........................ -
Human agents are typically restriced to a max 
working day of 8 hours, except in special circu 
mstances. __j
-------------- .............................■.................... .................. J
Table 12.5: Scenario 1 agent model.
This outlines the entities comprising the agent model for scenario 1. Each required agent from my generic 
model template is defined as being either human or machine-based in nature.
The main issues that are relevant from the agent point of view are the fact that the human 
critiquing agent is not always available to the designer in order to critique designs while 
the machine-based agent is theoretically available all the time. The relative importance of 
the critiquing agents is modelled as being the same (i.e. the designer will consider the 
critiques from the two separate sources as being equally important). Table 12.6 illustrates 
how the major characteristics from my generic model template for the electronics 
critiquing have been instantiated for this particular scenario.
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name description
type Machine based
role Critiquing
organisational position KBS Critiquing agent
performs tasks tsk_Critique_electronics
needs reasoning capabilities cap_Critique_assembly
needs other capabilities None
agent as comp resource KBS agent
agent as stakeholder None
Autonomy 0
Importance 5
Table 12.6: Important properties of the electronicscritiquingagent, modelled as a
KBS within the given solution.
This shows how the electronics critiquing agent is to be implemented as a machine based agent to perform 
the electronics critiquing task.
The capabilities for the designer are the ability to generate design proposals together with a 
limited ability to be able to reflect on the implications of the design proposals from given 
perspectives. The manufacture and assembly critiquing agent must have the capability to 
critique evolving designs. The expert critiquing capability of the machine-based electronics 
agent to critique designs is defined in the expertise model for the agent.
A critical issue for this scenario is the autonomy of the agent, which dictates how ‘self 
interested’ the agent is. Essentially the agent autonomy, which has an influence on the goal 
of the task performed by the agent, needs to be adjustable to account for any negotiation 
process that may occur.
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12.3.4 Communication Model for scenario 1
The main features of this communication model are the transfer of design proposals to the 
proposed system and the corresponding output of critiques from the system. The form of 
negotiation envisaged has the designer and critiquing agents making concessionary 
proposals to each other. However, in terms of the communication involved, this does not 
involve any additional transactions. A modified design proposal is input to the system (by 
the designer) followed by a modified critique (from the critiquing agents). Hence there are 
no additional communication transfers defined by this mode of negotiation. The 
communication transactions defined for scenario 1, instantiated from my generic 
communication model are outlined in Table 12.7.
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c o m m u n ic a t io n  m od el ed itor: S c e n a r io 1 /c o m _ M o d e l
l_Tool / )  Browsers / )  Export / )  Info / )  Model / )  Guidance / )
H3 index page: com_Model ~
communication model context: com_Model —
^ escribes the communications implied by design proposal, critiquing and negotiati 
all transactions description o f trans: trans Proposal
trans_Proposal ~  
trans_Critique
i ▼ 
1. ...... ................. ........ .......j__ i
all transaction plans
The transaction whereby design prop " 
usals are made available to critiquing ’ 
agents U
description o f trans plan: plan_Proposa
plan_Proposal ~  
p!an_Critique j
: ▼ 
1_ _ _ _ _________ _____  . .........1__ 1
all d iscourses
The plan whereby the proposal transa r  
ction is accomplished
i
description of disc: disc_Proposal_ratic
disc_Propose 
disc_Proposal_rationale 
disc_Distance_measure 
disc_Functional_problems ^
all info items
The discourse whereby a designer ex r  
plains the rationale behind a design p 
roposal to critiquing agents
description of info item: inf_Reason_fo
inf_design_rationale pr 
i nf_Life_c y c 1 e_c o n straints 1A 
inf_Alternative_proposal _  
inf Reason for critique !▼«^
all capabilities
The justification for crityiquing a desig f  
ri in a certain way.
description of cap: cap_Form__view
A  communication relevant capability i f  
%  that the different agents must be abl j 
e to form a meaningful view of design -  
proposals and corresponding ingredie -
--------------------------------------;— j
c ap_Ti m e _to_p re s e nt
i ▼
1
---------------
Table 12.7: The communication model transactions for scenario 1
The communication mode defined by this scenario is based on a negotiation model o f concession. As a result, 
the communication transactions and corresponding plans are based around transferring design proposals and 
critiques between agents.
The initiatives for the different transactions are defined by the agents concerned. The 
transfer of design proposals to the proposed system is under the control of the designer, 
while the corresponding return of critiques is controlled by the critiquing agents.
The expertise model tasks defining how the transactions occur are defined by the 
transfer_proposal and transfer_critique tasks. These are knowledge-intensive tasks in their 
own right and would be implemented by separate sub-systems comprising an implemented
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solution. In order to illustrate this, it is necessary to consider how such sub-systems would 
be implemented.
The designer is required to input his or her design proposals into the system in a particular 
format. For the scenario, this is defined to be in the form of a CAD drawing or a textual 
description. The system would then need to be capable of representing the presented design 
proposal in a format suitable for critiquing by the internal computational agents. The 
resulting critiques output from the critiquing agents would need to be parsed in a similar 
manner.
Hence this outlines the need for complex computational subsystems which have the 
capability to parse concepts such as design solutions, critiques etc into formats or views 
that are meaningful to the participating agents. This is far from a trivial task and implies 
that the design of such sub-systems is a complex and time-consuming process. The 
architecture and design of such sub-system will be greatly influenced by the format and 
structure of domain knowledge in the domain.
The transactions trans_Proposal and trans Critique are therefore defined by knowledge 
intensive tasks in the expertise model for this scenario (transfer_Proposal and 
transferCritique respectively) and would be implemented by sub-systems 
sub_Transfer_Propose and sub_Transfer_Critique defined in the design model 
instantiation.
12.3.5 Expertise model for scenario 1
The expertise-intensive tasks modelled are the critiquing and negotiation ability of the 
electronics agent, which are based on my generic expertise task model for critiquing and 
the ‘appeasement’ form of negotiation. The propose task, together with additional 
negotiation tasks are performed by human agents and are outlined in the task model. The 
transfer tasks are for critiquing and negotiation. The expertise task model for the 
electronics-critiquing agent is presented in figure 12.3.
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The critiquing task decomposes to sub-tasks from my generic critiquing model, which I 
have previously outlined in section 10.4. The negotiation task decomposes into two tasks, 
assess and propose (I have identified these as tasks assess_negotiate and propose_negotiate 
on the CommonKADS workbench in order to differentiate them from the assess and 
propose sub-tasks used in other tasks). In practice, the propose negotiate task is a 
specialisation of the generic propose task I have outlined, with the inclusion of an 
additional input roles ‘additional constraints’ and ‘alternative proposal’ to highlight the 
concerns of other agents (see Figure 10.11).
TASK KNOWLEDGE EDITOR: exp_ Pro pose
Tool / )  Browser; / )  Utilities / )  Guidance / )
Task Hierarchy
critique
transfer_critique
" ^ r  a
ck_task transfer_negotiate
v v J
negotiate
a sse ss_ n eg o tia te
propose_negotiate
.J
Figure 12.3: The overall expertise task model employed by the electronics critiquing 
agent.
This features four high-level tasks, the actual critiquing and negotiation tasks and the transfer tasks where 
critiques and negotiation information is transferred to the design proposer.
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The control structure for this scenario can be considered as design proposal followed by 
critique. There will then be a round of negotiation (consisting of a series of appeasement- 
type counter proposals) until this is terminated by the (human) controller. The knowledge 
role ‘Task goal’ will play an important role in both the critiquing and propose_negotiate 
tasks as this will change based on the stage of the negotiation. In the CML format 
advocated by CommonKADS, this can be represented as:
control structure:
propose(Database of previous designs + Design specification + 
Conceptual design + Current design + Designers knowledge of 
downstream constraints->
Design proposal)
critique(Task goal + Current design + Design proposal + 
Design specification + Life-cycle constraints -> Additional 
constraints + Functional problems + Assessment + Alternative 
proposal + Additional life-cycle constraints)
Do until terminated:
assess__negotiate(Additional constraints + Functional problems 
+ Assessment + Alternative proposal + Additional life-cycle 
constraints + Importance of critiquer -> Implications for 
design)
propose_negotiate(Task goal + Additional constraints + 
Alternative proposal + Current design -> Revised design + 
Revised design specification
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12.4 Instantiating Scenario 2
I will now describe how my generic model templates have been instantiated for scenario 2. 
As outlined in section 12.2, this scenario is based on an existing system, the I3D system, 
described in Victor et al [1993]. Throughout, I will describe the system as it fits the 
architecture of the CommonKADS model set and my instantiation of my generic templates 
on the CommonKADS workbench. In addition, I have not attempted to instantiate the I3D 
system in its entirety, I have concentrated on the knowledge-based aspects of the system. 
Unattributed quotes (in italics) are from Victor et al [1993].
12.4.1 Organisation model for scenario 2
The I3D system was originally developed as a research tool and as a result, there is no 
single organisational context that the system is intended to be used in. However, a number 
of general organisational issues are evident from the description of the system.
‘An integrated design system is needed by the powder ceramics processing industry in 
order to make significant improvements in the areas o f production quality and cost, 
customer responsiveness and reduced cycle times as well as in improved product 
functionality and manufacturability. ’
Ceramic materials are becoming increasingly important for both defence and industrial 
applications. The manufacturing processes for these types o f powder ceramic materials 
have lagged behind their industrial use. The design and planning systems developed ... will 
advance the manufacturing capabilities o f the ceramics processing industry. ’
As a result, the opportunities inherent in the development of the I3D system are 
instantiated from my generic descriptors.
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name description
Opportunities
lmproved_design_quality By bringing life-cycle perspectives to bear on the ceramic 
design process, product functionality and manufacturability 
can be improved.
Reduced_design_time By bringing life-cycle perspective knowledge to bear on the 
ceramic design process, the overall design time can be 
reduced.
Reduced_life_cycle_costs An integrated design system in the ceramics processing 
industry can result in reduced life-cycle costs.
Table 12.8: The organisational context of the organisation model for scenario 2.
This illustrates how a number o f opportunities can be gained by implementing knowledge-based support for 
the ceramic design process.
The different constituents comprising the proposed solution are now discussed.
12.4.1.1 People
Only one human stakeholder plays a part in the scenario, the designer. As such, the human 
designer plays both a design proposal role and also a controlling role for the overall design 
process. The role and links to the agent model for this human stakeholder are illustrated in 
Table 12.9.
name Designer
description Controlling agent -  designer
links to agent age_Designer
requires_knowledge Propose_knowledge, Control_knowledge
role Propose, Control
Table 12.9: The properties of the Designer stakeholder in the organisational model
for scenario 2.
2 9 4
12.4.1.2 Processes
The design process inherent in the I3D system is split into three main stages. These are 
requirements definition, where the designer enters the functional descriptors which 
characterise the design. In the conceptual design stage, the overall features of the design 
are generated. In the detailed design phase, exact criteria are specified. ‘As design 
decisions are made, the system provides feedback about the design from several points o f 
view’. As a result, the overall process implemented in the system is characterised by my 
view of concurrent design, previously described and illustrated in section 10.3.
12.4.1.3 Power authority
The I3D system is under the control of the designer - ‘to allow the user to override 
decisions reached by agents. I.e. the user was in control o f resolving any conflicts between 
the agents and user. *
12.4.1.4 Additional constituents of the organisation model for scenario 2
Additional constituents of the organisation model for scenario 2 have been instantiated 
from my generic organisational model template and are illustrated in table 12.10. A 
number of additional computing resources (FMEA and simulation systems) together with 
additional computer-based agents and their functionality (reliability and inspection experts) 
complement and expand on my generic model template for the organisational model.
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Knowledge items
Manufacture_critiquing_knowledge, cost_critiquing_knowledge,
material_critiquing_knowledge, inspection_critiquing_knowledge and
reliability_critiquing_knowledge.____________________________________________________
Computing resources
The essential computing resource on which the system is implemented features a high-level 
workstation on which the system runs. This features a solid modeller CAD system (CATIA)
with interfaces to the different expert systems.________________________________________
Manufacture _critiquing_agent: Machine based agent which critiques designs from a
manufacture perspective.__________________________________________________________
Cost_critiquing_agent: Machine based agent which critiques designs from a cost perspective. 
Material_critiquing_agent: Machine based agent which critiques designs from a materials
perspective._____________________________________________________________________
lnspection_critiquing_agent: Machine based agent which critiques designs from an inspection
perspective._____________________________________________________________________
Reliability_critiquing_agent: Machine based agent which critiques designs from a reliability 
perspective._____________________________________________________________________
FMEA system 
Simulation systems
Structures
No specific organisational structure is specified for the system
Functions
Fnc_Manufacture_Critique, fnc_Cost_critique, fnc_Material_critique, fnc_lnspection_critique 
and fnc_Reliability_critique.________________________________________________________
Table 12.10: Additional constituents of the organisation model for scenario 2.
12.4.2 Task Model for scenario 2
The main tasks performed by the I3D system are manufacture critiquing, cost critiquing, 
material critiquing, inspection critiquing and reliability critiquing. These are represented by 
tasks tsk Manufacture critique, tsk Cost critique, and tsk Material critique from my 
generic model template. In addition, two extra tasks, tsk lnspection critique and 
tsk Reliability critique are instantiated. The negotiation mode is conflicting in that the 
goal of each critiquing agent’s task is to maximise it's own position, however the designer 
effectively has control. All task capabilities within this scenario are realised by the relevant 
expertise model for the agent. As an example, the major characteristics of the task 
tsk critique manufacture are outlined in table 12.11.
2 9 6
lasKname aescnpuon
Its k_C riti q u e_M an ufactu re Jhe task whereby a design solution is critiqued 
from a manufacture perspective.
i ▼ i=_i
goal
The outlining of any inherent drawbacks in a given design proposal from a manufacture life cycle p
erspective. The goal is to maximise the critiquers own position.A ■_
i . - rj 1
control decomposition type
The task involves interpreting the given propos ~  
al to generate a suitable view. The task should ; 
then assess the proposal, outline any problems [— 
and pinpoint any additional constraints the de !- j
Composite. The task decomposes to sub-tasks f^1 
assess, outline, propose and pinpoint. The sup i 
er-task is concurrent design. —
i....... ............. ........... .... .. .................................... '__i
Table 12.11: The major characteristics for the task tsk_manufacture_critique.
The control and decomposition for the task show how the given task is decomposed into sub-tasks and the 
sequencing o f these sub-tasks.
12.4.3 Agent model for scenario 2
For this scenario, the only human agent is the senior designer. The machine based agents 
are the manufacture expert, cost expert, materials expert, inspection expert and reliability 
expert. As a result, the constituents of the agent model are instantiated from the generic 
constituents of my model template for the agent model but also expand on my generic 
model with the inspection and reliability experts. The designer agent has propose and 
negotiation capabilities while the critiquing agents have the capability to critique. The 
agents instantiated for this scenario from my generic model template are illustrated in 
Table 12.12 (the constraints outlined in the table clearly only apply to ‘human’ agents).
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agent model editor: Scenario2/age_M odel
Tool / )  Browsers / )  t Export / )  Info / )  Model / )  Guidance / )
0  index page: age_Model E ”
Open o th e r v iew  on th is  ’a g en t m odel’ _  
Model graph) 
a g en t model c o n tex t
This agent model contains generic features for an agent model to support the concurrent design process 77*
:▼
i
all ag en ts  description o f ag en t: age_Critique Inspection
age_Critique_Manufacture T  
age_Critique_Cost , |  
a.qe_Critique_Materials ; a
The inspection critiquing agent has the responsibility t A 
e  critique designs from an inspection perspective
; ▼ 
j ,
description o f  reasoning: cap  Critique lnspection
age_Critique_Reliability >  
all reasoning capabilities
cap_Critique_Cost T 1 
cap_Critique_Malerials 1 
cap_CritiqueJnspection a  
cap_Critique_Reliability _
j ▼
all o th er capabilities
The ability to critique designs from an inspection pers ^  
pective
:  ▼ 
1
description o f  capability: ?
' *V 
1.. ................ ..................... ... _______ ____ ____ ___________________ __ 1
all constra in ts
❖ A
1 ▼ 
1........... :__ i
description o f  co n stra in t: ?
con_Max_working_day ~  
con_Max_working_week
'▼
1
<$• A
i  ▼
i■__i
l,.l — ............................................... .....................................— ..................................................................................J
Table 12.12: Scenario 2 agent model.
This outlines the entities comprising the agent model for scenario 2.
The properties of the manufacture-critiquing agent are outlined in table 12.13.
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name description
type Machine based
role Critiquing
organisational position KBS Critiquing agent
performs tasks tsk_Critique_manufacture
needs reasoning capabilities cap_Critique_manufacture
needs other capabilities None
agent as comp resource KBS agent
agent as stakeholder None
Autonomy 10
Importance 5
Table 12.13: Important properties of the m anufacturecritiqum gagent.
This is modelled as a KBS within scenario 2 and shows how particular properties of the generic agent model 
have been instantiated for the manufacture critiquing agent.
An important consideration for this scenario are the relative importance and autonomy of 
each agent. All agents are modelled as being of equal importance, hence all agents have an 
importance rating of 5. The autonomy of each agent dictates how free the agent is to 
pursue their own goals. As I have defined the agents as being self-interested, the autonomy 
of each agent is defined as 10 on my numerical scale.
12.4.4 Communication Model for scenario 2
The main ingredients exchanged between agents are design proposals and corresponding 
critiques. The initiative for the communication between agents is controlled by the 
designer agent. The transactions defined for the communication model of scenario 2 are 
outlined in table 12.14.
2 9 9
com m unication model editor: Scenario2/com _M odel
Tool / )  Browsers / )  Export / )  Info / )  Model / )  Guidance / )
O  index page: com_Model 0
communication model context: com M odel
^ escribes the communications implied by design proposal, critiquing and negotiation
: ▼ 
1........... . ............... .............. . . ........... . ........ . ... . .........:_i
all transactions description o f  trans: trans_Proposal
trans_Critique
; ▼ 
4
an transaction plans
The transaction whereby design proposals are made 
available to critiquing agents
1__i
description o f  trans plan: plan_ProposaI
plan_Proposal r~ 
plan_Critique
4
aH discourses
The plan whereby the proposal transaction is accomp H  
Tished
; ▼ 
1
description o f tfisc: disc_Altemative_proposal
disc_Distance_measure "T1 
disc_Functional_problems ■ 
disc_Assessmnent ;,A 
disc_Altemative_proposal _  
disc Additional constraints Z._ __________ _ _____ __ i
an info item s
The discourse whereby a critiquinga gent presents a ^  
possible alternative solution or padtial solution to the : 
design proposer —
4
description o f  info item: inf_Altemativejproposal
inf_design_rationale I"1 
inf_Life_cycle_constraints a 
inf_Alternative_proposal
inf_Reason_for_critique V  
inf_Distance_measure T
an capabilities
An alternative design proposal based on a negative 
design critique.
i ▼I
description o f  cap: ?
cap_Form_view ~  
cap_Time_to_present
▼
T..... .... ............  ...i
_1
*  :A
- ▼I. ...__i
Table 12.14: The communication model transactions for scenario 2.
For this scenario, the two essential transactions are the communication o f design proposals and critiques 
between the agents comprising the system.
12.4.5 Expertise model for scenario 2
The I3D system encapsulates both the analysis (requirements definition) and synthesis 
(solution generation) phases of the complete design cycle. I have concentrated on the 
instantiation of the synthesis stage of the concurrent design process.
The expertise model has been instantiated down to the level of the task layer and the 
necessary associated knowledge roles. The expertise task models for this scenario are
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manufacture critiquing, cost critiquing, materials critiquing, inspection critiquing, 
reliability critiquing and negotiation. The generic critiquing task model has been 
instantiated for each agent. The negotiation model assumes a problem-solving method of 
unilateral decision is applied (by the designer). The transfer tasks necessary are derived 
from my generic model, these are transfer_propose (from designer to system) and 
transfer critique (from critics to designer).
As a result, the overall task model employed in each expertise task model is essentially 
similar to that for the manufacture critiquing agent, illustrated in Figure 12.4.
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Figure 12.4: The overall expertise task model employed by the manufacture 
critiquing agent.
This features two high-level tasks, the actual critiquing task and the transfer task whereby the critique is 
transferred to the design proposer.
A critical issue in the I3D system is the control structure imposed on the concurrent design 
process -  "... a strict control regime, such that all agents were fired as a group (i.e. after 
the users request for analysis), in a pre-determined sequence, with each agent coming after 
those on which it depends. ’ In this way, each agent is working with the current version of 
the evolving design and complex negotiational issues are avoided.
12.5 CommonKADS Design models for scenario 1 and 2
Because no actual KBS are being implemented in either scenario, the design models have 
not been fully instantiated for the scenarios. However for both scenarios, I describe some 
of the features and issues involved in instantiating the design model, particularly the actual 
implementation of the I3D system and it’s instantiation as a CommonKADS design model.
12.5.1 Scenario 1
For scenario 1 an ‘agents’ based implementation would appear to offer a number of 
attractive features. Lander [1997] outlines a number of different systems where such 
architectures have been integrated, the advantages of this type of approach and looks at 
issues involved with implementing agents within multi agent design systems (MADS). 
These include the communication protocols between different agents. In my model 
template set, these are covered by the protocols specified in the communication model.
The application specification consists of a high-level decomposition to sub-systems, which 
can be KBS, interaction and any other required systems. Two decomposition paradigms 
suggested by CommonKADS are function and object orientation. Because of the support 
most commercial software tools now offer to an object-oriented approach and because of 
the inherently ‘agent’ oriented nature of the scenario, this would appear to be the most 
suitable decomposition paradigm to use. An object-oriented approach also permits a looser 
control structure over the system than might be possible utilising a function-oriented 
approach.
In CommonKADS (as in many other software projects) pragmatic considerations such as 
cost and the availability of programming personnel, rather than more logical reasons, 
usually govern the chosen platform and programming language for an implementation. 
Hence to attempt to specify hardware platforms and implementation languages for the 
scenario would be inappropriate.
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12.5.2 Scenario 2
The architectural structure of the I3D system is detailed in Figure 12.5.
DESIGN
ENGINEER
CATIA 
Solid Modeller
CLIPS 
Expert System
FEM Analysis 
(FEM / FEA)
REQUIREMENTS
GATHERING SYSTEMACTION
C” USER INTERFACE
DATABASE
ORIENTED
OBJECT
Figure 12.5: The implemented architecture of the I3D system.
Reproduced from Victor et al [1993] this shows the different modules comprising the full I3D system and 
their interactions.
The implemented I3D system incorporates a modular approach to system building and 
integration.
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12.5.2.1 Architectural design
A major goal of the project was that it ‘requires the use o f commercial, open-architecture 
software systems ... this enables easy transfer o f the systems developed. ’
The user interface to the system provides a number of graphical displays, which the user 
can use to view different aspects of the design. This features four different windows on the 
workstation screen. The upper left window shows the user interaction with the system. The 
upper right window is used by CATIA to display design information. The lower left 
window is used by the system to give instructions to the designer while the lower right 
window shows a design history.
12.5.2.2 Platform design
The Design engineer utilises a CAD system to interface with different modules via an 
interface layer, which is coded using the ‘C’ programming language. The Solid modeller 
used is CATIA, a high-level solid modelling program from IBM. The expert system 
building tool is CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System). This is a rule-based, 
forward chaining system which provides an easy interface to the programmes written in 
‘C’ as well as featuring the CLIPS Object Oriented Language (COOL). In I3D, the state of 
the design is stored as CLIPS facts. The entire system sits on an IBM RS/6000 
workstation, running UNIX.
12.5.2.3 Application design
The essential functions performed by the expert systems are the critiquing tasks for 
different life-cycle perspectives. Hence these can be de-composed to sub-systems 
sub_Critique_Manufacture etc. It is at this level that the actual implementation of the sub­
system will feature input from the expertise task models and where computational means 
will be used to achieve ‘humanesque’ inferencing capabilities. As an example, I will now 
consider the cost critiquing sub-system of the I3D system, where design critiques from a 
cost perspective are generated.
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I have modelled the critiquing task as being de-composed into sub-tasks interpret, gauge, 
outline, assess, propose and pinpoint (see Figure 12.3). I will now consider the 'propose' 
sub-task where an alternative to a design proposal, from a cost life-cycle perspective, is 
generated. As shown in figure 12.6, the primitive task 'Propose' at the task layer is linked to 
the inference 'Propose' in the inference layer. This implies propose is a task which cannot 
be further decomposed into sub-tasks and can thus be computationally implemented as a 
'black box' code module where the inner workings of the propose inference do not 
necessarily match the cognitive means by which experts perform the task. Victor et al 
[1993] do not detail the computational methods that are used to implement such tasks but 
suggest they are based on ‘text book, experimental and heuristic knowledge ... analytical 
and heuristic models were developed. ’
The domain 'roles' acting as input and output to the inference are linked to domain 
knowledge at the domain layer.
Task
layer
Inference
layer propose
Material
properties
Geometrey
properties
Process
properties
Domain
roles
Inspection
process
Primary
process
Secondary
process
Powder
shape
Overall
size
Powder
size
CompositionDomain
knowledge
Features
Figure 12.6: A propose inference from a cost life-cycle perspective.
This shows how knowledge at different ‘layers’ is linked and utilised within an implementation. The element 
of domain knowledge ‘Powder size’ is abstracted to the domain role ‘Material properties’. This is used by the 
inference ‘propose’ which is linked to the super-task ‘Propose’.
As another example, I have assumed a basic inference ‘interpret’ whereby different life­
cycle perspectives can interpret a given design from their own point of view. The cognitive 
process by which this occurs is clearly a very complex process and the computational
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means to achieve this will be significant in terms of the time and effort required. Sanderson 
et al [1990] outline computational methods by which designs may be interpreted from an 
assembly perspective. These issues are central to the knowledge modelling methodology, 
where at some level of granularity, computational methods are used to produce similar 
results to those derived from the application of human cognitive processes. This issue of 
deriving views on a design is also important in the two scenarios, where computational 
means must be implemented whereby machine-based critiquing agents are able to interpret 
a given design (in the form of a CAD drawing) in a form suitable for ‘intelligent critiquing’ 
by these agents.
12.6 Discussion
I have detailed the instantiation of two possible scenarios using my generic model 
templates as a basis. I will now discuss my experiences in instantiating the scenarios and 
the extent to which this validated and extended my generic model templates.
12.6.1 Using the generic model templates
The ability to import models and model entities from other projects and libraries is central 
to the CommonKADS ideal of re-use and proved extremely useful when instantiating my 
two scenarios from the generic model templates I have developed.
During instantiation of the different scenarios, it became clear that some of the models are 
more generic than others. The design models are very specific to a particular scenario. As a 
result, the generic design model contains relatively little detail. In addition, the agent 
model is relatively implementation-dependent in that the agents comprising a proposed 
system will be dictated by the requirements of the system.
However, the task and communication model templates offer more generic features. The 
only details needing instantiation for different scenarios in the task model were different 
environmental constraints and the goals of the task (the critiquing task). The 
communication model ingredients were similarly generic although transaction plans and 
initiatives needed defining for each scenario.
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The expertise model is generic down to the level of task (although some implementations 
may make greater use of the available expertise and transfer tasks than others). However, 
at the inference and domain levels, there will clearly be instantiation dependent features. 
For example, the basic inferences required from the types of knowledge-based systems 
envisaged, will depart from the cognitive processes that are employed by human experts, 
as I have outlined in the previous section.
One of the main considerations is as to how co-operative or concurrent the intended 
scenario is believed to be. In an ‘idealised’ cooperative design scenario, all agents would 
be working together towards the common goal of developing the design. In a more 
concurrent scenario, the goals of different agents will clearly differ. Hence there needs to 
be some means of adjusting the autonomy of different agents within the system depending 
on the degree of cooperation envisaged. I have envisaged this being done by defining the 
goals of the tasks performed by different agents and also by defining the importance and 
autonomy properties, which I have introduced, for the different agents.
A useful conclusion to make is that I estimate my generic model templates were very 
significant in speeding model generation by a matter of weeks while developing the two 
different implementational scenarios. This includes all the background work to develop 
initial models for concurrent design and the subsequent knowledge elicitation process with 
my case studies. Without access to the generic model templates for the purposes of 
instantiating the scenarios, the instantiation would have taken considerably longer as the 
existing CommonKADS templates are more distant from models for design. My generated 
templates acted as partially instantiated models. In addition, instantiating the two scenario 
also acted to extend the content of my generic model templates. As an example, scenario 2 
required the instantiation of two additional critiquing agents, the reliability and inspection 
experts.
12.6.2 Using the CommonKADS workbench
Using the CommonKADS workbench provided a number of advantages during the
development of the generic model templates and the instantiation of the two scenarios. In
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particular, because the workbench is based on the CommonKADS methodology, the 
knowledge engineer is forced to comply with the formalisms of the methodology. This 
helps to ensure the formal consistency and correctness of the developed models.
A number of limitations also became apparent during use of the workbench. The 
workbench is generally slow and the reliability is not at the level of what would generally 
be considered acceptable for production software. In addition, there are a number of bugs 
in the workbench itself. As such, the quality of the workbench can be seen as being at a 
Beta level of testing. In particular, the organisation model module was difficult and 
frustrating to use. As a result, while the quality of the software is acceptable for a research 
project such as ours, it is unlikely that developers of real-life KBS would be prepared to 
accept these limitations.
Expertise model entities can be imported from the CommonKADS library, but cannot be 
imported from other projects. While this made the instantiation of the expertise models for 
my scenarios more time-consuming, I believe this is a sensible approach for expertise 
models as it allows any proposed expertise models to be fully validated by the 
CommonKADS Model Coordination Committee before they can be used as generic 
templates.
12.6.3 Limitations within CommonKADS
I have outlined a number of pragmatic issues that make the workbench difficult to use,
however it is the shortcomings within the underlying CommonKADS methodology that are
more important. A major problem with CommonKADS is that it does not allow for the
alternative specification of task decompositions. As I have identified, a propose task (for
example) may have a number of possible decompositions, based on different applied
PSM’s, even though the task definition is the same. Unfortunately, the workbench does not
allow the representation of different possible decompositions for the same task within the
same expertise task model. The only way to represent different task decompositions is to
specify a different expertise task model (propose 1, propose 2 etc). This is felt to be a
deficiency in the tool in that during the concurrent design task, a designer or critiquer may
use different problem-solving methods at different stages of the concurrent design task to
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generate proposals or alternative proposals. The knowledge they use to select the different 
PSM’s is their strategic knowledge of that particular domain. In essence, they need to be 
able to specify different task decompositions ‘on the fly’ and the workbench needs to be 
able to represent this in some way instead of rigidly specifying particular task 
decompositions for a task.
This limitation becomes particularly apparent when a 'super-task', such as concurrent 
design, is considered. With a number of possible different sub-tasks (propose 1, 2, 3, 
critique 1,2 etc), the number of possible decompositions for concurrent design 1,2,3 etc 
becomes unmanageable. The negotiation task can also feature a complex flow of control in 
that different agents can make concessionary proposals, using an appeasement strategy or 
some other negotiation strategy.
It is very difficult to represent such a scenario in a satisfactory manner, using the 
workbench because of these limitations with the CommonKADS methodology. The 
selection of different PSM's for tasks and the implied flow of control are effectively 
defined as the strategic reasoning of an application. CommonKADS support for this 
strategic aspect of knowledge is currently not as strong as for the application aspect, a view 
endorsed by Schreiber et al [1999] - 1Dynamic model configuration can also be seen as 
strategic reasoning. This is certainly an area for further development'.
However, work is ongoing to improve this situation, see Breuker and Boer [1998]. If KBS 
support for these strategic aspects of problem-solving are to be implemented, both the 
methodology and tools to support the methodology need to be able to incorporate these 
strategic reasoning aspects of knowledge. It should be possible to specify a task definition 
and then select from a number of different possible PSM'S to instantiate the task body. The 
knowledge used to select the most suitable PSM is the strategic reasoning knowledge. It 
could include factors such as the availability of different types of knowledge required for a 
particular PSM or the cognitive overhead implied by obtaining some piece of knowledge.
I believe these issues are particularly important if CommonKADS is to be used to support 
concurrent design, where computational implementations can provide useful support for 
these discrete sub-tasks within the overall concurrent design process.
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In addition, I wished to model the different agents within the system as having varying 
levels of autonomy. I.e. the goals and motivations of agents would be different. However, 
this could not be done in the agent model and had to be expressed by setting the goal of a 
task in the task definition. Again, this meant generating different task models for the same 
task in order to accommodate different levels of autonomy. I believe that extending the 
agent model to provide a means of expressing the autonomy and goals of the agent would 
be useful.
A further criticism of CommonKADS I believe is the degree of overlap shown by the 
different models comprising the complete model set. I believe that the expertise and 
organisational models are very useful in providing informative and complementary views 
on issues to be considered when implementing knowledge-based systems in organisations. 
However, the agent, task and communication models exhibit significant degrees of overlap 
and use of these models can become cumbersome and time-consuming when instantiating 
different scenarios. While CommonKADS does acknowledge that some models may be 
instantiated to a greater degree than others, I believe that the models could be stream-lined 
to reduce this degree of overlap. In addition I believe that the design model, where the 
actual implementation decisions inherent in the other models are specified might currently 
be best modelled in a more mainstream software development methodology such as UML 
(see Jacobson et al [1998], Booch et al [1999]).
12.7 Chapter Summary
Two possible implementation scenarios have been outlined and my generic template 
models instantiated to support the particular scenarios. This has helped to validate my 
generic model templates and illustrates how the templates could be used by developers of 
knowledge-based systems for the development of tools to support concurrent design. It is 
concluded that my generic model templates acted as extremely useful templates during the 
instantiation of the two scenarios and greatly speeded model development.
Use of the CommonKADS workbench was advantageous in that it enforces compliance
with the formalisms of the methodology. However, a number of problems inherent in the
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use of the tool and its level of support for CommonKADS are also commented on. The 
implications of some of these issues have been discussed in this chapter. Of particular 
importance is the way in which CommonKADS and the workbench fail to provide support 
for the dynamic allocation of problem-solving methods to tasks. For a flexible and 
dynamic process such as concurrent design, these issues are crucial. A rigidly defined task 
structure is not felt to be appropriate to support concurrent design.
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13 Conclusions and future work
13.1 Introduction
In this chapter I conclude the thesis by summarising work done to develop a knowledge- 
level model to support the concurrent design process and the methodology used to develop 
the models. The term ‘a knowledge-level model’ is used to describe the overall model for 
the concurrent design process. This model consists of further sub-models or components. 
Hence the term ‘model’ and ‘models’ are used interchangeably in the text when describing 
the developed model(s).
I have defined concurrent design as the design process where the influence of downstream 
life-cycle constraints on the design process is of considerable importance. I then go on to 
re-visit the aims and objectives of the research, previously outlined in Chapter 1 and 
discuss the main findings from the research and identify original contributions to 
knowledge. Future work that could expand on this research and contemporary research that 
begins to address these issues is then discussed.
The motivations behind this research originally grew from a belief that existing 
prescriptive models for design do not address at a sufficient level of detail how the 
concurrent design process occurs. Such prescriptive models are typified by those described 
in texts such as Pahl and Beitz [1984], Pugh [1990] and Hubka [1982]. These prescriptive 
models give a good, general overall process model for how both design (and concurrent 
design) could proceed. However, they do not give at a lower level of detail, the tasks and 
methods that a designer or design team practicing concurrent design might utilise. If 
computer support for the concurrent design process is to be effectively implemented, it is 
my belief that more detailed knowledge-level models for concurrent design are needed.
CommonKADS is a knowledge-based system development methodology, intended to 
provide support for developers of knoledge-based systems. The CommonKADS library of 
task models already contains models at various levels of detail for the design process. 
However, these are generally formalised versions of the so-called prescriptive models.
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They do not explicitly support the process of concurrent design, where the consideration of 
downstream constraints and the implied critiquing and negotiation that ensues, are crucial. 
At the beginning of the research, I believed that there were no knowledge-level models that 
effectively described and supported the concurrent design task, although a number of 
researchers, in particular Smithers [1996] had illustrated the need for such models.
Analysing and modelling design activity has been outlined in earlier chapters as a complex 
and difficult process. A number of researchers and methodologies, including 
CommonKADS, outline different methods and techniques for analysing and eliciting 
expert behaviour and specifically design behaviour. On analysing the literature, it became 
clear that there were no definitive guidelines on how best to analyse design pracrtitioners 
in action, with a view to eliciting and modelling their expertise. Concurrent design, 
because of its specific characteristics, where multi-functional sources of knowledge 
contribute to the overall process, provides a number of additional and unique challenges to 
the knowledge engineer attempting to model the process. Therefore, I have developed and 
employed a novel method for eliciting and modelling concurrent design behaviour.
Hence the original aims and objectives of the research were:
• To develop a knowledge-level model of the concurrent design process to support and 
inform developers of tools for the concurrent design process. Such tools could range 
from a simple critiquing tool to critique evolving designs from the perspective of a 
single life-cycle to the development of a more complete concurrent design support 
system.
• To develop and utilise a novel method for analysing and eliciting the expertise of 
participants in the concurrent design process.
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13.2 Achieving the aims and objectives
Before outlining the contribution to knowledge that I believe the findings of this research 
make, I will summarise how the original aims and objectives of the research were 
achieved.
13.2.1 The development of a knowledge-level model for concurrent design
A requirement of the developed methodology is that an initial top-down model of 
concurrent design behaviour is developed from analysis of the available literature and 
modifying and refining any existing models.
13.2.1.1 The development and refinement of knowledge-level models.
The work of Schon [1991] attempts to describe at a lower level of detail the way in which 
designers work via a process described as ‘reflection-in-action’. Via this technique, the 
designer takes some action that advances the design and then reflects on this action in the 
context of the design as a whole. The work of Chandrasekaran [1990] also outlines at a 
lower level of detail the tasks and methods that designers use, although in a markedly 
different manner to that of Schon. The work of these two researchers was particularly 
influential in the development of initial top-down models for concurrent design.
Based on the results obtained from different case-studies, transcripts describing expert 
design behaviour were used to inform the development of new bottom-up knowledge-level 
models for critiquing and negotiation in the context of concurrent design. An iterative 
process was then utilised with the case-studies to further refine and develop the 
knowledge-level models.
In order to verify and validate my developed models and provide a useful library for
developers of KBS to support the concurrent design process, I have used a software tool,
the CommonKADS workbench, to instantiate my knowledge-level models as generic
templates. My research has taken a predominantly task-based view of the design process
and views different problem-solving methods as being applied to solve the different sub-
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tasks implied by the concurrent design process. The research has also focussed on what I 
would consider to be the 'core design synthesis tasks'. I have not explicitly addressed other 
issues associated with design, such as project planning, reporting etc even though these 
activities are also clearly critical to the successful outcome of any real-life design scenario. 
The development of the initial top-down model to support concurrent design is detailed in 
Chapter 7. The generic models resulting from the refinement of these initial models using 
my analysis method are outlined in Chapter 10.
13.2.1.2 Concurrent design as propose, critique and negotiate
My research has resulted in models for concurrent design which suggests that designers 
work in a mode based on propose, propose-critique and propose-critique-negotiate sub­
tasks. Each propose step, which seeks to advance the design in some way, is then subject to 
critiquing and possible negotiation to determine if the design proposal is acceptable from 
different life-cycle perspectives. These sub-tasks can be used at various levels of 
granularity within the concurrent design task. For instance, the ‘propose’ task could result 
in the generation of a complete conceptual design for some artefact followed by 
subsequent critiquing and negotiation. It could also be used for the detailed designing of 
some small sub-component comprising the complete artefact. This process is outlined in 
Figures 10.7, 10.9 and 10.10, which illustrate the different tasks of propose, critique and 
negotiate. Figure 10.12 then gives an overall model for the concurrent design task with 
important items of knowledge that play key roles in these processes.
However, while a large amount of research has studied these design ‘proposal’ methods, 
relatively little research has been done on the critiquing and negotiation tasks and 
corresponding methods. I believe my work has helped to expand on these areas.
13.2.1.3 My knowledge-level models and the CommonKADS suite of problem types
I have outlined the development of a series of generic knowledge-level models to support 
the process of concurrent design. The models have been developed along guidelines 
specified by the CommonKADS methodology and were based on a number of case studies, 
which have analysed designers and design teams operating in a concurrent manner.
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These models are believed to be an important contribution to the CommonKADS suite of 
problem-solving types. Based on the dependencies between different problem types 
involved in the complete design task (presented in Chapter 2) my developed models for 
different sub-tasks relevant to the concurrent design task effectively ‘slot’ into the space 
between design and assignment as shown in Figure 13.1.
modelling ---- >  design —J— >  critique ------>  negotiate — assignment
M y models
Figure 13.1: The CommonKADS design task problem types and my models 
(adapted from Breuker [1994]).
Currently CommonKADS views the design problem type, which is viewed as a synthetic task, as being 
followed by an assignment task. I believe there is an iterative process o f  critique and negotiate between these 
two tasks.
I believe my developed knowledge-level models to support concurrent design are 
complementary to the models for design previously developed as part of the 
CommonKADS methodology. I view the design process as a dynamic, iterative process of 
propose-critique-negotiate. A number of the existing CommonKADS design task models 
deal with the synthesis stage of design (including case-based, hierarchical decomposition, 
transformation based, generic model, parametric and configurational design). I would 
consider these models as being the result of the application of different problem-solving 
methods to what I term the design proposal task.
A number of other CommonKADS models for design deal with the development of a
suitable design specification. Only the CommonKADS model for original design and
Kingston's model for exploratory design (see Appendix A) begin to consider how some
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form of critiquing and negotiation may play important roles in the design process. I believe 
my developed models for concurrent design expand and refine on the way in which the 
existing CommonKADS models provide support for the critiquing and negotiation 
processes, which are vital to the concurrent design process.
I see the concurrent design process as being distinct from other more co-operative design 
processes (termed variously collaborative, co-operative design etc). This is because of the 
inherently conflicting nature of the life-cycle perspectives, due to the differing goals and 
assumptions, that are brought to bear on the process. In particular, the negotiation aspects 
of the concurrent design process are significantly different from more co-operative modes 
of design. Hence my models developed for concurrent design are believed to be subtly but 
significantly different from other models developed for more co-operative modes of group 
design.
I also have reservations about using task structures to represent procedural design 
knowledge. Because of the spontaneous and dynamic nature of the concurrent design 
process, a rigid task-type hierarchy can be too restrictive a format to represent such 
knowledge. My feeling is that support for the design process can currently most effectively 
be implemented by providing support for the different problem-solving methods designers' 
use, with the sequencing and control of the problem-solving methods being left to the 
designer and design team. I believe that the CommonKADS methodology and its 
associated software support tools need refining in order to support such dynamic allocation 
of methods. These issues have been further discussed and expanded on in Chapter 12.
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13.2.1.4 Scope of application of the developed models
The concept of knowledge-level modelling has been introduced as a more pragmatic means 
(than cognitive modelling) for implementing computer-based support for complex 
problem-solving tasks such as design. Knowledge modelling does not require a full 
cognitive understanding of a particular task in order to support the task. The 
CommonKADS development methodology supports the development of knowledge-level 
models of problem-solving expertise for subsequent implementation in computer-based 
systems.
It could be argued that systems such as the ACDS system (described in Appendix B, also 
see Darr and Birmingham [1994]) are knowledge-level models but at a relatively coarse 
level of granularity. To a certain extent this is true. At some level of granularity, a 
knowledge-level model will always depart from its cognitive counterpart because of the 
current lack of understanding of cognitive processes. Hence, at the given level of 
granularity, the knowledge-level model will become a ’black box', where the defined inputs 
and outputs of knowledge match those used in cognitive processes but the means used to 
derive the outputs from the inputs will differ. However, I believe that the finer the 
granularity that this eventually happens, the more the knowledge-level model approaches 
the corresponding cognitive processes. Hence the more likely human experts are to be able 
to work with systems based on such knowledge-level models and have confidence in their 
results. It is at this sort of level that I believe my developed models can be of use to system 
developers.
In addition, such tools should be as flexible as possible in supporting designers so that the 
designer has control over the design process in terms of what tasks and sub-tasks to pursue 
and the appropriate choice of PSM’s for solution of tasks and sub-tasks. It is felt that these 
strategic aspects of design are currently not well enough understood to permit their 
implementation in computer-based design support tools.
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13.2.2 A novel knowledge analysis and elicitation method for concurrent design
During the course of my research, I have developed and utilised what I believe is a new 
method of eliciting and modelling knowledge of designers using the concurrent design 
process. The thinking behind the justification, development and testing of this novel 
methodology have been described and discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Actually deriving models from observed data is an area fraught with difficulty. The way in 
which researchers analyse design activity and derive models and hypotheses from observed 
data is one of the critical areas related to the development of accurate models for design 
and is currently a very active and fruitful area of research.
The development of the methodology was influenced by analysing a number of different 
methods and techniques that have been used to analyse expert behaviour in a variety of 
domains, including design. The applicability of these techniques to the analysis of the 
domain of concurrent design was then investigated. It became clear that elements from the 
different techniques could be usefully combined to provide a novel method for analysing 
concurrent design activity.
A key intention of the research was to analyse concurrent design activity in a realistic, as 
opposed to a more laboratory type setting. Chapter 6 goes on to describe the different 
industrial case studies and how the novel methodology was used with these case studies.
The technique of protocol analysis has been widely used to analyse and model the design 
process. The usual way that protocols are analysed is to split the discourse into discrete 
‘chunks’ and then use some pre-defined coding schema to classify the different chunks. In 
this way, the designers are assumed to be ‘doing something’ relating to a particular 
classification at different stages within the protocol. The major disadvantage of this 
approach is that the pre-defined coding schema has a pre-determining effect on the analysis 
of the data and may miss significant features of the subject’s behaviour.
The approach I have taken is different in that both retrospective and real-time studies of
designers were used to generate audio and video transcripts. These were based on
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discussions and analysis of designers, where an initially developed model for concurrent 
design was used to stimulate and drive the initial discussions. These transcripts were then 
analysed to determine the key tasks and knowledge roles that the designers used when 
performing the task of concurrent design. The resulting expertise task models were used to 
drive further knowledge elicitation sessions with the designers in order to verify that the 
models concur with the way designers believe they design.
The retrospective nature of some of the sessions also allowed some critical issues 
regarding concurrent design to come to light which would not have been unearthed with 
more conventional ethnographic type studies. These involved issues such as different 
perspectives lying about their true goals and aims. During the course of the research, a 
number of problems also became apparent in attempting to analyse designers and design 
teams in real-life industrial settings (issues such as secrecy and client confidentiality made 
organisations very reluctant to engage in such studies).
13.3 Contributions of this research
Based on this discussion, I believe the main contributions to knowledge of my research are 
two-fold:
• The development of knowledge-level models to support the process of concurrent 
design, which expand on the models that have been developed as part of the 
CommonKADS methodology. These have been instantiated as generic model 
templates, using the formalisms of CommonKADS on a CommonKADS workbench.
• The use of a novel method of knowledge acquisition to elicit and model concurrent 
design activity in order to facilitate the development of the knowledge-level model.
This contribution is reflected in a number of conference and journal publications (see 
Appendix E) detailing the research at different stages. In particular, Barker et al [1998] 
outlines the thinking behind the development of an initial model for concurrent design. The 
submission of this paper resulted in an invitation to submit a more comprehensive and
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detailed Journal paper describing the knowledge analysis method and the knowledge-level 
model at the time, see Barker et al [1999].
I will now go on to discuss contemporary research that continues to expand on these areas.
13.4 Contemporary research and recommendations for further work
As can be seen from my conclusions regarding different aspects of the development of 
knowledge-level models for concurrent design and associated contemporary work, the 
development of models for design and concurrent design and their subsequent 
implementation in computer-based systems is a very active area of research. I would 
consider the following areas to be important areas of research in order to further the 
effectiveness of computer-based support for the concurrent design process:
• More work needs to be done in analysing in detail the problem-solving methods 
designers use and how they match problem-solving methods to tasks and sub-tasks. In 
addition, the CommonKADS methodology and its' associated software tools need to be 
able to represent the dynamic allocation of problem-solving methods to tasks in a more 
flexible manner.
• The generic nature of the design process across different domains of application. This 
research has contrasted findings in the field of mechanically oriented design with 
findings from other researchers in the field of software design. However, design is a 
process applied in a wide number of other diverse domains. This also extends to issues 
about whether design knowledge is generalisable across different design situations or 
whether design knowledge is particular to a design situation.
• Analysing design activity is currently a very active area of research. There is no current 
consensus as to the most effective means of analysing design activity.
• I believe that the negotiation task within concurrent design would benefit from further 
research.
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• It is very important to note that I have developed my generic model templates as being 
a generic super-set of all the different features apparent in the different case studies. As 
a result, I would not expect my generic models to comprise features that may be 
apparent in other instantiations of concurrent design. As a result, I feel further work is 
possible to expand on my generic model templates.
I will now expand on some of these issues and describe contemporary work that is 
beginning to address some of these recommendations for future work.
13.4.1 Problem-solving methods
Contemporary work on the design process has outlined further work on the 'propose' task. 
Wielinga and Schreiber [1997] have studied the ‘configurational design’ problem (where 
an assembly of components is generated from a set of predefined components) and see this 
as a distinct type of designing. They see layout, parametric and skeletal design as 
specialisations of this form of design. They go on to outline the different knowledge roles 
and PSM’s utilised for the configurational design task. The types of PSM they see as being 
utilised within configurational design correspond with those outlined in my research and 
also by other researchers.
Interestingly, Wielinga and Schreiber [1997] suggest that "getting it right the first time, 
using a significant amount o f domain-specific knowledge is the most efficient route 
towards efficient and competent configuration design systems". While I believe this 
approach is a computationally effective strategy, this conflicts with my view of concurrent 
design. One of the key tenets of concurrent design is that any one perspective does not 
possess full domain knowledge and the cycles of propose-critique-negotiate are necessary 
steps in thinking about the design and its’ proposed application.
Brown and Birmingham [1997], Maher and Gomez da Silva [1997] and Umeda and 
Tomiyama [1997] have also done work on what my research terms the ‘propose’ methods 
utilised in concurrent design.
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While I have been developing my ideas on knowledge-level support for concurrent design, 
Matta (Matta et al [1998], Matta [2000]) has also been doing independent and 
complementary work in this field. However, while I have concentrated on the critiquing 
aspects of concurrent design (in particular at the influence of different life-cycle constraints 
on the design process) and the negotiation strategies that can occur as a result, Matta has 
focussed on conflict management and avoidance strategies within the concurrent design 
process. Matta's work has resulted in CommonY^ADS models of expertise formalised using 
the CML formalism.
The complete verification and validation of PSM’s is complex and involves research and 
issues outside the scope of my research. Breuker and Boer [1998] have recently outlined a 
framework that attempts to do this. They have taken some of the developed 
CommonKADS PSM’s and postulate on how to validate the correctness of these PSM’s 
using a knowledge-base of domain knowledge. They are attempting to do this using a 
software modelling system called ‘Cokace’.
Their initial thoughts are that the same domain knowledge can be used to validate a 
number of different PSM’s. Via the use of ‘roles’, CommonKADS can use domain 
knowledge in different ways depending on how it is to be applied in a PSM. However, they 
then question the very basis of this assumption. The interaction hypothesis 
(Chandrasekaran [1987]) suggests that domain knowledge cannot necessarily be 
represented in a manner that is independent of the PSM with which is to be used. This 
raises questions as to the reusability of knowledge-bases o f ‘domain’ knowledge. Breuker 
and Boer [1998] also go onto question whether PSM’s are in fact generic across different 
domains and conclude that this is still an area of debate.
The findings from my research would tend to suggest that the task that knowledge is to be 
used for, and also the representational format used, will have a great influence on the 
knowledge elicitation process. It would be very difficult to attempt to elicit knowledge 
from an expert without some idea of the use the knowledge is to be put.
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13.4.2 Generality of design expertise
The reflective practitioner approach (Schon [1991]) would tend to suggest that each design 
event is a unique situation and attempts to ascribe any form of generality for the design 
process will by definition weaken the applicability of the process to specific design 
situations. Liddament [1999] also feels that attempts to represent the design process 
computationally are reductionist in that they attempt to generalise the design process. As 
Liddamment states, it is unlikely that working designers utilise this approach when 
working.
My belief is that problem-solving knowledge derived from some unique design situation 
has its’ clearest and most effective application within that unique situation. However my 
analysis of different case studies and also the work of other researchers suggest that design 
as a task does have a number of generic features across a number of different design 
situations and indeed across a number of diverse domains of application.
My models for concurrent design have been mainly developed with input from the 
mechanically-oriented field of design. However, concurrent design as a process is utilised 
in a wide-ranging number of fields or domains. I have also developed models for critiquing 
and negotiation as they occur within the concurrent design process. However, these tasks 
are also found in other processes and domains. I believe that the models I have developed 
for critiquing and negotiation within the specified domain are likely to have applications in 
other domains.
Gero and McNeill [1998] outline a coding technique based on protocol analysis for testing 
different hypotheses about how different designers’ design. The goal of the research is to 
obtain a better understanding of how human designers actually design. They acknowledge 
that the research is currently at an early stage but one of the hypotheses that they wish to 
test is whether there are fundamental differences between designers from different 
domains.
13.4.3 Analysing design activity
Valkenberg and Dorst [1998] have attempted to extend the theories of Schon to develop a 
‘reflection-in-action’ based theory for group design. They outline some of the problems 
inherent in analysing design activity in a real-life setting. They make use of multi­
functional student design teams which neatly side-steps some of these issues. However, a 
key issue regarding this approach is whether student designers utilise similar or different 
approaches to the design process compared to more experienced designers. A study by 
Lloyd and Scott [1994] suggests that they are indeed different. They also make use of a 
novel protocol analysis method, which splits transcripts up into what they term episodes, 
rather than using the more common method of using time-slices to analyse protocols.
Gavrilova and Voinov [1998] outline describe ongoing work on the visual specification of 
knowledge-bases. The evolving software system they describe enables a user to develop 
visual representations of an expert’s knowledge using a variety of original knowledge 
sources (interview transcripts, lecture notes, audio speech records etc). However, the 
system they describe would appear to be aimed more at developing, in the CommonKADS 
viewpoint, a domain layer of a knowledge-based system. However a number of the issues 
they discuss are pertinent to the novel knowledge analysis method utilised in my research, 
although they make no reference as to the developed visual models being presented back to 
experts for review.
13.5 Final thoughts
Design and particularly concurrent design as processes are still far from understood. I have 
developed a number of knowledge-level models of the concurrent design process. These 
models represent the different problem-solving methods that designers are believed to 
utilise in the different tasks and sub-tasks comprising concurrent design. These models are 
intended to support potential developers of KBS in the domain of concurrent design.
In order to develop such models, I have utilised a novel method for eliciting and modelling 
concurrent design behaviour. Analysing and modelling design activity is believed to be an
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active area of research where greater understanding of the design and concurrent design 
processes would result from more effective methods of knowledge elicitation and analysis.
A further issue that is not well understood is how designers match different problem 
methods to a particular task and how different sub-tasks are sequenced within the overall 
task of concurrent design. Hence, while support for the different sub-tasks associated with 
concurrent design can be provided by the models, it is felt that some of the more strategic 
and creative decisions made by human designers are still not sufficiently well understood. 
Because of this it is believed that computer support for design is currently limited to this 
supporting role within the synthesis stage until the way in which designers work is more 
clearly understood.
This allows some of the criticisms aimed at so called ‘prescriptive’ models for design to be 
overcome, by the use of a more flexible framework whereby the designer is supported in 
the execution of some task but is left free to determine the sequencing and control over 
these tasks.
My work has helped to identify areas in which the CommonKADS methodology and its 
associated workbench are deficient in their support for strategic aspects of knowledge 
modelling. For example, where more than one problem-solving method may be applied to 
the task, a system or user would be required to dynamically allocate a problem-solving 
method to the solution of that particular task.
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Appendix A: KADS and CommonKADS graphical task models to
support the design process
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A.5 Kingston’s model for exploratory design
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Appendix B: Software tools to support the design process
B.l Introduction
A number of different software tools have been developed to support both design and 
concurrent design. These range in scope from relatively simple, expert-system based 
tools which automate a small part of the design process to enterprise-wide software 
systems.
B.2 Tools to support CE
Cutkosky and Tenenbaum [1991] consider some of the characteristics of concurrent 
engineering and describe the ‘Next-cut’ system. This supports concurrent engineering 
design via a series of interacting software modules. They discuss how the system could 
be extended to support more complex design problems.
A number of tools have been developed to support the essential communication 
processes inherent within the design and concurrent design processes. The DICE tool - 
Sriram et al [1989] also allows users to communicate through a network with a 
'blackboard system' controlling the interface between the different users. The 
DICETALK system - Dwivedi et al [1993] employs a dispatch-managing model to 
facilitate collaboration between team members. Favela et al [1994] look at the use of 
hypermedia links to facilitate communication within collaborative design. The 
‘Mediator’ system (see Gaines and Norrie [1994) is an ambitious attempt to provide an 
open architecture information and knowledge management system. The different sub­
systems comprising the system may be geographically dispersed and the system is 
intended to support the complete product life-cycle. A number of the systems make 
extensive use of techniques from artificial intelligence to model expertise within the 
resulting knowledge-based systems.
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B.3 Expert Systems
The field of Expert Systems, ES, was one of the first areas where knowledge-based 
systems were implemented to solve real world problems. Jackson [1990] gives a good 
introduction to expert systems and early work in the field. Problems discovered during 
the development of these early expert systems led to so-called ’second generation’ 
expert systems - see David et al [1993] for work in this area.
One of the most influential of the early expert systems was MYCIN. This diagnosed the 
identity of microorganisms responsible for bacterial infections. See Buchanan and 
Shortliffe [1984] for a fuller description. R1 / XCON was developed in the early 1980's 
to configure VAX computer systems and showed that they could successfully be used 
to solve real-life problems. See McDermott [1982] for further details.
The provision of explanations is a key facet in expert systems research. Wick [1992] 
outlines how explanations generated by expert systems have evolved and analyses the 
strengths and weaknesses of some of the techniques used.
B.4 Expert systems in design
Expert systems have also been used extensively in the field of design. A selection of 
systems includes the following:
Thurston [1993] outlines a framework for incorporating cost considerations in a design 
environment. They describe an expert system used in material selection for bumper 
design. This uses a rule-based approach with heuristics being used to separate more 
objective user actions from those that rely on assumptions from the user.
In the system presented by Colton and Dacanio [1991] an expert system is used to 
‘improve the designer’s creativity by performing redundant and routine tasks’.
Bayliss et al. [1994] have looked at implementing the design for manufacture (DFM) 
philosophy - using an object oriented expert system toolkit called Kappa PC.
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However, Rankin [1993] outlines some of the limitations of using expert systems in co­
operative problem-solving roles. These are mainly to do with the designer losing 
control of the design process. Hence, while a designer may be happy to allow routine 
and boring aspects of design to be automated, they are generally not happy to lose 
control of the more important ‘creative’ aspects. As a result of these limitations, the 
concept of expert critiquing systems has been seen as a way of leaving the user in 
control of the problem-solving process with the computer system taking a more 
subordinate supporting role.
B.5 Expert Critiquing Systems
Rankin [1993] characterises the subtle difference between expert and critiquing systems 
as 'evaluating user given solutions to problems rather than presenting solutions to user 
given problems'.
Hence the critiquing approach can be seen as more suited to a concurrent design 
environment in that the designer is left in overall control of the process with individual 
critics able to critique an evolving design from their own perspective. Hagglund [1993] 
and Silverman [1992] give a general introduction to previous work in the area of 
critiquing.
One of the most influential of the early ECS was the ATTENDING system developed 
by Miller [1984]. This system analyses a physician’s plan (i.e. a solution) for a patient's 
treatment and based on knowledge of the patient critiques the proposed plan. Langlotz 
and Shortliffe [1983] also did some very influential early work on computer-based 
critiquing. This was implemented in their ONCOCIN system for critiquing physicians’ 
treatment plan.
Since these early steps work has been done on a number of aspects relating to critiquing 
systems. These include explanations in critic systems - Langlotz and Shortliffe [1983], 
Shifman [1990] and Rankin [1993], user modeling - Burton [1982], Goldstein [1982], 
knowledge elicitation for critiquing systems - Silverman and Wenig [1993] and 
methodologies for developing critiquing systems - Silverman and Mezher [1992].
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B.6 Expert critiquing systems in design
Silverman and Mezher [1992] give a general introduction to expert critics in design.
In the engineering field, one of the first ECS to be developed was the CRITTER system 
by Kelly [1984]. This system evaluates digital circuit designs from a number of 
different perspectives.
Fischer and Mastaglio [1991a] and a variety of colleagues at Colorado University have 
developed a number of different critiquing systems and done extensive research in this 
area. In particular, Fischer et al [1993(b)] have looked at the possibilities of integrating 
critics in high functionality environments such as user interface development 
(’FRAMER') and design (JANUS - kitchen layouts).
B.7 Other knowledge-based systems in design
Expert systems and expert critiquing systems can be seen as specific types of tool to 
support the design process. Other knowledge-based systems, which are not specifically 
expert or critiquing systems, have also been developed. Coyne et al [1990] outline 
systems where knowledge-based support for design has been implemented.
The SPARK system (see Young et al [1994]) uses a constraint network with frame 
based inheritance to aid in the multi viewpoint design of a printing wiring board. This 
allows different viewpoints on the design to be represented using the same 
representation formalism.
The CACID system (see Schmidt and Schmidt [1996]) attempts to expand on the 
limitations of current CAD systems which generally represent only geometric data. 
This has been implemented in the C++ language using an object-oriented approach.
The FUNCSION system - Chakrabarti and Tang [1996] also uses functional analysis to 
generate different designs by matching the functionality of a product to a database of 
functional elements.
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Orady and Shareef [1993] outline an approach which integrates the computer-assisted 
tools and databases that are needed by the CE team.
Hernandez et al [1991] describe a system which implements a feature-based design for 
assembly methodology. This uses complex representation techniques to allow estimates 
of whether different parts will match on assembly.
B.8 ‘Agent’ based systems
Because concurrent design inherently implies that expertise from a number of different 
disciplines incorporated, it is inevitable that ‘agent’ based systems feature extensively 
in the literature on computer support for concurrent design.
The ACDS system, Darr and Birmingham [1998], exhaustively generates a space 
containing all possible designs, given a suitable specification. The space of designs is 
then reduced to a final design by the use of constraints and preferences.
Victor et al. [1993] have developed a system using multiple expert systems with 
distinct roles to enable concurrent design in the field of powder ceramic components. 
The different expert systems have been implemented as ‘agents’ in the system using an 
object oriented expert system shell called CLIPS.
Huang and Brandon [1993] look at issues relating to co-operating expert systems in 
concurrent design and go on to describe the ‘AGENTS’ system. This is essentially a 
‘shell’ which allows different expert-system based agents to co-operate. The system has 
been implemented using an object-oriented version of the Prolog programming 
language - POPLOG.
Extensive research has been done at the distributed Al lab into more general issues 
surrounding agent-based systems. These include negotiation (see Lander and Lesser
[1993], coalition formation (see Sandholm and Lesser [1995]) and communication 
architectures (Bussmann and Muller [1993]).
Miles and Swift [1994] in collaboration with Lucas have looked at integrating DFM 
and design for quality within an engineering design environment.
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Chawla and Sangal [1992] describe an intelligent design system, which aids in 
configuration design.
Finger at al [1992] describe a system called ‘Design fusion’ that ’surrounds the designer 
with experts and advisors that provide continuous feedback based on incremental 
feedback as the design evolves'. This system is based on an algorithm for recognising 
geometric features in an evolving design and features a novel algorithm for reasoning 
about constraints.
The ‘Schemebuilder’ project, Sharpe and Bracewell [1993], is an ambitious attempt to 
implement a system for generating conceptual designs for mechatronic products from a 
multi-functional perspective. This utilises an approach based on ‘bond graphs’ to 
assemble individual components into complete systems.
Kott et al [1990] describe the ‘Function advisor’. This is a prototype tool to support 
concurrent engineering and incorporates a hierarchical model of the design being 
developed. The system utilises a constraint propagation technique to ensure consistency 
of decisions.
B.9 Conclusion
This Appendix has given an outline of different knowledge-based systems and specific 
implementations of such systems that have been utilised to support the design and 
concurrent design processes. However, in a large proportion of the reviewed literature, 
the main theme of the different research was in the technical means used to implement 
systems and not the model(s) of design on which the systems are based.
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Appendix C: The CommonKADS workbench
C.l Introduction
Because of the complexity and difficulties involved in KBS development, different 
software tools have been developed to support this process. In particular, a number of 
workbenches exist which support CommonKADS model development. Kingston et al 
[1995] outline four different tools which support the CommonKADS methodology (to a 
greater or lesser degree) and assess their relative strengths and weaknesses. They 
summarise by noting that all the workbenches support the development of expertise 
models to a reasonable degree. However, the CommonKADS workbench (currently 
supplied by Integral Solutions Ltd.) is the only tool that supports the development of a 
complete CommonKADS models set. Since one of the objectives of my research is to 
develop template models to provide documented and readily available support to 
developers of KBS, this was the most appropriate tool to use. However Kingston et al 
[1995] also outline some of the limitations involved in using the tool. These included the 
relative speed of the workbench compared to some of the other systems available.
C.2 The CommonKADS workbench
The CommonKADS workbench was originally developed as part of the KADS 2 project 
and is intended to support the development and refinement of all six different model 
templates comprising the CommonKADS model set. Development of the workbench has 
been influenced by the development of an earlier tool called Shelley (see Anjewierden et al 
[1990]) which focussed mainly on the instantiation of the expertise model within the 
original KADS model.
The workbench also supports some of the CommonKADS project management functions. 
Because the project is effectively being run by a ‘team’ of one, the project management 
issues are not as relevant for my research as they would be for a typical software design 
project.
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The workbench is currently implemented in SD Prolog and runs on the UNIX operating 
system (currently Sun’s Solaris implementation of UNIX). For a more detailed description 
of the features and functionality of the workbench, see Toussaint et al [1994] and Kingston 
et al [1995].
C.3 The CommonKADS model set
The workbench provides a number of editors, which allow development and refinement of 
the different model templates comprising the CommonKADS model set. These are the 
organisation, task, communication, agent, expertise and design models. Figure C.l shows 
the system interface provided for accessing the different models.
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Figure C.l: The CommonKADS workbench interface to the CommonKADS model 
set.
C.4 CommonKADS and project teams
The CommonKADS workbench assumes the development of a complete knowledge-based 
system will be a team effort. As a result, the workbench provides support for the project
3 6 6
management of system development. To this end, the workbench differentiates between 
three different types of user, the project manager, the knowledge engineer and the library 
developer. The toolbench provides a different interface and functionality depending on 
which type of user is using the tool. The user selects the correct user role when starting the 
workbench, as illustrated in Figure C.2. In addition, the workbench considers system 
development to be encapsulated within a particular ‘project’.
^  A r g u m e n t  P r o m p te r
Logon and load a project
U ser: anthon&
Role: | project_manager 
libraryjnanager
knowledge_engineer |
Load P ro ject: anthonyl roblnl Booster 1
thesisl Scenariol Scenario2 |
New Project:
Ok ) Cancel)
_____________________________________
Figure C.2: The CommonKADS workbench and different user roles.
C.5 Help features
Different help and search features are provided to facilitate both the use of the tool and 
navigation around the different models as well as information on the methodological 
aspects of CommonKADS. Figure C.3 shows the help and guidance tool being used to 
access information on the CommonKADS expertise model.
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Figure C.3: The CommonKADS workbench Help and guidance tool.
C.6 Links between different projects and models
A useful feature of the workbench is that different model templates can be imported from a 
previous project. This can be done for task, agent, communication and design models. As a 
result, model development does not have to be done from scratch. Figure C.4 shows the 
import tool being used to select a particular type of model for import.
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Figure C.4: The Import tool can be used to import model templates from previous 
projects.
Because of the many links between the different models comprising a complete project, the 
workbench provides facilities to link with entities in other models. For example, figure C.5 
shows the linking tool being used to define a link between a task model and the 
corresponding expertise model entity relating to this task.
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Figure C.5: The linking tool can be used to link model entities within different models 
of the same project.
C.7 CommonKADS Expertise model support
One of the cornerstones of the CommonKADS methodology is that different
CommonKADS expertise task models have applications within a number of diverse fields.
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I.e. the models are generic across different domains of application. As a result, the 
workbench also allows the import of previously defined expertise task models into a 
project. Unfortunately, the models available for import currently lags behind the different 
expertise model templates available (e.g. those defined in Breuker and Van de Welde
[1994]). Current support within the workbench is mainly provided for models of the 
assessment task, as illustrated in Figure C.6.
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Figure C.6: The CommonKADS workbench support for expertise modelling is 
currently mainly confined to assessment-type tasks.
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Appendix D: Publications relevant to the research
Supporting Negotiation in Concurrent Design Teams
Robin Barker1, Leigh Holloway2 and Anthony Meehan3
L Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1WB, UK.
2‘ University o f  Sheffield, Environmental Business Network, Sheffield, UK;
3- Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1 WB, UK.
Conference: Proceedings Sixth International Conference on CSCW in Design,
July 12-14, 2001, London, Ontario, Canada, National Research Council of 
Canada, NRC Research Press, Ottawa, 2001, pg 243-248. ISBN 0-660-18493
Abstract:
This short paper reports on that part of a design support system, which assists each 
individual in a concurrent design team to negotiate with their colleagues during the 
materials selection stage of design. It identifies a difference in the way some concurrent 
design team members conduct negotiation compared to one of the standard economic 
models. It seeks to build upon this to suggest ways in which designers may be supported in 
identifying alternative materials, the choice of which would improve the design from their 
own perspective, and which are more likely to be acceptable to partners in negotiation.
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Supporting Knowledge-based Processes Using Flexible Intelligent Agents
Robin Barker, Leigh Holloway, Jane Mardell, Anthony Meehan
Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1WB, UK.
{R.Barker, L.Holloway, J.Mardell, A.Meehan}@shu.ac.uk
Conference: AAAI Spring Symposium 2000, Bringing Knowledge to Business Processes, 
Stanford University, Ca., USA. Publishers: AAAI Technical Report SS-00-03, AAAI 
Press, Menlo Park, Ca., USA. ISBN 1-57735-109-6
Abstract;
We are concerned to develop knowledge-based approaches to facilitating teams of people 
who must co-operate in the operation of business processes. We are particularly interested 
in processes characterised by high degrees of situation specificity (e.g. project-based 
processes such as product design) and by contexts in which the individual team members 
have comparable levels of authority/power and autonomy in respect of their roles in a 
business process. To the extent that we are interested in process design, we attempt to 
identify key information that needs to be made available at early stages of a project to 
avoid revision costs at later stages.
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A knowledge-level model for concurrent design
Robin Barker, Anthony Meehan, Ian Tranter 
Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1WB, UK. 
{R.Barker, A.Meehan, I.Tranter}@shu.ac.uk
Journal: International Journal of Applied Intelligence 10, pages 113-122 (1999) Kluwer 
Academic Publishers
Abstract:
This paper describes the development and validation of a knowledge-level model of 
concurrent design. Concurrent design is characterised by the extent to which multi­
disciplinary perspectives influence all stages of the product design process. This design 
philosophy is being increasingly used in industry to reduce costs and improve product 
quality. We propose an essentially rational model for concurrent design and report on my 
validation of the model through studies with designers. I outline some of the limitations of 
current computational techniques needed to support negotiation in the design cycle and 
consider some of the implications of this for the development of systems to support 
concurrent design.
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Supporting Concurrent Design Teams with Adjustably Autonomous Agents
Robin Barker, Anthony Meehan
Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1 WB, UK.
{R.Barker, A.Meehan}@shu.ac.uk
Conference: AAAI Spring Symposium 1999, Agents with Adjustable Autonomy, Stanford 
University, Ca., USA. Publishers: AAAI Technical Report. 1999. SS-99-06, AAAI Press, 
Menlo Park, Ca.; ISBN 1-57735-102-9
Abstract:
Successful deployment of knowledge-based systems in design is very limited. It has been 
suggested that one reason for this is that models of design have focused upon what 
machines can do and not on how designers actually design. The Cognitive Engineering 
Research Programme launched by the UK’s Economic and Social Research Council in 
1995 is seeking to achieve this goal by developing a better understanding of how we 
should design interactive systems through studying people and organisations. Oxman 
offers an approach to this through the development of an integrated understanding of 
design theory, cognitive science and computing. This paper describes work which attempts 
to address some of the issues above by studying concurrent engineering designers to 
identify (some of) the dynamics of the concurrent design process and examine ways in 
which these might be captured in computational approaches to support design activity.
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Towards a Knowledge-level Model for Concurrent Design
Robin Barker, Anthony Meehan, Ian Tranter 
Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1 WB, UK.
{R.Barker, A.Meehan, I.Tranter}@shu.ac.uk
Conference: 11th International conference on industrial and engineering 
applications of artificial intelligence and expert systems. Publishers: Springer 
Verlag 1998.
Abstract:
This paper describes the development and validation of a knowledge-level 
model of concurrent design. Concurrent design is characterised by the extent to 
which multidisciplinary perspectives influence all stages of the product design 
process. This design philosophy is being increasingly used in industry to 
reduce costs and improve product quality. We propose an essentially rational 
model for concurrent design using CommonKADS and report on my validation 
of the model through studies with designers.
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Critiquing and the Concurrent Design Process
Robin Barker, Chris Short, Ian Tranter, Anthony Meehan.
School Of Engineering, Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1WB.
Brian Parkinson.
Manufacturing Systems Centre, University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield. ALIO 
9AB.
Conference: Concurrent engineering and Design Automation (CEEDA96), Poole, 18-19 
January 1996
Abstract:
One of the basic characteristics of concurrent engineering design is that different 
perspectives relating to the overall life-cycle of a product should be brought to the attention 
of a designer (or design team) as early as possible. Ideally a designer would be surrounded 
by ’experts' in different areas (e.g. manufacture, assembly, cost, materials etc.) who are 
able to 'critique' the evolving design from their own perspective. Unfortunately practical 
considerations in terms of cost, geographical distribution of expertise, communication 
problems etc. dictate that this ideal situation is unlikely to be realised in a typical working 
environment.
However by simulating the ‘critiquing’ behaviour of these experts in a computer-based 
design environment, some of these limitations can be overcome. This paper describes work 
that is ongoing at Sheffield Hallam University to investigate concurrent critiquing as a task 
and how the necessary expertise can be modelled and incorporated in such an environment.
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Integrating knowledge-based systems into the concurrent design task
Robin Barker, Leigh Holloway, Ian Tranter, Anthony Meehan.
Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield SI 1WB.
Conference: The First Annual Conference on Applied Concurrent Engineering (ACE ‘96) 
Seattle, Washington, USA, November 5 -7  1996.
Abstract.
One of the basic characteristics of concurrent design (the design process in a concurrent 
engineering context) is that different perspectives relating to the overall life-cycle of a 
product should be brought to the attention of a designer (or design team) as early as 
possible. Ideally a designer would be surrounded by 'experts' in different areas (e.g. 
manufacture, assembly, cost, materials etc.) who are able to 'critique' the evolving design 
from their own perspective. Unfortunately practical considerations in terms of cost, 
geographical distribution of expertise, communication problems etc. dictate that this ideal 
situation is unlikely to be realised in a typical working environment.
By simulating the ‘critiquing’ behaviour of these experts in a computer-based design 
environment, some of these limitations can be overcome. This paper describes work that is 
ongoing at Sheffield Hallam University, using the CommonKADS methodology to 
investigate concurrent critiquing as a task and how the necessary expertise can be modelled 
and incorporated in computer support for concurrent design.
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A learning environment for concurrent engineering
Robin Barker, Leigh Holloway, Ian Tranter, and Chris Short.
Sheffield Hallam University.
Brian Parkinson.
Hertfordshire University.
Conference: The First Annual Conference on Applied Concurrent Engineering (ACE ‘96) 
Seattle, Washington, USA, November 5 -7  1996.
Abstract:
This paper outlines the development of'Design builder' - a computer-based system to teach 
design in a concurrent engineering context. This is part of the IDER (Innovative Design 
Engineering Research) project, which is a joint collaboration between Sheffield Hallam 
University and Hertfordshire University. The main objective of the project is to familiarise 
students with the concurrent design process by enabling them to design a product (from 
specification to final detail design) within a simulated concurrent engineering environment. 
Concurrent design can be considered as that element of concurrent engineering relating to 
the design process.
The CommonKADS methodology has been used to model the processes within design and 
the expertise of different participants in the concurrent design process.
Extensive testing with students and design teachers has shown very positive reactions to 
the system and Version 1 of Design builder is now available to teachers of concurrent 
design.
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Re-Shaping Design Teaching: A Strategy for Teaching and Learning
R.Barker, B.Parkinson and C.Short.
Conference: SEED95, University of Lancaster, 13-14 Sept 95. Published by SEED, 1995. 
Abstract:
The traditional approach to the teaching of design has often mimicked the industrial ‘over 
the wall’ approach. However, industry is rapidly adopting the principles of Concurrent 
engineering and so it is vital that academia responds to the future requirements of industry 
and their own students. To teach the philosophy of concurrent engineering obviously 
requires a change in the curriculum content of design units but it also implies that the 
teaching and learning process should take place in an atmosphere of ‘concurrency’. In the 
early years of a degree course most students (but not all) are relatively naive in their grasp 
of academic principles and industrial knowledge / experience and as a result are 
unaccustomed to working together in a concurrent way and find it extremely frustrating 
given their lack of knowledge. One solution to this problem is to provide students with a 
concurrent environment in the form of knowledge-based systems which provides 
information and data on a whole host of engineering subject areas and which also provides 
them with guidance on the application of the necessary principles and techniques. Such a 
computer-based system, employing artificial intelligence techniques, is being jointly 
developed by the University of Hertfordshire and Sheffield Hallam University as part of 
the Teaching and Learning Technology Programme-phase 2. This paper discusses the 
development of the system to date and it’s application areas.
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Modelling the Concurrent Engineering Environment Using Artificial Intelligence
Techniques
Robin Barker, Chris Short, Ian Tranter & Anthony Meehan.
Sheffield Hallam University.
Brian Parkinson.
Hertfordshire University.
Conference: 10th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Engineering, 
International Centre For Mechanical Sciences, Udine, Italy, 4-6 July 95.
Abstract:
This paper outlines the development of a computer-based system to teach engineering 
design within a concurrent environment. This is part of the IDER (Innovative Design 
Engineering Research) project, which is a joint collaboration between Sheffield Hallam 
University and Hertfordshire University. The main objective of the project is to familiarise 
students with the concurrent design process by enabling them to design a product (from 
specification to final detail design) within a simulated concurrent engineering environment.
The environment is simulated using the CommonKADS methodology to represent the 
expertise necessary to obtain different perspectives on the design process.
A prototype module to critique the specification development stage has been developed 
and is currently being assessed.
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An expert teaching system for concurrent engineering
Robin Barker, Chris Short, Ian Tranter.
School Of Engineering, Sheffield Hallam University, Pond Street, Sheffield
Brian Parkinson, James Martindale.
Manufacturing Systems Centre, Hertfordshire University, College Lane, Hatfield.
Conference: 2nd International Conference on Design to Manufacture in Modem Industry. 
University of Maribor, Slovenia, 29-30 May 95
Abstract:
A need has been identified for engineering students and engineers currently practising in 
industry to learn the principles of and practices associated with concurrent engineering. 
One way it is believed this could be achieved is through the use of computer-based 
teaching systems. This paper outlines the requirements for such a computer-based teaching 
system and outlines work, which is progressing at Sheffield Hallam and Hertfordshire 
University to develop such a system.
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Appendix E: Acronyms and Nomenclature
2-D Two dimensional
3-D Three dimensional
AI Artificial Intelligence
BPR Business Process Re-Engineering
CAD Computer Aided Design
CAL Computer Aided Learning
CBR Case-based Reasoning
CE Concurrent Engineering
CML Conceptual Modeling Language
DFA Design For Assembly
DFM Design For Manufacture
DFX Design For X
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning
FEA Finite Element Analysis
FMEA Failure Means and Effects Analysis
KBS Knowledge-based System
GA Drawing General Assembly Drawing
MADS Multi Agent Design Systems
NC Numerically Controlled (usually in relation to machine tools)
PSM Problem-solving method
UML Unified Modelling Language
VDI Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (German Institute Of Engineers)
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